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ABSTRACT 

Three new simple beam-shell piping elbow finite elements have been formulated 

and programmed as User Elements for the ANSYS finite element program. The 

elements share a common beam bending model, based on an exact solution of 

Vlasov's thin-walled beam theory, but adopt different ovalisation interpolation 

schemes. 

In the first element, PB 1, ovalisation deformation is assumed constant with respect 

to axial position and interpolated circumferentially by an even Fourier series. 

The second element, PB2, extends the PB 1 formulation to include linear 

interpolation of ovalisation with respect to axial position. In the third element, 

PB3, constant ovalisation deformation is interpolated piecewise around the 
cross-section by four quintic polynomial functions. 

Several s~ple analyses of single bends were performed, and the results compared 

with published theoretical and experimental results. PB 1 and PB2 were found 

to give good agreement with stresses from alternative solutions for a range of 

elbow geometries. The element PB2 solution converged slightly more rapidly 

than PB 1, but the additional degrees of freedom required for linear interpolation 

negated the advantage of the higher order scheme. Element PB3 performed 

poorly in comparison with the other elements, especially in the analysis of elbows 

of low bend parameter. It was concluded that the polynomial interpolation 

scheme of element PB3 was less effective than Fourier interpolation of 

ovallsation. 

Of the three elements presented, element PB1 was chosen in preference to PB2 

for general piping analysis as its complete stiffness matrix had been obtained in 

closed form, making it computationally less expensive. 

The use of element PB 1 in piping system analysis was investigated by performing 

several sample analyses of systems and comparing results with flexibility and finite 

element analysis. It was found that the element gave accurate results at low 

computing costs, indicating its suitability for general elastic analysis of piping 
systems. 
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CRAnER!. 

INTRODUCTION. 



1 INTRODUCTION. 

Pipework is used extensively in indus!~ for transporting material between items 

of plant. In many applications, for example in the petro-chemical and power 

industries, the material may be intrinsically hazardous or in a hazardous 

thermodynamic state. Safety considerations require such piping to have high 

structural integrity, whilst economic considerations require minimum structural 

redundancy in the design. In practice piping safety and economy are ensured by 

designed systems according to a particular design code or specification. 

Piping codes generally allow two approaches to system design. In one approach, 

a standard design procedure is adopted and the design drawn up according to a 

set of rules defined in the code. Alternatively, an analysis of a proposed design 

may be carried out in order to demonst~ate that the stresses within the pipes and 

forces at connections to items of plant are within specified limits. If the code 

limits are exceeded, the pipework designer modifies the design and repeats the 

analysis until the requirements are met. 

The main problem in piping analysis is the size and complexity of piping systems. 

Piping components such as elbows, bellows and branch connections are essentially 

shell structures. A rigorous analysis of a piping system would therefore be based 

on shell theory. However, the size and cost of a full shell analysis of a general 

system makes such an approach impracticable at present, and a simplified analysis 

must be used. 

In contemporary practice, most piping design and analysis is done using computer 

pipe stress analysis programs in which the piping system is modelled as a 

framework assembled from simple beams. The model is analysed to obtain the 

forces on the components, from which .the pipe stresses are evaluated. 

The engineers theory of bending makes two fundamental assumptions about the 

behaviour of long slender straight or curved beams: 

i) Plane sections remain plane during bending. 

ii) The cross-section of the beam does not deform during bending, 
(Poisson effects being neglected). 

Under these asSunlptions, only 10nginidi1i3l stress and strain are induced in beams 

under be~ding. 
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The beam bending assumptions are generally valid for straight pipes, but are not 

applicable in the case of pipe bends. Cross-sectional ovalisation, violating 

assumption (ii) above, is a fundamel!~al deformation mode of a piping elbow 
under bending. This is called the Von Karman effect; it causes a pipe bend to 
be more flexible than a curved beam of the same nominal dimensions and induces 

higher and more complex longitudinal and hoop stress in the elbow. 

It is not, therefore, possible to directly model pipe bends as curved beams, and 

in practice factors correcting elbow flexibility and stress intensification (derived 

from shell analyses of bends) are required in the simplified beam analysis. The 
. above approach is generally referred to as piping flexibility analysis. 

However, a more realistic alternative analysis method for piping systems has been 

available since the early 1970's. This is finite element analysis using special 

purpose pipe bend elements which incorporate elbow ovalisation as a 

fundamental deformation mode. Such elements require neither flexibility nor 
stress intensification factors, and give more detailed and accurate stress results 

for pipe bends. A number of ovalising element formulations have been presented 

in the literature, several of which have been incorporated in commercial finite 

element programs. However, these elements have not generally been accepted 

for elastic piping analysis, as required by the piping design codes. This is mainly 

due to two factors: 

1) The flexibility analysis is a tried and tested piping analysis method, which 

has been used successfully for many years. 

2) Finite element analysis using special piping elements is more expensive, 

as the elbow elements are computationally larger and require numerical 

integration of the element stiffness matrices. 

1.1 Scope of Present Study 

The object of this present study is to review the elbow element literature, to 

present possible formulations for simple elbow elements suitable for the elastic 

analysis of piping systems and to investigate the performance of the elements 

proposed. The elements are two-node displacement based finite elements, with 

axial, bending and torsional deformation modes based on beam theory and elbow 

ovalisation modes based on a reduced, 2-dimensional, shell theory. 
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The proposed elements have been programmed as "user elements" in the 

commercial Finite Element system ANSYS. ANSYS is a powerful general 

purpose finite element program offering a wide range of analysis capabilities, 

including linear' and non linear statics, dynamics, heat transfer, fluid flow, 

electrostatics and magnetostatics. The program offers a large library of elements 

for problems of the above types, and in addition allows the user to define his own 

element which interacts with the program in the same way as the standard ANSYS 

elements. 

Programming the elbow elements as ANSYS user elements has two significant 

advantages over using a finite element-program written specifically for element 

development. Firstly, the ANSYS pre-processor can be used to create finite 

element models interactively and the post-processor used to display analysis 

results. Secondly, the elements are accessible to other workers using ANSYS, 

facilitating further study and application of the elements. 

There is no official ANSYS documentation describing the user element capability, 

other than a 'brief mention in Appendix P of the ANSYS User Manual. The user 

element capability is described an ANSYS program called USER.ROUTINES, 

which is supplied with main-frame and workstation versions of ANSYS. 

USER. ROUTINES includes documented source code for an example user 

element: a 3-D spar element. 

In order to clarify the user element programming procedure, an extensive "User 

Element Programming Manual" was written specifically to accompany this thesis 

and is included as Appendix 1. The Appendix is limited to the programming of 

linear elastic structural elements. User element source code for the elbow 

elements formulated in the thesis are given in Appendix 4. 

In the body of the thesis, a discussion of piping analysis methods, including 

flexibility analysis and the finite element method, is presented in Chapter 2. 

A review of the piping elbow finite element literature to date is presented in 

Chapter 3, and salient features of such elements discussed with a view to 

formulating simple elements for elastic analysis. 

In Chapter 4, a number of elbow ovalisation models are studied by investigating 

the axial deformation of a semi-toroidal bellows expansion joint, which is similar 

to the ovalisation deformation mode of a piping elbow. Four bellows finite 

element formulations are presented. 
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Three elbow element formulations are presented in Chapter 5. The elements 

share a common beam model, based. on an exact curved beam solution. In 

elements PBl and PB2, Fourier interpolation of a two-dimensional ovalisation 

strain field (both constant and linear with respect to axial position) is investigated. 

In element PB3, piecewise quintic polynomial interpolation of the two 

dimensional ovalisation strain field is studied. 

In Chapter 6 a number of sample analyses of bellows, elbows and piping systems 

are presented, in order to assess the accuracy and applicability of the element 
formulations presented in Chapters 4 and 5. Results are compared with published 

analytical, experimental and finite element results. In addition, a number of 
flexibility analyses and finite element analyses using commercial finite elements 
were performed for comparison purposes. 

Finally, conclusions of the study are presented in Chapter 7, and 
recommendations for further investigations in the field of finite element analysis 
of piping systems given. 
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CHAPTER 2. 

DESIGN AND AN ALYSIS OF PIPING SYSTEMS AND PIPING 

ELBOWS. 



2 DESIGN AND ANALYSIS OF PIPING SYSTEMS AND PIPING 

ELBOWS. 

In many industries plant safety and reliability considerations require industrial 

piping to retain its structural integrity throughout its operational life. In order 

to meet this requirement piping systems are built to a specified piping code which 

defines rules for design, materials, construction and inspection of the system. 

Codes, standards and regulations covering the design of piping systems are issued 

by a number of Standards bodies, including the British Standards Institute (BSI) 

in the UK, and the American National Standards Institute (ANSI) and the 
American Society of Mechanical Engineers (ASME) in the USA For example, 

three of the most popular codes in the UK petro-chemical and power industries 
are: 

BS806: Ferrous Pipes and Piping for and in connection with Land Boilers 
[2.1]. 

ANSI/ AS ME B31.1: Code for Power Piping [2.2]. 

ASME Pressure Vessel & Boiler Code Section ill: Nuclear power plant 

components [2.3] 

These codes will be used to provide specific examples of some of the general 

points discussed in this chapter. 

Industrial piping is subject to many different kinds ofloading, but for the purposes 

of code design three categories are usually considered. These are sustained loads, 

occasional loads, and expansion loads. 

Sustained loads arise from the mechanical forces present throughout normal 

operation of the system, and include self weight, fluid weight, insulation weight 

and internal (or external) pressure. 

Occasional loads also arise from mechanical forces, but are expected to occur 

during only a small proportion of the plant life. Occasional loads include wind 

loading, seismic loading, loads arising from possible plant accidents and 

intermittent operational loads such as relief valve discharge. 
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Expansion loads arise when piping systems experience changes in operating 

temperature, causing thermal expansion of the piping material. In an 

unconstrained system such expansion is stress-free. However, in a constrained 

system, thermal stresses are set up in the piping components and reaction forces 

occur at connections to plant, supports and anchors. 

The object of design codes is to guard against failures arising from these loadings. 

The codes may identify several failure modes, but most commonly consider three: 

excessive plastic deformation or bursting, ratchetting and fatigue. 

Excessive plastic deformation is considered to arise from sustained and occasional 

loads. These loads give rise to stresses in the wall of the pipe which, if high enough, 

may cause the piping material to yield. Ultimately, if the loading is high enough 

to cause the yielding to spread through the cross-section of the pipe, failure occurs 
due to rupture or burst. 

Ratchetting failure may occur when a system subject to sustained and occasional 

loading also ~xperiences expansion loads, causing cyclic stresses in the pipe wall. 

The magnitude of the stresses in the first loading cycle determines the behaviour 

of ~he system under subsequent cycles. If the maximum combined sustained 

occasional and expansion stresses are within the elastic range of the piping 

material, the piping system will exhibit wholly elastic behaviour in all loading 

cycles. If, however, the stresses occurring during the first cycle cause the piping 

to yield, one of two types of behaviour will occur on subsequent cycles. If the 

initial yielding sets up a state of residual stress in the pipe wall such that subsequent 

cycling causes no further plastic deformation, the system is said to exhibit 

shakedown. However, if the residual stresses are not great enough to 

accommodate subsequent cycles elastically, successive cycles lead to cumulative 

plastic deformation or ratchetting of the piping material, eventually causing local 

plastic failure in the wall of the pipe. 

Fatigue failure occurs when stress raisers cause peak stresses to arise in the 

system. The peak values may be greater than yield, but, as they are by definition 

very highly localised, they do not lead to failure due to· bursting or yielding. 

However, repeated thermal cycling may cause localised damage to occur, leading 

to crack formation, propagation and eventually leakage in the system. 
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At the most basic level design against burst is achieved by ensuring that the piping 

is of sufficient wall thickness to ensure that averaged or "membrane" stress in the 

wall due to pressure loading is below .a specified fraction of the material yield 

strength. Failure due to gross yielding is then precluded by restricting stresses 

due to other sustained and occasional loads to certain limits. 

Protection against failure due to thermal loading is achieved by ensuring that the 

proposed design has sufficient flexibility to absorb thermal strains without giving 

rise to excessive stresses, deformations or connection forces in the system. In 

code design it must be demonstrated that the system has sufficient flexibility to 

absorb the design thermal loads safely. To this end a "flexibility analysis" of the 

proposed design is carried out, in which the thermal displacements, stresses and 

reaction forces are evaluated and compared with allowable limits specified in the 
code. 

Due to the size and complexity of piping systems, a number of simplified flexibility 

analysis methods have been developed over the years. In general these 

simplifications are intended to result in a conservative analysis, (although 

Carmichael and Edwards have s~own that this is not always the case [2.4 D. 

A more advanced approach to piping assessment is the "design by analysis" 

procedure allowed for in the ASME Code Section m. Design by analysis requires 

a detailed elastic stress analysis of the piping system to be performed, the results 

of which are then compared with specified allowable stress levels etc. Such an 

analysis is more complex, time consuming and expensive than a flexibility analysis 

of the. same system but gives more accurate and detailed stress, force and 

displacement results. As computer cos~ have fallen design by analysis has become 

a more viable alternative to flexibility analysis for a wide range of design work. 

2.1 FJexibilUy Analysis of Pipint: Ssstems. 

The size and complexity of piping systems have in the past precluded detailed 

stress analysis of such systems, and traditionally a number of simplifying 

assumptions have been used in piping analysis in order to reduce the problem to 

a manageable size. Most significantly, expansion effects have been investigated 

by performing a flexibility analysis of the system. 
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In flexibility analysis the problem is simplified by considering the piping system 

to be an assembly of straight and curved beams. In the Engineer's theory of 

bending it is assumed that straight and curved beams deform such that sections 

initially plane and normal to the centroid of the beam remain so after bending, 

and that the cross-section of the beam 90es not deform. Under these conditions 

a beam subject to a pure bending moment experiences direct strain in the 

longitudinal fibres only, which, neglecting the Poisson effect, gives rise to uniaxial 

longitudinal stress in the beam. 

In practice beam bending assumptions can be applied in the analysis of straight 

pipes with reasonable accuracy. However this is not the case in the analysis of 

pipe bends, bellows expansion joints and branch connections, which exhibit more 

complex behaviour than simple beams. 

When a piping elbow is subjected to bending loading its cross-section tends to 

flatten or ovalise, violating the "rigid section" beam assumption as shown in Figure 

2.1. Deformation of the cross-section reduces the bending stiffness of the elbow 

and, consequently, the flexibility of a pipe bend can be considerably higher than 

that calculated for a rigid section beam of similar geometry. The ovalisation also 

causes a more complex state of stress than that predicted by beam theory. The 

longitudinal stress is redistributed, and high circumferential bending stress is 

introduced into the problem. Bellows and branch connections also violate the 

basic beam bending assumptions. Bellows convolutions deform in a manner 

similar to bend cross-section ovalisation, and branches exhibit complex local 

effects at the pipe intersections. 

In flexibility analysis the true behaviour of elbows, bellows and branch connections 

is usually accounted for by the use of correction factors. Correction factors for 

flexibility and stress intensification are obtained by comparing the response 

predicted by complex analysis of the components to that given by beam theory 

and by experimental investigations. In the following section the analysis of piping 

elbows is considered in some detail. 

2.1.1 Elbow Analysis: Flexibility and Stress Intensification Factors. 

The first theoretical analysis of a pipe bend per se was published by Von Karman 

in 1911, when he presented an analysis of an elbow subject to a constant in-plane 

bending moment [2.5]. The previous year Bantlin had shown experimentally 
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· that elbows are more flexible than predicted by beam theory but attributed this 

behaviour to manufacturing defects [2.6]. Von Karman showed that the enhanced 

flexibility was due to cross-sectional deformation of the elbow. 

The geometry and co-ordinate system of a general elbow is shown in Figure 2.2. 

Von Karman applied the minimum potential energy method to a section of elbow 

under in-plane bending moment loading, simplifying the analysis by invoking the 

following assumptions: 

a) As in beam theory, sections initially plane and normal to the centroid of 

the elbow remain so upon loading. 

b) The applied bending load gives rise to a bending moment which is constant 

with reference to position around the axis of the elbow. This results in 
constant ovalisation deformation of the cross-section with respect to axial 

position and is generally knoWn as the constant bending or constant 
ovalisation assumption. 

c) The circumferential cross-section of the bend is inextensible: ovalisation 

arises solely from transverse bending of the pipe wall. 

d) The elbow geometry is such that the bend radius R is much greater than 

the pipe mid-surface radius r. 

e) the pipe mid-surface radius r is much greater than the wall thickness t. 

f) Stresses normal to the shell mid-surface are negligible. 

g) Shear strains are negligible. 

Assumptions (b) and (g) arise from the pure bending of an axisymmetric body. 

Assumption (c) gives a coupling condition between the radial and tangential 

deformation of the elbow cross-section, allowing the deformation of the 

cross-section to be defined in terms of a single displacement component. 

Assumption (d) limits the solution to long radius bends but simplifies analysis 

calculations as the distance of a point on the mid-surface of the pipe wall at angle 

e can be assumed to be the bend radius R. That is 

R -rcose = R 
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Assumptions (e) and (f) conform with standard thin shell theory assumptions. 

In the Von Karman analysis the radial deformation w of the cross-section is 

represented by the Fourier series: 

N 

W= I: a 2n cos2nS 
, n-l 

(1) 

By invoking the circumferential inextensibility assumption (c) above, the radial 

displacement v is also defined in terms of the Fourier coefficients a2n. The elbow's 

potential energy expression may therefore be defined in terms of the coefficients 

of a single Fourier series and the work done by the applied moment in causing 

end rotation of the elbow. 

Minimising the potential energy of the elbow with respect to the Fourier 

coefficients and end rotation yields an expression relating the rotation and applied 

moment. Comparing the rotation values given by this expression to values 

obtained by an analysis in which ovalisation is neglected, it is found that the 

flexibility is higher by a constant called the flexibility factor of the elbow. Von 

Karman found that the flexibility factor and geometry of elbows could be related 

through a dimensionless bend parameter A., where: 

If one term is taken in the ovalisation displacement series the Von Karman 

analysis yields a bend flexibility factor of: 

Taking more terms in the series yields more accurate expressions for flexibility 

factor. The variation of flexibility factor with bend parameter for one, two and 

three term series is given in Figure 2.3, which shows that the bend flexibility factor 

increases as the bend parameter decreases. However, as the bore increases for 

a given bend radius the long radius assumption (d) above is violated. In practice 

bend behaviour is governed not only by the bend parameter but also by the radius 
ratio of the bend. 
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The stress distribution around the circumference of the bend may also be obtained 

from the Von Karman analysis. Again, considering a single term solution, the 

normalised stress distribution is given py the equations: 

oe 3 
- = v (kcos9 - k scos 3 9)::1: -ksA.cos29 
an 2· 

where the positive sign refers to the outer surface of the pipe, k is the flexibility 
factor as before, and 

The normalising stress is the stress occurring at the outer fibres of a straight beam 

of the same ,nominal dimensions subject to the same bending moment. From 
bending theory 

My M a =-=--
n I ntr2 

The longitudinal and circumferential stress distribution at the outer surface of a 

general elbow is compared to the beam stress distribution in Figure 2.4. Figure 

2.5 shows the stress distribution at the outer and inner surfaces for an elbow of 

bend parameter A. = 0.5 and Poisson's ratio v = 0.3. From these plots it is seen 

that ovalisation significantly affects the stress levels and distribution in the elbow. 

In a beam subject to a closing moment maximum longitudinal stress occurs at the 

extrados (tension) and intrados (compression). In an elbow, ovalisation reduces 

the stress at these locations and the maximum value occurs in fibres nearer the 

neutral axis of the bend. The maximum longitudinal stress may be greater than 

that in a similar curved beam, but it is not as high as the circumferential stress 

introduced by the ovalisation. The maximum circumferential stress may be up 

to four times the maximum equivalent beam longitudinal stress. 

Most of the elbow analyses published between 1911 and the late 1940's concerned 

improvement and refinement of the basic Von Karman model. Probably the most 

significant advance during this period was the extension of the Von Karman 
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analysis to out-of-plane bending by Vigness in 1943 [2.7]. In a potential energy 

analysis similar to that of Von Karman, Vigness assumed the radial displacement 

of the cross-section of a bend subject to an out-of-plane bending moment to be 

represented by the series: 

N 

w= L b 2n sin2nS 
n-l 

This is equivalent to the in-plane displacement function of Von Karman rotated 

450 about the centroid of the section. For a single term solution the expression 

for out-of-plane flexibility factor is identical to the in-plane expression. Stress 

intensification is also similar in form to the in-plane case, but with the maxima 

rotated through 450 • 

The first major departure from the Von Karman approach to bend analysis was 

made by Reissner in 1949, when he defined the governing differential equations 

for in-plane bending of an elbow based on rotationally symmetric thin shell theory 

[2.8]. The first pipe bend solution offering flexibility and stress intensification 

factors based on shell analysis was published by Clark and Reissner later that 

year [2.9], when the following expressions for flexibility and stress intensification 

factors of low bend parameter elbows were presented: 

k = 1.65 
"A, 

a e 1.892 0.480 
-=±-~2-

an "A, 3 

The Clark and Reissner flexibility factor is plotted against A. in Figure 2.6, and 

shows good agreement with a Von Karman three term Fourier series solution. 

The stress intensification factors for the inner and outer surfaces of the elbow 

are plotted against A. in Figure 2.6. 

Although the Clark and Reissner solution offered the first real alternative to the 

Von Karman approach to elbow analysis, many of Von Karman's original 

assumptions were retained. Most notably, the elbow was still considered to exhibit 

constant ovalisation deformation with respect to axial position. However, in the 

discussion of a 1945 Beskin paper [2.11], Pardue and Vigness presented 

e~erimentai results which indicated that connection to flanges or straight piping 
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runs could significantly stiffen the bend. This work was substantiated by Pardue 

and Vigness in 1951 when they published the results of an experimental 

investigation into the effect of such end constraints on piping elbows [2.12]. 

In practice attachment to straight pipes and flanges constrains the ovalisation 

deformation of the elbow at the ends and the ovalisation varies with respect to 

axial position. This reduces the bend flexibility, alters the stress distribution and 

reduces the maximum stress in the elbow. 

For some time the effect of end constraints on flexibility was dealt with empirically. 

The first detailed results of a theoretical analysis including end effects was not 

published until 1978, when Whatham presented the first in a series of papers on 

end effects based on a series solution of the governing shell equations [2.13]. 

Since then a number of papers extending the classic Von Karman analysis to 

include end constraints have been published by Thomson and Spence, who 

reviewed end constraints in piping elbows in reference [2.14]. 

Elbow flexibility and stress intensification factors which include end effects lead 

to smaller displacements and stresses in a flexibility analysis but few of the design 

codes actually include such factors. Most are still based on the constant ovalisation 
approach. 

Another significant factor not considered in most codes is the effect of internal 

pressure on bend behaviour. Internal pressurisation of a pipe bend subject to 

bending loading tends to force the ovalised cross-section back to its original 

circular form, effectively stiffening the bend. In 1957 Rodabaugh and George 

published an elbow analysis in which the effect of pressure was included as a 

linear work term in a Von Karman type energy analysis [2.15]. However, in [2.16] 

Crandall and Dahl showed that the relationship between pressure and ovalisation 

is non-linear, even for small cross-section displacements. Thus the linearised 

small displacement theory used in analyses such as [2.15] cannot describe the true 

nature of pressure-bending coupling. The reduction in bend flexibility due to 

pressure-bending coupling is recognised in some codes but, in general, it is 

considered too complex for inclusion in flexibility analysis. 

The origins and limitations of flexibility and stress intensification factors used in 

some specific piping codes are discussed below. Although complex piping models 

including. end effects and pressure-bending coupling have been presented in the 

literature, most codes are based on constant bending analysis of elbows. 
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2.1.2 Flexibility and Stress Intensification Factors in Piping Codes. 

The flexibility and stress intensification factors used in the codes are derived from 

several sources. 

In BS806 a single curve is presented for both in-plane and out-of-plane flexibility 

factor. The curve is the average of in-plane values from Turner and Ford [2.17] 

and out-of-plane values from Smith [2.18]. Turner and Ford reviewed 

contemporary analytical methods for pipe bends in 1957 and provided a detailed 

numerical analysis of the problem based on shell theory. Smith obtained flexibility 

factors for out-of-plane bending by an extension of 'the Vigness analysis. The 

BS806 stress intensification factors are also drawn from these sources. 

The ANSI! ASME B31.1 flexibility factors are based on the Clark and Reissner 

shell solution [2.9]; however, the stress intensification factors are derived from 

fatigue tests performed by Markl in 1952 [2.19]. These tests defined so-called 

"i-factors" which are approximately half the value of the stress intensification 

factors given in BS 806. The stresses obtained using these factors are not true 

elastic stresses, but an indication of the fatigue strength of the elbow. The reasons 

for using these factors are somewhat obscure, but they are retained in the code 

as they have been applied successfully in the past. Separate i-factors are specified 

for in-plane and out-of-plane loading, and also for flanged bends. 

ASME Section ill for Nuclear Vessels defines three classes of piping. Subsection 

NB gives the rules for Class 1 components including piping within the reactor 

coolant pressure boundary. Subsection NC concerns Class 2 components 

important to safety and designed for emergency core cooling etc. ~ubsection ND 

concerns Class 3 components found in the cooling water and auxiliary feedwater 
systems. 

Classes 2 and 3 have design rules based on the ANSI B31.1 approach, whereas 

two approaches are permitted for Class 1 piping. One method is Design by 

Analysis, as discussed below, and the other is a conventional flexibility analysis 

based on beam theory. As in the case of ANSI B31.1, flexibility factors based on 

Clark and Reissner are available; however, alternative factors taking into account 

the effect of end constraints and internal pressure may be used if preferred. These 

alternative flexibility factors are based on the work of Rodabaugh et aI [2.20]. 
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Stress intensification for Class 1 piping is accounted for by the use of three types 

of stress intensification indices, each related to a particular failure mechanism: 

gross yield, shakedown and localised peak stresses. These stress indices are 

essentially different to the i~factors used in ANSI B31.1, being based on limit 

stresses as opposed to fatigue results. 

2.1.3 Computer-Based Flexibility Analysis: The Matrix Displacement Method. 

Flexibility analysis is most commonly performed using piping analysis computer 

programs based on code assessment procedure. Most of these programs model 

the piping system as a three dimensional framework of simple beams, using 

standard skeletal structure analysis techniques. In commercial software the most 

popular analysis method is the matrix displacement method. 

In the matrix displacement method a mathematical model of a complex piping 

system is built up by assembling a number of straight and curved beam models 

of system components called "members" or "elements". Here the term "element" 

is used for consistency with the finite element method which is discussed below. 

The behaviour of an element is fully defined in terms of a finite number of degrees 

of freedom by the element stiffness equation, the form of which is: 

{F} = [K]{d} 

where { d} is a vector of degrees of freedom, {F} a corresponding vector of forces, 

and [K] the stiffness matrix of the element. The element degrees of freedom are 

generally translational and rotational displacements at designated _ "nodal points" 

or simply "nodes" located at the ends of the element. 

The beam element stiffness matrices are defined by classical beam theory or by 

inversion of the flexibility equation obtained by methods such as Castigliano's 

theorem. In the case of elbows, bellows and branch connections, the beam 

element stiffness matrices must be modified to represent the actual behaviour of 

these components. To this end flexibility factors are introduced into the analysis 

at element level to increase the flexibility of the elements. The flexibility factors 

are automatically evaluated by the programs according to the element geometry 

and the specified design code. 
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As the element stiffness matrices are generated, thermal loads arising from the 

design temperature variation are evaluated in the form of an element load vector. 

The element matrices and load vector~ are then assembled to form the system or 

global stiffness equation, by enforcing equilibrium and compatibility at nodes 

common to adjacent elements. The system anchors, connections to plant, supports 

and so on are then applied to the global displacement vector as displacement 

boundary conditions. The global stiffness equation is thus generated in the form: 

(2.1) 

which is then solved for the unknown global displacements. Symbolically the 

solution may be written: 

(2.2) 

Once the displacement solution is complete, the vector of element reaction forces 

maybe evaluated by back-substituting {d} into (2.1). Stress calculations are then 

performed in which the element nodal'stresses are evaluated from nodal forces 

and moments according to bending theory. 

Flexibility analysis programs based on the matrix displacement method may 

produce large and seemingly detailed amounts of information, generally in a form 

required by the piping codes. However, it must be emphasized that these results 

are obtained by a simplified analysis and are primarily intended to be conservative 

in nature. 

2,2 Finite Element Analysis of Piping Systems. 

As computing costs and limitations have fallen in recent years, finite element 

analysis has become more popular in the analysis of piping systems. Finite element 

analysis is a powerful numerical analysis technique which, given adequate 

computing facilities, may be used to obtain a detailed elastic stress analysis of 

piping systems. A significant advantage of finite element analysis over flexibility 

analysis is that the need for flexibility and stress correction factors is removed, as 

the piping model more fully represents the true behaviour of the piping 
components. 
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The stresses obtained by finite element analysis are "real" pipe stresses, as 

opposed to the beam stresses evaluated in flexibility analysis. However, the stress 

results given by the finite element method do not conform to the traditional piping 

stresses postulated in the design codes, and cannot be applied directly to such 

codes. In order to make use of such analysis, it is necessary to specify an alternative 

design philosophy to the traditional flexibility analysis approach. Such an 

alternative has already been included in some of the more advanced piping codes 

in the form of the "design by analysis" procedure. Design by analysis originated 

in ASME Section ill and Section vm Division 2, and has subsequently been 

adapted by other standards bodies including the BSI in BS 5500 Appendix A 

[2.21]. In the design by analysis approach, the detailed elastic stresses given by 

finite element analysis are processed and categorised in a form similar to 

traditional pipe stresses. These stresses are then compared with allowable limits 

specified in the codes. 

In the remainder of this chapter the finite element method is discussed first in 

general, and then with respect to piping analysis applications. 

2.2.1 The Finite Element Method. 

The finite element method is a powerful numerical analysis technique which is 

used in many areas of science and engineering for the solution of field problems. 

The method is defined in a large body of literature, for example references 

[2.22,2.23,2.24,2.25,2.26], but in terms of structural analysis it may be viewed as 

a generalisation of standard structural analysis techniques. 

The object offinite element analysis is to produce and solve a mathematical model 

of a real structure in terms of a finite number of degrees of freedom. This is done 

by considering the complex structure to be an assembly of simpler components 

or "finite elements", for which general mechanical models can be obtained in 

terms of a limited number of degrees of freedom. The elements may represent 

real components, such as beams and spars in a frame structure, or they may be 

conceptional sub-regions of a continuum, such as a sub-area of plate or shell, or 

a sub-volume of a three-dimensional solid. 

In the finite element method the behaviour of an element of structure is defined 

, by a system of simultaneous linear algebraic equations. This is done by applying 

the well known Rayleigh-Ritz and minimum potential energy methods to the 
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element. Thus the behaviour of the element is defined in terms of displacement 

and displacement derivative degrees of freedom located at specific element 

positions called nodes. Nodes are usually located on the boundary of the element, 

although some elements include nodes at intemallocations. 

As in the matrix displacement method, complex structures are modelled by 

assembling a number of elements co~ected together at common nodes so as to 

satisfy equilibrium and compatibility requirements, resulting in a global stiffness 

equation similar in form to that of the matrix displacement method discussed 

above: 

(2.1) 

where {F g} is a vector of applied forces, { dg} a corresponding vector of structural 

degrees of freedom (displacements and displacement derivatives) and [Kg] the 

global stiffness matrix of the structure. 

The form of element stiffness equations is also common to both methods; that is 

{F} = [K]{d} (2.2) 

where {F} is a vector of forces applied to the element, {d} the corresponding 

degree of freedom vector and [K] the element stiffness matrix. However, the 

methods differ significantly in how the stiffness matrix of the elements are 

obtained. In the displacement-based finite element method, equation (2.2) is 

obtained approximately by prescribing the deformation of the element by means 

of interpolation functions and applying the principle of mjnjmum potential energy 

and the Rayleigh-Ritz method. 

Potential Energy. 

The potential energy of an general finite element is given by the expression: 

JT.=u-w 

where U is the strain energy of the element and W the work done by forces acting 

on the element. From elasticity theory, the strain energy of an element of volume 
V is given by: 
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u =! r {a}T {E}dV 
2Jv 

(2.3) 

where { a} and { E } are vectors of stress and strain respectively at a point within 

the element domain; that is within or on the boundaries of the element. 

Forces acting on the element arise from three sources: body forces {R}, surface 

tractions {T} and point loads {pl. These forces give rise to the work term W in 

the potential energy expression: 

w = Iv {U}T {R}dV + Is {U}T {T}dS+ {uy{p} 
(2.4) 

where V is the element volume, S the surface area and {u} the vector of 

displacements at a point in the element. 

The Rayleigh-Ritz Procedure: Minimising Potential Energy. 

Equations (2.3) and (2.4) represent the strain energy and work contributions to 

the potential energy of a continuum. ~us: 

(2.5) 

As the strains (and hence stresses) at a point in the element are defined in terms 

of partial derivatives of displacement, equation (2.5) represents the potential 

energy of the element in terms of an infinite number of degrees of freedom. In 
the finite element method a Rayleigh-Ritz procedure is invoked to reduce the 

problem to one with a finite number of freedoms. 

The strain-displacement relationships for the element are defined by the 

particular structural theory used in the formulation: for example, 

three-dimensional elasticity, beam theory, shell theory etc. In general: 

{E} = ~({u}) (2.6) 
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where b. is a differential operator. The. first step in the procedure is to assume a 

displacement field which describes the possible deformation patterns of the 

element in terms of a finite number of degrees of freedom. Deformation within 
the element domain is defined by interpolating displacements and displacement 

derivatives at discrete nodal points within the element. The interpolation 

equation is of the general form: 

{u} = [N]{d} (2.7) 

. where [N] is a matrix of interpolation or shape functions relating the vector of 
displacements at a point, {u}, to the selected nodal degrees of freedom of the 

element, {d}. 

[N] is required to meet internal displacement continuity and compatibility 
requirements, whilst maintaining inter-element continuity as far as possible. [N] 

may be obtained directly from well-known interpolation functions such as 

Lagrangian polynomials or by defining.a displacement function explicitly. In the 

latter case, a·general displacement function is of the form 

{u}=[l(x,y,z)]{a} (2.8) 

where [f(x,y,z)] is a matrix of functions of position and {a} a vector of unknown 

constants. By applying the element boundary conditions to (2.8), {a} can be 

expressed in terms of {d}, the nodal degrees of freedom. For example, typical 

boundary conditions at node i, co-ordinates (xj,yj,zi), may be u = uj, v = Vi etc. 
Thus: 

{d} = [A]{a} 

where [A] is a matrix of constants. This equation may then be inverted to give: 

{a} = [Ar l {d} 

Substituting for {a} into (2.8): 

{u} = [l(x. y. z)][Ar l {d} 

Thus from (2.7) the shape function matrix is: 

[N] = [I (x • y. z)][Ar l 
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In the finite element procedure the strain vector is obtained in terms of the 

element degrees of freedom by substituting (2.7) into (2.6): 

{E} = ~ ([N ]{d}) 

As {d} is a vector of constants, this may be written 

{E} = ~([N]){d} 

or 

{E} = [B]{d} where [B] = ~([N]) (2.9) 

[B] is called the strain-displacement matrix of the element and relates strain at 

a point in the element to the nodal degrees of freedom. 

The stresses at a point in the element are related to strains by the appropriate 
constitutive relationship for the element; for example, plane stress, plane strain 
etc. Generally: 

{a} = [D]{E} (2.10) 

where [D] is the element constitutive (or elasticity) matrix. 

Equations (2.9) and (2.10) can be substituted into equation (2.3) to define the 

element strain energy in terms of the element degrees of freedom: 

(2.11) 

Also, substituting (2.9) into (2.4) defines the work in terms of the element degrees 
of freedom: 

w- Iv {d}T[N]{R}dV+ Is {d}T[N]{T}dS+{dHP} (2.12) 

Note that the vector {P} is not the same vector as {p} in the continuum work 

equation (2.4); only point forces {P} applied at the nodes and corresponding to 

appropriate degrees of freedom are now admissible. Thus from (2.11) and (2.12) 

the total potential energy of the element is given by: 
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n = ~ Iv {d} T [B]T [D][B]{d}dV 
(2.13) 

-Iv {d}T[N]{R}dV- Is {d}T[N]{T}dS-{d}{P} 

The principle of minimum potential energy states that the total potential energy 

of a structure meeting all boundary conditions is at a minimum when the structure 

is in static equilibrium. When a structure is in static equilibrium its governing 

differential equations are satisfied; thus, by defining the minimum potential 

energy state of the structure, the governing equations are satisfied indirectly. 

The approximate minimum potential energy state of the element is defined by 

systematically minimising (2.13) with respect to each degree of freedom in {d}. 

For a total of n degrees of freedom this procedure results in a system of n linear 

algebraic equations. The minimisation is written in matrix form: 

o~:} .. i[Bf[D][B]{d}dV - i[N]{R}dV -l[N]{T}dS - {P} .. {O} 

or 

i[Bf[D][B]dV {d} = i[N]{R}dV 
(2.14) 

+ l[N]{T}dS+{P} 

The solution is approximate in nature due to the finite number of degrees of 

freedom chosen to describe the eleinent deformation in the -interpolation 

equation (2.7). In effect the shape functions constrain the mathematical model 

of the structure to deform in a particular way, rather than to respond with the full 

freedom of the real structure. 

Comparing (2.14) with the general element stiffness equation (2.2), it is found by 

inspection that: 

[k] =iv[Bf[D][B]dV 
(2.15) 

and 
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[f] = i[N]{R}dV + fs[N]{T}dS + {P} 
(2.16) 

Nodeless Degrees of Freedom, Static Condensation and Recovery. 

In the formulation procedure described above, element behaviour is fully defined 

in terms of degrees of freedom located at specific nodal points in the element 

domain. It is, however, possible to fon;nulate elements with degrees of freedom 

. which are not associated specifically with particular nodes. Such "nodeless" 

degrees of freedom have been used to define the ovalisation deformation of elbow 

elements, and are discussed in Chapter 3. 

As "node less" degrees of freedom are unique to their associated element, 

continuity is not required between elements and nodeless degrees of freedom 

can be "statically condensed" from the element matrices before assembly. The 

resulting element is, therefore, fully defined by its nodal degrees of freedom. 

Static condensation is a general finite element technique which may be applied, 

if desired, to remove any degree of freedom not required for inter-element 

compatibility. In order to apply the process of static condensation the element 

stiffness matrix is required in the following partitioned form: 

(2.17) 

where {db} and {do} are vectors of nodal and nodeless degrees of freedom, and 

[Fb] and [F 0] are corresponding force vectors. The stiffness sub~matrices are: 

[Kbb], relating nodal forces and displacements; [Kool, relating nodeless degrees 

of freedom and forces; and [Kbol and [Kobl, which are coupling matrices. 

The stiffness sub-matrices may be evaluated by partitioning the [B] matrix as 
follows: 

[ B] = [[ B bb ] [ B 00 ] ] 

where the sub-matrix [Bbbl relates strain to nodal displacements, and [Bool 

relates strain to the nodeless degrees of freedom. 

From (2.15), the element stiffness matrix is given by: 
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Performing the above integration using the partitioned form of [BJ gives 

where [KbbJ is the beam bending stiffness matrix, 

(2.18) 

[Kool the ovalisation stiffness matrix, 

(2.19) 

and [Kbol and [KobJ bending ovalisation coupling matrices such that 

[ K bo] = [K ob ] T fV[B b]T [D] [B o]dV 
(2.20) 

The element stiffness matrix of (2.17) is of order (m + n)x(m + n), where m and n 

are the number of nodal and nodeless degrees of freedom respectively. This "full" 
stiffness matrix may be reduced to an mxm matrix by applying the process of static 
condensation. From (2.17), two sub-matrix equations may be written: 

{F o} :::; [K ob ]{ db} + [ K oo]{ do} 

From (2.22), 

{ do} = - [ K 00 r I {[ K ob ]{ db} - {F o} } 

Which upon substitution into (2.21) gives 

(2.21) 

(2.22) 

(2.23) 

{F b} = [ K bb ] { db} + [ K bo ] { - [ K 00 ] - I {[ K ob ] { db} - {F o} } } 

That is 
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{F b} = [ [ K bb ] - [ K ob ] T [ K 00 ] - 1 [ K ob ] ] { db} + [ K ob ] T [ K 00] - 1 {F o} 

This may be written 

(2.24) 

where [KR] is the reduced element stiffness matrix given by 

(2.25) 

and {FR} is the reduced load vector: 

(2.26) 

After the assembled structural equation has been solved, the nodeless degrees 

of freedom {do} may be required for stress evaluation in the reduced element. 

If so, they can be "recovered" from the nodal degrees of freedom through equation 
(2.23). 

Element Co-ordinate Transformations. . 

Finite elements may be formulated in terms of a local element co-ordinate system 

and transformed into a common "global" co-ordinate system before assembly by 

use of a rotation or transformation matrix. 

Transformation matrices are discussed in some detail in Appendix 2, but 

essentially a transformation matrix consists of direction cosines relating the axes 

of the local and global co-ordinate systems. Each type of finite ~lement - spar, 

beam, plate etc. - has its own form of matrix, depending on the geometry and 

degrees of freedom of the element. However, in general, the transformation 

matrix is defined implicitly in the expression: 

{local vector} = [T R]{global vector} 

or conversely 

{global vector} = [T Rr 1 {local vector} 

where [TR] is the transformation matrix. From this definition it can be shown 

that the element matrices are transformed from the local to global co-ordinate 

system according to the general relationship: 
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[global matrix] = [TRr l [element matrix][TR] 

The transformation matrix has the very useful property of orthogonality; that is, 
its inverse is equivalent to its transpose. Thus: 

Therefore the local to global transformation equations for the vectors and 

matrices of a general finite element may be written: 

{d,,}=[TRf {d l } 

{F,,}=[TRf{F , } 

[K g] = [T Rf[K ,HT R] 

[M,,]=[TRf[Md[TR] 

Where d = displacement 

F = Force 

K = Stiffness 
M = Mass 

2.2.2 Finite Element Modelling of Piping Systems. 

In practice the finite element method may be applied to piping systems in two 

ways: standard shell element analysis, in which the piping system is modelled 

using general purpose shell finite elements, or piping element analysis, in which 

the system is modelled by specific piping finite elements. 

A piping system may be discretized using standard thin shell elements as shown 

for a simple example in Figure·2.~. Provided an adequate finite element mesh 

is used this is the most accurate piping analysis method currently possible. 

Detailed displacement and stress resultS are obtained throughout the system, and 

pipe bends, bellows and branches can be modelled with high accuracy. At present 

the piping design codes do not require this level of detail and, in addition, there 

are several practical disadvantages in applying such an approach to general piping 
analysis: 

, i) Finite element modelling even using state of the art pre-processors is 

time-consuming and hence expensive. 
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ii) Computing costs may be prohibitive. 

iii) Finite element models of complex systems may be too large to run on the 

available computer . 

. iv) Post-processing of results is time consuming and hence expensive. 

Problem (iii) above may be circumvented by adopting a substructuring approach 

to the problem. In sub structuring, large and complex systems can be analysed on 

fairly modest machines by dividing the single structure up into a number of smaller 

component structures or substructures. Models of the individual substructures 

are created in the usual way, but only a partial solution of the model is carried 

out to evaluate the forces and stiffness a.t nodes lying on the boundaries at which 

the substructure will be joined to others. This procedure is repeated for all the 

substructures and they are then assembled to form a model of the complete 

structure. The size of the substructured model may be a fraction of the size of a 

single model with similar finite element meshing; thus very large jobs can be run. 

The main dis~dvantages of the sub structuring approach are: 

a) The total computing costs are greater than for a single model analysis of 

the system. 

b) Additional pre-processing and post-processing is required. 

Therefore, although the technique may be used to overcome disadvantage (iii) 

above, (i), (ii) and (iv) are worsened. In general, piping systems are simply too 

big to be analysed in this way, and an alternative approach is req~ed. To this 

end, most finite element analyses of piping systems make use of special elements 

formulated specifically for piping analysis. The main requirements of such 

elements is that they simplify finite element modelling and post-processing of 

results and reduce model size in comparison with general shell element models. 

In the discussion of flexibility analysis presented above, it was noted that straight 

pipes can be modelled as beam elements with acceptable accuracy. However 

elbows, bellows and branches cannot be modelled adequately using simple beams, 

due to their more complex deformation behaviour. In flexibility analysis this was 

allowed for by the use of correction factors in the element stiffness and stress 

. calculations. This situation persists for bellows and branch connections in all 

current commercial finite element systems offering piping elements; however, 
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since the early 1970s a number of finite elements formulated specifically for 

modelling pipe bends have been presented in the literature. Piping elbow 

elements were originally proposed for ~alysis of material non-linearity, such as 

plasticity and creep, which cannot be adequately represented by simplified beam 

models. The elements account for ovalisation effects by including shell 

deformation modes in the element formulation. To date, two basic types of elbow 

element formulations have been proposed: beam-shell elements and shell-ring 

elements. 

In beam-shell elements the ovalisatio1J. behaviour of the elbow is modelled by 

superposing shell type ovalisation onto a curved beam element formulation, thus 

removing the need for stiffness and stress correction factors. Complete piping 

systems are modelled by using straight beams to represent the straight piping runs 

and beam-shell elbow elements for bends, as shown in Figure 2.8a. In the case 

of large bore small A. bends it has been shown that some ovalisation may occur 

in straights connected to bends, and in some cases curved elbow elements can 

degenerate to straight pipe elements to include this behaviour in the finite element 
model. 

Shell-ring elements model the behaviour of bends wholly in terms of shell theory. 

As the name suggests, the element has a ring type geometry and, depending on 

the formulation, may be used either to model entire branchless systems as shown 

in Figure 2.8b, or to model elbows only, with straight beams used to represent 

straight piping runs. 

Although several commercial finite eleinent programs such as MARC, ABAQUS 

and ADINA include elbow elements in their element libraries, the use of such 

elements has not been universally accepted for general elastic analysis of piping 

systems. Most of the elbow elements presented in the literature were intended 

for detailed non-linear analysis of piping systems, and in some respects may be 

regarded as over-complex and computationally expensive for analysis of general 

piping systems. Also, programs such as ABAQUS are not the most "user-friendly" 

on the market, and in the main are used only by non-linear analysis specialists. 

Commercial flexibility analysis programs have specialist pre-processors which 

allow the system geometry, supports, material properties and loading to be 

specified in a manner familiar to piping design engineers. 
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Taking a broad view, a successful elbow element must offer acceptable accuracy 

at acceptable computing costs and be incorporated in a user-friendly, piping 

analysis orientated, finite element systC?m. The object of this thesis is to study 
simple elbow elements and propose suitable formulations for general elastic 

analysis. The first step in the study is to review the elbow element formulations 

presented in the literature, and this is done in the next Chapter. 
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Figure 2.7 Thin shell finite element model of a piping system. 
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Figure 2.8 
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Schematic finite element models of a piping system using (a) 
beam-shell elbow elements and straight beam elements and (b) 
shell-ring elements. ' 
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CHAPIER3. 

A REVIEW OF PIPING ELBOW FINITE ELEMENTS. 



3 A REVIEW OF PIPING ELBOW FINITE ELEMENTS. 

Several piping elbow finite element formulations have been presented in the 

literature since the early 1970's. Most of these elements were intended for 

inelastic analysis of high temperature piping systems and model effects such as 

plasticity and creep which can not be adequately represented in simplified 

beam-based analyses. Although elbow elements are included in several 

commercial finite element programs, their use has not been universally accepted 

for general elastic piping analysis. Elbow elements intended for non-linear 

analysis are in some respects more complex than required for elastic analysis and 

have been regarded as being too expensive (in terms of computating 

requirements) for general use. In this Chapter a review of the piping elbow finite 

element literature is presented. The object of the review is to identify possible 

formulations for simple elbow elements for elastic analysis of piping systems. 

The geometry of a general pipe bend is defined in Figure 2.2. The distance from 

the axis of symmetry Z to the centroid is the bend radius R. The bend subtends 

a bend angle <P. The distance from the centroid of the bend to the wall mid-surface 

is the pipe radius r. 

A point pC <I> • e . t) within the shell wall is defined by the angle <I> along the axis of 

the bend, the angle 8 around the circumference of the bend and the radial through 

thickness position t, positive outwards, such that ¥ ~ t ~ ~ where t is the wall 

thickness. 

In the literature two conventions are commonly used for the origin of the 

circumferential angle e: 8 is either measured from the intrados (as ~ Figure 2.2) 

or from the crown of the bend (8 = 90 0 in Figure 2.2). In the following discussion 

of elbow elements the origin of 8 for each element is consistent with that used in 

. the original formulations. 

3.1 The MARC Beam-Shell Elements. 

The first pipe-bend element was formulated by Hibbitt, Sorensen and Marca1 in 

the early 1970's, and installed as Element 17 in the MARC non-linear finite 

. element program [3.1,3.2]. The element extends a bend analysis technique 

developed by Marcal in [3.3]. 
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A piping elbow may be regarded as an incomplete shell of revolution, obtained 

by rotating a circle of radius r an angle <I> = a. around an axis of symmetry distance 

R from the centre of the circle. This results in the bend geometry described above 

and shown in Figure 2.2. If the circle radius r is rotated through an angle a. = 2 n 

radians a complete axisymmetric toroidal shell is obtained. If such a torus is 

loaded axisymmetrically it may be modelled by a reduced shell theory, which 

takes account of the axisymmetric geometry and loading of the torus. 

Axisymmetric shell analysis is considerably simpler than full two-dimensional 

shell analysis, but is not directly applicable in the analysis of pipe bends, where 

the torus is incomplete and the loading not axisymmetric. Marcal, however, 

proposed that the behaviour of an incomplete torus could be approximated by 

superposing a beam model, representing the non-axisymmetric modes of bending 

and stretch, on an axisymmetric shell finite element model representing 

axisymmetric modes such as ovalisation. This assumption is valid if the variation 

in strain in the <P direction of the bend is negligible and is, effectively, a finite 

element approach to the clasic Von Karman constant bending analysis of elbows. 

Marcal's original work was confined to analysis of single elbows, but the technique 

was developed by Hibbett et al in the formulation of a piping elbow element 

intended for use in the analysis of complete piping systems in which straight pipes 

are modelled by straight beam elements. 

The geometry and co-ordinate system of MARC Element 17 is defined in Figure 

3.1. The element has pipe radius r, bend radius R and subtends a bend angle a. 
Each bend in the finite element model is discretized into a number of elbow 

elements over which the constant bending assumption is approximately valid. 

The cross-section of each element in the bend is discretized as a ring of 

axisymmetric shell elements and an isoparametric coordinate system is used to 

define both shell displacement and position in terms of a local "parent" co-ordinate 

l; as shown in Figure 3.1. For an arbitrary element with nodes 1-2, the 

isoparametric mapping is defined as 

where q is Ug, Vg, r or z. Ug and Vg are.shell displacements defined in the global 

co-ordinate system. N 1 and N2 are complete cubic polynomial functions of l; 
given by 
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where 

-
Thus the axisymmetric element interpolation is obtained in the form: 

{~;} = [N (~)]{d} 

where {d} is the degree of freedom vector consisting of the nodal displacements 

and their first derivatives with respect to ~ 

The axisymmetric shell model is required to describe local ovalisation effects 

only, as the element rigid body modes are included in the element's beam model. 

The shell model rigid body modes are suppressed by applying displacement 

constraints at discrete degrees of freedom on the cross-section. 

The element beam deformation modes are represented by classical curved beam 

theory. Three beam modes are included in the element: relative stretch, relative 

in-plane rotation and relative out-of-plane rotation of the elbow end planes. No 

torsional deformation mode is included. The beam is constrained to deform to 

the arc of a circle, and all three deformation modes are assumed to give rise to 

longitudinal strain only, constant through the wall of the elbow. The total beam 

strain due to in-plane bending, out-of-plane bending and axial stretch is given by 

the expression: 

l(~U ( R) Z ) E b-- -+ 1-- ~a+-~1P 
• a r r r 

The complete elbow element is formulated by superposing the ovalisation and 

beam models and the stiffness matrix evaluated by numerical integration. Static 

condensation is then applied, so that only beam freedoms are retained in what is 

effectively a single node element deruied in terms of relative displacement and 

rotation degrees of freedom {~u ~ a ~ 1P } T. 
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At this stage the element is not directly"compatible with straight beam elements, 

and kinematic constraint equations are used to relate the single node degrees of 

freedom to two additional beam-type nodes A and B, defined at the ends of the 

element centroid as shown in Figure 3.2. The kinematic relationships are based 

on the assumption that: 

i) The elbow deforms to the arc of a circle. 

ii) Stretch is not accompanied by radial motion. 

iii) There is no axial displacement at the mid-span of the element. 

iv) There is no rotation at the mid-span of the element. 

v) The element is torsionally rigid. 

From these assumptions the following relationships can be defined: 

U
B -u A =2 sin- -+R cos--- Slll- tla ( a)tlu ( a 2( . a)) 
x x, 2 a 2 a 2 

u ~ -u: = - R ( si n ~ ) tl1jJ - 2 R ( si n ~ ) e A 

In piping system finite element analysis a 900 bend is typically modelled by three 

or four elbow elements, with 16 to 32 axisymmetric elements around the 
cross-section [3.4]. 

Although MARC Element 17 has been used in industry for many years, there are 

several basic deficiencies in the formulation. The use of constraint equations for 

inter-element connection means that end effects cannot be included and a 

, consistent mass matrix cannot be formulated. The constant bending assumption 
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also gives rise to compatibility problems, particularly in out-of-plane bending 

where the moment varies rapidly with respect to axial position. The out-of-plane 

response of the element is further compromised by the omission of torsion effects, 

as, in practice, there is a high degree of coupling between the out-of-plane moment 

and twisting of the bend. 

The element provided what Hibbitt termed "a workable tool", but in order to 

circumvent the problems arising from the kinematic coupling in particular, an 

"improved" element formulation was presented in [3.2]. In the second element 

the ovalisation response is superposed on a conventional 12 degrees of freedom 

curved beam element, thus dispensing with the need for applying kinematic 

coupling. As in the original element the cross-section is modelled using cubic 

polynomials; however the ovalisation.is interpolated linearly along the axis of 

the bend. Ovalisation degrees of freedom are statically condensed from the 

element before assembly as in the original element. 

Whilst the use of a conventional beam element introduced the effects of torsion 

to the elbow element, many of the original limitations such as lack of 

inter-element ovalisation compatibility persisted. In practice the element was 

never implemented in the MARC program. 

3.2 The Ohtsubo and Watanabe Ring Element • 

. In 1977· Ohtsubo and Watanabe suggested an alternative approach to 

beam/beam-shell modelling of piping systems when they presented their "finite 

ring element method of analysis", in which an entire branchless piping system is 

discretized into straight and curved rings of shell [3.5,3.6]. The elem~nt is based 

on a complete shell theory and includes axial variation in strain and interaction 

effects between adjoining elements. 

In [3.5] a curved ring element as shown in Figure 3.3 was presented. The element 

subtends an angle a and bends are modelled by using sufficient ring elements to 

give convergence in the usual finite element manner. 

The element geometry is a segment of toroidal shell, the behaviour of which is 

defined by Washizu's linearised small displacement shell theory under the 

Love-Kirchhoff hypothesis [3.7]. The deformation of a point p ( <Il. e . t) in the 

shell is defined by the linearised equations 
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U 9 = u(4), 8) + t8 e(4), 8) 

where u ( 4> , 8), u ( 4> , 8), and w ( 4> , 8) are translational displacements of a point 

q ( 4> , 8 , 0) on the mid-surface of the element as shown in Figure 3.4. e, and e e 

are the rotations of the shell at point q in the e and 4> directions respectively. 

Before invoking the Love-Kirchhoff hypothesis the state of strain at p is defined 

by the expressions: 

YH. = constant 

Yet = constant 

where Eo" Eoe ' and EoU are the mid-surface membrane strains, 

1<.0" 1<.oe' an d 1<.ou are bending strains, and y.t and Yet are transverse shear 

strains. 

The strains are related to the shell displacements and rotations by the following 

equations: 

1 (OU " s) Eo, = -+ vcosS+ WSIn 
R+rsinS 04> 

(3.1a) 

1 (08 e ) 1<. = --8 cos 0, R+rsin8 04> ' 4> 

(3.1b) 

E =.!.(OU+ w ) 
09 r 08 

(3.1c) 

1 08 , 
1<. =---

09 r 08 

(3.1d) 

1 (OU ) 108 9 
E = --ucosS +--

0,9 R+rsinS 04> r 08 

(3.1e) 
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-1 (08, ) 108 a 
'K = -+8 cosS +--

o,a R+rsinS o~ a r oS 
(3. It) 

sinS lou 1 l(OV s) + -+ - '--ucos 
R+rsinSroS R+rsinSr o~ 

Y =-8 +,!(OW_V) 
H 'r oS 

(3.1g) 

1 (ow . s) =8 + --USlll 
Yat; a R+rsinS o~ 

(3.1h) 

Thus it is seen that the state of strain in the elbow is defined by the translations 
U, v, and w, the rotations 8. an d 8 e, and certain first derivatives of these with 
respect to the shell angles e and <1>. 

Under the Love-Kirchhoff hypothesis, plane fibres initially straight and 

perpendicular to the mid-surface are constrained to remain so upon deformation. 
Such deformation can occur only if the transverse shear strains are zero and 
therefore, from (3.2g) and (3.2h) above, the shell rotations are fully defined in 

terms of translation derivatives by the equations: 

8 =~(OW_V) 
• r oS 

8 = --usinS -1 (ow ) 
a R+rsinS o~ 

(3.2a) 

(3.2b) 

and the state of strain at point p is fully defined in terms of the mid-surface 

displacements u, v, and wand derivatives thereof. 

In the Ohtsubo and Watanabe formulation the mid-surface displacements U, v 

and ware interpolated around the circumferential direction e by a Fourier series 

and along the meridinal direction <I> by second order (cubic) Hermitian 

polynomials. The combined interpolation functions are: 
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· 
The element degrees of freedom are the ~ourier coefficients um, vm and wm 

for m = 1 to 6 and their first derivatives with respect to <I> at the element end planes 

<I> = 0 an d <I> = a, denoted as sections i andj respectively. This effectively defines 

nodal rings (as opposed to points) at the element end planes, around which the 
displacements vary according to the active Fourier modes. 

Hk, k = 1,2,3,4 are the Hermitian shape functions 

Gu, Gvand Gw ~e trigonometric (Fourier) functions, given for in-plane and 
out-of-plane bending by Tables 3.1 and 3.2 respectively. 

m 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 

G~m)(9) 1 sin e cos29 sin39 cos49 sinS9 cos69 

G~m)(9) 0 cose sin29 cos39 sin49 cosS9 sin69 

G~m)(9) 1 sine cos29 sin39 cos49 sinS9 cos69 

Table 3.1. In-plane bending ovalisation functions. 

m 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 

G~m)(9) 0 case sin29 cos39 sin49 cosS9 sin69 

G~m)(9) 1 sin e cos29 sin39 cos49 sinS9 cos69 

G~m)(9) 0 case sin29 cos39 sin49 cosS9 sin69 

Table 3.2. Qut-or-plane plane bending oyalisation functions. 
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Separate elbow elements were programmed for in-plane and out-of-plane 

loading, apparently because of limited computer access when the elements were 

developed. Each element has 12 x m degrees of freedom, with a maximum of 72 

for m = 6, and the stiffness matrix is integrated numerically by a Gauss quadrature 

rule. 32 points are used around the circumference of the element and 4 in the 

axial direction. 

The full element stiffness matrix is assembled at global level, enforcing 

inter-element continuity of all degrees of freedom. Thus ovalisation is continuous 

between adjacent elements and ovalisation constraints can be applied at rigid 

connections such as flanges. However, in finite element terminology the Ohtsubo 

and Watanabe element is said to have "excessive" continuity, as derivatives of 

higher order than theoretically required are continuous between elements. 

The continuity requirements of a general finite element can be defined by 

considering the potential energy expression of the element. The potential energy 

is generally a func~on of displacement and displacement derivatives up to order 

n. Therefore, to adequately represent t?e element energy, the displacement field 

must be such that derivatives up to n are non-zero and continuous throughout 

the element. However, the element stiffness equations are obtained by integrating 

the potential energy expression and, consequently, the highest order of derivative 

which must be continuous between "conforming" elements is n-1. An element 

satisfying this condition is said to be Cn-1 continuous. 

H the Love-Kirchhoff hypothesis is not invoked, the highest order of derivative 

in the strain displacement relations, (and hence the element strain energy), is 

n = 1. Therefore Co continuity is required between elements; that is, continuity 

of displacements and rotations u,v,w,E>. and E>90 However,. under 

Love-Kirchhoff the rotations and rotation derivatives are defined in terms of . 

displacements and displacement derivatives, and from (3.2): 

. and 
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The highest order of derivative in the strain equations is now n = 2 for the 

out-of-plane displacement w, and hence C1 continuity of w is required. As only 

first derivatives of u and v exist no derivatives of these displacements are required 

to be continuous for a conforming element .. However, due to the use of cubic 

interpolation of all three displacements in the <I> direction, first derivatives of U, 

v and ware included in the element degrees of freedom in the form of Fourier 

coefficients and derivatives. As this is in excess of the theoretical requirements 

the element is said to have excessive continuity. 

Although the ring element is applicable to general loading problems and can 

model interaction effects, it is subject to several disadvantages. In practice, use 

of the element has been limited by its size. Convergence studies show that a 900 

bend of pipe parameter A. = 0.0924 s'ubject to constant bending, (in-plane or 

out-of-plane), requires six elements around the bend and six ovalisation modes. 

Therefore, with up to 72 degrees of freedom per element, an expensive 32x4 point 

numerical integration scheme and with a minimum of six elements per 900 bend, 

the use of such an element is limited by computing costs and model size. 

It has also been found that unless the mesh is sufficiently fine spurious error 

stresses arise in the element, due to the inability of the Fourier-Hermitian 

displacement field to fully encapsulate the rigid body modes of the curved element 

in a global caItesian system. This problem vanishes in the limit as the mesh is 

refined. In [3.5] the "error stress" is quantified, and recommendations for 

appropriate mesh sub-division to minimise the problem are given. 

3,3 The P~L RiDg Element. 

The ring element approach was pursued by Lazzeri in [3.8] in an element called 

P AMEL (Plastic Analysis Membrane Elbows), intended principally for 

elasto-plastic analysis of Pressurised Water Reactors (PWR) using the PAULA 

(Plastic Analysis Using Library and ADINA) finite element program. 

The element is based on Vlasov's thin shell theory under the Love-Kirchhoff 

hypothesis, which is similar in form to that of Washizu discussed above. The 

element is intended for use with straight beam elements representing straight 

runs, as opposed to the complete ring discretization proposed by Ohtsubo and 

Watanabe. 
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The element mid-surface displacements u, v and w are interpolated around the 

element cross-section by the Fourier series: 

M 

uC<I»=uoC~)+ L Cu~m)C<I»cosme+u~m)C<I»sinme) 
m-l 

M 

vC<I»=voC<I»+ L Cv~m)C<I»cosme+v~m)C<I»sinme) 
m-l 

M . 
wC<I»=woC<I»+ L Cw~m)C<I»cosme+w~m)ce)sinm<l» 

m-l 

As in the earlier ring element this effectively defines nodal rings at the element 

end planes. Applying Vlasov's strain-displacement relationships the ring strains 

are defined in terms of the Fourier coefficients, their first derivatives with respect 

to </>, and the second derivative of w with respect to </>. 

The derivatives of'the Fourier coefficients in the strain displacement matrix are 

obtained by a finite difference technique, in which the axis of the element is 

meshed by N difference stations, where the nth derivative of an general coefficient, 

say q, at station i is given by the difference equation 

where the f3 terms are evaluated from it Lagrangian polynomial. 

The compiete element has 9xMx.N degrees of freedom, where M is the number 

of Fourier terms used in the interpolation and N the number of difference stations . 

along the axis of the bend. In practice both M and N are generally taken as 4, 
giving 144 degrees of freedom per element. The element stiffness matrix is 

evaluated by numerically integrating around the cross-section by a 14 point 

Gaussian quadrature rule, and through thickness by a generalised constitutive 

matrix. 

The element stiffness matrix is statically condensed to a 12 degree of freedom 

. matrix compatible with standard beam based formulations. The degrees of 

freedom are the Fourier coefficients which mimic beam bending modes, namely: 
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Uo - axial displacement 

v1 - displacement parallel to the axis of symmetry 

v2 - radial displacement 

u 1 - in-plane rotation 

U2 - out-of-plane rotation 

Vo - axial rotation 

at the end planes of the element. 

Although static condensation makes the final element more economically 

attractive, it precludes the element .from ovalisation compatibility with its 

neighbours. Further, the "plane sections remain plane" assumption imposed on 

the end planes in order to mimic beam modes effectively suppresses warping at 

the element ends. In these respects the element offers no advantage over MARC 

Element 17. 

The performance of the Lazzeri element is compared with that of Ohtsubo and 

Watanabe for a bend with a rigid flange and with MARC for a bend free to ovalise 

in [3.8]. Good agreement is found in both cases. 

3.4 The FINAS Quadrilateral Shell Ring Elements. 

In [3.9,3.10,3.11] Takeda et at present formulations for three elbow elements 

developed for the Japanese Power Reactor and Nuclear Fuel Development 

Corporation finite element program FINAS (FBR Inelastic Structural Analysis 

System). The elements are called E~OW6, ELBOW6R and ELBOW3R. 

ELBOW 6 and ELBOW 6R are finite ring elements intended for discretization 

of complete branchless piping systems. In fact both could be more accurately 

described as element rings, as each ring in the model is assembled 

circumferentially from doubly curved thin shell elements. The element 

formulations are presented for curved (elbow) rings, which degenerate to 

cylindrical rings for modelling straight sections of pipe. ELBOW 3R is a constant 

bending element similar to MARC Element 17, but allowing axial ovalisation 

. interpolation. 

The geometries of ELBOW 6 and ELBOW 6R are identical and shown in Figure 

3.4. Elements rings ~e assembled from a number of doubly curved quadrilateral 
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shell elements. Each element in the assembly has seven associated nodes: four 

on the mid-surface at the quadrilateral comers, one at each end of the ring 

centroid, and one at the centre of curvature of the bend. 

ELBOW6 is based on Washizu's shell theory under the Love-Kirchhoff hypothesis 

as used by Ohtsubo and Watanabe. The circumferential and radial displacements 

v and ware interpolated in terms of the mid-surface node degrees of freedom by 

a two dimensional cubic HermitiaJ;l polynomial. Axial displacement is 

interpolated around the cross-section by a Fourier series, and the Fourier 

coefficients are interpolated along the axis in terms of the centroid nodes' degrees 

of freedom by a one-dimensional cubic Hermitian polynomial. The remaining 

node defines the orientation of the bend. 

Considering the element geometry shown in Figure 3.4, nodes 1, 2, 4 and 5 are 

the surface or shell nodes, nodes 3 and 6 the end-plane or beam nodes, and node 

7 the orientation node. The mid-surface axial strain is interpolated by the Fourier 

series 

M 

uC~,9)=UIC~)+ L u2mCOsinm9+U2m+1COcosm9) 
m-l 

where ~ is the axial isoparametric variable: - 1 :S ~:S 1, as defined in Figure 3.5. 

The Fourier coefficients U(i), where i = 1,2m etc., are interpolated in terms of 

the axial degrees of freedom of the beam nodes,u3 and u6, by a one-dimensional 

cubic Hermitian polynomial: 

where 

1 23 
H31=-(l-~-~ +~) 

4 

H 60 = i C 2 + 3 ~ - ~ 3 ) 

1 2 t:3) H =-(-1-~+~ +." 
61 4 
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The ovaiisation degrees of freedom vi and wi of the shell nodes i = 1,2,4,5 are 
interpolated by complete bicubic expansion of the above Hermitian functions , 
extended to two dimensions in the isoparametric system (~ , TJ)~ The quadratic 
shell ovalisation field is therefore expressed:. 

'\""' i (OW)i (oW)i ( o2W )i 
w(~'TJ)=. L. (HiOO W +Hno ot: H iOl J +Hm --

&-1.2.4.5 C, TJ o~OTJ 

where the polynomials Hijk are products of the one-dimensional functions defined 
above, according to the scheme 

with corresponding. values for i ,1 and m as given in Table 3. 

i I m 

1 3 3 

2 3 6 

4 6 3 

5 6 6 

Table 3. Hermitian polynomial multiplication integer values. 

The element degrees of freedom are displacements u, v and w, their first 
derivatives with respect to both isoparametric directions, and the twist of the 
in-plane displacements, u and v, given by 0/0 ~ 0 T). The element has excessive 
continuity in both shell directions due to the use of bicubic interpolation. 

In convergence tests it was found that a large number of ELBOW 6 elements are 
required to model a single elbow, making it too expensive for general use. In an 
attempt to improve the element performance a modified ring element with 
relaxed continuity requirements, ELBOW 6R, was formulated. 
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ELBOW 6R is identical to ELBOW 6 in geometry, and again is based on Washizu's 

shell theory. However the Love-Kirchhoff hypothesis is not invoked, thus 

reducing the element continuity requitemen~s to Co as discussed in section 3.2. 

Transverse shear effects are included and the mid-surface of the shell has 

freedoms u, v, w, e. an d e eo 

Axial displacement is interpolated by the same Fourier series as ELBOW 6, but 

the Fourier coefficients are now interpolated along the axis in terms of the beam 

nodes 3 and 6 by a Lagrangian scheme, such that 

The shell displacements v and w and rotations e. an d e a are interpolated 

bilinearly in the isoparametric system in terms of their nodal values. Thus 

where Ni i = 1,2,4,5 is the function 

w= L NiWi 
i-1.2.4.5 

ea = L Nie~ 
i-I. 2. 4. 5 

Convergence tests for ELBOW 6R show that even with the relaxed continuity 

requirement a large number of degrees of freedom are required for each bend. 

In an attempt to improve performance, reduced integration of the element 

stiffness matrix was introduced. Both selective (shear terms) and uniform reduced 

integration schemes were examined and it was found that, whilst both improved 

convergence, the uniform reduction was significantly more effective. 

ELBOW 3R is a simplified version of ELBOW 6R, originally programmed to 

. study integration requirements around the cross-section of the ring. The state of 

strain is assumed to be constant with respect to axial position, thus the element 

is effectively a const~t bending element similar to MARC Element 17. 
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The general formulation is that of ELBOW 6R, but the constant ovalisation 

assumption sets e 9 = 0 and the remaining shell displacements are interpolated in 

terms of the co-planar shell nodes 1 and 2. Thus 

where 

1 
N 1 =-(l-11) 

2 

Although ELBOW 6 and ELBOW 6R have been shown to be accurate in 

published results, neither is suitable for general piping analysis due to the element 

size, where no substantial benefit is gained over elbow modelling using standard 

doubly curved shell elements. ELBO":' 3R could be used in general applications 

provided arrangements were made for joining to straight beam elements, for 

example using MARC Element 17 type constraint equations. 

3.5 The ADINA-P Beam-Shell Element. 

The beam-shell element approach proposed by Hibbitt in [3.2} was developed 

and extended by Bathe and Almeida in the early 1980's, when they presented the 

formulation of a beam-shell element for the ADINA-P program [3. 12,3. 13,3.14}. 

The element geometry and co-ordinate systems are shown in Figure 3.5. 

The beam model is a 4 node isoparametric thick beam based on cubic Lagrangian 

interpolation. Each node has six degrees of freedom: translations u 1, UZ, and u3 

in the global directions XI, X2 and X3 respectively, and corresponding global 

rotations e 1 , e 2 and e Jo The cross-section of the beam is assumed to be rigid, 

and sections originally plane and normal to the centroid of the beam are assumed 

to remain plane but not necessarily normal upon deformation. 

A point in the beam element is defined by an isoparametric co-ordinate system 

t , 11 ,~ The displacement of a point P ( t , 11 , ~) is defined by components of the 

global displacement in the local isoparametric directions. Thus p has freedoms 
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These freedoms are interpolated in terms of the global degrees of freedom at the 

four nodes of the element by the equation 

hk, k = 1,2,3,4 are the cubic Lagrangian interpolation functions 

The [g] matrices are local to global co-ordinate rotation matrices, such that 

rgl-r{ O~! 
m 0:,] - en3 

0 en1 
m 0 -e n2 en 1 

rgl=r{ o~~ 
m 

O~] - e~3 

0 e ~1 
m 0 - e~2 e~1 

and 

[ ]m m - m 9 if;= 11 [ g ] if + ~ [ 9 ti 

. where e~ and e~ are components of the unit vectors in the local 11 and ~ 

directions in the global system. 

The global translations are obtained from the above interpolation functions in 

terms of the nodal degrees of freedom. The global displacement derivatives are 

. obtained by performing the Jacobian transformation 
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where the Jacobian matrix [J] contains the derivatives of the global co-ordinates 

with respect to the isoparametric co-ordinates. 

The global strains are obtained in terms of the nodal degrees of freedom from 

the above interpolation. These are then transformed into the local strain 

components E •• Y •. 9 and Y •. n. 

The element ovalisation model is an extension of the MARC Element 17 constant 

bending analysis. Assuming that the cross-section ovalisation is constant with 

respect to axial position, the state of strain is constant around the bend and plane 

sections remain plane upon deformaiion. This allows the shell theory to be 

simplified considerably, as all derivatives with respect to axial position can be 

neglected. Further, longitudinal strain due to bending and axial stretch and shear 

strain due to torsion are omitted from the shell theory and incorporated in the 

elbow model as beam bending strains. Von Karman's long radius assumption 

that R > > r is not invoked, and the Washizu shell theory under the Love-Kirchhoff 

hypothesis discussed above reduces to 

(3.3a) 

(3.3b) 

where 

E =!(OU+ w ) 
09 r. 09 

(3.3c) 

By invoking the Von Karman inextensibility assumption the circumferential 

membrane strain (3.3c) is equated to zero. This establishes a coupling condition 

relating the radial and tangential displacements of the shell: 

OU (3.4) 
w=--

0<1> 

The circumferential stain is thus due to transverse bending only, and (iii) becomes: 
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The Von Karman constant ovalisation strains are interpolated cubically around 

the axis of the bend in terms of ovalisation degrees of freedom located at the 

beam nodes. The ovalisation radial displacement Wo is interpolated by the 

Fourier series 

N j 4 No 4" 

w(t;.e)= L L h m a:sin2ne+ L L hmb:cos2ne 
n-lm-l n-lm-l 

where hm (m = 1,2,3,4) are the cubic interpolation functions of the beam model. 

The tangential displacement is obtained in terms of the same Fourier coefficients 

by invoking the displacement coupling equation (3.4). 

Up to three in-plane and three out-of-plane even Fourier terms may be included 

in the element, giving a maximum of 12 degrees of freedom per node: 6 standard 

beam degrees of freedom and up to 6 Fourier coefficients. Thus a single bend 

element has up to 48 degrees of freedom. 

By including the nodal Fourier coefficients as degrees of freedom at assembly 

level, a degree of inter-element ovalisation continuity is achieved. However, as 

no account is taken of ovalisation slope with respect to the axial direction, 

continuity is limited to ovalisation displacement only. 

In order to force full ovalisation continuity between elements an improved version 

of the element was proposed in [3.13].· Novozhilov's thin shell theory [3.15] was 

adopted to identify strain terms due to variation of ovalisation not included in 

the original formulation. Two strains were added to the formulation: longitudinal 

bending o( the elbow wall 

and a shear strain term 

1 ( 1 )dV Y == -,9 R - r cos e de 

where superscript I denotes interaction effect strains. 
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A second derivative of the radial displacement now occurs in the strain energy 

expression for the elbow, and C1 continuity of displacement w is required for 

inter-element compatibility. However, the interpolation scheme cannot 

accomodate higher order connectivity directly, as Fourier coefficient gradients 

are not available as nodal degrees of freedom. 

This problem was circumvented by the adoption of a penalty function method, 

which modifies the potential energy expression of the element by including 

constraint equations relating the degrees of freedom. This is analogous to 

including a finite stiffness coupling between elements to force continuity. The 

penalty parameter, which may be regarded as the coupling stiffness, must be high 

enough to ensure adequate coupling, but not so high as to cause numerical errors 

at the solution phase. Suitable parameter values are generally established 

empirically, and in this application Bathe and Almeida recommend a value in the 

order of the greatest ovalisation term in the element stiffness matrix. 

The element stiffn,ess matrix is integrated numerically. Through thickness and 

axial integration is by a 3x5 point Newton-Cotes rule, with the composite 

trapezoidal rule around the circumference: 12 points for in-plane loading, 24 for 

out-of-plane loading. 

Although the element extends the MARC idea to include cubic variation of Von 

Karman ovalisation, with inter-element ovalisation compatibility, it is, in some 

respects, a simpler element than the MARC Element 17. The choice of even 

Fourier terms only limits the ovalisation to symmetric and antisymmetric modes 

which is valid only if R> > r; an assumption not invoked in the element 

formulation. However, published analyses using the ADINAP element have 

indicate that the element is "capable of calculating the static modal and transient 

thermal behaviour .. [of specific pipelines] .. adequately" [3.16]. 

3.6 The Kanarachos and Koutsides Beam-shell Element. 

A further beam-shell elbow element was presented by Kanarachos and Koutsides 

iIi [3.17]. The element geometry is defined in Figure 3.6. The beam model for 

the element is an "exact" solution, established from the curved beam theory of 

Bickford and Strom [3.18]. The actual beam displacement field is not presented 
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in [3.17], but was apparently obtained either analytically, by solution of the 

governing differential equations of the beam, or by extracting the shape functions 

numerically from a piecewise-linear curved beam finite element solution. 

The ovalisation behaviour of the elbow is defined by a linear thin shell theory 

under the Love-Kirchhoff hypothesis. The tangential ovalisation displacement 

is interpolated by the function 

4 

v(x, t) = IN iVi(X) 
i-l 

where the co-ordinate ~ defines the circumferential position such that t = e / 2 Jl. 

Vi: i = 1,2,3,4 are ovalisation degrees of freedom corresponding to discrete values 

of v at four positions around the cross-section, stepped at 900 intervals from the 

intrados of the bend. 

The ovalisation shape functions Ni: i= 1,2,3,4 are defined piecewise around the 

cross-section from -t = 0 to 0.5, and t = 0.5 to 1 by cubic splines. N 1 is defined 

in Figure 3.6. The remaining three ov~sation shape functions, N2, N3, and N4 

are obtained by considering the rotational symmetry of the cross-section, that is 

rotating N 1 by 900 , 1800 and 2700 respectively. 

The tangential displacement is interpolated along the axis of the bend by a cubic 

Hermitian polynomial 

where the functions Hi are 

and 11 is an axial co-ordinate from zero at end 1 to unity at end 2. 

The radial ovalisation displacement is defined by invoking the Von Karman 

,inextensibility assumption (3.4) 
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No information concerning how ovalisation rigid body modes are suppressed is 

presented in [3.17], nor is the integration rule stated for the element formation. 

The element is interesting in that it introdu~es polynomial interpolation of Von 

Karman ovalisation, but insufficient application examples have been published 

to assess how effective this interpolation scheme is. 

3.7 The TEDEL Beam-Shell Element. 

In 1980 Millard and Hoffman presented the formulation of a beam-shell element 

included in the French "Commissarait a L'Energie Atomiqul" non-linear beam 

program TEDEL [3.19]. The element is essentially an extension of the classic 

Von Karman analysis. The shell behaviour is represented by a thin shell theory 

under the Love-Kirchhoff hypothesis, in which the Von Karman assumption of 

circumferential mid-surface inextensibility is invoked. The radial ovalisation 

displacement is interpolated by the Fourier series 

N 

wCS,<I»= r CanC<I»cos2nS+bnC<I»sin2nS) 
n-l 

where the Fourier coefficients are chosen to be either constant or linear around 

the bend. The tangential displacement u C S , <I> )is obtained from the inextensibility 

condition. 

The element beam model includes pure in-plane and out-of-plane bending modes 

only; no axial extension or torsion modes are included. This is a simplification 

of the MARC Element 17 beam model, which included axial extension as well 

as bending modes. 

The full element stiffness matrix, including beam and ovalisation modes, is· 

statically condensed to produce an element with two degrees of freedom: relative 

in-plane and out-of-plane rotations of the elbow ends. Thus ovalisation 

compatibility is not enforced between elements. 

Example analyses presented in [3.19] are limited to the study of local effects in 

single bends subject to pure moment and thermal loads. In order to use the 

element in general pipeline analysis, kinematic coupling such as that used in 

MARC Element 17 _would be required. 
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3.8 The ABAQUS Elements. 

The non-linear finite element program ABAQUS offers a number of elbow 

elements, described by the authors ~ "beams with deforming section". The 

elements have been upgraded since the' inception of the program and two 

generations of element families are considered. 

The original ABAQUS pipe bend elements are based on small displacement thin 

shell theory ovalisation modes superposed on a thin walled beam formulation 

[3.20]. The ovalisation is represented by a small displacement shell theory, again 

under the Love-Kirchhoff hypothesis, in which warping of the elbow cross-section 

is neglected. The ovalisation displacements v and w are interpolated 
independently by Fourier series, as in the Ohtsubo and Watanabe ring element. 

The functions are 

N M N M 

v(e,~)= L L Hn(~)v~msinme+ L L Hn(~)v~mcosme 
n-lm-l n-lm-2 

N N M N M 

wC9,4»= LHnC4»WnoL + L HnC4»w~msinme+ I I HnC4»w:mcosm9 
n-l n-l m-2 . n-lm-l 

where v~ and w~ are in-plane ovalisation Fourier coefficients, and 

v~ and w~ are out-of-plane Fourier coefficients. The zero Fourier mode Wo 
is included in the radial displacement function, introducing a uniform radial 

expansion mode to the element. Other ovalisationrigid body modes are prevented 

by omitting zero and first Fourier mode terms as appropriate. Hn is a polynomial 

interpolation function, chosen to be linear, quadratic or cubic. 

Several interpolation variations of the formulation were available in the original 

issue of ABAQUS, ranging from a linear beam with linear axial variation of 

cross-section through to a cubic beam with quadratic cross-section variation. Up 

to 16 Fourier terms could be included in these elements. . 

The second generation of ABAQUS elements extend the original formulation to 

include warping effects and a non-line~ shell theory [3.21,3.22]. The behaviour 

of the elbow is defined by considering two co-ordinate systems; the reference 

(undeformed) system, and the current (deformed) system. 
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In the reference system a point on the axis of the elbow is defined in terms of the 
. . 
axial angle <1>, whilst a point on the mid-surface is defined by both <I> and e. In 

this case e is measured from the crown of th~.bend as shown in Figure 3.7. Points 

on the axis and mid-surface have reference co-ordinates X Ii ( <1» and X (e • <I> ) 

respectively. Corresponding co-ordinates in the current (deformed) system are 

x Ii ( <I> ) and x ( e . <I> ). 

The deformation of the bend is defined by considering two sets of right-handed 

orthogonal unit vectors, A in the reference syst~m and a in the current system. 

The directors A = {A 1 • A 2 • A 3} are defined such that A 1 points towards the 

crown of the bend, A2 towards the extrados and A3 along the axis of the bend. 

After deformation the corresponding directors are a = { a 1 • a 2 • a 3 }, where a3 is 

approximately tangent to the bend axis, but a 1 and a2 are not generally coincident 

with Aland A2. 

The offset of a point on the pipe mid-surface from the bend axis in the current 

system is given by 

x 0 = x (e. <1» - X A (<I» = {x 01 • X 02' X 03} 

which is written in terms of a as 

where w and v are radial and tangential displacements, and Xo3 is a warping 

freedom. The unit vectors tare: 

The rotation of the mid-surface of the elbow is obtained by defining a unit vector 

normal to the deformed surface, which is related to the current director system 

by a rotation denoted Y 030 The deformed elbow is, therefore, fully defined by the 

displacements v and w, the warping freedom Xo3, and the rotation Y 03-

The beam modes of the element are defined by interpolating the current axial 

p~sition x Ii ( <I> ) and a corresponding rotation set n A ( <I> ) between nodal values by 

the polynomial functions 
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N 

xAC<l» = I HnC<l»x~ 
n-l 

N 

nAC<l» = I H nC<l»n~ 
n-l 

where x ~ and n ~ are values at node n, and H n C <l> ) are polynomials of order 

(N-l). 

The cross-sectional deformation is interpolated by Fourier series similar to those 
used in the earlier elements, but now including warping deformation: 

n M n M 

Xo3 = I L If nC<l»QSymCme)U~m + L L If nC<l»QaSymCme)U~m 
n-lm-2 • n-lm-2 

& & M & M 

w- L HnC<I»w no + L L HnC<I»QsymCme)W~m+ L L HnC<I»QasYmCme)W:m n-I n-Im-I n-lm-2 

n M . n M 

V= L L IfnC<l»QsymCma)V~m+ L L IfnC<l»QasymCma)V~m 
n-l m-2 n-l m-2 

where If C <l> ) are polynomials of the same or lower order as the Hn used in the 

beam interpolation and 

cosma 
Q sym C m a) = {. a Slnm 

sinma 
Q asymCma) = { a cosm 

meven 
modd 

meven 
modd 

The superscripts i and 0 denote in-plane and out-of-plane ovalisation 

deformation. Again Fourier terms are selected so as to omit rigid body modes. 
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The element strain-displacement relationships are evaluated according to a 

discrete Kirchoff formulation using the Koiter-Sanders generalised large 

displacement section strains at each point o~ the mid-surface. It is assumed that 

the warping deformation is small. 

Three elements options are available in the current ABAQUS version. 

ELEMENT 31 is based on linear interpolation of strain along the axis of a linear 

beam. ELEMENT 31B simplifies the above, and a constant state of strain with 

respect to axial position (and no warping of the cross-section) is assumed; ELBa w 
31B is in effect a constant bending element. ELEMENT 32 is the most complex 

of the elements and is based on quadratic interpolation of both beam and 

ovalisation modes. 

ABAQUS offers the most complete and best behaved elbow elements currently 

available. All elements allow non-symmetric extensional ovalisation and through 

thickness effects, and the higher order elements allow inter-element 

compatibility. However, it is interesting to note that the most widely used element 

is the simplest: the constant bending ELEMENT 31B. 

3.9 The See Beam-Shell Element. 

In 1984 See presented a constant bending element based on an exact curved beam 

solution with superposed Von Karman ovalisation [3.23]. 

The element was intended for inclusion in a micro-computer piping analysis 

program, but the inefficient element formulation and large numerical integration 

scheme used in the programming meant that it was computationally t<?o large for 

its intended use. The results presented in [3.23] indicate that the element 

performed reasonably well for in-plane analysis, but was poor in the case of 

out-of-plane loading. An alternative formulation of a similar element, including 

closed form integration of the element stiffness matrix, is presented in Chapter 

5. 

3.10 The de Melo and de Castro Semi-Membrane Element. 

The most recent elbow element to appear in the literature is the semi-membrane 

ring element of de Melo and de Castro intended for in-plane linear elastic analysis 

only [3.23]. 
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Semi-membrane theory is a simplified shell theory which postulates that the 

response of certain types of shells can be considered to consist of two parts. The 

main part of the response allows full meI?brane and bending action in one 

co-ordinate direction, but membrane actio? only in the other. Thus this part of 
the response can be said to be semi-momentless or semi-membrane, as bending 

stresses are supported on only one of the two co-ordinate directions. The 

remaining part of the response is an edge effect in the membrane direction. This 

dies out rapidly away from the edge and is regarded as mostly unimportant. 

In the Von Karman strain model of an elbow, axial bending of the elbow wall is 

assumed to be negligible and, therefore, the Von Karman model may be regarded 

as a simple semi-membrane analysis. The Von Karman model introduces the 

further assumption that membrane strain is negligable in the circumferential 

direction and that all shear strains are also negligible. 

In terms of element formulation, the Melo and Castro element can be regarded 
as an advanced Von Karman element, as the formulation superposes beam and 

shell responses. The beam model assumes axial inextensibility and plane sections 

remain-plane, so that the beam deformation can be fully defined by polynomial 

interpolation of rotational degrees of freedom at nodes located at the beam ends. 

Rotation of the beam centroid is interpolated linearly around the bend in terms 

of end node rotations. 

The ovalisation and warping modes are interpolated around the cross-section by 

Fourier series, with linear interpolation of the Fourier coefficients between nodes. 

The Von Karman circumferential inextensibility assumption is invoked to relate 

radial and tangential ovalisation displacements. 

The element stiffness matrix was integrated by hand for axial integrals and a 

trapezoidal rule with up to 50 subintervals used for circumferential integrals. 

The element degree of freedom vector consists of nodal rotations and Fourier 

coefficients. The complete stiffness matrix is assembled at global level thus 

enforcing semi-membrane ovalisation and warping interaction; that is, edge 

effects are neglected. Each element has a total of 2 + 4n degrees of freedom, 

where n is the number of Fourier terms in the ovalisation and warping 

interpolations. 
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Results of analysis of a number of single bend problems are presented and they 

show good agreement with theoretical solutions by Ory and Wilczek [3.27], 

Wilczek's experimental results and semi-Io~f shell finite element analysis results. 

The element is similar to the MARC Element 17 and TEDEL elements but, 

unlike these elements, is limited to in-plane bending only. The beam modes are 

restricted to pure bending and the elbow element is not directly compatible with 

standard straight beam elements. 

The consistant adoption of a semi-me~brane approach introduces a simplified 

way to include consistant interaction effects between elements. From the results 

presented in [3.24] this approach appears to be adequate for certain pipe elbow 

configurations, however, a more detailed investigation of a wider range of 

geometries is required in order to fully ascertain the effectiveness of the 

semi-membrane approach. 

3.11 Discussion _ 

The above review has shown that a number of piping elbow elements of varying 

complexity and capabilities have been presented in the literature. In general, the 

more complex elements give more accurate results but, in practice, the use of 

many of these elements has been limited by their high computing costs. The ring 

elements in particular offer no significant economic advantage over shell finite 

element descretisation of elbows. 

Possibly the most significant factor to be considered when formulating an elbow 

element is treatment of end effects and the continuity of ovalisation between . 

adjacent elements. In constant bending elements, such as MARC Element 17 

and ABAQUS ELBOW 31B, ovalisation is assumed to be constant with respect 

to axial position along the element. This assumption considerably simplifies the 

ovalisation shell theory and significantly reduces the number of degrees of 

freedom of the element in comparison with more complex formulations. 

However, constant bending elements have been shown to give good agreement 

with more complex elbow models and experimental results for a range of 

geometries and therefore end effects and interelement ovalisation compatibility 

~ be neglected in the simple elements presented in this thesis. 
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If end and interaction effects are neglected, the obvious approach to elbow 

element formulation is the simple beam-shell approach, in which the shell type 

ovalisation response of an elbow under ben4ing is superposed on a beam bending 

model. 

Several types of beam models have previously been used as the basis of elbow 

elements. A classical curved beam approach has been used in MARC Element 

17 and the TEDEL element. This offers the advantage of a very simple beam 

model, but leads to compatibility problems and connection to straight beam 

elements can only be made by use of constraint equations. 

In the ADINAP element an isoparametric beam formulation was used. This 

approach allows bends of non-circular geometry to be modelled but at the expense 

of greatly added complexity in the element formulation. 

Thin wall beam theory has been used in several element formulations, namely 

the ABAQUS elements and See's element. The ABAQUS elements are based 

on an original beam model which, although complex in formulation, has proven 

very effective in practice. See's element is based on Vlasov's thin wall curved 

beam theory. The programmed element had little demontrated success, however 

the Vlasov model is attractive as a basis for elbow elements because if approached 

properly it is possible to formulate a closed form solution for the beam model. 

This dispenses with computationally expensive numerical integration, making the 

element financially attractive. For t~ reason Vlasov's theory is adopted as the 

basic beam model for the simple elements presented in this thesis. 

Several ovalisation interpolation functions have been proposed in the literature 

but thes~ essentially fall into two camps: Fourier series and polynonrlaI functions. 

Fourier series have been used in several formulations, for example the ADINAP, 

Ohtsubo and Watanabe, ABAQUS and TEDEL elements. In the ADINAP and 

TEDEL elements truncated even Fourier series were used. In the Ohtsubo and 

Watanabe and ABAQUS elements truncated complete series were used. 

Polynomial functions have been used to interpolate ovalisation implicitly in 

MARC Element 17 (in which the cross-section is modelled by polynomial-based 

axisymmetric elements) and directly in the Kanarachos and Koutsides element. 

MARC Element 17 has been demonstrated to have acceptable accuracy for a 

. large number of published analyses; however, it requires a larger number of 
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ovalisation degrees of freedom than constant bending Fourier ovalisation 

elements. Insufficient examples were given in [3.17] to critically assess the 

performance of the Kanarachos element. 

In order to investigate the relative merits of Fourier and polynomial interpolation 

of ovalisation, both approaches will be investigated. This may be done by 

formulating a number of elbow elements based on the same beam model but with 

different ovalisation interpolation schemes. However, a simpler approach to the 

investigation is possible by considering the deformation of expansion bellows. 

It was stated in Chapter 2 that the deformation mode of expansion bellows is 

essentially similar to the ovalisation deformation of an elbow under bending. It 
is therefore possible to investigate interpolation schemes for elbow ovalisation 

by applying such schemes to simple bellows analyses, which are simpler to 

formulate and require much less programming than elbow elements. 

In the next chapter four semi-toroidal bellows finite element formulations are 

presented. The principle objective in formulating these elements is to investigate 

ovalisation interpolation. However; a secondary objective is to introduce the 

concept of bellows elements per see Present piping analyses consider bellows to 

be straight beams with flexibility and stress correction factors. A bellows element 

based on the true bellows deformation mode removes the requirement for such 

correction factors and gives a more detailed and accurate stress analysis of the 

component. 
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Figure 3.1 
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MARC Element 17 geometry, coordinate system and ovalisation 
displacements. 
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Figure 3.2 MARC Element 17 kinematically coupled degrees of freedom . 
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Figure 3.3 
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Ohtsubo and Watanabe ring element geometry, coordinate system 
and elbow descretisation. (Adapted from [3.5]). 
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Figure 3.4 FINAS ELBOW 6 and ELBOW 6R geometry and coordinate system. 
(Adapted from[3.1O]). 
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Figure 3.5 
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ADINA-P element geometry, coordinate systems and beam degrees 
of freedom. (Adapted from [3.14]). 
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·Figure 3.6 
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. Kanarachos and Koutside~ element geometry, coordinate system and 
ovalisation interpolatio~ scheme. (Adapter from [3.17]). 
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Figure 3.7 
ABAQUS elbow element coordinate system. (Adapted from [3.21]). 
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CHAPTER 4. 

S FINITE ELEMENT SEMI-TOROIDAL BEL~OW 

FORMULATIONS. 



4 SEMI-TOROIDAL BELLOWS FINITE ELEMENT 

FORMULATIONS, 

Bellows expansion joints are often used to. absorb thermal expansion in piping 

systems when lack of space prohibits the preferred use of expansion loops. Several 

types of expansion bellows are available coinmercially; however, in this thesis 

only bellows of semi-toroidal geometry, as shown in Figure 4.1, are considered .. 

When a semi-toroidal bellows is subject to an axial load it deforms by near 

inextensional bending of the bellows convolutions, as illustrated in Figure 4.2. 

The deformation of the convolution is similar to the ovalisation deformation of 

a piping elbow under bending. Therefore, because of the similarity in deformation 

modes, ovalisation models for pipe bends may be investigated by considering the 

simpler case of expansion bellows. 

In this chapter four bellows finite element formulations are presented, primarily 

in order to study s~itable ovalisation models for piping elbow elements. However, 

a secondary objective is also identified: that is, to formulate a bellows element 

capable of accurately modelling true bellows behaviour. In flexibility analysis, 

bellows are modelled using straight beam elements. As in the case of flexibility 

analysis elbow elements, such ''bellows elements" do not represent the true 

behaviour of the component and, consequently, flexibility and stress 

intensification factors are required in order to evaluate approximately the bellows 

stiffness and stresses. An element based on the true bellows deformation would 

not require the use of such correction factors. 

The bellows geometry and sign conventions used in this chapter are defined in 

Figure 4.1. Like a piping elbow, semi-toroidal bellows are shells of revolution. 

The radius from the bellows axis of symmetry to the shell mid-surface is a. The 

mean axisymmetric radius of the bellows is R, and the convolution mid-surface 

radius is r .. The (hoop) angle about the axis of symmetry is $. The position along 

the convolution in the axial direction is defined for each 900 arc of bye. 

4.1 Element BELl: A BellowS Element Based on the Laupa and Weil Analysis. 

In [4.1], Laupa and Weil published an analysis of V-shaped bellows subject to 

axial force and internal pressure loading based on the potential energy method. 

Semi-toroidal geometry was considered as a special case of V-shape bellows in 
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[4.1], and a simplified version of this analysis (in which only axial force loading 

was considered) was later presented by Findlay and Spence in [4.2]. Bellows 

element BELl is based on this simplified semi-toroidal bellows analysis. 

4.1.1 Bellows Deformation and Displa~ement Interpolation. 

The co-ordinate system and boundary conditions of an outer quadrant of bellows 

is shown in Figure 4.3. The position of a point on the wall mid-surface is defined 

by angle 11 = ~ - 9. Mid-surface deformation is described by displacement y parallel 

to the axis of symmetry, displacement z perpendicular to the axis in an outward 

direction and rotation 1jJ. 

The boundary conditions of an outer 900 section of bellows are: 

Y=1\J=O at 11=0 

n 
z=O at 11=

-2 

(4.1) 

(4.2) 

The normalised displacements of an arbitrary point P on the section are given 

by: 

" 
Z {2 -=- 1\J cos 11d11 
r TJ 

(4.3) 

(4.4) 

where 1jJ is the tangent angle of the mid-surface. 1jJ is interpolated around the 

section of convolution by the Fourier series: 

1\J=C1sin11+ IC 2p Sin2P11 
1 

(4.5) 

The axial displacement Y1 at 11 = n/2 may be found from (4.3) by substituting 

(4.5) for 1jJ: 
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which may be written: 

that is 

It 

{B n} = fo2( sin 2 TJ, ~ sin TJ sin 2 PTJ )d TJ 

and 

Integrating {Bn} gives: 

4 
IS 3

6
S······} 

4.1.2 Formulation of the stift'ness matrix. 

(4.6) 

The values of the coefficients en in the shape function are found by applying the 
principle of mjnjmum potential energy to the bellows. 

The potential energy, V, of the bellows is defined by the expression: 

V=u-w 
.' 

where U is the strain energy and W the work done by the axialload.-

The state of strain in the bellows is assumed to be direct strain in the axisymmetric 

(hoop) direction and inextensional bending of the convolution wall in the axial 
direction. Thus the total strain energy in a quarter section of bellows consists of 
two components: membrane energy due to the direct hoop strain and bending 
energy due to the bending of the convolution wall. That is: 

The membrane strain energy of a differential element of shell is given by the 
,expression [4.3]: 
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where the circumferential stress resultant N'~ is given by: 

Ht 
N. = 2 E. 

1- v 

The membrane strain energy is obtained by integrating the elemental energy 

equation through the volume. From the long radius assumption R> > r, radius a 

is assumed constant such that a = R. Noting that E ~ is constant with respect to <1>, 

integration with respect to <I> results in the following expression for membrane 

strain energy: 

" 
Ht l2 U m = 2nRr E;d11 I-v 0 

where 

" z zr r f2 
E =-=--=-- TJ 1\1cOS11 d 11 

• a ra R 
(4.7) 

Substituting for (z/r) from (4.4), Um becomes: 

(4.8) 

where 

A _ 1{ 2 f-. cos(2p+l)11 COS2(P-l)11} 
E'--2 ClCOS 11+ ~ C 2P 2p+ 1 + 2p-l 

Adopting the identities: 

and 

equation (4.8) may be written: 

nRt 3 

/=-
6 
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An expression for bending strain energy is obtained in ~<similar manner from the 

differential bending energy equation: 

and 

Thus the bending strain energy is: 

u - 6EI ri( k;)d 
b-(l-v2)rJo 12 11 

where 

n 

k a'" c 1 COS'll + L C 2n2ncos2n'll 
1 

(4.10) 

(4.11) 

The total work done on the section of bellows by the axial force is this force P 
multiplied by the displacement Y 1. Thus the potential energy equation of the 

quarter section is: 

V=Um+Ub-,PY 1 

which, upon substituting (4.9) and (4.11) becomes: 

(4.12) 

where: 

(4.13) 

Equation (4.13) was obtamed in a closed form using the symbolic algebra 

computer program SMP (Symbolic Manipulation Program) [4.4]. 
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In equation (4.6), Y 1 is expressed in terms of the interpolation function 

coefficients en. The values of these coefficients are obtained by minimising the 

potential energy of the section with respect to each coefficient in tum: 

oV 
-=0 oC n 

for n = 1,2,4,6,8 .... 

It is seen from (4.12) that the potential energy is a function of D and also of Y h 

both of which are functions of the coefficients en· Therefore, partial 

differentiation of (4.13) with respect tc? en gives: 

av 6EI oD aY l 0 = p- = aC n (l-v 2)r aC n ae n 

or: 

oD P(1-v 2)r aY l 
(4.14) 

- == oCn 6EI aC n 

The relationship between Y1 and {en} is defined by (4.6) which, upon 

differentiating with respect en, gives: 

(4.15) 

~e relationship between the energy term D and {en} is more complex, and is 

defined in equation (4.14)~ Integr,ating this equation and subsequently 

differentiating with respect to the coefficients yields a system of equations of the 

form: 

(4.16) 

where [A] is a symmetric matrix of constants for a given value of A, the upper 

triangle of which is: 
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All - 0.1309 + (1.178097) 
41\. 2 

A 12 - 0.111111 +( 1.6::~85) 
A 13 - -0.044444 + (0.25418) 

41\. 2 

A 14 - 0.028571 + (0.00 1814) 
41\.2 

A iii - -0.021164 _ (0.000641) 
41\.2 

A 16 - -0.016835 + (0.000283) 
41\. 2 

A33 - 2.094395 + (0.173873) 
41\. 2,. 

A _ 0.059259 
34 41\. 2 

A .. 0.017316 
35 41\. 2 

A 36 .. 0.0 

Ass = 8.37758 + (0.38751) 
41\.2 

A _ 0.016433 
56 - 41\.2 . 

The vector {en} is as previously defined. 

A _0.523599+(2.871682) 
n 41\.2 

A _ 0.213333 
23 41\. 2 

A _ 0.016327 
24 41\. 2 

A _ 0.014109 
25 41\. 2 

A _-0.012489 
26 41\. 2 

A _ 4.712389+(°·070646) 
44 41\.2 

A _ 0.028132 
45 41\. 2 

(
0.024577) 

A 66 - 13.089969+ 41\.2 

Substituting (4.15) and (4.16) into (4.14) and rearranging gives: 

(4.17) 

which defines {en} in terms of [AJ and {Bn}. On obtained {en} from (4.17), 

the axial displacement Y 1 of the section of bellows due to load P is given by 

equation (4.6): 

. Y 1 =r{Bn}{Cn} 

Substituting for {en} from (4.17): 
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(4.19) 

Comparing (4.19) with the general structural stiffness equation F=Kd, it is seen 

that the axial stiffness of the quarter toroidal section is given by: 

(4.20) 

From the long radius assumption, it may be assumed that a similar inner quadrant 

of bellows has the same axial stiffness as an outer quadrant [4.1]. It is therefore 

possible to define the complete bellows stiffness from (4.20). The stiffness of one 

convolution of bellows, that is four quarter sections, is the series sum of four such 
stiffnesses: 

Kq 
Kcorr =""4 

Similarly, the stiffness of a bellows comprising of N convolutions is: 

Thus the stiffness equation of a one dimensional bellows element is: 

. [K] = [ K, 
-Kb 

-K,] 
Kb 

Expanding into three dimensions gives: 

Kb 0 0 -K b 0 0 

0 0 0 0 0 0 (4.22) 

0 0 0 0 0 0 
[K] ... 

-Kb 0 0 Kb 0 0 

0 0 0 0 0 0 

0 0 0 0 0 0 
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4.1.3 Bellows flexibility factor. 

Bellows flexibility is generally discussed in terms of a flexibility factor, which is 

defined as the ratio of bellows displacement to comparable pipe displacement 

for a given load P. The straight pipe is considered to be of length r, the bellows 

radius. 

The flexibility factor is defined mathematically by the expression: 

Flex = 3EI ~ 
(1-v 2 )r3P 

Comparing this expression with (4.21), it is found that the flexibility factor may 

also be expressed as: 

(4.23) 

4.1.4 Stress and Strain. 

In section 2.1.2 the state of strain in the bellows was assumed to be circumferential 

direct strain and meridional bending. 

From (4.10) the axial strain (due to bending) at position ~ positive outwards from 

the wall mid-surf~ce, is given by 

E,- ~{ C,COS~ + ~C2P 2PCOS2P~} 

The hoop strain is obtained by integrating (4.7), and is given by 

_ r { 2 f-.. cos(2p+ 1)11+ COS2(P-1)11} E. -2-Clcos11+L,C2P 2p+1 2p-1 R 1 . 

These equations are expanded and arranged into the matrix equation: 

(4.24) 

where 
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(4.24) is the element strain displacement equation and the coefficients en are 

effectively nodeless degrees of freedom. The element stresses are defined by the 
stress strain relationship: . 

{a} = [D]{E} 

where [D] is the constitutive matrix 

[D]= E [1 v] 
(l-v 2 ) v 1 

4.1.5 BELl Programming. 

The BELl theory was prqgrammed to evaluate bellows flexibility factor and 

normalised stress distribution in the FORTRAN routine BELIPROG.FOR , 
given in Appendix 3.1. Bellows geometry and material properties are entered 

interactively in response to screen prompts. Results are written to the screen. 

The BELl formulation was programmed as a "user element" for the ANSYS finite 

element program [4.5]. ANSYS is a powerful general purpose finite element 

package which allows the user to define elements which will interact with the 

program pre-processing, solution and post-processing routines in a manner 

similar to standard ANSYS elements: ANSYS user element programming is 

discussed in detail in Appendix 1. The BELl user element is based on the 

BELlPROG routine. The user element source code is given in Appendix 4.1. 

The element has the following parameters: 

i). 2 node straight line element. 

ii) 6 degrees of freedom: three translations per node. 

iii) . 4 input constants: mean axisymmetric radius R, convolution radius r, 

thickness t, and number of complete corrugations N (integer). 

iv) Inp~t material properties: Elastic modulus, Poisson's ratio, density. 

The geometry of the bellows is valid on condition: 

a) Length> 0.0 . 
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b) Length is an integer multiple of 4 x convolution radius. (An error of 1 % 
is allowed). 

4.2 An Axisymmetric Shell BellowS Formulation. 

In the remainder of this chapter three elements based on an axisymmetric shell 

bellows model are presented. The common formulation procedure is defined in 

section 4.2, and specific formulations for three elements based on the procedure 

developed in sections 4.3, 4.4 and 4.5. 

4.2.1 Shell Theory: Strain-Displacement Equations. 

An outer quarter section o.faxisymmetric bellows shell, as shown in Figure 4.4, 

is considered. The position of a point along the convolution is defined by the 

angle 9. The displacement of the mid-surface of the section is described by 

tangential displacement v, radial displacement w, and rotation 'tV. 

In Chapter 3 the thin shell theory of Washizu was discussed in relation to elbow 

element formulation, with the strain-displacement equations for an axisymmetric 

shell under the Love-Kirchhoff hypothesis defined in equations (3.3 a-c) . 

. Assuming that the axial deformation of the bellows is inextensional bending of 

the convolution wall the axisymmetric strain displacement equations are obtained 

from equations (3.3) as: 

(4.25) 

1 
E,= R(wsin9+vcose) 

(4.26) 

The inextensibility coupling condition is: 

dv 
(4.27) 

W=-·-
de 

. and, under the Love-Ifuchhoff hypotnesis, the shell mid-surface rotation and 

displacements are related as in (3.2a): 

. 
'tV ~ ~(dW -v) 

r de 

(4.28) 
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The above shell strain-displacement equations have previously been used for 
bellows analysis by Findlay and Spence in [4.2]. 

4.2.2 Interpolation. 

The quarter section degrees of freedom are displacements wand v and rotation 
'IjJ at nodes located at the ends of the arc as shown in Figure 4.4. The element 
degree of freedom vector {~ } is therefore: 

{~}={VI WI 1jJI V 2 W 2 1jJ2}T 

Displacements w,v and 'IjJ at a point 8 around the element are defined in terms of 

a vector of unknown constants {a}. As w,v and 'ljJare related by (4.27) and (4.28), 
assuming a distribution for'one intrinsically defines the distribution of the others 
in terms of the same constants. In general the displacement field is written: 

{u} = [S]{a} (4.29) 

where 

and [ S ] is a matrix of functions of position 8. 

{ a} is defined in terms of the nodal displacements ~ by applying the boundary 

conditions to (4.29): that is 

at8==O:v=v l • W=WI' 1jJ=1jJI 

which yields the equation 

{~}=[C]{a} 
(4.30) 

. where [C] is a 6x6 matrix ~f constants. The unknown coefficients {a} are defined 

in terms of the element degrees of freedom by inverting (4.30): 

{a} = [Cr l {~} 
(4.31) 
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Displacement at a point e on the mid-surface is obtained in terms of the degrees 

of freedom by substituting {a} from (4.31) into (4.29). However, it is possible to 

reduce the size of the element matrices by invoking the specific boundary 

conditions of the element for the bellows application. In order to construct a 

complete bellows' from a single element stiffness matrix by series stiffness 

addition, the same boundary conditions as used in BELl are invoked: 

. Thus (4.31) is reduced to 

{a} = [G]{d} (4.32) 

where {a} is as before, {d} is the reduced degree of freedom vector: 
.- . 

and [G] is a 6x3 matrix of constants comprising of columns 2,3 and 5 of [C]-l. 

The local and nodal displacements are now related by substituting {a} from (4.32) 

into (4.29) to give: 

{u} = [SHG]{d} (4.33) 

or 

[N] = [SHG] (4.34) 

where [N] is the element shape function matrix. 

4.2.3 Strain Displacement. 

The interpolation equation (4.33) may be written as three separate equations by 

Partitioning the [ S ] matrix as follows: 

{
V) [{S}J -
w = {8~} [G]{d} 

1jJ.. {8 3 } 

Thus the displacements can be defined as: 

(4.35a) 
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W={8 2 }[G]{d} 

1jJ = {8 3 }[G]{d} 

The element strain displacement equation is 

{E} = [B]{d} 

where 

{d}={u W 1jJ}T 

(4.35b) 

(4.35c) 

(4.36) 

and [B] is the strain-displacement matrix obtained by substituting equations (4.35) 

into (4.25) and (4.26). Noting that [G] and {d} are arrays of constants, (4.35b) 
gives 

(4.37) 

Thus the axial strain is: 

(4.38) 

and the hoop strain is 

1 
E, = R {{8 2 }.sin 9 + {8 1 }cos9}[G]{d} 

(4.39) 

where ~ is the element through thickness co-ordinate, positive radially outwards 

from mid-surface of the shell. 

Arranging the strain equations (4.38) and (4.39) into the form of (4.36), the strain 

displacement vector is given by: 

[B] = [A][G] 

where 

[A]= 
-~( d

2
·+ 1){8

2
} 

r2 d9 2 

. .!. ({8
2 } sin 9 + {8 I} cos9) 

R 
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4.2.4 Quarter Section Stiffness matrix. 

In Chapter 2 it was shown that the stiffness matrix of an element is given by the 
equation 

(4.41) 

where [B] is the strain displacement ~atrix and [D] is the element constitutive 
matrix: 

[D]= E [1 
1-v 2 v 

Therefore (4.41) may be written 

I " 

[K]= i2Jtf:fo2[B]T[D][B]rRd<Pdt.d9 
-2 

(4.42) 

However, it 'is possible to simplify the above equation by considering the 
integration limits more closely. As [B] is constant with respect to </>, this simplifies 
to 

where 

Further, as the circumferential strain is constant through-thickness, the integral 

of products of axial and hoop strains with respect to t. is zero, as 

Such terms can therefore be omitted from stiffness calculations and the stiffness 

matrix equation reduces to 
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I " 

2nErRj212 [K]= 2 [Bf[B]d~de 
}- v I 0 

(4.43) 

-2 

4.2.5 The Element Stiffness Matrix. 

In order to assemble a bellows element by series stiffness addition of single 900 

convolutions, only the axial stiffness of a single convolution is required. This is 

obtained by applying the static condensation procedure defined in Chapter 2 to 

the quarter section stiffness matrix. The stiffness matrix is partitioned as follows, 

and degrees of freedom { tjJ 1 WI} statically condensed from the equation: 

{~}- + 

(4.44) Kll 

The axial stiffness equation is thus obtained in the form 

where Kq is the axial stiffness of the quarter section of bellows. The element 

stiffness matrix is obtained from the axial stiffness as in element BEL1. The 

stiffness of a single convolution is given by 

Kq 
Kcorr ="'4"" 

and the stiffness of a bellows of N convolutions is: 

In finite e,lement form, the stiffness equation of a one dimensional bellows 

element is therefore 

[K] 0;: 

which is expanded into three dimensions as in BELl. 
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4.2.6 Stress and Strain. 

The state of strain at a point in the section of bellows is defined by the strain 

displacement equation, (4.36): " 

{E} = [B]{d} 

The stresses are evaluated from the constitutive relationship of the section: 

{a} = [D]{E} = [D][B]{d} 

where {a} = {a e a,} T and [D] is the constitutive matrix (4.42). 

4.3 Element BEL2i Triaonometric Intelllolation. 

Element BE12 is the first of three bellows elements based on the above 

formulation. The element interpolates radial displacement in terms of the five 

term complete Fourier series: 

5 

w=a 1 - L a n sinn9 
n-2 

A similar interpolation function has previously been used by Findlay and Spence 

in [4.2J, in conjunction with the strain-displacement equations defined in section 

4.2, although the series was not limited to a set number of terms as it is here. -

The radial displacement, v, is obtained by integrating the inextensibility equation 

(4.27) to give 

where % is a constant of integration. 

The rotation ljJ of the mid-surface is related to v and w by the Love-Kirchhoff 

_hypothesis as defined in (4.28). Thus "the displacement field of the element is 

defined by the equation 

{u} = [S]{a} 

Where 
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and 

-9 .- cos9 1 1 1 
- -cos29 - -cos39 - -cos49 1 

2 3 4 
[8]= 1 - sin9 - sin 29 - sin39 -sin 49 0 

9 3 8 15 - 0 - -cos29 --cos39 --cos49 -1 r 2r 3r 4r 

applying the boundary conditions yields 

{~} == [C]{a} 

which is solved for {a} by ,inverting the equation. Applying the specific bellows 

boundary conditions gives 

{a}==[G]{d} 

where {a} is as before, {d} is the reduced degree of freedom vector and [G] is a 

6x3 matrix of constants comprising of columns 2,3 and 5 of [C]-1: 

1 0 0 

3 5 
3.46238898 -r -

4 4 

- 2.71238898 -r -2 

[G]= 3 9 
2.46238898 -r -

4 4 

- 1 .35619449 
1 

- 1 -r 
2 
3 3 

2.587942194 -r -
8 4 

Thus the shape function matrix [N] of ~he element is fully defined: 

[N]:= [SHG] 
-

. Applying the strain-displacement procedure of section 4.2.3 defines the 

strain-displacement matrix: 

[B] = [A][G] 

where the elements of the [A1 matrix are: 
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-~ 
A 11 =2 

r 

A 13 =-3 \Sin28 
r 

A 14 =-8 \Sin48 
r 

A 1s =-15 \Sin48 
r 

4.3.1 BEL2 Programming 

A21 =~(Sine-eCOSe) 

A23=~( Sin2eSine+~COS2eCOSe) 

A24=~( Sin3eSine+~COS3eCOSe) 

A25=~( Sin4eSine+~COS4eCOSe) 

. 1 
A = -COse 

26 R 

Two FORTRAN programs based on the above theory have been programmed. 

BEI2FLEX.FOR evaluates the bellows flexibility factor and BEI2STR.FOR 

evaluates the normalised stress distribution over a 900 section of bellows. The 

FORTRAN code of these programs is given in Appendix 3.2 

The 3x3 stiffness matrix of the bellows is obtained by integrating (4.43). This is 

done numerically, using a 5x3x3 Gaussian quadrature rule. The axial stiffness of 

the bellows is obtained by static condensation of the 3x3 matrix and the belows 

flexibility factor is evaluated according to the definition of Chapter 4.1. 

4.4 Element BEW; Polynomial Interpolation. 

Polynomials are the most popular interpolation functions used in finite element 

formulations. Many polynomial interpolation schemes have been proposed for 

shell elements in the literature. These have often been assessed by investigating 

the behaviour of simpler two dimensional arch or curved beam elements, which 

may be regarded as the limiting case of a shell in which one of the area dimensions 

reduces to the order of the shell thickness. 
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Early investigation into polynomial interpolation in arch elements was carried 

out by Ashwell et al [4.6,4.7,4.8]. Combinations of polynomials up to cubics were 

investigated, however these elements generally proved to be ineffective. Similar 
work by Dawe based on higher order polynomials (up to quintics) [4.9,4.10] 

indicated that independent quintic interpolation for both radial and tangential 

displacement gave the most effective element, however, as noted in [4.9], such 

elements introduce " .... some waviness in the [axial] force distribution ... in deep, 

thin, nearly inextensional applications". In [4.11] Meck presented the formulation 

of a curved beam based on coupled polynomial interpolation for tangential and 

radial displacement. This produced a w~ll behaved element in which the specified 

coupling between the radial and tangential displacement explicitly ensured that 

the element could represent inextensible strain modes. 

In this section Meck's quintic polynomial interpolation scheme is adopted as the 

basis of bellows element BEL3. The tangential displacement v is interpolated 

along the section by a quintic polynomial in terms of angle /3, where e = /3 + ~ as 

defined in Figure 4.5. Thus, 

The radial displacement is coupled to the tangential displacement by the 

inextensibility condition (4.27). Noting that 

d d 
-=-
de d/3 

it follows from (4.27) and (4.28) that 

du 
w=--

d/3 and 
1jJ =.!.( dw _ v) 

r d/3 

Thus the displacement field function matrix [ e ] of (4.29) is found to be: 

~ 
- 1 

~ 
r 

~4 

- 4~3 

(l2~2+~4) 

r 

Considering the definition of the angle /3, the general boundary conditions for 

element BEL3 are: 
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The boundary conditions are applied and {a} obtained as before. Subsequently 

applying the specific boundary condi ti~ns, the matrix [G] of (4.31) is found to be: 

-0.2454369261 - 0.03855314219r 0.2454369261 

7 7 
- 0.04908738521 r -
16 16 

1 
[Gl- 0.4774648293 -r - 0.4774648293 

8 

- 1.01321 1836 - 0.1591549431 r - 1.0 132 1 1836 

- 0.1290061377 -0.1013211836r 0.1290061377 

- 0.4984044817 0.1290061377 r 0.4984044817 

Thus the shape function matrix [N] of (4.34) is fully defined: 

[N]=[8][G] 

Applying the strain-displacement procedure of Section 4.2 defines the quarter 

section strain-displacement matrix 

[8]=[A][G] 

where the elements of [A] are: 

t;. 
A 12 - "2 r 

A --21.(e-~) 
13 r 2 4 

A -~((e-~)cose-Sine 
22 R 4 
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The element stiffness matrix is obtained as in BE12. 

4.4.1 BELJ Programming. 

Two FORTRAN programs based on the above theory have been programmed. 

BEl.3FLEX.FOR evaluates the bellows flexibility factor and BEl.3STR.FOR 

evaluates the normalised stress distribution over a 900 section of bellows. The 

FORTRAN code for these programs is given in Appendix 3.3. 

As for BE12, the 3x3 stiffness matrix of the bellows is obtained by integrating 

(4.43). This is done numerically, using a 5x3x3 Gaussian quadrature rule. The 

axial stiffness of the bellows is obtained by static condensation of the 3x3 matrix, 
and the bellows flexibility factor evaluated according to the definition of Chapter 

4.1.3. 

4,5 Element BElA; Polynomial intelJ)olation with Constant Axial Extension. 

Element BEU is an extension of BEl.3 which allows for constant direct axial 

strain in the bellows. Removing the inextensibility assumption uncouples the 

radial and tangential displacements, as: 

E =~(dV+w)#o 
90 r d 13 

However, a coupling condition between wand v can be defined by considering 

the differential equations of extensional deformation. In [4.11] Meck extended 

his inextensional beam to include constant extensional strain based on a simple 

relationship derived by Cheng and Hoff for the bending of thin circular rings 

[4.12]. The radial and tangential displacements are coupled according to the 

equation 

Rearranging and differentiating the axial membrane strain gives 
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d d (dU ) -erE )=- -+w =O~E =E =constant 
d f3 90 d f3 d f3 90 0 

Therefore the displacements are coupled according to the equation 

du 
w-rE =

o df3 
(4.45) 

where E ois a constant, and the rotation of the mid-surface is again given by (4.28): 

The tangential displacement v is again interpolated by the quintic polynomial: 

from which w and 1.jJ are obtained according to (4.45) and (4.28) respectively. Thus 

the relationship between mid-surface d~splacement and unknown coefficients {a} 

{u} = [a]{a} 

is obtained. This equation is identical to the corresponding BED equation, except 

that {u} is now defined as 

(4.46) 

The constant membrane strain has been introduced into the formulation as an 

additional degree of freedom. Applying the general boundary conditions to (4.46) 

yields an equation equivalent to (4.30), of the form 

{~} = [C]{a} (4.47) 

where in this case 

Solving (4.47) for {a} and applying the specific boundary conditions of the quarter 

section yields the [G] matrix of (4.31). Again, this is identical to that obtained 

for BED but in this case the reduced degree of freedom vector { 5 } is 
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In order to consider E 0 as a degree of freedom of the element, it must be included 

in the {d} vector. This is done by partitioning the matrix equation 

{a}=[G]{6} 

in the form 

This is rearranged as: 

{a}=[J]{d} (4.48) 

where 

{d}={Wj 

and 

Substituting (4.48) into (4.29), the displacement vector {u} is given in terms of 

the four degrees of freedom {d} by: 

(4.49) 

The element strain-displacement matrix equation may now be obtained by 

considering (4.25) and (4.26). 

From (4.49), the radial displacement may be expressed: 

As this introduces only constant terms into the radial displacement equations, 

differentials are as in the BEL3 formulation. Thus: 
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However, the axial strain now contains a membrane contribution and is given by: 

Noting that 

this may be written 

The circumferential strain 

E ~ = ..!.. (w si n 8 + v cos 8) 
R 

here becomes 

sin e)) - {d} 
R 

Thus the strain displacement equation is fully defined as 

{E} = [B]{d} 

where 

{E} = {EsE.} 
T 

and 

[Bl=[[A][Jl+[ : 

0 0 (r;,h)] 
sin e 

0 0 
R 
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4.5.1 BEIA Programming. 

Two FORTRAN programs based on the above theory have been programmed. 

BElAFLEX.FOR evaluates the bellows flexibility factor and BElASTR.FOR 

evaluates the normalised stress distribution over a 900 section of bellows. The 

FORTRAN code of these programs is given in Appendix 3.4. 

The 3x3 stiffness matrix of the bellows is obtained by integrating (4.43). This is 

done numerically, using a 5x3x3 Gaussian quadrature rule. The axial stiffness of 

the bellows is obtained by static condensation of the 3x3 matrix and the bellows 

flexibility factor evaluated according to the definition of Chapter 4.1.3. 

4.6 Discussion. 

Sample analyses using the above bellows element formulations will be presented 

in Chapter 6, where it will be shown that the even Fourier series approach of 

BELl gives the best results when compared to alternative analyses. The 

polynomial based elements BEL3 and BEU will also be shown to give reasonably 

good results, although no significant improvement over BEL3 is made by including 

the constant extension term in BEU. BE12 will be shown to give relatively poor 

results. 

In the next chapter formulations are presented for three elbow elements in which 

the interpolation schemes of BELl and BEL3 are developed for pipe bend 

applications. The first element adopts even Fourier series interpolation of 

ovalisation displacement in a constant bending element. The second element 

extends the first to include linear interpolation of ovalisation with respect to axial 

position, in order to investigate the relative convergence characteristics of the 

two approaches. The third element ovalisation model is based on the polynomial 

interpolation scheme of BEL3. 
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Semi-toroidal bellows 
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Figure 4.1 Semi-toroidal bellows expansion joint geometry. 
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finite element analysIs). 
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displacements and nodal degrees of freedom. 
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and nodal degrees of freedom. 
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CHAPTERS. 

THREE SIMPLE PIPING ELBOW FINITE ELEMENT 
FORMULATIONS. 



5 THREE SIMPLE PIPING ELBOW FINITE ELEMENT 

FORMULATIONS, 

The basic requirements for simple piping elbow elements were discussed in 

Chapter 3 and elbow ovalisation investigated in Chapter 4 by considering the 

deformation of semi-toroidal bellows. In this chapter three simple elbow element 

formulations are presented. The proposed elements are based on the beam-shell 

(or beam with deforming section) approach, and share a common beam-bending 

model based on the exact solution of Vlasov's thin-wall curved beam theory [5.1]. 

In the first element, PBl, the ovalisation behaviour of the element is based on 

the classic Von Karman analysis di~cussed in Chapter 2. The ovalisation 

displacement is constant with respect to axial position and interpolated around 

the cross-section of the elbow by a three even term Fourier series similar to that 

used in the bellows element BELl of Chapter 4. 

The second, PB2, extends the PB 1 formulation is to include linear variation of 

ovalisation in the axial direction. This allows the convergence characteristics of 

a simple element with linear ovalisation to be investigated. 

The third element, PB3, was formulated in order to asses the performance of 

polynomial interpolation of ovalisation. As in PBl, the ovalisation is constant 

with respect to axial position. Four quintic polynomials are used to interpolate 

the ovalisation displacements piecewise around the cross-section of the bend. 

The interpolation scheme is similar to that of the bellows element BE13. 

All three elements have been programmed as user elements for the ANSYS finite 

element program. In order to minimise the computing time required in element 

formulation, the common beam bending stiffness matrix has been obtained in 

closed form by analytical integration. The ovalisation stiffness of element PB 1 

is also given in closed form, but in PB2 and PB3 the ovalisation stiffness matrices 

are integrated numerically. 

5.1 PBl: An Elbow Element with Constant Fourier OyaUsatjoQ. 

In this chapter a constant ovalisation beam-shell element, referred to as element 

PBI, is presented. The element is based on an exact solution of Vlasov's thin 

wall curved beam theory, upon which classic Von Karman ovalisation is 

superposed. 
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An element based on similar beam and ovalisation models has previously been 

presented by See in [3.23]. See's element was shown to give good agreement with 

comparable analyses for in-plane bending of elbows, but poor agreement for 

out-of-plane bending. The poor out-of-plane performance was not adequately 

accounted for in [3.23], where it was concluded that the difference between results 

given by the element and ANSYS STIF18 (a conventional flexibility analysis 

curved beam element) was due to the limitations of flexibility analysis and not 

the element formulation. However, comparison with results given by other 

analyses indicate that the out-of-plane results given by the element were in fact 

poor. 

In Chapter 6 it will be shown that the" actual reason for the poor out-of-plane 

performance was that See failed to consider the element convergence 

requirements for out-of-plane bending. 

In the formulation of a Vlasov-Karman element proposed by See, the element 

stiffness matrix was evaluated by numerical integration. In practice 24xl2x3 point 

Gaussian quadrature was used, making the element expensive in comparison with 

flexibility analysis elements. However, the basic Vlasov and Von Karman models 

offer potential for programming an inexpensive element. In the formulation 

presented below, the total number of integrals required to evaluate the 12x12 

stiffness matrix is 21, of which 16 are double integrals and 5 triple integrals. The 

integrals are given in closed form, dispensing with the need for numerical 

integration. The integration was performed using the symbolic algebra program 

SMP [4.4]. 

5.1.1 Overview of Element PHI Formulation. 

The element beam bending model is based on Vlasov's thin wall curved beam 

theory as defined in reference [5.1]. Beam elements based on the exact solution 

of Vlasov's differential equations have been presented in the literature by 

Chaundhuri and Shore [5.2] and by Yoo [5.3, 5.4]. In element PBl, (and 

subsequently elements PB2 and PB3), the Chaundhuri and Shore solution has 

been modified and adopted as the beam bending model for the elbow element. 

The elbow ovalisation deformation, which is superposed on the beam model, is 

represented by an extension of the classic Von Karman model. 



In both Vlasov's beam theory and Von Karman's ovalisation analysis the in-plane 

and out-of-plane responses are uncoupled. Thus the element may be formulated 

by developing independent in-plane and out-of-plane models, which are then 

superposed to give a fully representative elbow element. In the proposed element 

formulation in-plane and out-of-plane stiffness equations are obtained in the form 

{F} = [K]{d} (5.1) 

where {F} is the load vector, {d} the generalised displacement vector, and [K] 

the stiffness matrix, given by the equation 

(5.2) 

[B] is the element strain-displacement matrix and [D] the constitutive matrix. 

By partitioning the in-plane and out-of-plane strain-displacement matrices [B] 

into nodal and nodeless degree of freedom sub-matrices, the stiffness matrix is 

obtained in the form: 

(5.3) 

where {db} and {do} are vectors of bending and ovalisation displacements, [Fb] 

and [Fo] bending and ovalisation forces and [Kbb], [Koo], [Kbo] and [Kob] are 

stiffness sub-matrices given by the equations: 

[K bb] 
(5.4) 

[K 00] 
(5.5) 

[K bo] 
(5.6) 

for bending, ovalisation and coupling respectively. 
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In-plane and out-of-plane elbow stiffness matrices are obtained according to (5.3), 

and then assembled to give a single, fully representative, elbow element stiffness 

matrix. The full matrix is of order (12+ m)x(12+ m), where m is the total number 

of ovalisation degrees of freedom. The full stiffness matrix is reduced to a 12x12 

matrix compatible with standard beam elements by applying the process of static 

condensation as described in Chapter 2.2.1. In this case the ovalisation force 

vector is zero and static condensation results in the equation: 

(5.9) 

where [KRl is the reduced element stiffness matrix given by 

[ [ K bb ] - [ K ob ] T [ K 00] - I [ K ob ] ] (5.10) 

5.1.2 In-plane Bending. 

The elbow element's beam bending modes are represented by modifying the 

Chaundhuri and Shore curved beam element formulation [5.2]. In the 

Chaundhuri beam element it is assumed that: 

i) Beam deformations are small with respect to the dimensions of the 

cross-section. 

ii) The beam is thin walled and through-thickness stresses assumed negligible. 

iii) Shearing deformation vanishes at the middle surface. 

iv) The cross-section is open and symmetric about the beam's depth axis, 

(normal to the plane of curvature). 

v) The cross-section remains undeformed; that IS, the cross-section is 

constrained to be rigid. 

In addition to the standard beam deformation modes of axial stretch, in-plane 

bending, out-of-plane bending, transverse shears, and torsional shear, 

assumptions (iv) and (v) give rise to longitudinal warping of the beam's 

cross-section, such that plane sections do not remain plane upon deformation. 

In the Chaundhuri and Shore beam cross-sectional warping is represented by 

including beam degrees of freedom to define this behaviour. In the case of a 
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beam symmetric about its depth axis there are 7 stress resultants: 1 normal, 2 

transverse, 3 bending and 1 warping. Hence 7 degrees of freedom are required 

to describe the beam behaviour. 

However, in a beam of closed circular section warping of the cross-section is 
suppressed due to the higher torsional rigidity of the cross-section, as noted by 

Y 00 in [5.4]. It is, therefore, possible to simplify the analysis of such beams by 

assuming cross-sectional warping to be negligible. Thus, in considering the beam 

bending behaviour of a pipe bend, the following assumption is added to the above 

vi) Plane sections remain plane upon deformation: that is, warping 
deformation is negligible. 

In the beam model proposed below, the Chaundhuri and Shore formulation is 

simplified by invoking assumption (vi) above. 

Degrees of Freedom. 

The basic beam model is a two-noded circularly curved beam of closed circular 

cross-section, as shown in Figure 5.1. The local X axis is along the beam's length, 

Y is perpendicular to the plane of the beam, and Z is radially inward to the centre 

of curvature, completing a right handed triad. The deformation of an arbitrary 

point on the axis of such a beam is ~efined by three translational degrees of 

freedom and a single rotation: displacements u in the X direction, v in the Y 

direction and w in the Z direction, and rotation 'ljJ y about the Y axis. 

The in-plane bending nodal degrees of freedom {dbi}, shown in Figure 5.2, are: 

Governing differential equations. 

Neglecting the effects of warping, the in-plane governing differential equations 

of the beam are given in [5.2] simplify to: 

(5.11) 
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(5.12) 

where s is ~he sole independent variable, denoting the position along the bend 

axis: s = R <l4 Here the dependant variable is taken instead to be angular position 

¢, where <l> = s / R 

Displacement Field and Shape Function Matrix. 

The displacement field for in-plane deformation is found by solving equations 

(5.11) and (5.12) for u and w. Neglecting cross-sectional warping (assumption 

(vi) above) the solution of Chaundhuri and Shore reduces to: 

u ( <l> , n) = B 1 1. n [ <l> ] + B 1 2, n [si n <l>] 

+ B 1 3, n [<l> si n <l> + ( 1 - 2 d) cos <l> ] + B 1 4, n [COS <l>] 

+ B 1 5, n [<l> cos <l> - ( 1 - 2 d) si n <l> ] + B 1 6, n [ 1 ] 

w (Q> ' n) = B 1 l, n [ 1] + B 1 2, n [ cos Q> ] + B 1 3, n [ Q> cos Q>] 

where 

I 
d=

AR2 

+B14,n[sin<l>]+ Bl S,n[Q>sinQ>]+ BI 6 ,n[O] 

and n = 1 to 6. 

(5.13) 

(5.14) 

In matrix notation, the displacement field equations may be written 

(5.15) 

(5.16) 

where [B 1] is a matrix of unknown in-plane constants and 

{TJl}={Q> sinQ> [Q>sinQ>+(1-2d)cosQ>] 

cosQ> [Q>cosQ>-(1-2d)sinQ>] I} 

{lh}={l cosQ> Q>cosQ> sinQ> Q>sinQ> O} 
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The in-plane rotation, ljJ y, is given by: 

As [B 1] is constant, this may be written: 

or 

(5.17) 

where 

- 1 
{Tb}=R {¢ 0 [2(1-d)cos¢J 0 [2(l-d)sin¢J I} 

Equations (5.15), (5.16) and (5.17) fully define the in-plane displacement field of 

the beam model. The subscript <P defines the position of a point along the axis 

and subscript n defines a specific degree of freedom from 1 to 6. The displacement 

u (~ . n), for example, is the u displacement at a point <P along the axis due to degree 

of freedom n being given a unit displacement when all other degrees of freedom 

are fixed at zero. 

The in-plane degrees of freedom correspond to the integers n as follows: 

n 1 2 3 4 5 6 

dof Ul WI 'ljJy 1 U2 w2 ljJ y 2 

The shape of the displacement field is defined by the vectors { 11}. The magnitude 

of displacement is determined by the matrix of constants [B 1]. 

In order to use this displacement field to formulate an element, we require it in 

the form of the interpolation equation given in (4.7): 

{u} = [N]{d} 
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That is, the displacements at an arbitrary point are interpolated in terms of the 

nodal degrees of freedom by the shape function matrix [N]. [N] is obtained as 

follows. 

Degree of freedom n is displaced by a given amount, which for simplicity is chosen 

to be unity. The displacement at an arbitrary point on the centroid of the beam 

due to this prescribed displacement is given by equations (5.15), (5.16) and (5.17). 

By choosing the arbitrary point to be at one of the nodes of the beam, the 

displacement at the point is defined by the boundary conditions: unity for degree 

of freedom n, and zero for the remaining five degrees of freedom. Repeating 

this procedure for all six n, a system of 36 simultaneous equations is obtained, 

which may be solved for the unknown constants [B1]. 

For example, consider n= 1. U1 is given a value of 1 and the remaining degrees 

of freedom fixed at zero. Considering equations (5.15) to (5.17): 

at node 1, <I> = 0, and for n= 1: 

111 = {n} [ B 1 ] = ° 'l'Y(O.l) '13 ,-0 

at node 2, <I> = a, and for n= 1: 

111 = {n} [ B I ] = ° 'l'Y(<1.1) '13 ,-<1 

Hence six simultaneous equations are obtained. Repeating this procedure for 

all six n, a system of 36 simultaneous equations may be obtained in the form: 

[Cl)[Bl]=[1] (5.18) 

where [I] is the 6x6 identity matrix, [B1] is a 6x6 matrix of constants and [e1] is 

the matrix: 
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{T]I}~_O 

{T]2}~_O 

[C 1] = 
{T]3}$_O 

{T]l}~_a 

{T]2}~_a 

{T]3}~_a 

That is, 

0 0 (1- 2d) - 1 0 

1 1 0 0 0 

0 0 -B 0 0 

[C 1] = 
a s C -c D 

c ac s as 

a 
- Be 0 -- 0 -Bs 

R 

where 

s = sina c = casa 

2 
B=-(l-d) 

R 
C=as+(l-2d)c 

By definition, equation (5.18) gives 

[BJ]=[C1r 1 

1 

0 

1 

R 

1 

0 

1 

R 

D = ac + ( 1 - 2d) 

Therefore the displacement field is fully defined by inverting the [e1] matrix to 

evaluate [B1] and substituting into equations (5.15), (5.16) and (5.17). Hence the 

displacement interpolation equation for in-plane bending is: 

(5.19) 

where 

{u}={u W 1j}y} 
T 

and 
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[nl] [81] 

[N1] is the in-plane shape function matrix of the beam model. 

S train-Displacement. 

From Vlasov [5.1], the state of strain for in-plane bending is uniaxial meridional 

strain, given by the equation: 

(5.20) 

where z denotes distance from the centroid in the element Z direction, as shown 

in Figure 5.3. 

From Vlasov's small displacement theory of [5.1], neglecting all second order 

terms and noting the change in direction of the out-of-plane axis made here, the 

extension and bending terms are defined: 

Hence (5.20) becomes 

= .!.{ du _ r cos S (d
2 w) _ ( 1 + r cosS )w} 

E,bl R d<l> R d<l>2 R2 

From (5.19): 

hence 
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du=d{lld[BI]{d} 
d<l> d<l> bl 

as [B 1] and {dbi} are constant. 

Thus 

1 {d{lll} rcos8d
2

{T)2} (rCOS8) } 
E ~bi = R d <I> - R d <I> 2 - 1 + R {T) 2 } [ B 1 ] {d bl} 

or 

Differentiating and collecting the vector terms gives: 

{AJ}={-rCOS8 0 
R ( rCOS8) 

2 d + R sin <I> 0 

Thus the in-plane beam strain-displacement equation is: 

where the strain-displacement matrix is given by: 

[ B bJ = ~ {A 1 }[ B 1 ] 

Bending Stiffness Matrix. 

(5.21) 

(5.23) 

The in-plane bending stiffness matrix is given by equation (5.4): 
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Noting that only axial strain is involved in the in-plane bending stiffness equation, 

the [D] matrix reduces to a single element: 

[D]= E 2 [1] 
( 1 - v ) 

Thus, substituting for [D] and given [Bb] from (5.23): 

[K bb i] = f ~ [B / f {A / } T E 2 ~ {A / }[ B / ] d V 
vR (l-v)R 

Taking the constant terms out-with the integral and noting that the strain is 

constant through the thickness of the beam wall, the in-plane bending stiffness 

equation is given by: 

Etr T 
[ K bb i ] = 2 [ B f] [f bi] [ B 1 ] 

(l-v)R 

where 

(a r2n 
[I bi ] = J 0 J 0 { AI} T {A 1 } d e d <l> 

Integrating: 

EfT 
[ K bbi] = 2 3 [ B 1] [J bi] [ B / ] 

(1 - v )R 

(5.24) 

where 

a 0 2(cosa-l) 0 2sina 0 
0 0 0 0 0 

H(2a-sin2a) 0 H(cos2a-l) 0 
[J btl = 

symm. 0 0 0 

H(2a+sin2a) 0 

0 

and 

1 (r)2 H=I+ 2R 
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5.1.3 In-Plane Ovalisation 

Elbow ovalisation is represented by the Von Karman constant bending or constant 

ovalisation model, as discussed in Chapters 2 and 3. The axial strain is assumed 

to be uniform through the wall thickness and the hoop strain is assumed to arise 

from inextensional bending of the pipe cross-section. Assuming R> > r and 

applying the Von Karman assumptions, the axisymmetric shell equations (3.3a-c) 

reduce to: 

(5.25) 

(5.26) 

under the inextensibility condition 

au 
W =--

o as 

where Wo and vo are ovalisation radial and tangential displacements of the elbow 

mid-surface, as shown in Figure 5.3. 

The ovalisation displacements are interpolated by an even Fourier series as in 

the original Von Karman analysis. The radial displacement is interpolated by 

the series 

N 

Wo = Lan cos2nS 
n-l 

The radial and tangential displacements are coupled by the inextensibility 

equation; thus the tangential displacement is: 

N 1 
v =-\-a sin2nS 

o L 2 n 
n-l n 

Substituting the interpolation functions into the strain displacement equations 

(5.25) and (5.26) gives 

E • oi = 1 / R Lan ( cos S cos 2 n S + 21n sin S sin 2 n e ) 
(5.27a) 
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t, "\"" 2 
E Soi = - 2 Lan ( 1 - 4 n ) cos 2 n e) 

r 

(5.2Th ) 

The number of terms N taken in the Fourier series determines the accuracy and 

applicability of the element. It has been suggested that for elbows of parameter 

A ~ O. 1, such as those encountered in general piping analysis, three terms are 

sufficient [3.12]. (5.27a) and (5.2Th) are thus expanded and arranged in the form: 

{ E Ot } = [B Ot ] { a } (5.28) 

where 

In-plane Ovalisation Stiffness. 

The in-plane ovalisation stiffness matrix is defined by (5.5): 

In this case the constitutive matrix is 

E [1 
[D]=I_v 2 V 

As the ovalisation is constant with respect to axial position the integral reduces 

to: 

However, as in the case of the bellows elements, the product of longitudinal and 

hoop strains integrate through-thickness to zero. Thus the stiffness integral 

reduces to: 

I 

ErRaf212R T 
[ K ] = 2 [ B oi ] [B oi ] de d t 

001 1 - v _!. 0 
2 
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or 

ErRa 
[ K OOi] = 1 2 [ I Oi] 

-y 

Integrating and collecting terms gives the in-plane ovalisation stiffness matrix in 

closed form: 

(5.29) 

where 

o 

symm. 

5.1.4 In-plane Bending-Ovalisation Coupling. 

The bending-ovalisation stiffness matrix is defined by (5.6): 

As a 2-D constitutive matrix is required, {AI} is expanded by adding a row of 

zeros to give the matrix [AI]: 

[Al]=[ ~l o A3 0 

000 
A5 0] 
o 0 

Thus, substituting for [Bb] from (5.23), 

As before, [B I]T may be taken outside the integral to give 
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which upon integration yields the in-plane bending-ovalisation coupling matrices 

TEl T 
[ K boi ] = [K obi] = 2 3 [ B 1] [J bOi] 

(l-v)R 

where: 

-3Ra 

4r 
0 0 

0 0 0 

3R 
0 0 [J boi] -( 1- cosa) 

2r 

0 0 0 
3R 

0 0 -( 1- cosa) 
2r 

5.1.5 Out-or-Plane Bending. 

The procedure for evaluating the out-of-plane bending stiffness matrix is identical 

to that for the in-plane case detailed in section 5.2.2. The principal equations are 

as follows: 

Degrees of Freedom. 

The out-of-plane beam degrees of freedom are shown in Figure 5.2. 

Governing differential equations. 

(5.30) 

(5.31) 
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Displacement Field and Shape Function Matrix. 

1jJ X(<I>.n) = {l1s}[B2] 

(5.32) 

(5.33) 

(5.34) 

{114} = {cos<j> (<j>cos<j>-bsin<j» sin<j> (<j>sin<j>+bcos<j» -1 -<j>} 

{lls}={cos<j> <j>cos<j> sin<j> <j>sin<j> 0 O} 

(<j>cos<j>+(l-b)sin<j»O-I} 

Applying unit nodal displacements, the [C2] matrix corresponding to [C1] for 

in-plane bending is 

1 0 0 b - 1 0 

1 
0 0 0 0 - 0 

R 

0 
(1 - b) 1 

0 0 
1 

R R R 
[C2]= 

c (ac-sb) s (as+cb) - 1 -a 

c ac s as 
0 0 

R R R R 

-s 
F 

c 
G 0 

-1 

R R R 

where 

1 1 
F=-(-as+c(l-b)) G=-(ac+s(l-b)) 

R R 

The out-of-plane coefficient matrix [B2] is obtained by inverting [C2] as in the 

in-plane case. The out-of-plane displacement interpolation equation is thus: 
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where 

{ U bo } = {U 1jJ x 1jJ z } T 

[N2] 

[N2] is the out-of-plane bending shape function matrix. 

Strain-Displacement 

The out-of-plane bending strains are 

i) A contribution to E ~ due to bending. 

ii) Shear strain y. 

from Vlasov [5.1]: 

where 

y = r sin e 

as shown in Figure 5.3. 

Differentiating and collecting the vector terms as before gives: 

y 
E ,bo = R 2 {O - (2 - b) si n q, 0 (2 - b ) cos q, 0 O}[ B 2]{ d bo} 

r 
y=-{O bcosq, 0 bsinq, 0 1}[B2]{d op } 

R2 
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Thus the strain-displacement equation may be written 

where 

and substituting for y 

[A2]-[~ [-(2-b)sinlPsin9] 

b cos (» 
o 
o 

[(2-b)cos(»sin9] 

b sin (j> 

The out-of-plane bending strain displacement matrix is 

r 
[ B bo] = -2 [ it 2][ B 2 ] 

R 

Bending Stiffness Matrix. 

The out-of-plane bending stiffness matrix is given by (5.4): 

Therefore: 

o 
o 

(5.35) 

In this case shear strain is present and the constitutive matrix reduces to: 

[

1 
D _ E 

[ ]-(1-V 2 ) 0 
(I-v) = E 2 [D'] o l . 

2 (I-v) 

~] 

Substituting in equation (5.35), taking the constant terms out-with the integral 

and noting that the strain is constant through the wall thickness, the out-of-plane 

bending stiffness equation is given by: 
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E tr 3 
T 

[K bbO] = 2 3 [ B 2] [I bo][ B 2 ] 
( 1 - v )R 

where 

(cr (2n 
[Ibo]= Jo Jo [A2f[D'][A2]d8d<j> 

Integrating and collecting terms gives: 

EI T 
[K bbO] = 2 3 [ B 2] [J bo J[ B 2] 

(1 - v )R 

(5.36) 

where 

0 0 0 0 0 0 

J 22 0 J 24 0 J 26 

0 0 0 0 
[J bO] = symm. J 44 0 J 46 

0 0 

J 66 

and 

J 26 = 2b v sin a 

J 44 = .!.(2 - b)2 (2a + sin 2ct) +.!.b 2v(2ct - sin 2ct) 
4 2 

J 46 = 2bv( I-cosa) 

J 66 = 2 v sin a 
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5.1.6 Out-of-Plane Ovalisation 

The out-of-plane ovalisation stiffness matrix is obtained in a similar way to the 

in-plane matrix. The Von Karman ovalisation strains are again longitudinal 

extension and inextensional circumferential bending, as given by (5.25) and (5.26); 

however in the out-of-plane case, the radial displacement is represented by the 

Fourier series: 

N 

Wo = I b n sin2n8 
n-l 

and the tangential displacement is obtained from the inextensibility condition as: 

Substituting into the ovalisation strain-displacement equations: 

Eq,oo= ~Ibn (cos8sin2n8+ 21nSin8cos2n8) 
(5.37) 

(5.38) 

As in the case of in-plane bending, N is chosen to be three and (5.27) and (5.28) 

are expanded and arranged in the form: 

{ E oo} = [B 00 ] {b } (5.39) 

where 

{b}={b 1 

Out-oj-plane OvaIisation Stiffness. 

The out-of-plane ovalisation stiffness matrix is defined by (5.5): 

However, as in the in-plane case, this reduces to the integral 
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I 

ErRaj
2i 2IT 

T [ K 00 0] = 2 [ B 00 ] [ B 00 ] d 8 d ~ 
_ I-v _:0 

2 

which upon integration yields an out-of-plane ovalisation stiffness matrix identical 

to the in-plane matrix of equation (5.29). 

5.1.7 Out-or-plane Bending-Ovalisation Coupling. 

The bending-ovalisation stiffness matrix is defined by equation (5.6). However, 

in this case, the constitutive matrix includes torsional shear. As shear and 

ovalisation are not coupled in the Von Karman analysis, consideration of shear 

is omitted from (5.6). Thus the pertinent strain-displacement matrices are [Bool 

from equation (5.39) and a reduced [Bbol from equation (5.35), with [A2l now 

given by: 

[A2]-l~ 

Thus 

-(2-b)sinq,sin9 

o 
o 
o 

(2-b)cosq,sin9 

o 

[KbOO]= E 2 -;[B2f ([A2f[D][B oo ]dV 
(l-v)R )v 

Integrating and rearranging gives 

K - EI 3R(2-b) B2 T J 
[ bOO] - ( 1 - V 2) R 3 4 r [ ] [ boo] 

where: 

0 0 0 

(COS a - I) 0 0 

0 0 0 
J boo = sin a 0 0 

0 0 0 

0 0 0 
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5.1.8 Static Condensation and Stiffness Matrix Assembly. 

In order to reduce the element degrees of freedom to beam freedoms only, static 

condensation is applied to the in-plane and out-of-plane matrices. The procedure 

for both cases is identical, according. to (5.9) and (5.10), where the stiffness 

matrices are in-plane or out-of-plane as appropriate. 

Once the reduced 6x6 matrices are obtained they are assembled to give the fully 

representative 12x12 stiffness matrix, such that 

{F}=[K]{d} (5.40) 

where 

{F}={FXI FYI FZI MXI MYI MZI FX2 ...... MZ2}T 

5.1.9 Stress and Strain Evaluation •. 

Element strain and stress are obtained from the equations 

{E} = [B] {d} (5.41) 

and 

{a} = [D]{E} (5.42) 

upon solution for the global degree of freedom vector. As in-plane and 

out-of-plane modes are uncoupled, corresponding states of stress may be 

evaluated independently and summed. 

The element displacement vector {d} in the stress and strain calculations is the 

full degree of freedom vector. The ovalisation degrees of freedom are recovered 

as described in Chapter 2 and the strain-displacement matrix of (5.41) is: 
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5.1.10 PB1 ANSYS User Element Programming. 

Element PB 1 was programmed as a user element for the ANSYS finite element 

package. ANSYS user elements are discussed in detail in Appendix 1. 

The element position and orientation in three dimensional space is defined by 

two end nodes and an orientation angle <P, where <P defines the angle between the 

elbow local y axis and the global Y direction. The nodes are defined by standard 

ANSYS procedures. The element geometry definition is completed by defining 

bend radius, bend angle, cross-section mid-surface radius, wall thickness and 

orientation angle. Values are entered by the ANSYS R (Real constant) command. 

The ANSYS R input fields are as follows: 

R, element group number, bend radius R, bend angle a, mid-wall radius r, 

thickness t, orientation angle <P 

The required element material properties are Young's modulus EX and Poisson 

ratio NUXY. For thermal loading the ~oefficient of thermal expansionALPX is 

also required. 

The element thermal load vector is evaluated according to a matrix displacement 

method approach as follows. The original elbow length L is L = R a. An applied 

temperature difference of l-. T gives rise to a thermal strain of 

where a T is the elbow material coefficient of thermal expansion. Consequently, 

the elbow experiences a change in length of u T, where 

This is equivalent to a change in bend radius of Q The new length of the bend L ' 

may therefore be written 

L'=CR+o)a=L+u
T 

Therefore 

Ra+5a= L+u T 
= Ra+ RaE T 
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Hence the change in radius is given by the expression 

For an unrestrained bend, the thermal expansion is equivalent to displacements 

of the bend radial degrees of freedom WI and w2, and the local element degree 

of freedom vector is: 

{d} 

Converting to global co-ordinates, 

In a constrained bend such thermal displacements give rise to a thermal load 

vector, which, from the standard stiffness equation, is given by the expression 

BELl displacement results may be printed and plotted in the usual ANSYS 

manner. Stress results for each element are evaluated at both nodes and written 

to a file PBIRES.DAT. In order to evaluate mechanical stress and strain in the 

element stress run, thermal displacements are subtracted from the total 

displacement vector. 

The PB 1 ANSYS user element source code is given in Appendix 4.1. 

5.2 PB2j An Elbow Element with Linear Fourier Oyalisation. 

In element PB 1 the elbow ovalisation is constant with respect to axial position. 

However, under general loading, ovaJisation varies with axial position and a 

number of elements (over which the constant ovalisation assumption is 

approximately valid) are required to give a converged solution. It is possible to 

reduce the number of elements required for convergence by increasing the order 

of axial interpolation of the element. 

Element PB2 extends the PB 1 formulation to include linear interpolation of 

ovalisation displacement in order to allow investigation of the relative 
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performance of the constant and linear assumptions. The beam bending stiffness 

matrix is identical to that ofPB 1 and the ovalisation and coupling stiffness matrices 

are defined in the following sections. 

5.2.1 Ovalisation Stiffness. 

The constant ovalisation strain-displacement equation for both in-plane and 

out-of-plane ovalisation may be written: 

where {acon} is the vector of constant Fourier coefficients a 1. a2 and a3 for 

in-plane bending and bl. b2 and b3 for. out-of-plane bending. 

In element PB2 linear interpolation of the ovalisation deformation with respect 

to axial position is introduced. In the following derivation in-plane ovalisation is 

considered and the argument is applied to out-of-plane ovalisation in an identical 

fashion. 

Choosing linear Lagrangian interpolation, an is written: 

a =(l-!)a +(!)a n a nl a n2 

or 

where anI is the value of coefficient an at node 1, and an2 the value of an at node 

2. Thus {acon} becomes 

Defining the linear ovalisation degree of freedom vector {a} to be 

{aeon} may be written 
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o 
NI 

o 

N2 0 

o N2 

o 0 

~ l{a}=[N]{a} 

N2J 

The linear ovalisation strain-displacement equation may therefore be obtained 
by substituting the above relationship into (5.28): 

so the linear ovalisation strain-displacement matrix is: 

(5.43) 

The in-plane ovalisation stiffness matrix defined by (5.5) is 

Substituting (5.43) into (5.5) and applying the integration limits gives 

I 

ErR lQf2J21t T T 
[ K 00] = 2 [ N] [B 0 con] [D][ B 0 con ][ N ] d e d h d <I> 

I-v 0 _: 0 
2 

In the case of in-plane ovalisation, the stiffness matrix is obtained by substituting 

the matrix [Boil of (5.28) for [Bo cool. The out-of-plane ovalisation matrix is 

obtained in a similar manner and is found to be identical to the in-plane matrix. 

5.2.2 Coupling Stift'ness 

The bending-ovalisation stiffness matrix is defined by equation (5.6): 

which becomes: 
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In-plane and out-of-plane ovalisation and coupling matrices are obtained by 

substituting for the in-plane and out-of-plane bending and ovalisation matrices 

as appropriate. 

5.2.3 Static Condensation. 

Element PB2 has two nodes, each of which has 6 beam and 3 ovalisation degrees 

of freedom. In order to reduce the element degrees of freedom to beam freedoms 

only, static condensation is applied to the in-plane and out-of-plane matrices as 

in the case of element PB 1. Once the reduced 6x6 matrices are obtained they 

are assembled to give the fully representative 12x12 stiffness matrix. 

If the static condensation procedure were not applied and the full 18x18 element 

stiffness matrices assembled, a degree of ovalisation continuity similar to that of 

the original ADINAP element formul.ation [3.12] would be enforced between 

adjacent elements. However, it is not possible to program such a formulation as 

an ANSYS user element as ANSYS cannot accommodate such a nodal degree 

of freedom set, (see Appendix A1.3.4). 

5.2.4 PH2 ANSYS User Element Programming. 

The PB2 ANSYS user element source code is given in Appendix 4.2. The element 

modelling input requirements are identical to PB 1, as described in Chapter 5.1.10. 

No thermal load vector has been programmed. 

In element PB2 the ovalisation and coupling stiffness matrices are evaluated by 

numerical integration, using a 20x3x3 point Gaussian quadrature rule. 

5.3 PH3: An Elbow Element with Constant PolYnomial Oyalisation. 

The majority of the beam-shell elbow' elements reviewed in Chapter 3 employ 

Fourier interpolation of ovalisation displacement. The exceptions to this are the 

MARC element [3.1,3.2], and the Kanarachos and Koutsides element [3.23] 

In the MARC element the elbow cross-section is modelled as a ring of 

axisymmetric shell elements, with discrete degrees of freedom at a variable 
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number of nodes around the circumference. Kanarachos and Koutsides used 

polynomial interpolation around the drcumference, with discrete degrees of 

freedom at a set four nodes, stepped at 900 around the circumference. 

In order to investigate the relative performance of Fourier and Polynomial 
interpolation of elbow ovalisation, element PB3 is proposed. 

Element PB3 is a constant ovalisation element in which polynomial interpolation 

of ovalisation displacement is superposed on the beam model defined in Chapter 

5.1. The ovalisation interpolation scheme is similar to that used in the formulation 

of the bellows element BEL3, as presented in Chapter 4. It is understood that 

Koutsides has formulated an elbow element using a similar interpolation scheme 

in [5.5]; however the writer was unable to obtain this reference l . As in the case 

of PBl, in-plane and out-of-plane responses are formulated independently and 

superposed to give a fully representative element. Ovalisation degrees of freedom 

are then statically condensed, resulting in a l2xl2 element stiffness matrix. 

5.3.1 In-Plane Ovalisation. 

The ovalisation displacement is interpolated piecewise around the cross-section 

of the element by dividing it into four 900 arcs. Each arc has two associated end 

nodes, at which ovalisation degrees of freedom are defined. The ovalisation 

freedoms are tangential displacement vo, radial displacement wo and rotation '4J 

as shown in Figure 5.4. 

The tangential displacement Vo is interpolated along each arc by qumtlC 

polynomial. (The choice of quintic polynomial interpolation is discussed in 

Chapter 4.4). Hence: 

(5.44) 

The radial displacement Wo is coupled to the tangential displacement by the 

inextensibility condition 

dvo 
w =--

o d!3 

1 Several letters to Dr. Koutsides remain unanswered. 
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and the rotation ofthe midsurface is defined under the Love-Kirchhoffhypothesis 

as: 

(5.46) 

The ovalisation displacements are, therefore, defined in terms of the polynomial 

coefficients by the equation 

{u} = [~]{a} 

where 

{u} = {vo Wo 

{a}={a J a 2 

and (5.48): 

[Bl~[_~~ 
[3 

- 1 

[3 
- -

r 

ljJo}T 

..... a 6 } 
T 

[32 

- 2[3 

(2+[32) 
-

r 

[33 

- 3[32 

(6[3+[33) 

r 

[34 

- 4[33 

(l2[32+[34) 

r 

(5.47) 

The boundary conditions for a 900 arc with associated nodes i andj are 

at 
-n 

(3=-
4 

v 0 = V oi Wo = W oi 1jJ 0 = 1jJ oi 

+n 
at (3=-

4 
v 0 = v OJ Wo = w oj 1jJ 0 = ljJ oj 

Thus the arc degrees of freedom { ~ } are defined in terms of the coefficients {a} 

by substituting the boundary conditions into (5.47) 

{~} = [C]{a} (5.49) 

where [C] is a 6x6 matrix of constants and 
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The coefficients are defined in terms ofthe degrees of freedom by inverting (5.49) 

to give 

{a}=[Cr 1 {6} (5.50) 

The ovalisation displacements are then obtained in terms of the degrees of 

freedom by substituting for {a} in (5.47) to give: 

{u} = [~][Crl {6} = [~][E]{6} (5.51) 

where [E] is the inverse of [C]. 

Thus, by definition, the shape function. matrix for the 900 arc, [Nal, is given by: 

[N oJ = [~][EJ 

However, this shape function is valid only for a single 900 arc i-j. To interpolate 

around the section by four such arcs, continuity must be enforced at the 

cross-section nodes. This is done by creating a piecewise shape function for the 

entire cross-section of the bend in terms of one of displacement woo 

By definition 

"A shape function N i defines displacements within an element when 

the ith degree of freedom has unit value and all other element degrees 

of freedom are zero" [2.23]. 

Assembling four 900 arcs as in Figure 5.3, a ring element with degrees of freedom 

{ dr} is formed, where: 

T Wo4 } 

Choosing Wo as the displacement to be interpolated around the circumference, 

the shape function N 1 for the ring is obtained by applying the nodal displacements: 

wo1 = 1 w02 = w03 = w04 = 0 

By inspection, noting the symmetry of the deformation, the ring degree of freedom 

vector corresponding to N 1 is: 

o 1 

2 
o 0 0 0 0 
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The corresponding ovalisation displacements {u} at a point between nodes 1 and 

2 on the cross-section may be obtained by application of (5.51). 

where 

1 

Letting 

this may be rewritten 

Similarly, in general 

{u i, } = [13]{ G ij} 

{ G 'j } = [ E ]{ tl " } 

o 1 

2 

where {tl ij} is a vector of degrees of freedom for nodes i and j. 

Thus the piecewise displacement interpolation equations for shape function N 1 

are obtained: 

{U 12 }=[13]{G 12 } 

{ U 23 } = [13 ]{ G 23 } 

{ U 34} = [ 13 ] { G 34 } 

{U 41 } = [f3]{G 41 } 

(5.52 a-d) 

Hence, for a general value ofwo1, the corresponding displacements are given by 

Shape functions N2, N3 and N4 may be obtained as above, or more simply by 

considering the rotational symmetry of the cross-section. For example, the 

displacements corresponding to N2 are given by: 
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{u I2 } = [[3]{G 41 }W02 

{ U 23} = [ [3 ] { G 12 } W 02 

{ U 34} = [ [3 ] { G 23 } W 02 

{ U 41 } = [ [3 ] { G 34 } W 02 

N3 and N4 are obtained in a similar manner. 

Considering the displacement contributions from all four selected degrees of 
freedom, the piecewise interpolation equations are: 

{u 12} = [[3] [ {G 12} {G 41 } {G 34} {G 23} ] {w o} 

{u 23} = [[3] [ {G 23} {G 12 } {G 41 } {G 34} ] {w 0 } 

{u 34} = [[3][ {G 34} {G 23} {G 12} {G 41} ]{ W o} 

{u 41 } = [[3][ {G 41 }{G 34 }{G 23 }{G 12} ]{wo} 

where 

These equations are written more briefly as: 

{u 12} = [[3][ G 1 ]{wo} 

{ U 23} = [[3 ] [ G 2 ] { W 0 } 

{ U 34} = [[3 ] [ G 3 ] { W 0 } 

{u 41 } = [[3][G 4 ]{W o } 

5.3.2 Ovalisation Strain-Displacement. 

By partitioning [3 as: 

(5.53a) 

(5.53b) 

(5.53c) 

(5.53d) 

the tangential and radial displacements between nodes i and j on the cross-section 

may be written 

V oil = {[3 1 }[ G J {w} 

Woi} = {[32}[G i ]{W} 
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The general form of the element strain displacement equation is 

{ E 01 } = [ B ] { w } 

where: 

T 
Eq,Oi} {d}= {u w 

As in PB 1, the Von Karman ovalisation strains are : 

E 4> 01 = ~ ( woe 0 S e - u 0 sin e ) 

Noting that [G 1 ] and {w} are constant, substitution of (5.54) and (5.55) into the 

strain equations gives: 

Thus the in-plane ovalisation [B] matrix is: 

[ B oi] = [ A ] [ G i ] { w } 

where 

[A]= 
.! ( {f3 2} si n e + {f3! } cos e) 
R 

5.3.3 In·Plane Ovalisation and Couplipg Stiffness Matrices. 

(5.56) 

Having thus defined the ovalisation strain-displacement behaviour of an 

axisymmetric shell ring, the ovalisation stiffness matrix is given by: 
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where [D] is the constitutive matrix: 

E [1 
[D]=1_v 2v 

In effect the above formulation defines an axisymmetric shell ring, which includes 

both elastic and rigid body deformation modes. The rigid body modes are shown 

in Figure 5.5; the first is strain-free mode parallel to the axisymmetric axis, the 

second a straining mode perpendicular to the axisymmetric axis. However, in 

beam shell elbow elements the ovalisation model is required to include local shell 

deformation modes only, as rigid body modes are included in the element's beam 

model. 

This problem is overcome in MARC EI.ement 17 [3.1], by suppressing ovalisation 

rigid body modes at element level. However, here a different approach is taken. 

Rather than suppress the rigid body modes in the ring stiffness matrix, an elastic 

ovalisation mode is extracted from the stiffness equation. 

The elastic ovalisation mode is illustrated in Figure 5.5. This constrains the ring 

degree of freedom vector of (5.53) to the form 

which is symmetric about the centroid of the beam. The ovalisation behaviour 

is therefore defined in terms of two nodeless degrees of freedom, b 1 and b2. The 

general displacement interpolation equations (5.53) can now be rewritten in terms 

of these two degrees of freedom to give: 

where 

and 

[

-C G ll+GI3) 

[ Hi] = - C G 21 + G 23 ) 

etc. 

(5.58) 
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{b}={:~} 

Substituting (5.58) into the strain-displacement equations gives 

where [A] is defined in (5.56). 

The in-plane ovalisation and coupling stiffness matrices are obtained by 

evaluating the integrals 

[ K ooi ] = i [ B oi ] T [ D ] [ B Oi] d V 

as in the PB 1 procedure. 

5.3.4 Out-or-Plane Ovalisation and Coupling StitJness Matrices. 

The out-of-plane ovalisation and coupling matrices may be obtained in the 

manner given above for the in-plane case. The out-of-plane bending ovalisation 

behaviour of the cross-section is equivalent to a rotation of the in-plane mode 

around the centroid of the elbow. In Fourier ovalisation models, the rotation 

angle is 450 , and this value has been verified experimentally. It is therefore 

possible to evaluate the out-of-plane ovalisation stiffness and coupling matrices 

by rotating the in-plane model through 450 • This is done simply by re-defining 8 

in the in-plane solution as 8 + IT 14 in die out-of-plane analysis. 

The resulting out-of-plane ovalisation stiffness matrix is identical to the in-plane 

matrix. The coupling matrix is given by 

[ K baa] = i [ B bo ] T [ D ] [ B 00 ] d V 

where [Bbol is the out-of-plane bending [Bl matrix of (5.35) and [Bool the two 

mode ovalisation matrix. Thus 
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r Tf T [ K boo] = 2 [ B 1 ] [ A 2] [D][ B 00 ] d V 
R v 

5.3.5 Static Condensation 

The 8x8 in-plane and out-of-plane stiffness matrices are statically condensed to 

remove the ovalisation degrees of freedom, as described in Chapter 4.1.2, before 

the fully representative 12x12 elbow stiffness matrix is assembled. 

5.3.6 PB3 ANSYS User Element Programming. 

The PB3 ANSYS user element source code is given in Appendix 4.3. The element 

is defined in a similar manner to PB1, as described in Chapter 5.1.10, however 

no thermal load vector has been programmed at this time. 

The element ovalisation and coupling stiffness matrices are integrated piecewise 

through the volume of the elbow, by applying a 5x3x3 point Gaussian quadrature 

rule to each of the four arcs making up the cross-section. Considering the in-plane 

matrices, it is seen from (5.14) that the circumferential position of a point in the 

element is defined by two angles; [3 and 8. In order to evaluate the element stiffness 

it is necessary to consider only one angle in the integration. For computing 

considerations it is chosen to substitute 8 in terms of [3 for each section of 

circumference as follows: 

1-2 

2-3 

3-4 

4-1 

n 
8=[3+-

4 

3n 
8=[3+-

4 

5n 
8=[3+-

4 

7n 
8=/3+-

4 

Hence the integration limits for each arc in the cross-section are from 

- n / 4 ton / 4 around each are, -t/2 to t/2 through-thickness and 0 to [3 along 

the axis of the bend. 
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For the out-of-plane matrices e of the in-plane solution is re-defined as e + n / 4; 

and the matrices integrated as above. 

5.4 Discussion. 

In this chapter formulations for three simple elbow elements have been presented. 

The elements have been programmed as user elements for the ANSYS finite 

element program. The user element source code is given in Appendix 4. 

The stiffness matrix of element PBl was integrated analytically using a symbolic 

algebra program. This dispenses with the need for computationally expensive 

numerical integration. In the case of elements PB2 and PB3, the integrated beam 

stiffness matrix of PB 1 was used but the ovalisation and ovalisation-bending 

coupling matrices are integrated nume"rically at element formation. 

A number of piping elbow and piping system analyses using the above elements 

are presented in Chapter 6, where performance is assessed in comparison with 

flexibility analysis, finite element analysis and published theoretical and 

experimental solutions. 
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Figure 5.1 Elbow element beam model geometry and coordinate systems. 
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Figure 5.2 Elbow element beam model degrees of freedom. 
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Figure 5.3 
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Figure 5.5 
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CHAPTER 6. 

SAMPLE ANALYSES OF BELLOWS, ELBOWS AND PIPING 

SYSTEMS. 



6 SAMPLE ANALYSES OF BELLOWS. ELBOWS AND PIPING 

SYSTEMS. 

In this chapter the accuracy, applicability and effectiveness of the bellows 

formulations of Chapter 4 and the elbow elements of Chapter 5 are assessed by 

presenting and discussing the results of sample analyses of bellows, elbows and 

piping systems. 

In Section 6.1 several bellows of geometry parameter range 0.5 < A < 5 .0 are 

analysed using elements BELl, BE12, BED and BElA. Flexibility and stress 

results are compared with publishe~ solutions and solutions obtained by 

axisymmetric thin shell finite element analysis. The relative performance of the 

elements is discussed and it is argued that element BELl gives the best 

performance of the four bellows elements. 

In section 6.2 the performance of the curved beam model used in elbow elements 
PB 1, PB2 and PB3 is verified by presenting two sample analyses of canti levered 

900 curved beams and comparing the results with ANSYS curved beam solutions. 

In Section 6.3 several analyses of single 900 pipe bends under moment loading 

are presented. Four bends under in-plane bending and three under out-of-plane 

bending are analysed. Displacements and stresses are compared with flexibility 

analysis and published experimental and theoretical results. The performance 

of the elbow elements is discussed and it is argued that element PB 1 is the most 

effective element. 

In Section 6.4 analyses of nine piping systems are presented. The first eight 

systems include at least two bends. Results obtained by analyses using elbow 

element PBl in the ANSYS finite element program are compared with standard 

ANSYS flexibility analysis, ABAQUS elbow element analysis or thin shell finite 

element analysis results. The remaining system is a straight piping run which 

incorporates a semi-toroidal bellows unit. Results obtained using the bellows 

element BELl are compared with two ANSYS flexibility analyses; the first taking 

default values for bellows flexibility and stress intensification factors and the 

second based on axial stiffness and stress intensification factors derived from the 

bellows element BED formulation. 
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6.1 Bellows Analyses. 

The object of studying bellows under axial force loading is to establish the accuracy 

and applicability of the bellows element formulations BELl, BE12, BEL3 and 

BEL4 presented in Chapter 4. 

Bellows of geometric parameter 0.5 < A- < 5.0 and fixed radius ratio R/r= 10 

were examined. Flexibility and stress results given by the bellows formulations 

are compared with published and axisymmetric finite element analysis results. 

The axisymmetric models were created in the ANSYS finite element program. 

18 STIF61 axisymmetric conical thin shell elements [4.5,6.1] were used to model 

a 900 section of bellows and boundary conditions conforming to the element 

formulations applied. The axisymmetric bellows model is shown in Figure 6.1. 

In the remainder of this Chapter, results obtained by axisymmetric analysis are 

denoted FE(Axi). 

6.1.1 Flexibility results. 

In the literature, bellows deformation results are generally presented in the form 

of flexibility factors evaluated for particular values of A. In order to allow direct 

comparison with such results, the bellows deformation results presented in this 

Chapter are given in this form. 

Flexibility factors given by the bellows element formulations for a range of bellows 

parameters A are presented in Figure 6.2. 

In Figure 6.2a, flexibility factors from elements BELl and BE12 are compared 

with axisymmetric shell finite element analysis FE(Axi) results and two solutions 

of Findlay and Spence. 

The Findlay and Spence curves FS(l) and FS(2) were obtained by a minimum 

potential energy analysis of a semi-toroidal bellows [4.2]. FS(l) is based on the 

same strain-displacement relationships and displacement interpolation as the 

element BELL FS(2) is similar to the element BE12 formulation in terms of 

shell theory and displacement function, but with more terms in the interpolation 

series. 
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Element BELl flexibility factors are in good agreement with both the FS(l) and 

FE(Axi) results. However, BE12 give~ lower flexibility factors more consistent 

with the FS(2) solution. 

The flexibility factors given by the polynomial based elements BEL3 and BEU 

are shown in Figure 6.2b. The two elements give an almost identical solution, 

which shows good agreement with the BELl solution. 

6.1.2 Stress results. 

In practice, the largest stress occurring in an axially loaded bellows is the axial 

stress arising from transverse bending of the bellows convolution. For 

conciseness, stress results presented in this section are limited to such axial 

stresses. 

Stress results given by the element formulations are presented in two forms: 

normalised maximum axial stresses and normalised axial stress distributions for 

given A... The stresses are normalised according to the equation: 

where P is the applied axial force. 

Maximum axial stresses are compared with solutions of Boyle and Spence, 

Hamada et al and FE( Axi) in Figure 6.3. The solutions of Boyle [6.2] and Hamada 

[6.3] are based on numerical analysis of thin shells of revolution. 

Elements BEL3 and BEU were found to give almost identical maximum stress 

values and, for clarity, only BEL3 stresses are shown in Figure 6.3. 

The best overall agreement with the FE( Axi) maximum stresses is given by BEU, 

which also compares well with Boyle's solution. Elements BELl, BEL3 and BEU 

give reasonable agreement with these s~lutions, although the stresses are slightly 

higher. Hamada's solution differs from the rest of the results, especially for low 

values of A... 

The axial stress distribution curves given by FE(Axi) and the bellows elements 

are shown in Figures 6.4 to 6.8. 
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The most consistent agreement with the FE(Axi) stress distribution is given by 

BELL Although BELl has been shown to give good maximum stress values, it 

clearly gives very poor agreement with FE(Axi) and BELl for stress distribution. 

The polynomial elements BED and BEL4 give a slightly different form of stress 

distribution to FE(Axi), but there is reasonable agreement for stress magnitude. 

Finally, it is noted that in all cases the elements showed a marked deterioration 

in performance for values of bellows parameter A :::; o. S. 

6.1.3 Discussion of Bellows Analyses. . 

From the above results it is concluded that element BELl gives the best overall 

performance in terms of flexibility and stress evaluation. At present, the element 

is limited to analysis of bellows of parameter A greater than 0.5 but the range of 

geometries could be extended to include lower values of A by increasing the 
number of terms taken in the interpolation series. 

Element BE12 performs poorly in terms of flexibility and stress distribution. As 

in BELl, the element could be improved by taking more terms in the interpolation 

series, however, the Findlay and Spence solution FS(2) of [4.2] indicates that 

solution convergence will occur before the BELl flexibility is reached. In the 

limit, the full series of PB2 will contain all the terms in the even series used in 

PB 1. Therefore, the poor performance is due to either the strain-displacement 

equations or the choice of radial displacement w as the interpolated variable, 

from which the tangential displacement v and rotation 1jJ are derived according 

to (4.27) and (4.28) respectively. 

The polynomially interpolated elements, BED and BElA, are based on the same 

strain-displacement model as BELl but give better flexibility factors and stress 

distribution curves than the Fourier based element. This indicates that the 

strain-displacement model can adequately describe the bellows behaviour. 

However, unlike BEU, in which radial displacement w was the interpolated 

variable, BEU and BEL3 are based on interpolation of tangential displacement 

v. This indicates that the choice of was the interpolated variable was the cause 

of the poor performance of BELl. 
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In considering the relative performance of BED and BEL4, it is clear that the 

inclusion of constant axial extension in BEL4 gives little improvement over the 

inextensible element BED, indicating that constant membrane strain is negligible 

in the deformation of bellows of the geometries considered here. 

The form of stress distribution given by the polynomially interpolated elements 

is smoother than the axisymmetric shell finite element distribution and, as with 

the other elements, performance deteriorates rapidly for values of A less than 

0.5. It would be possible to improve the performance of these elements by using 

more quintic polynomial "elements" in the 900 section. Adopting this approach, 

degrees of freedom could be defined at internal nodes (that is 0 < 8 < 90) and 

statically condensed at element level. 

6.2 CUQ'ed Beam Verification. 

In order to verify the curved beam element formulation used in elbow elements 

PBl, PB2 and PB3, in-plane and out-of-plane loading of two cantilevered 900 

curved beams was examined. The curved beam formulation was programmed as 

an ANSYS user element. (The user element code is incorporated in the elbow 

user element routines given in Appendix 4. These elements may be used for 

simple beam analyses by suppressing the Fourier ovalisation modes). 

As the beam is based on an exact solution of Vlasov's curved beam theory, only 

a single element was required to model the beam. Results are compared with 

the ANSYS elbow element STIFl8 with a unit flexibility factor [4.5,6.1]. The 

ANSYS STIF18 element stiffness matrix is evaluated by inverting a curved beam 

flexibility matrix, obtained by application of Castigliano's theorem [6.1,6.4]. 

The first beam examined was a slender member with dimensions R = 5000 rom, 

r= 100 mm, t= 10 rom and material pr~perties E=21OE3 and v=O.3. The beam 

radius ratio and geometric parameter are 

R 
-=50 
r 

Rt 
"1\=-=5 r2 

The beam was loaded by in-plane and out-of-plane shear forces of 100 N applied 

at the free end. The corresponding displacements 0 evaluated using single 

element PB 1 (no ovalisation) and STIF18 (flexibility factor = 1) models are given 

in Table 6.1. 
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Element Ollp OOlp 

PSI (no ov.) 1.488 2.365 

STIF18 (FF= 1) 1.486 2.363 

(PBJ 1)% 0.1 0.1 
STI F J8 

Table 6.1 Curved Beam 1 displacements due to shear loading. 

The second beam examined was less slender, with dimensions R = 1000 mm, 

r= 100 mm, t= 10 mm and material properties E=210E3 and v=O.3. The beam 

radius ratio and geometric parameter ~e 

R 
-= 10 
r 

Rt 
A=-= I r2 

Two types of loading were applied to the beam; in-plane and out-of-plane shear 
forces of 1000 N and in-plane and out-of-plane moments of 1E6 Nmm applied 

at the free end. The corresponding displacements 0 and rotations 1jJ given by 

single element PB1 (no ovalisation) and STIF18 (flexibility factor = 1) models 

are given in Tables 6.2 and 6.3. 

Element Dllp 6 0lP 

PB1 (no ov.) 0.1196 0.1892 

SI1F18 (FF= 1) 0.1224 0.1950 

(PBJ I}lb -2.3 -2.97 
ST I FJ B 

Table 6.2 Curved Beam 2 displacements due to shear loadin&. 

Element 1jJ" P 1I1 01P 

PBl (noov.) 0.1511 0.1743 

SI1F18 (FF = 1) 0.1512 0.1739 

(PBI I}lb -0.0 0.2 
STIFIB 

Table 6.3 Curved Beam 2 displacements due to moment !oadiIli. 
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Tables 6.1, 6.2 and 6.3 show that the Vlasov curved beam element is slightly stiffer 

than the ANSYS curved beam element for shear loading of beam 2. However 

the beam 1 results and beam 2 rotations closely agree with the ANSYS curved 

beam solution. 

6.3 Elbow Analyses. 

In order to investigate the accuracy and applicability of the elbow elements 

formulated in Chapter 5, several single 900 pipe bends under pure in-plane and 

out-of-plane moment loading were an~ysed. 

The elbow elements presented in Chapter 5 are based on the assumption that the 

ovalisation is constant (PBl, PB3) or linear (PB2) over the length of the element. 

Therefore, under general loading, each bend must be discretized into several 

elements over which the assumption is approximately satisfied. The first stage 

in the study of the behaviour of the pipe bends is to determine the number of 
elements required to meet this condition for different bend geometries; that is, 
to determine the convergence requirements of the elements. 

6.3.1 Element Convergence. 

Two sets of convergence tests were carried out on 900 bends of different bend 

parameter A.. In one set the long radius assumption R> > r made in the element 

formulations was observed and a radius ratio ofR/r = 10 considered. In the second 

set a less rigorous application of the assumption was made and a radius ratio of 

R/r=3 used. 

The applied loading in the convergence tests was in-plane or out-of-plane shear 

force. Shear loading sets up a more complex state of strain in the elbows than 

pure bending and is more representative of general loading conditions. 

Typical in-plane and out-of-plane convergence test finite element models are 

shown in Figure 6.9. The models were fully fixed at one end and loaded by an 

applied shear force at the other, in-plane or out-of-plane as appropriate. Starting 

with a mesh of one element per bend, the number of elements was increased until 

convergence occurred. The convergence criteria was that the difference in the 

shear translational displacement (corresponding to the applied force) on 

increasing the number of elements was <0.5%. 
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Convergence plots for in-plane shear force loading of 900 bends of different "

for elements PB 1, PB2 and PB3 are shown in Figures 6.10 to 6.12 respectively. 

Corresponding plots for out-of-plane shear force loading are shown in Figures 

6.13 to 6.15. Convergence is represented as displacement for a given number of 

elements, d, over converged displacement, dc. 

6.3.2 Sample Analyses: In-Plane Bending of 9()O Bends 

In order to study the accuracy and applicability of elements PB 1, PB2 and PB3 

under in-plane bending, four 900 bends were analysed. The bends are identified 

by the names IP1, In, IP3 and IP4. Bend dimensions, material properties and 

applied moments used in the finite element analyses are given in Table 6.4. 

BEND E v MY R r t A R/r 

IP1 2.82E7 (Ibf/in2) 0.3 -lFA (Ibfin) 45 (in) 14.74 (in) 0515 (in) 0.107 3.05 

IP2 210E3 (N/mm2) 0.3 -1E8 (Nmm) 1000 (mm) 173.01 (mm) 13.35 (mm) 0.446 5.78 

IP3 210E3 (N/mm2) 0.3 -1E8 (Nmm) 1000 (mm) 325.73 (mm) 15.66 (mm) 0.147 3.07 

IP4 210E3 (N/mm2) 0.3 -1E8 (Nmm) 1000 (mm) 347.22 (mm) 13.02 (mm) O.lOS 2.88 

Table 6.4. Elbow ~eometry for in-plane bendin~ tests. 

Experimental and theoretical analyses of a bend similar to bend IP1 were 

presented by Rodabaugh and George in [2.10]. Bend IP2 has been investigated 

experimentally by Smith and Ford in [6:5], where a theoretical solution according 

to Smith's in-plane bending theory [2.16] is also presented. Further analysis of 

bend IP2 was performed by Bathe and Almeida using the ADINAP elbow 

element in [3.12]. In [3.12] Bathe and Almeida analysed a bend similar to IP3 

using the ADINAP element and compared the results with an earlier MARC 

Element 17 analysis of Sobel [3.4] and a solution obtained the Clark and Reissner 

shell theory solution [2.9]. A ring element analysis of a bend similar to IP4 was 

presented by Ohtsubo and Watanabe in [3.5], where the results were compared 

with experimental values from the Japan Welding Engineering Society. 

In the following analyses, bend stress results are presented in normalised form. 

For consistency with published results, two different normalising equations have 

been used. 
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Stress results for bends IPI and IP4 are expressed in terms of a stress factor 0*; 

the ratio of the elbow stress to the stress at radius r in a straight pipe of equivalent 

nominal dimensions under the similar moment loading. The stress factor is 

therefore defined as 

where I is the second moment of area of the pipe and M the moment at the section 

at which the stress is measured or calculated; M = My for in-plane bending. 

Stress results for bends IP2 and IP3 are also presented in a normalised form but, 

for consistency with the Bathe and Almeida published results, a slightly different 

definition of stress factor is used: 

0*=0(_1 ) 
o Mro 

where ro is the outer radius of the elbow cross-section. 

Convergence requirements. 

Convergence plots for 9()O bends loaded by in-plane shear force are given in 

Figures 6.10 to 6.12. The number of elements required for a converged solution 

for bend parameters of A. = 0.1 ,0.2,0.5 are summarised in Table 6.5. 

Element Number of Elements 

)...- 0.1 )...-0.2 )",-0.5 

[R/r=IO R/r=3 R/r=IO R/r=3 R/r 2 IO R/r=3 

PBI 5 5 4 4 3 4 

PB2 3 3 3 3 2 3 

PB3 5 4 4 4 4 4 

Table 6.5 Element in-plane conyeI~ence req.uirements. 

Considering the bend geometry given in Table 6.4, it is seen that between three 

and five elements of types PB 1, PB2 and PB3 are required to give converged 

solutions for bends !PI, IP2, IP3 and IP4 under in-plane shear force. However, 

fewer elements are required under the simpler in-plane bending load case and 
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further tests indicated that three elements per bend are sufficient for all the above 

geometries. The three element model is shown in Figure 6.16, which defines the 

model co-ordinate system, applied force and displacement boundary conditions. 

Displacement Results: Comparison with ANSYS STIF 18. 

Analysis results presented in the elbow element literature are in the main confined 

to stress distribution: displacements are not generally presented. It is not, 

therefore, possible to assess the displacement results given by elements PB I, PB2 

and PB3 by comparison with alternative elbow element solutions from the 

literature. However, it is necessary to verify the element performance and this 

was done by comparing displacement results given by the elements with results 

obtained by flexibility analysis of the bends defined above. 

The free-end rotations of the bends were evaluated using elements PB I, PB2 and 

PB3 and compared to results given by the ANSYS STIF18 flexibility analysis 

elbow element [4.5,6.1]. The basic STIF18 stiffness matrix is evaluated by 

inverting a curved beam flexibility matrix obtained by application of Castigliano's 

theorem. The resul ting curved beam stiffness matrix is then modified by flexibili ty 

factors to account for the effect of elbow ovalisation. The default STIF18 

flexibility factors are evaluated according to the ANSI B31.1 definition, as 

discussed in Chapter 2.1.2. 

The elbow element and flexibility analysis results are given in Tables 6.6. It is 

found that for a converged solution elements PB 1 and PB2 yield virtually identical 

results and for clarity a single rotation value is given for both these elements. The 

percentage difference between the elbow elements and ANSYS STIF18 results 

are also given in Table 6.6. 
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Element IP! ROTY x loS IP2 ROTY x 102 IP3 ROTY x 102 IP4 ROTY x 102 

PBl/PB2 -7.17 -1.17 -4.12 -6.40 

PB3 -6.96 -1.16 -4.64 -6.21 

STIF18 -7.48 -1.27 -4.91 -6.67 

(PBI I) -4.2% 
STIFI8- % 

-7.9% -3.9% -4.0% 

(PB3 I) -7.0% 
STlFI8- % 

-8.7% -55% -6.9% 

Table 6_6 In-plane bending rotations .. 

Considering the results given in Table 6.6, it is seen that the elements PB 1, PB2 
and PB3 give slightly lower rotations than ANSYS element STIF18. Considering 

the elbow element results alone, it is seen that PB 1 and PB2 give greater rotations 

than PB3, indicating that the polynomial ovalisation formulation gives a stiffer 
element than the Fourier interpolation. 

Stress Distribution 

Normalised stress distributions for bends !PI, 1P2, !P3 and !P4 given by the elbow 

elements PB1, PB2 and PB3 are compared with published results in Figures 6.17 

to 6.21. For a converged solution elements PBl and PB2 give virtually identical 

results and, for clarity, a single curve representing both of these elements is given 

in the Figures. 

In Figure 6.17 the longitudinal and circumferential stress factors a • at the outside 

surface of bend !PI are compared with the theoretical and experimental values 

of Rodabaugh and George. 

Good general agreement is seen between the finite element solutions of PBl, 
PB2 and the Rodabaugh and George theoretical solution. There is some 

difference between the PBl/PB2 solution and the experimental results for 

longitudinal stress towards the intrados of the bend, but the circumferential 

stresses are similar throughout. Element PB3, however, is seen to give a high 

peak circumferential stress and the form of both longitudinal and circumferential 

distribution is different to both the theoretical and experimental distributions of 

Rodabaugh and George. 
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The outer surface longitudinal and circumferential stress factors a: for bend IPZ 

are compared with the ADINAP results and Smith and Ford experimental results 

in Figure 6.18. Three ADINAP elements were used to model the bend, with two 

Fourier terms in the ovalisation interpolation function. 

PBl and PB2 give slightly lower longitudinal stresses than the ADINAP solution, 

which is in better agreement with the Smith and Ford experimental results; 

however, the circumferential stresses are very similar and show good agreement 

with the experimental results. As in the case of IPl, PB3 again gives a high peak 

circumferential stress and the form of the stress distribution curve differs from 

the other solutions. 

In Figure 6.19 the outer surface longitudinal and circumferential stress factors 

given by the elbow elements for bend IP3 are compared with results presented 

by Bathe and Almeida, in which the bend was modelled by four ADINAP elements 

with three Fourier ovalisation terms. MARC Element 17 results (using three 

elements around the bend and 16 axisymmetric elements around the 

cross-section) and a Clark and Reissner shell solution are also given. Mid-surface 

longitudinal stress results for bend IP3 are shown in Figure 6.20. 

The performance of elements PB 1, PB2 and PB3 for bend IP3 is similar to that 

observed for bends IPI and IP2. In general, PBl and PB2 are in good agreement 

with the ADINAP and MARC solutions, but PB3 gives a high peak circumferential 

stress and a different form of stress distribution curve. 

In Figure 6.21, bend IP4 outer surface longitudinal and circumferential stress 

distributions are compared with ring element and experimental results given by 

Ohtsubo and Watanabe. Six ring elements with six Fourier terms in the ovalisation 

interpolation function were used to model the bend. PB 1 and PB2 show good 

agreement with the Ohtsubo and Watanabe ring element, but PB3 again gives 

markedly different stress distribution. 

Discussion of In-Plane Analyses Results 

The displacement results presented in Table 6.6 show that the elbow element 

solutions are stiffer than the ANSYS Castigliano based element STIF18 solutions 

for in-plane bending. It should be emphasised that the ANSYS solution is not 
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an ideal solution and the difference may be accounted for in part, at least, by 

inadequacies in the flexibility analysis approach. However, high stiffness may 

also arise in the finite element solution due to one or more of the following factors: 

a) Poor representation of elbow ovalisation. 

b) Inadequacies in the beam model. 

c) Beam-ovalisation interaction in the elbow elements. 

In order to establish the most likely cause of the high stiffness of the elements, 

consider first element PB 1. 

The ovalisation model of PBI is essentially the Von Karman model, whereas, in 
the ANSYS STIFl8 element, ovalisation is accounted for by using Clark and 

Reissner flexibility factors. In Figure 2.6 Von Karman flexibility factors based 
on a three even term Fourier series solution (as used in the element formulations) 

are compared with Clark and Reissner values, and show very similar values for 

the range of A examined in the above tests (Von Karman factors being slightly 

higher). Thus both models would be expected to give similar representation of 

ovalisation. 

The beam model used in PB I was exammed in a number of beam verification 

tests. Good agreement was found between the PB I beam model and STIFl8 

beam model (unit flexibility factor) for in-plane bending. Therefore, the two 

beam models could be expected to give similar representation of beam bending 

deformation in the elbows considered above. 

However, PB I differs significantly from STIF18 in the way in which the ovalisation 

and bending models are combined to form an elbow element. In STIF18 the 

beam stiffness matrix is factored by dividing the second moment of area of the 

beam bending stiffness coefficients by the Clark and Reissner flexibility factor. 

In PB1 the ovalisation deformation is coupled to the beam deformation through 

the coupling matrices defined in Chapter 5; thus there is a direct interaction 

between the two models. A consequence of this coupling is that the exact beam 

solution, based on Vlasov's curved beam theory, is no longer completely valid. 

From the results presented above, it appears that the shape functions derived 

from the exact solution may be unable to adequately represent the elbow 

deformation, causing the element to be over-stiff. 
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As the ovalisation model used in PB2 is essentially an extension of that of PB 1 

the above arguments apply to both elements. However, the ovalisation model of 

PB3 is fundamentally different from that used in the other two elements and the 

element performance is poorer due to a combination of (a) and (c) above. 

The magnitude and distribution of stresses for bends under in-plane bending 

given by elements PB1 and PB2 shows good agreement with published solutions, 

but PB3 gives stress distribution curves of significantly different form. In 

particular, the circumferential stress distribution curves for bends IP1, IP3 and 

IP4 given by PB3 show very sharp peak stresses at around e = 90°, and local peaks 

at e = 0 ° and e = 180 o. The best agreement between PB3 and alternative 

analyses was found for the higher A bend IP2. 

It should be noted that most of the theoretical solutions presented in Figures 6.17 

to 6.21 are based on trigonometric interpolation of ovalisation displacement. In 

such cases a trigonometric form of stress distribution is expected and is seen to 

occur. However, the MARC Element 17 and Clark and Reissner solutions shown 

for bend IP3 in Figures 6.17 and 6.18 are not based on trigonometric functions, 

but give a stress distribution form similar to the Fourier based solutions. It would 

therefore appear that element PB3 is not able to represent the true stress 

distribution as well as elements PB1 and PB2. 

In assessing the above results, it is of interest to compare the computing 

requirements of the various finite element solutions presented. This is most 

simply done by considering the number of degrees of freedom required by the 

alternative elements to model the bend in each case. 

All four bends were modelled using three PB 1, PB2 and PB3 elements, with the 

element matrices statically condensed to 12x12 matrices before assembly. 

However, it is of interest to consider the total number of degrees of freedom at 

element level as well as in the global stiffness matrix, as this allows a more 

complete comparison of element effectiveness. 

In IP2 Bathe and Almeida used three ADINAP elements with two active Fourier 

modes to model the bend. Three ADINAP elements were also used to model 

IP3, but in this case three Fourier modes were active. Results were also presented 

for IP3 using the MARC Element 17, in which three elbow elements with sixteen 

axisymmetric elements around the circumference were used. Ohtsubo and 

Watanabe analysed bend IP4 using six ring elements with six Fourier ovalisation 
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modes. Thus the degrees of freedom per bend model, assuming a fully 

representative element with equivalent in-plane and out-of-plane freedoms, are 

given in Table 6.7. 

Element Bend element level 
doC 

global dof 

PBl All 42 24 

PB2 All 48 24 

PB3 All 96 24 

ADINAP2 IPZ 100 100 
ADINAP3 IP3 120 120 

MARCEl. 17 IP3 268 30 

OjW Ring IP4 432 432 

Table 6.7. In-plane bend finite element model sizes. 

Considering Figures 6.13 to 6.17 and Table 6.7, it is seen that elements PBl and 

PB2 give accurate stress results for significantly fewer degrees of freedom than 

the alternative analyses presented. The polynomial ovalisation element PB3 is 

less accurate in both displacement and stress evaluation and is significantly larger 

than PB 1 and PB2 at element level. MARC Element 17 is also a polynomial 

based ovalisation element but is able to accurately evaluate stress distribution. 

However, the MARC element requires a large number of degrees of freedom at 

element level to achieve this. The in-plane tests therefore indicate that Fourier 

based elements give greater accuracy per degree of freedom than polynomial 

based elements. It is also noted that although the linearly varying element PB2 

converges on average one element quicker than the constant ovalisation element 

PB 1 it offers no significant advantage over PB 1 in terms of degrees of freedom 

at element level. 

6.3.3 Sample Analyses: Out-of-Plane Bending of 900 Bends 

In order to investigate the accuracy and applicability of the elements PB 1, PB2 

and PB3 under out-of-plane bending, three 900 bends were analysed. The bends 

are identified by the names OPl, on and OP3 and dimensions, material 

properties and applied moments used in the finite element analyses are given in 

Table 6.8. 
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Bend E v MX R r t :II. R/r 

OP1 210EJ (N/mm2) 0.3 -IE8 (Nmm) 1000 (mm) 173.01 (mm) 13.35 (mm) 0.446 5.78 

OP2 210EJ (N/mm2) 0.3 -IE8 (Nmm) 1000 (mm) 347.22 (mm) 13.02 (mm) 0.108 2.88 

OP3 2.82E7 (lbf/in2) 0.3 -1E4 (lbfin) 6.06 (in) 1.99 (in) 0555 (in) 0.849 3.04 

Table 6,8. Elbow geometry for out-of-plane bendini tests. 

Analysis of a bend similar to OPI using the ADINAP element was presented by 

Bathe and Almeida in [3.12], where results were compared with Smith and Ford 

Experimental values [6.5]. Bend OPI has the same geometry as IP2. Stress results 

are presented in terms of a stress factor which is the ratio of the elbow stress to 

the stress occurring in a straight pipe of equivalent nominal dimensions under 

the same moment loading. However, in the case of out-of-plane bending, the 

moment varies with axial position according to the equation 

M=MXsin(j> 

Taking this into account, the out-of-plane stress factor as used by Bathe and 

Almeida is given by 

where <P * is the axial position at which the stress is evaluated. In all the analyses 

presented in this section 4> * =450 . 

A bend similar to OP2 was analysed by Ohtsubo and Watanabe in [3.5]. OP2 is, 

in fact, out-of-plane bending of a pipe of geometry IP4. For consistency with 

Ohtsubo and Watanabe, the stress factor in this case is given by the equation 

* ( I ) a - a MXsin(j>*r 

Bend OP3 is a thick-walled welding elbow (forged 900 bend) which was 

investigated experimentally and theoretically by Smith and Ford in [6.1]. The 

stress factor for OP3 is given by the same equation as for IP2. 
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Convergence Requirements. 

Out-of-plane convergence plots for 900 bends loaded by an out-of-plane shear 

force are given in Figures 6.13 to 6.15. The number of elements required to give 

a converged solution for bend parameters of A. = O. 1 , 0.2, 0.3 are summarised 

in Table 6.9. 

Element Number of Elements 

11. - o. I 11.- 0.2 11.-0.5 

R/r=lO R/r=3 R/r=lO R/r=3 R/r=10 R/r=3 

PBl 11 16 8 12 7 8 

PB2 10 14 8 8 7 7 

PB3 10 14 8 12 7 8 

Table 6.9. Out-of-plane conver~ence reqyirements. 

The element convergence studies show that many more elements are required 

for out-of-plane bending than for in-plane bending. Also, further investigation 

has shown that there is little difference in convergence rates between out-of-plane 

shear force and moment loading. Considering Table 6.9, two different bend 

discretizations were required for the above bends. Bends OP1 and OP3 were 

modelled by 6 elements, and bend on by 14 elements. These models and the 

applied force and displacement boundary conditions are shown in Figure 6.22. 

Displacement Results: Comparison with ANSYS STIF18. 

In order to verify the performance of elements PB 1, PB2 and PB3 under 

out-of-plane loading, displacements calculated using elements are compared with 

results given by the ANSYS STIF18 element under ANSI B31.1 flexibility factors 

in Table 6.10. For a converged solutiOIi, elements PBl and PB3yieid very similar 

results and a single row is given for both these elements. The percentage 

difference between the elements and ANSYS STIF18 results are also given in 

the tables. 
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Element OPI ROTZ x 102 OP2 ROTZ x 102 OP3 ROTZ x 104 

PB1/P82 2.39 1.82 4.51 

P83 2.27 0.94 4.35 

STIF18 2.63 1.94 4.93 

(PBI 1) -9.1% -6.2% -8.5% 
ST1FI8- % 

(PB3 1)% -13.7% -51.7% -11.8% 
ST 1 F I 8 

Table 6.10 Out-of-plane bendin~ end rotations. 

As for in-plane bending, the elbow elements give a stiffer solution than ANSYS 

STIF18 for out-of-plane bending. In particular, the PB3 rotation for the low"'

bend OP2 is much lower than the other solutions. 

Stress Distribution 

Normalised stress distributions for bends OPl, OP2 and OP3 given by the elbow 

elements PB 1, PB2 and PB3 are compared with published results in Figures 6.23 

to 6.27. As for in-plane loading, elements PBl and PB2 give virtually identical 

results and, for clarity, a single curve representing both is given in the Figures. 

The outer surface longitudinal and circumferential stress distributions for OPI 

are compared with ADINAP results and experimental results of Smith and Ford 

in Figure 6.23. Three ADINAP elements were used to model the bend, with two 

Fourier terms used in the ovalisation iilterpolation series. 

Elements PBl and PB2 give good agreement with the ADINAP results. There 

is also good agreement with experimental circumferential stresses, but 

longitudinal stresses are slightly low towards the intrados of the bend. The PB3 

results show reasonable agreement for longitudinal stress, but the form of the 

curve for circumferential stress is markedly different to the other solutions. 

The longitudinal and circumferential stress distributions for bend on at the 

outside and inside surfaces respectively are compared with the experimental and 

theoretical results given by Ohtsubo and Watanabe in Figures 6.24 and 6.25. Six 

ring elements with six Fourier ovalisation modes were used in the ring element 

model of the bend. 
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The PB 1 and PB2 stress distributions for bend on are slightly conservative in 

comparison with the ring element and experimental results, but show reasonable 

correlation in terms of stress distribution. However, the performance of PB3 is 

extremely poor, especially for circumfeTential stress distribution, where both the 

magnitude and form of the stress distribution is seen to differ significantly from 

the other theoretical and experimental results. 

The longitudinal and circumferential stress distributions at the outside and inside 

surfaces for bend OP3 are compared with experimental and theoretical results 

given by Smith and Ford in Figures 6.26 and 6.27 respectively. 

PBl and PB2 show good agreement with the Smith and Ford theoretical and 

experimental solution, but again the PB3 differs from the other solutions. 

Discussion of out-oj-plane bending results. 

The results of the out-of-plane analyses emphasise the points discussed for 

in-plane analysis: PB 1 and PB2 show reasonable agreement with published 

results, but PB3 gives a poorer solutio~. The most significant result to emerge 

from the out-of-plane analyses is the very poor performance ofPB3 for bend OP2, 

which was the lowest A bend examined for out-of-plane bending. In order to study 

the behaviour of PB3 with varying A, a further series of out-of-plane analyses (of 

radius ratio R/r=3) were carried out. 

Out -of-plane displacements given by PB3 are compared with PB 1 results in Figure 

6.28. It is seen that there is a accelerated degradation in performance of PB3 in 

comparison with PB 1 for values of A less than 0.4. 

As in the case of the in-plane analyses, it is of interest to examine the size of the 

models used in the out-of-plane analyses. The model degrees of freedom at 

element and global level are compared with the ADINAP and ring models 

described in the literature in Table 6.11. 
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Element Bend OP1 Bend OPZ 

Element level doC. Global doC. Element level dof. Global dof. 

PB1 78 42 174 90 

PB2 84 42 ISO 90 

PB3 186 42 426 90 

ADI~AP 2 100 100 - -
OfW RING - - 432 432 

Table 6.11. Out-of-plane bend model degrees of freedom. 

Elements PB 1 and PB2 require fewer degrees of freedom than alternative 

elements for comparable accuracy, although the difference is not as great as for 

in-plane analysis. Element PB3 required more degrees of freedom at element 

level than the ADINAP element to give a (poor) converged model of OPI. In 

the case of OP2, the converged PB3 model was similar in size to the Ohtsubo and 

Watanabe ring model and gave very poor results. 

6.3.4 Discussion of Single Bend Analyses. 

The sample analyses of single bends presented above indicate that the polynomial 

ovalisation element PB3 is inferior to the Fourier ovalisation elements PBI and 

PB2. It would be possible to improve the performance of element PB3 by 

modelling the cross-section with more quintic polynomials, but Tables 6.7 and 

6.11 show that it is already much "larger" than PB 1 or PB2 at element level and 

increasing the number of polynomials would defeat the objective of formulating 

a simple and efficient elbow element. 

Elements PB 1 and PB2 have been shown to perform well in the above analyses, 

especially when the model sizes are taken into account. The linear interpolation 

of ovalisation in PB2 leads to an element which converges about one element 

sooner than PB I; however, this advantage is negated by the additional calculations 

required at element level due to the increased uncondensed element matrix size. 

Considering accuracy, programming simplicity and computing requirements, the 

most effective of the three elbow elements proposed in Chapter 5 is element PB 1. 
In order to investigate the accuracy, applicability and computing costs of using 

element PB 1 in general piping analysis, sample analyses of a number of piping 

systems are presented in the next section. 
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6.4 Analysis of Pig inK Systems. 

In order to assess the applicability and performance of element PB1 in general 

piping system analysis, analyses of eight piping systems denoted (SYS1 to SYS8) 

are presented. Finite element models of the systems were created in the ANSYS 

finite element package: bends were discretized by sufficient PBI elbow elements 

to give convergence and straight pipes were modelled by ANSYS STIF16 elements 

[4.5,6.1]. The PBI/STIFI6 models will be referred to as PB1 models in the 

remainder of this Chapter. 

For conciseness, only outer surface stress results are presented in the analyses 

presented in this section. 

In order to compare results obtained using elbow element PB 1 with the simpler 

flexibility analysis approach, the PBI model results for systems SYSI to SYS4 are 

compared with ANSYS flexibility analysis results. The results of two flexibility 

analyses are presented for each system, one based on ANSI B31.1 correction 

factors and the other based on Clark and Reissner correction factors. 

In ANSYS flexibility analysis, the STIF18 elbow flexibility factor FF and stress 

intensification factor SI may be input directly or default values taken. The 

definition of flexibility and stress intensification factors chosen for the analysis 

can significantly effect the analysis results. Unless specified otherwise, ANSYS 

STIF18 flexibility and stress intensification factors default to the ANSI B31.1 

definitions discussed in Chapter 2, which are based on the work of Clark and 

Reissner and of Markl respectively. These factors are given by the equations : 

1.65 
FF=-

'I\. 

0.9 
SI=-2 

'1\.3 

It is emphasised that Markl's stress intensification factors are based on the results 

of fatigue tests and do not correct the beam stress to give the elastic stress in the elbow. 

In the following sections, stresses denoted as STIF18 (B31.1) are the values 

obtained by flexibility analysis using the default B31.1 stress intensification factor 
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and have not been further corrected to give elastic stress. These results are 

presented in order to demonstrate the importance of the definition of stress 

intensification used in flexibility analysis. 

The Clark and Reissner stress intensification factor is based on elastic stress 

analysis and, ideally, when used in a flexibility analysis yields the maximum elastic 

stress in the elbow. The Clark and Reissner SI factor is given by the equation: 

1.892 0.480 
Sf = ± 2 - 1 

",J ",J 

where the positive sign denotes the outer surface. In the following sections, stress 

results denoted STIFI8 (CjR) are values obtained by flexibility analysis using 

the Clark and Reissner definition of stress intensification factor. 

In systems SYS5 to SYS7 the PBI model results are compared with ABAQUS 

finite element analysis, in which elbows were modelled by ELBOW 31B elements 

and straight beam elements modelled by beam elements B31 [3.22]. 

In system SYS8 the PB1 model results are compared with an ANSYS thin shell 

analysis, using the doubly curved isoparametric thin shell finite elements STIF93 

[4.5,6.1]. 

System SYS9 is a straight piping run which incorporates a semi-toroidal bellows 

unit. Analysis of SYS9 is included to demonstrate the use of a bellows element, 

BELl, in a piping system analysis. 

6.4.1 SYSI 

System SYS 1 consists of three straight piping runs and two 900 elbows in a 

configuration commonly referred to as a Hovgaard bend. The system geometry, 

material properties and constraints are shown in Figure 629. 

The pipework is anchored (fully fixed) at end 1, and subject to a prescribed 

displacement simulating a thermal expansion load of UZ = 0.8 in. at end 2. All 

other degrees of freedom at end 2 are constrained to zero. The applied 

displacement effectively loads bend A of the system in-plane and bend B 
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out-of-plane. The object of the analysis is to obtain the displacements and stresses 

at the mid-sections of bends A and B. Results obtained using elbow element PB 1 

are compared with ANSYS flexibility analysis results. 

Both bends in SYS 1 have bend parameter and radius ratio: 

A.=0.110 
R 
-=2.719 
r 

The number of PB 1 elements required for a converged solution of such a bend 

under general loading is obtained by considering Figure 6.13, which indicates that 

14 elements are required per bend for general three-dimensional loading. For 

the particular load case considered here bend A is subject to in-plane loading 

only which, according to Figure 6.10, requires only 6 elements for convergence. 

However, in order to assess the computing costs for a more general load case, 

both bends are modelled by 14 elements. 

The flexibility and stress intensification factors of the SYS1 bends according to 

B31.1 and the Clark and Reissner equations are: 

FF SI 

831.1 15.0 3.920 

C/R 15.0 7.'}39 

The stiffness matrix of ANSYS element STIFI8 is basically evaluated by inverting 

a flexibility matrix obtained by application of Castigliano's theorem. 

Consequently, the stiffness of a bend modelled by STIF18 elements is the same 

regardless of the number of elements used in the model; that is, the solution does 

not converge. However, in order to obtain the mid-bend stresses, a node must 

be located at the middle of the bends. Therefore two STIF18 elements were used 

for each elbow in the flexibility analysis model of the system. 

Deformed geometry plots given by the ANSYS and PBI models are shown in 
Figure 6.30. The displacements at the middle of the bends are given in Table 

6.12. 
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\1odel Bend l.!X (in) UY (in) UZ(in) ROTX (rad) ROTY (rad) ROTZ (rad) 

Al\lSYS A 1.277E-3 -5.999E-2 0.1347 3.739E-3 -1.816E-3 -3.474&4 

model B -2.D47E-2 -4.957E-2 0.7928 3.41OE-3 -1.08OE-3 2.427E-4 

PB1 A 1.312E-3 -6.145E-2 0.1380 3.mE-3 -1.851E-3 -3.579&4 

model B -2.053E-2 -5.109E-2 0.7928 3.404E-3 -1.081E-3 2.490&4 

Table 6.12. Displacement at the centre of SYS 1 bends. 

The bend middle section longitudinal and circumferential stress distributions 

given by PH 1 and the maximum elastic longitudinal stress values given by STIF18 

(CjR) are shown in Figure 6.31. The maximum longitudinal, circumferential and 

Von Mises stresses occurring in the mid-bends are given in Table 6.13. 

Element 0ua (PSi) O.ma (PSi) (C/R ) O,m .. (PSi) (C/R ) <1 --I % <1, i>BT-1 % 
• PB 1 

BendA STIF18 (B31.1) 4725 - - 5141 -
(STIFl8) (CjR) 8769 - 9016 

PB1 6150 8664 +42.6% 8382 +7% 

BendB STIFl8 (B31.1) 8217 - - 8576 -
STIF18 (CjR) 15241 - 15391 

PB1 10464 13651 +45.7% 12744 +20.8% 

Table 6.13. Maximum mid-bend longitudinal. circumferential and Von Mises 

stresses. 

Table 6.13 shows that the solution based on ASME B31.1 stress intensification 

factors indicates much lower stress levels than the other solutions. This is because 

ASME B31.1 SI factors are based onfatigue test data, as discussed in Chapter 2, 

and do not correct the beam analysis to give elastic elbow stresses. The flexibility 

analysis stresses based on the Clark and Reissner definition of stress 

intensification factor are higher than the PB 1 results for both bends. 

The total computing times required by the analyses, given in standard VAX CP 

units, were: 

ANSYS model, 11 VAX CP units. 

PBl model, 64 VAX CP units. 

The PBl model took approximately six times longer than the ANSYS model to 

run. PB 1 actually took less time than STIF18 to form the element matrices but 

the larger number of elements required for convergence and the detailed stress 

pass led to a more expensive system model. 
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6.4.2 SYS2. 

SYS2 is a second Hovgaard bend arrangement, fully fixed at both ends and subject 

to a uniform temperature change of lODoe. The object ofthe analysis is to obtain 

the displacements and stresses at the mid-sections of bends A and B. Results 

obtained using elbow element PB1 are compared with ANSYS flexibility analysis 

results. 

The system geometry and material prqperties are given in Figure 6.32. Bends 

A and B are identical, with bend parameter and radius ratio: 

A = 0.446 
R 
-= 5.78 
r 

Figure 6.13 indicates that 8 PB 1 elements are required per bend for general 

loading. The flexibility and stress intensification factors of the bends given by the 

B31.1 and Clark and Reissner equations are: 

FF Sl 

831.1 3.70 1.542 

C/R 3.70 2.613 

Deformed geometry plots given by the flexibility and PB 1 model analyses of the 

system are shown in Figure 6.33. The. displacements at the middle of bends A 

and B are given in Table 6.14. 

Model Bend UX(mm) UY (mm) UZ(mm) ROTX(rad) ROlY (rad) R01Z(rad) 

ANSYS A 4.112 -1.881 1.730 8.211E-4 -4.012E-4 -1.336E-4 

model B 1.730 1.881 4.112 -1.336E-4 4.012E-4 8.211E-4 

POI A 4.110 -1.886 1.784 8.26SE-4 -4.172E-4 -1.386E-4 

model B I.n6 1.876 4.109 -1.369E-4 4.128E-4 8.282E-4 

Table 6.14. SYS2 mid-bend displacements. 

The longitudinal and circumferential stress distributions and the STIF18 (CjR) 

maximum longitudinal elastic stress at the mid-points of bends A and B are shown 

in Figure 6.34. The maximum longitudinal, circumferential and Von Mises 

stresses occurring at the mid-bends are given in Table 6.15. 
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Element a. ma °Oma (C/R ) a, mall' (C/R ) 
(Nimm2) (N/mm2) 

a --I % 
(N/mm2) 

a --I % 
• PB 1 • PB 1 

BendA STIF18 (B31.1) 15.3 - - 18.2 -
STIF18 (C/R) 26.6 - 29.0 

PBl 18.9 32.1 +41.7% 27.4 +5.8% 

Bend B STIF18 (B31.1) 15.3 - - 18.2 -
STIF18 (C/R) 26.6 - 29.0 

PBl 20.1 27.7 +32.3% 26.3 +10.3% 

Table 6.15. Maximum mid-bend longitudinal. circumferential and Von Mises 

stresses. 

The reaction forces occurring at fixed ends 1 and 2 of SYS2 due to the thermal 

loading are given in Table 6.16. It is seen that the PB 1 model reaction forces are 

slightly higher than those given by the ANSYS model, indicating that the PB 1 

model is stiffer than the ANSYS model. 

Model Bend FX(N) FY(N) FZ(N) MX(Nmm) MY (Nmm) MZ(Nmm) 

ANSYS A 6469.6 11921.5 -6469.6 -7.762E6 l.mE7 2.9S7E7 

model B -6469.6 -11921.5 6469.6 2.9S7E7 l.mE7 -7.762E6 

PBI A 6785.1 12316.9 ~.8 -7.975E6 1.851E7 3.012E7 

model B -6785.1 -12316.9 6800.0 3.004E7 -1.844E7 -7.994E6 

Table 6.16. SYS2 end reaction forces. 

The total computing times required by the two analyses were: 

ANSYS model, 11 VAX CP units. 

PB 1 model, 42 VAX CP units. 

6.4.3 SYS3 

SYS3 is a 4 bend branchless piping system fixed at one end and subject to a 

prescribed displacement of 12mm at the other. The object of the analysis is to 

obtain the displacements and stresses at the mid-sections of bends A, B, C and 

D. Results obtained using elbow element PB 1 are compared with ANSYS 

flexibility analysis results. 

The system is defined in Figure 6.35. The bends have parameter and radius ratio: 

A = 0.446 
R 
- = 5.78 
r 
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Figure 6.13 indicates that 8 elements are required per bend for general loading. 

Flexibili ty and stress intensification factors of the SYS 1 bends given by the B31.1 

and Clark and Reissner equations are: 

FF Sl 

B31.1 3.70 1.542 

C/R 3.70 2.613 

Deformed geometry plots given by the ANSYS and PBl models of the system 
are shown in Figure 6.36. The displacements at the middle of the four bends A, 

B, C and D are given in Table 6.17. 

Model Bend UX(mm UY(mm) UZ(mm) ROTX (rad) ROTY (rad) ROTZ(rad) 

A -4.882E-2 0.2049 1.861 3. 179E-3 -1.905E-2 4.225E-4 

ANSYS B -0.6376 0.7628 8.157 3.088E-3 -1.125E-3 4.811E-4 

model C 0.1691 1.642 8.624 -1.544E-3 -3.332E-4 1.200E-4 

D 8.324&2 1.001 11.734 -2.303E-3 -7.0708-6 -1.537E-4 

A -4.886E-2 0.2098 1.937 3.243E-3 -1.959E-3 4.265E-4 

PBl B -0.6373 0.7653 8.232 3.094E-3 -1.259&3 4.839E-4 

model C O.lnO 1.661 8.690 -1.515E-3 -3.321E-4 1. 169E-4 

D 8.828E-2 1.032 11.736 2.301E-3 6.6538-6 -1.607E-4 

Thhk 6.17. ~ mid-bend displacements. 

The longitudinal and circumferential stress distributions given by PB 1 and the 

maximum longitudinal stress given by STIF18 (C/R) at the mid-points of bends 

A, B, C and D are shown in Figure 6.37. The maximum longitudinal, 

circumferential and Von Mises stresses at the mid-bend sections are given in 

Table 6.18. 
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Element cr tmax cr I} m ax (C/R ) O. mOl. (C/R ) 
(N/mm2) (N/mm2) 

rJ --1 % 
(N/mm2) 

rJ --1 % 
• PB 1 • PB 1 

BendA STIF18 (B31.1) 205 - - 26.2 -
STIF18 (C/R) 34.8 - 385 

PBl 25.4 35.4 +37.0% 35.9 +7.2% 

Bend B STIF18 (B31.1) 31.0 - - 38.3 -
STIF18 (C/R) 53.1 - 55.1 

PBl 415 58.2 +30.0% 49.6 + 10.1 

Bend C STIF18 (B31.1) 31.8 - - 335 -
STIF18 (C/R) 555 - 56.2 

PBl 42.4 57.6 +30.9% 55.0 +02% 

BendD STIF18 (B31.1) 18.2 - - 21.0 -
STIF18 (C/R) 33.2 - 35.0 

PB1 22.3 31.7 +48.9% 28.0 +25.0 

Table 6.18. Maximum mid-bend longitudinal. circumferential and Von Mises 

stresses. 

The total computing time required to analyse the system by the two methods was 

ANSYS model, 16 VAX CP units. 

PB 1 model, 66 VAX CP units. 

6.4.4 SYS4 

SYS4 is a complex 7 bend branchless piping system subject to a uniform 

temperature loading of 2000 C, The system is defined in Figure 6.38. It anchored 

at both ends, denoted points 1 and 6, and has rigid translation supports at points 

2,3,4 and 5. The object of the analysis is to obtain the displacements and maximum 

stresses at the mid-sections of all 7 bends. Results obtained using elbow element 

PBl are compared with ANSYS flexibility analysis results. 

The bends have parameter and radius ratio 

A= 0.6667 
R 
- = 6.6667 
r 

Figure 6.13 indicates that 6 elements are required per bend for general loading. 

Flexibility and stress intensification factors of the SYS 1 bends given by the B31.1 

and Clark and Reissner equations are: 
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FF SI 

B31.1 2.475 1.18 

C/R 2.475 1.93 

Deformed geometry plots given by the ANSYS and PB 1 models of the system 

are shown in Figure 6.39. The displacements at the middle of all seven bends are 

given in Table 6.19. 

Bend ANSYSmodel PBl model 

UX(mm) UY(mm) UZ(mm) UX(mm) UY(mm) Uz..imm~ 

A 9.161 -9.493 -0.613 9.151 -9.54 -0.647 

B 15.016 -4.646 2.620 15.034 -4.672 2.694 

C -1.405 5579 -5.270 -1.396 5516 -5.161 

D -10.863 -5.112 -0517 -10530 -5.162 -0521 

E 6.323 -11.374 -1.193 6.650 -11.533 -1.206 

F 27.224 -1.695 -18.840 28.176 -1.831 -19.089 

G 10.473 8.587 -9.430 11.028 8.593 -9.774 

Table 6.19. SYS4 mid-bend displacements. 

The maximum stresses occurring at the middle of the bends are given in Table 

6.20. 
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Element a. max OQma:c (C/R ) O'DlilX (C/R ) 
(N/mm2) (N/mm2) 

a --I % 
(N/mm2) 

a --I % 
• PB 1 • PB 1 

BendA STIFIS (B31.1) 13.S - - 24.2 -
STIFlS (C/R) 23.6 - 31.9 

PBl 20.7 28.7 +14.0% 28.0 +13.5% 

Bend B STIFlS(B31.1) 11.0 - 19.3 -
STIFIS(C/R) IS.9 - 25.6 

PBl 10.5 lS.2 +SO.O% 22.6 +13.2% 

BendC STIFIS (B31.1) 31.3 - 37.6 -
STIFlS (CjR) 53.3 - 5S.5 

PBl 35.5 51.2 +50.1% 47.6 +23.5% 

BendD STIFlS (B31.1) 38.5 - 44.1 -
STIFlS (C/R) 65.4 - 70.5 

PBl 53.1 77.6 +23.2% 71.1 -1.6% 

BendE STIFIS (B31.1) 20.6 - 31.S -
STIFIS (C/R) 36.S - 47.4 

PBl 17.7 32.4 +7.9% 29.4 +61.2% 

Bend F STIFIS (B31.1) 19.1 - 30.1 -
STIFlS (C/R) 35.3 - 44.S 

PBI 39.S 52.6 -11.3% 53.5 -16.3% 

Bend G STIFIS (B31.1) 25.S - 37.6 -
STIFIS (C/R) 45.1 - 56.5 

PB1 IS.0 32.0 +150.5% 36.2 +56.1% 

Table 6.20. SYS4 Maximum mid-bend loIliitudinal. circumferential and Von 

Mises stresses. 

Table 6.20 shows that in SYS4 the ANSYS flexibility analysis stresses based on 

the Clark and Reissner SI factors are not conservative for all the bends. Bend F 

shows lower longitudinal stress in the ANSYS (C/R) model than in the PBI 

model, and both bends D and F show I.ower Von Mises stresses. 

The SYS4 thermal reaction forces at the ends, point I and 6, and at internal 

supports are given in Table 6.21. As in SYS2, the PBI model reaction forces are 

slightly higher than the ANSYS model forces, indicating that the PB 1 model is 

stiffer. 
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~odel Support FX(N) fY(N) FZ(N) MX(Nmm) MY (Nmm) MZ(Nmm) 

1 8925.0 23596.0 -6163.3 -10.97E6 3.44E6 73.81E6 

2 - -64665.6 - - - -
ANSY 3 - 11329.4 4916.2 - - -

S 

model 4 - 115964.3 9961.8 - - -
5 - -175515.6 - - - -
6 -8925.0 89291.5 -8714.8 9.36E6 19.85E6 39.51E6 

1 9441.8 24219.8 -6538.5 -11.49E6 3.59E6 74.92E6 

2 - -66918.5 - - - -
PB1 3 - 11844.8 5291.0 - - -

model 4 - 120304.0 10493.5 - - -
5 - -182096.8 - - - -
6 -9441.8 92646.6 -9246.0 9.78E6 20.88E6 41.79E6 

Table 6.21. SYS4 reaction forces. 

The total computing time required to analyse the system by the above methods 

was: 

ANSYS model, 29 VAX CP units. 

PBl model, 91 VAX CP units. 

6.4.5 SYS5 

Piping system SYS5 is a two bend symmetric expansion loop subject to a prescribed 

displacement of 1Omm, as shown in Figure 6.40. Two finite element analyses of 

the system were performed: a PB I model in the ANSYS program and an 

ABAQUS model using ABAQUS B3I (straight beam) and ELBOW 31B (elbow) 

elements [3.22]. ABAQUS ELBOW 31B is a constant bending elbow element, 

discussed in Chapter 3. 

The object of the analysis was to obtain the displacement at the elbow ends Al 

and BI (as shown in Figure 6.40) and the stress distributions at the middle of the 

bends A and B. 

End I of the system is pinned and has an applied displacement of UX = 10mm, 

and symmetry boundary conditions are applied at end 2. The bends have 

parameter and radius ratio 

)",=0.152 R 
-= 3.27 
r 
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As the system lies in the X-Y plane, and loading is also planar, the elbows are 

subject to in-plane loading only. The number of PBl elements required for a 

converged solution is therefore given by Figure 6.10, and is found to be 6. In the 

ABAQUS model each elbow was modelled by 3 ELBOW 31B elements. 

Deformed system geometry plots given by the PB 1 and ABAQUS models are 

shown in Figure 6.41. The displacements at positions at elbow ends A1 and B1, 

as indicated in Figure 6.40, are given in Table 6.22. 

Model Position UX(mm) UY (mm) ROTZ(rad) 

PBl Al 9.999 4.123 6.763E-3 

model Bl 0.909 5.662 5.68OE-3 

ABAQUS Al 9.999 4.114 6.748E-3 

Bl 0.8977 5.664 5.675E-3 

Table 6.22. SYS5 displacements at locations Al and B1. 

The longitudinal and circumferential stresses at the middle of bends A and B 

given by the two analyses are shown in Figure 6.42, which shows that the stress 

magnitudes and distribution given by the two models are very similar, particularly 

in the case of circumferential stress. 

The reaction forces at ends 1 and 2 given by the analyses are given in Table 6.23. 

The higher PB 1 model reaction forces indicate that the PB 1 model is slightly 

stiffer than the ABAQUS model. 

Model End FX(N) FY(N) MZ(Nmm) 

PBl 1 550.9 0.0 -
model 2 -550.9 - -9.23E5 

ABAQUS 1 531.6 0.0 -
2 531.6 - 8.94E5 

Table 6.23. SYS5 reaction forces. 

It was not possible to obtain a quantitative comparison of solution time 

requirements as the finite element models were run on different computers. The 

ANSYS model took approximately 10 seconds interactive user time to run on a 

VAX 11/750, whilst the ABAQUS model took approximately 2 minutes to 

compile and run on a Hewlett Packard ~50 work station. (It should be noted that 

the actual solution time for the ABAQUS model was much less than the total 

run time). 
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6.4.6 SYS6 

Piping system SYS6 is a two bend asymmetric expansion loop subject to a 

prescribed displacement of 4.32 in., as shown in Figure 6.43. The system was 

analysed using ANSYS STIF16 and PB 1 elements in the ANSYS program, and 

ABAQUS B31 and ELBOW 31B elements in the ABAQUS program. 

End 1 of the system is fully fixed, whilst end 2 is pinned and subject to an applied 

displacement of -4.23 in. applied in the x direction. The bends have parameter 

and radius ratio 

A.=0.11 R 
- = 2.78 
r 

As in the case of SYS5, bends A and B are subject to in-plane loading only. Thus 

the number of PB 1 elements required for a converged solution is indicated by 

Figure 6.10 to be 6. 

Deformed deformed geometry plots given by the ANSYS PBI and ABAQUS 

models are shown in Figure 6.44. The displacements at elbow end positions AI, 

B 1 and Cl as indicated in Figure 6.43 are given in Table 6.24. 

Model Position UX(in) UY (in) ROTZ(rad) 

PB1 Al -0.911 7.648-4 1.18E-2 

model B1 -1.002 0.277 1.038-4 

C1 -4.059 0.191 -2.70E-2 

ABAQUS Al -0.871 6.108-4 1.04E-2 

Bl -0.9430 5.66E-2 2.228-3 

CI -4.151 -5.68E-2 -2.76E-2 

Table 6.24. SYS6 displacements at locations Al. Bl and Cl. 

The longitudinal and circumferential stresses at the middle of bends A, B and C 

given by the two analyses are shown in Figures 6.45 and 6.46, and the reaction 

forces at ends 1 and 2 given in Table 6.25. 

Model End FX(N) FY(N) MZ(Nmro) 

PBI 1 593.3 -358.1 6.20FA 

model 2 -593.3 358.1 -
ABAQUS 1 571.9 -286.1 -5.72FA 

2 -571.9 286.1 -

Table 6.25. SYS6 reaction forces 
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Again, the PBI model is slightly stiffer than the ABAQUS model, but Figures 

6.45 and 6.46 show very good agreement between the PBI and ELBOW 31B 

stresses for the SYS6 bends. 

6.4.7 SYS7 

Piping system SYS7 is a Hovgaard bend arrangement, fixed at end 1 and subject 

to prescribed horizontal and vertical displacements of UY = I in. and UZ = -2 

in. at end 2, as shown in Figure 6.47. The system was analysed using PBI and 

ABAQUS models. The bends have parameter and radius ratio: 

A.=0.705 R 
- = 10.3 
r 

Both bends experience three-dimensional loading. The number of elements 

required for convergence given by Figure 6.13 is 6. 

The deformed geometry given by both the models are shown in Figure 6.48. The 

displacements at elbow ends A1 and B1 (as shown in Figure 6.47) are given in 

Table 6.26. 

Model II Position UX (in) UY (in) UZ(in) ROTXlrad) ROTY (rad) ROTZJra<!l 

& U& Al -0.136 7.02&4 -0.605 -8.77E-3 7.658-3 3.098-3 

model Bl -0.317 0502 -1.687 -7.788-3 1.068-2 7528-3 

ABAQm Al -0.136 6.7884 -0.600 8.688-3 7.548-3 3.088-3 

model Bl -0.321 0502 -1.688 -7.0538-3 9.0468-3 6.2978-3 

Table 6.26. SYS7 displacements at locations A1 and B1. 

The longitudinal and circumferential stresses at the middle of bends A and Bare 

shown in Figure 6.49. Very good agreement is found between the solutions. The 

system reaction forces at ends 1 and 2 given in Table 6.27. 

Model End FX(N) FY(N) FZ (J'IIl MXffimm MY(Nmm' MZ(Nmm) 

PBl 1 -2745 -973.8 1076.0 1.34R5 -S.07FA -1.17FA 

model II 2 2745 973.8 -1076.0 9.73E4 8.70E4 S.39E4 

ABAQUsll 1 -261.8 -939.8 1050.0 1.31R5 -S.OOE4 -1.22E4 

" 
2 261.8 939.8 -1050.0 9.41E4 -850E4 -S.22E4 

Table 6.27. SYS7 reaction forces. 
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6.4.8 SYS8 

SYS8 is a Hovgaard bend arrangement, as detailed in Figure 6.50. The system 

was analysed using elbow element PB 1 and ANSYS STIF16 and the results 

compared with a three dimensional ANSYS thin shell analysis. 

The ANSYS shell model is shown in Figure 6.51. The system was modelled using 

the eight node isoparametric shell elem'ent STIF93 [4.5,6.1]. The system was fully 

fixed at both ends and a displacement of UX = 10mm applied to end 1. The bends 

have parameter and radius ratio: 

A = 0.194 R 
- = 3.00 
r 

The number of PB 1 elements required for convergence is indicated by Figure 

6.13 to be 6. 

The PB 1 and shell model deformed geometry plots are shown in Figure 6.52. The 

longitudinal and circumferential stress distributions at the middle of bends A and 

B given by the two analyses are shown in Figures 6.53 and 6.54. 

The PB1 stress distribution in bend A is very similar to that in the complex shell 

analysis model. In bend B a similar form stress distribution is seen in both the 

PB 1 and shell model curves but there is a shift in location of maxima and minima 

between the two models. The solutions appear to be "out of phase". 

The computing times required for the PB1 and shell models were: 

PB1 model: 21 VAX CP units. 

Shell model: 4255 VAX CP units. 

6.4.9 SYS9 

SYS9 demonstrates the use of the bellows element BELl in a piping system 

analysis. SYS9 is a straight piping run in which a bellows unit has been fitted to 

absorb expansion loads, as shown in Figure 6.55. The bellows parameter and 

radius ratio are: 

A = 0.995 R 
- = 4.30 
r 
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In ANSYS piping analysis, bellows are represented by modified straight beam 

elements STIFl6. The user may specify a bellows flexibility factor and an axial 

stiffness to account for the enhanced flexibility of the unit. A stress intensification 

factor may also be defined, however, this modifies the beam bending stresses only: 

it has no effect on the beam axial stress. Thus no stress intensification is evaluated 

for a bellows subject to pure axial loading, as in SYS9. 

Three analyses of system SYS9 were performed. The first was an ANSYS model 

in which default values were taken for the bellows element. In practice the 

element defaulted to a straight beam. 

In the second model the bellows axial stiffness was obtained from the BEL3 

element formulation presented in Chapter 4, by modifying the FORTRAN 

program BEL3FLEX given in Appendix 3. Stress concentration factors were 

obtained by modifying the BEL3 program BEL3STR.FOR of Appendix 3. The 

stress factors are defined as: 

• 0,/9 
0. /9 =

o sl 

where 0 sl is direct axial stress in a straight pipe of the same nominal dimensions. 

The PB3 axial stiffness and stress intensification factors given by the programs: 

Surface K axial (Njmm) . a: a 
inside 61924 -7.40 ..0.78 

outside 5.29 -4.82 

In the third model the bellows unit was represented by the BELl ANSYS user 

element formulated in chapter 4. The ANSYS user element source code of BELl 

is given in Appendix 4. 

The reaction Forces calculated by the three models are given in Table 6.28. 

Model Fx(KN) 

ANSYS (Default) 928 

ANSYS (PBJ factors) 158 

Element BELl 150 

Table 6.28. SYS9 reaction forces. 
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The maximum longitudinal and circumferential stress at the inside and outside 

surfaces of the bellows are given in Table 6.29. The model 2 results have been 

modified by the BEL3 stress intensific<;ttion factors given above. 

Stress ANSYS (Default) ANSYS (PB3 factors) Element BEll 

Outside I Inside Outside Inside Outside Inside 

a • (N/mm2) -120.82 108.9 -152.3 138.2 -168.0 

a o (N/mm2) - -99.19 139.3 -90.9 -133.8 

Table 6.29. SYS9 bellows maximum stress. 

The BEL2 longitudinal and circumferential stress distributions are shown in 

Figure 6.56. 

6.4.10 Discussion of System Analyses. 

Analyses SYSl to SYS8 demonstrate the applicability of element PBl in piping 

system analysis. 

In SYS1 to SYS4 the PBI results were compared with ANSYS flexibility analysis 

results. Two flexibility analyses were performed for each system; one using 

ANSYS default flexibility and stress intensification factors based on ASME B31.1, 

and the other using Clark and Reissner factors. (The definition of flexibility factor 

is the same in both cases). 

In all four systems, the stresses evaluated according to B31.1 were significantly 

lower than the stresses evaluated using the Clark and Reissner factors and the 

PB I element. These results highlight the fact that the B31.1 factors do not correct 

for elastic stresses in elbows. 

In SYSI to SYS3, the PBI stresses proved to be lower than the ANSYS flexibility 

analysis results based on the Clark and Reissner definition of stress intensification 

factor. However, in SYS4 the ANSYS stresses for two of the bends in the system 

were lower than the PB I stresses. This does not necessarily mean that the results 

are not conservative, as PBI itself is based on a number of conservative 

assumptions, but does bring in to question the applicability of flexibility analysis 

under certain conditions. 
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Comparisons of computing requirements for flexibility analysis and PB 1 models 

were given for systems SYSI to SYS4 .. The PBI models proved to require more 

processing time, mainly due to the element's detailed stress pass and the larger 

number of elbow elements required for convergence for certain geometries 

(especially for out-of-plane bending). However, the difference was not so great 

as to preclude the use of the element in general piping analysis. 

In analyses SYS5 to SYS7 the performance of ANSYS/PBI analysis was 

compared with ABAQUS analysis using the ELBOW 3lB element. Stress results 

showed very good agreement, but the PB I model reaction forces were slightly 

higher than those given by ABAQUS (3% - 4%), indicating that PBl is slightly 

stiffer than with the ABAQUS elbow element. No direct comparison of 

computing requirements was possible, as the ANSYS/PB 1 and ABAQUS models 

were run on different computers. However, the use of PBI analyses may be 

preferred by piping designers as ANSYS modelling is relatively simple in 

comparison with ABAQUS modelling. The use of ANSYS is already well 

established in piping design and analysis; for example, in the offshore oil industry. 

In system SYS8, the PB1 model results were compared with a doubly curved thin 

shell finite element analysis of a Hovgaard bend. It was found that the simple 

PB 1 analysis showed good agreement with the complex shell model for the system 

bend under in-plane loading. Under out-of-plane loading the PBI stress 

magnitudes were in general agreement with the shell results but the stress 

distribution appeared to be slightly "out of phase". The shell model took 

approximately 200 longer to run than the PB 1 model. 

In SYS9 the bellows element BELl was used in the analysis of a straight piping 

run with an in-line bellows expansion joint under axial loading. The results were 

compared with two flexibility analyses: a standard analysis using default flexibility 

and stress intensification factors and an analysis using axial stiffness and stress 

intensification factors given by the bellows element formulation BEL3. The 

analysis of SYS9 highlighted two important deficiencies in the treatment of 

bellows in flexibility analysis: 

i) The bellows flexibility factor modifies bending stiffness only. 

ii) The bellows stress intensification factor modifies bending strains only. 
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Hence, in an analysis of an axially loaded bellows the ANSYS bellows element 

is effectively a straight beam with no enhanced flexibility or stress intensification. 

Consequently, an analysis of an axially loaded bellows using the ANSYS element 

gives low stresses and high reaction forces. 

In the next Chapter a number of conclusions based on the results presented above 

are made and proposals for further work on elbow elements given. 
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Bellows flexibility factor versus bellows parameter A. Comparison of 

bellows element flexibility factors with Findlay and Spence (F IS) and 

axisymmetric finite element (FE(Axi» solutions. 
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Bellows Axial Stress 
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Figure 6.3 Bellows maximum axial stress versus bend parameter r... Comparison 

of bellows element maximum stresses with Boyle, Hamada and 

axisymmetric finite element analysis (FE(Axi» solutions. 
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Figure 6.4 Axisymmetric shell model FE(Axi) inner surface axial stress 

distribution. 
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Figure 6.5 Bellows element BELl inner surface axial stress distribution. 
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Figure 6.6 Bellows element BE12 inner surface axial stress distribution. 
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Figure 6.7 Bellows element BEL3 inner surface axial stress distribution. 
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Figure 6.8 Bellows element BEU inner surface axial stress distribution. 
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IN-PLANE CONVERGENCE MODEL: ELEMENT NUMBERS 

OUT-Of-PLANE CONVERGENCE MODEL: ELEMENT NUMBERS 
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Figure 6.9 Typical in-plane and out-of-plane convergence test finite element 
models. 
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Figure 6.10 Elbow element PB 1 in-plane shear force loading convergence plots. 
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Figure 6.12 Elbow element PB3 in-plane shear force loading convergence plots. 
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PB3 Convergence: Out-of-Plane Force. 
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Figure 6.16 900 bend, 3 element model: in-plane bending analysis. 
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element stresses with ADINAP (2-Fourier mode) finite element 
solution and Smith and Ford (S/F) experimental results. 
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Bend IP4 stress distributio~ outer surface. Comparison with Ohtsubo 

and Watanabe (0+ W) ring element solution and Japan Welding 
Engineering Society experimental results. 
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Figure 6.22 900 bend, 6 and 14 element models: out-of-plane bending analysis. 
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element stresses with ADINAP (2-Fourier mode) finite element 

solution and Smith and Ford (S/F) experimental results. 
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Figure 6.24 Bend OP2 stress distributio~ outside surface. Comparison with 

Ohtsubo and Watanabe (O/W) ring element solution and Japan 

Welding Engineering Society experimental results. 
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Figure 6.26 Bend OP3 stress distribution, outside surface. Comparison with Smith 

theoretical solution and Smith and Ford experimental results. 
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Figure 6.48 Piping system SYS7 deformed geometry plots. 
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CHAPTER 7. 

CONCLUSIONS. 



7 CONCLUSIONS, 

Three simple piping elbow elements have been formulated and their suitability 

for linear elastic analysis of general piping systems investigated. The elements 
are based on the beam-shell approach, in which a cross-section ovalisation model 
is superposed on a curved beam element formulation. 

The elements share a common beam model, based on an exact solution of Vlasov's 

thin wall curved beam theory. The ovalisation models were based on 

two-dimensional shell theory, which precluded representation of end effects and 

inter-element ovalisation compatibility, but considerably simplified the 
formulations and reduced computing requirements. 

In the first elbow element presented, element PB 1, the ovalisation was assumed 

to be constant with respect to axial position and interpolated around the 

cross-section by a truncated three even term Fourier series. The second element, 

PB2, extended the PB 1 formulation to include linear interpolation of the constant 

ovalisation model along the axis of the elbow. In the third element, PB3, the 

ovalisation was assumed to be constant with respect to axial position, as in the 

case ofPBl. However, PB3 differed from the other elements in that it employed 

polynomial interpolation of ovalisation. The element cross-section was divided 

into four 900 arcs (for both in-plane and out-of-plane ovalisation models), over 

which the ovalisation displacements were interpolated by quintic polynomial 

functions. 

As the above beam and ovalisation models have uncoupled in-plane and 

out-of-plane responses it was possible to simplify element formulation and 

subsequently reduce computing calculations by formulating uncoupled in-plane 

and out-of-plane elbow models, which are assembled at element level to form a 

fully representative elbow element. The in-plane and out-of-plane models include 

both beam and ovalisation degrees of freedom. The ovalisation degrees of 

freedom are statically condensed from the elements to leave only beam degrees 

of freedom before the complete element is assembled. (Condensed degrees of 

freedom are recovered for stress calculations in the element stress pass). 

The beam stiffness matrix common to all three elements and the ovalisation and 

bending-ovalisation coupling stiffness matrices of PB1 were integrated 

analytically, using a symbolic algebra computer program, removing the need for 
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computationally expensive numerical integration of these matrices. In elements 

PB2 and PB3 the ovalisation and coupling stiffness matrices are integrated 

numerically using Gaussian quadrature. 

The elbow elements were programmed as user elements for the ANSYS finite 
element program. This allowed the ANSYS pre-processor to be used to create 
finite element models of single bends and piping systems interactively, (with 

straight piping runs modelled by ANSYS STIF16 straight pipe elements where 

required). The resulting ANSYS finite element models were solved using the 

ANSYS solution routines, and the ANSYS post-processor used to display the 

results of the analysis in graphical and numerical form. An extensive "User 

Element Programming Manual", detailing ANSYS user element programming 

requirements for linear elastic structural elements, was written specifically to 

accompany this thesis (Appendix 1). 

By basing the elements on a common beam model, it was possible to make direct 

comparison between the three ovalisation models used and to determine which 
was the best option for a simple elbow element. Comparison between PB 1 and 

PB3 allowed the relative performance of the Fourier and Polynomial schemes to 

be assessed. Comparison between PB 1 and PB2 allowed the convergence 

characteristics of axially constant and linearly varying ovalisation to be 

investigated. 

The convergence requirements of the elbow elements were studied for a range 

of bend geometries. It was found that the linear element PB2 converged most 

rapidly. PBI and PB3 showed similar convergence rates, however, element PB3 

required many more degrees of freedom (at uncondensed element level) than 

either PBI or PB2. In all three elem~nts, out-of-plane loading required many 

more elements for convergence than in-plane loading. 

Although PB2 converged on average one element more quickly than PB 1, no 

significant computational advantage was found in using it in preference to PB I 

because of its greater number of degrees of freedom at uncondensed element 

level. 

In order to assess the accuracy, applicability and effectiveness of the three elbow 

elements, several sample analyses of 900 bends under in-plane and out-of-plane 

bending were presented and results compared with published and flexibility 

analysis results. 
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PB I and PB2 were found to give almost identical stress and displacement results 

for a converged solution. The element stress distributions compared well with 

results presented in the literature, but the displacement results indicated that the 

elements were slightly stiffer than the ANSYS flexibility analysis elbow element. 

It was proposed that the higher stiffness was due, in part at least, to the use of an 

exact beam solution in the element formulation. 

Element PB3 gave relatively poor results for both stress and displacement. In 

particular, it was found that an accelerated degradation of performance occurred 

for out-of-plane bending of elbows of p~ameter "-less than 0.4. It was noted that 

it would be possible to improve the performance ofPB3 by using more polynomials 

to interpolate around the cross-section of the elbow, however, this refinement 

would increase the computing cost of the element which is already greater than 

PBI and PB2. 

From the single bend sample analyses results, it was concluded that the piecewise 

quintic polynomial interpolation scheme used in PB3 was less effective in 

modelling ovalisation behaviour than the Fourier interpolation schemes used in 

PBI and PB2. 

As PB 1 and PB2 give virtually identical results for a converged solution, the choice 

of which was the better simple elbow element was made by considering the 

computing requirements of the elements. For a converged solution, there was 

little difference in bend model size between the elements in terms of degrees of 

freedom required at uncondensed element level: the linear element offered no 

significant advantage over the simpler. constant ovalisation element. However, 

as all the element stiffness matrix integrals of PB 1 had been obtained analytically 

it was more economical than PB2, which required numerical integration of the 

ovalisation and coupling stiffness matrices. It was therefore concluded that 

element PBI was the better option for general analysis of piping systems. 

In order to investigate the performance of element PB 1 in the analysis of piping 

systems, a number of sample analyses of branchless systems of varying complexity 

were performed. Results obtained using elbow element PB 1 were compared with 

ANSYS flexibility analysis, ABAQUS piping finite element analysis and ANSYS 

thin shell finite element analysis results. From these analyses it was observed 

. that: 
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i) Flexibility analysis based on Clark and Reissner stress intensification 

factors is not consistently conservative in comparison with finite element 

analysis using element PB 1. 

ii) Stress results given by element PB1 compare well with results given by the 

ABAQUS program using the ABAQUS elbow element Elbow 31B. 

However, PB 1 gives a slightly stiffer solution than ABAQUS, resulting in 

reaction forces typically of the order of 3% to 4% higher. 

iii) In an analysis of a Hovgaard bend, PB 1 stresses were found to compare 

well with thin shell finite elemen,t analysis results. This was especially true 

for the system bend which was primarily loaded in-plane. The second 

bend in the system was primarily loaded out-of-plane and in this case, 

although the stress magnitudes given by the analyses were similar, the 

stress distribution curve of PB1 appeared to "lag" the thin shell element 

analysis curve by approximately 150 . 

iv) The computing costs of element PB1 are greater than those incurred in 

flexibility analysis but not prohibitively so. 

In conclusion, it may be said that finite element analysis of piping systems using 

element PB 1 gives stress results comparable with more complex and expensive 

analyses at acceptable computing costs. 

7.1 Recommendations for Future Work. 

This thesis detailed a study on simple piping elbow elements for elastic analysis 

of piping systems. From this study, a number of areas requiring further work can 

be identified. 

1) The elements developed in this thesis have been shown to give stiffer 

solutions than alternative analyses. It has been proposed that this is due, 

at least in part, to the exact beam solution used in the element formulation. 

A consequence of this high stiffness is that system reaction forces evaluated 

by the element are high. An improved simple element could be formulated 

by superposing the ovalisation model ofPB Ion an alternative beam model. 

It would be of interest to examine other beam formulations in order to 

determine the most suitable for use in an elbow element. 
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2) The results of several sample analyses, in which results given by the elbow 

elements presented in this thesis were compared with alternative solutions, 

were presented in Chapter 6. However there is, in fact, a limited amount 

of published work with which new elbow elements can be compared. This 

is especially true for out-of-plane bending of elbows, which has been the 

subject of much less research effort than the simpler case of in-plane 

bending. It would therefore be useful to investigate bend behaviour using 

complex thin shell finite element models of bends and piping systems. A 

range of analyses could be performed and results used as bench-marks 

against which elbow element performance could be gauged. 

3) Neglecting end effects and ovalisation continuity in elbow element 

formulations leads to conservative elements. Including these effects in an 

elbow element could help to reduce structural redundancy in the piping 
system but would increase the an~lysis computing requirements. However, 

more powerful computers are now becoming available to piping analysts 

at lower costs. It is therefore envisaged that within the next few years 

computing restrictions on piping analysis will decrease significantly, 

allowing the use of more complex analyses. In view of this it would be 

appropriate to investigate more complex elbow element formulations in 
order to assess the most suitable for general elastic analysis. 
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AI.I APPENDIX I: ANSYS USER ELEMENT PROGRAMMING 

MANUAL. 

ANSYS is a powerful commercial finit~ element package, offering a wide range 

of applications and powerful preprocessing and postprocessing features with 

interactive graphics. The package incorporates a large number of structural finite 

elements, as well as elements for thermodynamic, fluid mechanics and electostatic 

applications. In addition to standard predefined elements, ANSYS incorporates 

a user-defined element capability. ANSYS user elements are defined by a number 

of FORTRAN subroutines, which when linked to the ANSYS program interact 

with the preprocessing, solution and postprocessing routines as a standard ANSYS 

element. (There are limitations to such interaction. Automatic mesh generation 

is precluded, and there are some restrictions in defining curved lines on plots 

etc.). 

In this Appendix the ANSYS user element programming of linear elastic 

structural elements is described in detail. There are no ANSYS publications 

dealing with the User Element capability, although the ANSYS User's Manual 

Appendix U contains a brief summary of the user routines available [4.5]. The 

capability is defined for the user in an example user element program for a three 

dimensional spar element called USER. ROUTINES, supplied with mainframe 

and workstation versions of ANSYS. It is intended that USER.ROUTINES 

should be self-explanatory, however in practice this may not prove to be the case. 

The object of this Appendix is to guide the reader through the code and comments 

of the linear elastic user routines in order that the programming of elements 

developed in the thesis, as given in subsequent Appendices, may be fully 

understood. 

AI.I.I Overview Qf the User Element Capability. 

The format of the user element STIOO must be such that it is able to communicate 

with the rest of ANSYS. The element must be programmed in FORTRAN 77, 
and the required code format is demonstated in an ANSYS subroutine called 

USER.ROUTINES. 

USER.ROUTINES consists of a number of subroutines which fully define a 3-D 

spar type element with non-linear capabilities. The code is heavily documented, 

detailing how a user element must be programmed. 
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In this Appendix only small displacement structural analysis as required in the 

body of the thesis is considered. To program such elements in ANSYS four 

subroutines from USER.ROUTINES are required. These are: 

i) USEREL, in which the parameters of the element are defined: eg 

number of nodes, number of degrees of freedom per node, dimensions 

of element matrices, types of loading etc. 

ii) USERPT, in which the geometry of the element is defined for ANSYS 

plotting routines. 

iii) STlOO, in which the element matrices and vectors are generated: eg 

stiffness matrix, loading vector etc. 

iv) SRlOO, in which stresses, strains, forces etc. are evaluated from the 

results of the stiffness analysis. 

Figure Al.I is a flowchart showing how these subroutines fit into the overall 

ANSYS Finite Element Analysis procedure. 

The first step in an analysis is model creation, or pre-processing, in the ANSYS 

PREP7 module. In order to create a finite element model various element 

parameters are required; for example,. the number and configuration of nodes, 

loading arrangements etc. In the case of the user element STIOO this information 

is defined in the USEREL and USERPI' subroutines. 

The second step in the procedure is element formation, in which the user element 

matrices and vectors are defined in the STIOO subroutine. This is often referred 

to as the "stiffness pass" of the procedure. Individual element matrices are then 

assembled to form the global stiffness equation, which is solved for the global 

displacement vector, U. Once the stiffness solution is complete, the results are 

processed in subroutine SRlOO, where element stress, strain, nodal forces etc. are 

evaluated. This is referred to as the "stress pass" of the procedure. 

The final stage in the analysis is post processing in the POSTI module, where the 

results may be printed or plotted in a number of forms. 
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At.1.2 Structure of Appendix 1. 

This section describes the structure of this Appendix. The content is based on 

the ANSYS USER.ROUTINES code, which defines the required user element 

format by means of a worked example: ANSYS element STIF8, a three 

dimensional spar element. An edited version of USER.ROUTINES, in which 

most of the comments have been delete'd, is given in the next section. Subsequent 

sections document the code in detail. 

The first two USER.ROUTINE subroutines of interest are USEREL and 

USERPT. These are simple routines and are described simply by discussing the 

USER. ROUTINES code for the spar element. 

Subroutines STlOO and SRlOOare complicated routines, and discussion is broken 

into two sections. The first section examines the routines in general, whilst the 

second considers the specific example given in USER.ROUTINES. 

Several types of text formats have been used in order to differentiate between 

text and source code, and between certain types of coding. 

All explanatory and descriptive text is written in lower case except where 

convention demands capitals: FORTRAN, ANSYS etc. 

FORTRAN CODE IS WRITTEN IN SMALL, UPPER CASE TYPE. 

FORTRAN CODE NOT OF INTEREST TO THE USER ELEMENT 

PROGRAMMER (DESIGNATED "NOITEUP" IN USER.ROUTINES) IS 

WRJITEN IN ITALIC UPPER CASE 1YPE. 

It is acknowledged that some of the descriptions of user element facilities given 

in this manual is quoted verbatum from USER. ROUTINES. 
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A1.2 USER.ROUTINES: Edited Source Code. 

In this section an edited version of the ANSYS program USER.ROUTINES is 

give. Only routines required for linear elastic structural analysis are included, 

and the bulk of the program comments have been deleted. 

PROGRAM ANSYS 
C ANSYS VERSION 4.3A 

IMPLICIT DOUBLE PRECISION (A-H,O-Z) 
EXTERNAL MAIN,STOPER 
EXTERNAL ELSHFN 
CALL NNDIM 
CALL MAIN 
CALL STOPER 
END 

SUBROUTINE USEREL (ITYP,IPARM,KYSUB,KEY3D,KDOF,KUNSYM,KTRANS) 
C ******** DEFINE PARAMETERS FOR ANSYS USER ELEMENT *********** 
C 

INTEGER IPARM(20,12),KYSUB(9),ITYP,JTYPE,KEY3D,KDOF,KUNSYM,KTRANS 
C 
C ****** DETERMINE TYPE OF ELEMENT AND THEN BYPASS IF NOT USER ELEMENT ***** 

C 
C 

C 

JTYPE = IPARM(ITYP,3) 
IF (JTYPE .NE. 100) GO TO 100 

********** SET 3-0 KEY ********** 
KEY3D = 1 

C ********** DEFINE DOF SET AT EACH NODE ********** 
KDOF = 14 

C 
C ********** SET UNSYMMETRIC MATRIX KEY ********** 

KUNSYM = 0 
C 
C ***** DEFINE PATTERN FOR ELEMENT TO GLOBAL TRANSFORMATION *** 

KTRANS = 3 
C 
C ********** DEFINE NUMBER OF NODES ********** 

IPARM(ITYP,8) = 2 
C 
C ***** DEFINE NUMBER OF TEMPERATURES (DELTEM,TEMPER) ****** 

IPARM(ITYP,11) = 2 
C 
C ***** DEFINE NUMBER OF PRESSURES (PRESS) ******* 

IPARM(ITYP,6) = 3 
C 
C ***** SET ZEROED VARIABLES (NOITUEP) 

IPARM(ITYP,12) = 0 
C 
C ***** DEFINE NUMBER OF REAL CONSTANTS FOR ELEMENT (RVR) ******** 

IPARM(ITYP,10) = 2 
C 
C ***** DEFINE NUMBER OF VARIABLES TO BE SAVED (SVR) ***** 

IPARM(ITYP,7) = 11 
C 
C ***** DEFINE NUMBER OF ROWS IN ELEMENT MATRICES (KTIK) ***** 

IPARM(ITYP,9) = 6 . 
C 
C ********** SET KEY TO IDENTIFY NON-LINEAR ELEMENT ********** 

IPARM(ITYP,4) = 0 
C C *......... SET KEY FOR THERMAL ELEMENT (KAN,-1) ** •••••••• 

IPARM(ITYP,1) = 0 
100 RETURN 

END 
c 
c 

SUBROUTINE USERPT (INOOE,JTYPE,KSHAPE,NNOOE) 
C ********** USER SUBROUTINE FOR ANSYS PLOT SHAPE 
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C DEFINE ELEMENT SHAPE AND NUMBER OF NODES, FOR PLOTTING 
INTEGER INODE(20),JTYPE,KSHAPE,NNODE 

C *********BYPASS IF NOT USER ELEMENT (JTYPE = 100) ********* 
IF (JTYPE .NE. 100) GO TO 100 

C * ••• ** SELECT SHAPE TO BE PLOTTED BY SETTING KSHAPE •• ***** 

C 

C 
C 

KSHAPE = 2 
*.**.*.**. SET NUMBER OF ACTUAL NODES *.*** •• *** 

NNODE = 2 
100 RETURN 

END 

SUBROUTINE ST100 (IELNUM,ITYP,KELIN,KELOUT,NR,KTIK,ZS,ZASS,DAMP, 
1 GSTIF,ZSC) 

C •• *** •• STIFFNESS PASS FOR 3'0 SPAR DEMO ELEMENT * ••••• *. 
C 

C 

EXTERNAL TRACK,GETELD,PUTELD,PROPEV,NONTBL,VZERO,MHTCH,USEERR 
INTEGER I,J,K,I3,J3,NSTR,NUM,KDEMO,NFKE~ 

INTEGER IELNUM,ITYP,KELIN(6),KELOUT(6),NR,KTIK, 
1 KEYERR,IOUT,NSTEPS,KFSTLD,ITTER,ITIME,NCUMIT,KRSTRT,ISPARE, 
2 K13,NPRPVL,MATST,K5,K16,IPROP,KCPDS, 
3 K20,KAY,MODE,ISYM,KAHD,IDEBUG,IXXX, 
4 ITYPE,MAT,IELEM,NROW,JTYPE,IPLOT,IPRINT,KTEMTP,KCONCV,KBICNV, 
5 KEYPLS,KEYCRP,KEYSWL,KYSUB(9),K21,NODES(20), EPAR(SO) 

REAL ERRVAR(S) 
DOUBLE PRECISION DPDCLR 

C 

C 

C 

C 

C 

C 

C 

1 DPZERO,DPHALF,DPONE,DPTWO,DPTEN,DTORAD,RADTOD, 
2 TREF,TUNIF, TOFSET, DELTIM,TIME,TIMOLD,TIME2,TIME3,DELT2, 
3 ACEL,OMEGA,CGOMEG,CGLOC,DXXX, 
4 ELMASS,XCENTR,YCENTR,ZCENTR,TFCP,SUBEX, ERPAR(20), 
5 XYZEQ(20,3),X(20),Y(20),Z(20), ELVOL 

COMMON ISTCOMI DPZERO,DPHALF,DPONE,DPTWO,DPTEN,DTORAD,RADTOD, 
1 TREF,TUNIF,TOFSET, DELTIM,TIME,TIMOLD,TIME2,TIME3,DELT2, 
2 ACEL(3),OMEGA(6),CGOMEG(6),CGLOC(3), DXXX(16), 
3 KEYERR,IOUT,NSTEPS,KFSTLD,ITTER,ITIME,NCUMIT,KRSTRT,ISPARE, 
4 K13,NPRPVL,MATST,KS,K16,IPROP(20),KCPDS, 
5 K20,KAY(10),MODE,ISYM,KAHD,IDEBUG(10), IXXX(41) 

EQUIVALENCE (ITYPE,EPAR(1», (MAT,EPAR(2», (IELEM,EPAR(S», 
1 (NROW,EPAR(7», (JTYPE,EPAR(11», (IPLOT,EPAR(12», 
2 (IPRINT,EPAR(13», (KTEMTP,EPAR(14», (KCONCV,EPAR(16», 
4 (KBICNV,EPAR(17», (KEYPLS,EPAR(18», (KEYCRP,EPAR(19», 
5 (KEYSWL,EPAR(20», (KYSUB(1),EPAR(21», (K21,EPAR(30», 
6 (NOOES(1),EPAR(31» 

EQUIVALENCE (ELMASS,ERPAR(1», (XCENTR,ERPAR(2», 
1 (YCENTR,ERPAR(3», (ZCENTR,ERPAR(4», (TFCP,ERPAR(S», 
2 (SUBEX,ERPAR(6» 

EQUIVALENCE (X(1),XYZEQ(1,1»,(Y(1),XYZEQ(1,2»,(Z(1),XYZEQ(1,3» 

DOUBLE PRECISION *UPD* 
1 ZS(KTIK,KTIK),ZASS(KTIK,KTIK),DAMP(KTIK,KTIK),GSTIF(KTIK,KTIK), 
2 ZSC(KTIK), 
3 AREA,EPORG, 
4 PROP(3),ALEN2,ALENG,DX,DY,DZ,AVETEM,FORCE,EPEL, 
5 EX,ALPX,DENS, 
6 DPSIX 

DOUBLE PRECISION *UPD* 
1 DELTEM(2),TEMPER(2),PRESS(3), 
2 RVR(2),SVR(11), 
3 TR(3,3),DFORL(6),CON,ALENN1,SALP1,CALP1,SALP2,CALP2, 
4 ~06,EPTHT,TABLE(48),U(240) 

EQUIVALENCE (RVR(1),AREA), (RVR(2),EPORG) 

EQUIVALENCE (SVR(1),PROP(1», (SVR(4),ALEN2), 
1 (SVR(S),ALENG), (SVR(6),DX), (SVR(7),DY), (SVR(8),DZ), 
2 (SVR(9),AVETEM), (SVR(1D),FORCE), (SVR(11),EPEL) 

EQUIVALENCE (KDEMO,KYSUB(2» 

EQUIVALENCE (PROP(1),EX), (PROP(2),ALPX), (PROP(3),DENS) 

DATA DPSIX 16.0DOI 

CALL TRACK(S,'ST100 .) 

CALL GETELD (IELNUM,ITYP,EPAR(1),ERPAR(1),DELTEM(1),TEMPER(1), 
1 PRESS(1),CON,RVR(1),SVR(1),XYZEQ(1,1),U(1» 

DPCONST 

TRACK 

GETELD 

C 
C 
C ***** INITIALIZE VARIABLES FIRST TIME TH~U IF NEEDED **** 
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C 

C 

IF (KFSTLD .EQ. 0) GO TO 100 
FORCE = DPZERO 
EPEL = DPZERO 

100 CONTI NUE 

AVETEM = DPHALF*(TEMPER(1) + TEMPER(2» 
CALL PROPEV (IELEM,MAT,JTYPE, 1,AVETEM,EX ,1) 
CALL PROPEV (IELEM,MAT,JTYPE, 2,AVETEM,ALPX,1) 
CALL PROPEV (IELEM,MAT,JTYPE,10,AVETEM,DENS,1) 

C **** DEMONSTRATE ACCESS DATA FROM NON·LINEAR TABLE (NL COMMANDS) 

C 

C 

IF (K13 .EQ. 0) GO TO 120 

NSTR = 1 
NUM = 48 
CALL NONTBL (MAT,TABLE(1),NSTR,NUM) 

120 CONTINUE 

C ********** VERIFY GEOMETRY ********** 
OX = X(2) - X(1) 
DY = H2) - Y(1) 
DZ = Z(2) - Z(l) 
CON = DX**2 + DY**2 
ALEN2 = CON + DZ**2 
IF (ALEN2 _GT. DPZERO) GO TO 150 
WRITE (IOUT,2000) IELEM 

2000 FORMAT(/' *** ERROR ***'/' ZERO LENGTH ELEMENT ',IS) 

PROPEV 
PROPEV 
PROPEV 

**** 

NONTBL 

WRITE 

KEYERR = 1 
C 
C***** THIS SUBROUTINE CALL IS USED TO PASS KEYERR TO COM2 FOR NORMAL ABORTS 
C 

NFKEY = 1 
CALL USEERR (NFKEY) 
GO TO 990 

150 ALENG = DSQRT(ALEN2) 
ALENNl = DSQRT(CON) 

C 
C *************** CALCULATE MASS AND CENTROID ******** 

XCENTR = (X(1) + X(2»*DPHALF 
YCENTR = (Y(1) + Y(2»*DPHALF 
ZCENTR = (Z(1) + Z(2»*DPHALF 
ELMASS = DENS*AREA*ALENG*(DPONE - EPORG1 

c ********** RETURN IF ERROR(S) OR CHECK RUN ********** 
IF «NSTEPS .EQ. 0) .OR. (KEYERR.EQ.1» GO TO 990 

c ********** FORM TR MATRIX ********** 
C THE TR MATRIX IS THE LOCAL TO GLOBAL CONVERSION MATRIX 

IF (ALENNl .GT •• 0001*ALENG) GO TO 200 
SALP1 = DPZERO 
CALPl = DPONE 
GO TO 250 

200 SALPl = DY/ALENNl 
CALP1 = DX/ALENN1 

250 SALP2 = DZ/ALENG 
CALP2 = ALENN1/ALENG 
TR(1,1) = CALP1*CALP2 
TR(2,1) = -SALP1 
TR(3,1) = -CALP1*SALP2 
TR(1,2) = SALP1*CALP2 
TR(2,2) = CALP1 
TR(3,2) = - SALP1*SALP2 
TR(1,3) = SALP2 
TR(2,3) = DPZERO 
TR(3,3) = CALP2 

C ******* STIFFNESS MATRIX ******** 
IF (KELIN(1) .NE. 1) GO TO 400 

C 
C SET UP STIFFNESS MATRIX AT END I IN ELEMENT COORDINATES 
C 

CALL VZERO (2S(1,1),36) 

USEERR 

DSQRT 
DSQRT 

VZERO 
C 

C 
C 

ZS(1,1) = EX*AREA/ALENG 
CONVERT 3 BY 3 MATRIX FROM ELEMENT TO GLOBAL CARTESIAN COORDINATES. 

C 
C 

CALL MHTCH (TR(1,1),2S(1,1), 3,KTIK, 3) 

FILL OUT THE COMPLETE 6 X 6 MATRIX FROM THE COMPUTED 3X3 MATRIX 
003001=1,3 

13 = I + 3 
DO 300 J = 1, 3 

J3 = J + 3 
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ZS(13,J) = -ZS(I,J) 
ZS(I,J3) = -ZS(I,J) 
ZS(13,J3) = ZS(I,J) 

300 CONTINUE 
C SET KEY THAT MATRIX WAS INDEED COMPUTED. 

C 
C 
400 

C 
C 
C 
C 
C 

C 

450 

500 

600 

700 

C 
800 

c 
C 

C 

C 
C 

C 
C 

900 

990 
C 

KELOUT( 1) = 1 

********* MASS MATRIX ***** 
IF (KELIN(2) _NE. 1) GO TO 600 
IF (DENS .EQ. DPZERO) GO TO 600 
WT06 = DENS*ALENG*(DPONE - EPORG)*AREA/DPSIX 
CON = DPTWO * WT06 
CALL VZERO (ZASS(1,1),36) VZERO 
DO 450 I = 1, 6 

ZASS(I,I) = CON 
DO 500 I = 1, 3 

13 = I + 3 
ZASS(I,13) = WT06 
ZASS(13,1) = WT06 

KELOUT(2) = 1 

****** DAMPING MATRIX NORMALLY PUT IN HERE, BUT NOT INCLUDED IN 
THIS EXAMPLE ****** 

******** STRESS STIFFNESS MATRIX ******* 
IF (KELIN(4) .NE. 1) GO TO 800 
IF (KFSTLD .EQ. 1) FORCE = AREA*EX*EPORG 
IF (FORCE .EQ. DPZERO) GO TO 800 
CALL VZERO (GSTIF(1,1),36) VZERO 
GSTIF(2,2) = FORCE/ALENG 
GSTIF(3,3) = GSTIF(2,2) 
CALL MHTCH (TR(1,1),GSTIF(1,1), 3,KTIK, 3) MHTCH 
00 700 I = 1, 3 

13 = I + 3 
DO 700 J = 1, 3 

J3 = J + 3 
GSTIF(I3,J) = -GSTIF(I,J) 
GSTIF(I,J3) = -GSTIF(I,J) 
GSTIF(I3,J3) = GSTIF(I,J) 

KELOUT(4) = 1 

******* LOAD VECTOR ******* 
IF (KELIN(5) .NE. 1) GO TO 990 
CALL VZERO (DFORL(1),6) VZERO 
FIRST COMPUTE LOAD VECTOR DUE TO THERMAL AND PRESTRAIN EFFECTS 
IN ELEMENT COORDINATES. 
EPTHT = ALPX*(AVETEM - TREF) - EPORG 
TREF = REFERENCE TEMPERATURE (INPUT QUANTITY VALUE, TREF COMMAND) 
DFORL(1) = -AREA*EX*EPTHT 
DFORL(4) = -DFORL(1) 
NEXT, COMPUTE LOAD VECTOR DUE TO LATERAL PRESSURES IN ELEMENT 
COORDINATES. 
CON = PRESS(1)*ALENG*DPHALF 
DFORL(2) = - CON 
DFORL(5) = DFORL(2) 
CON = PRESS(2)*ALENG*DPHALF 
DFORL(3) = -CON 
DFORL(6) = DFORL(3) 
FINALLY, CONVERT TO GLOBAL CARTESIAN COORDINATES, PUTTING 
RESULT IN THE ZSC VECTOR. 
CALL VZERO (ZSC(1),6) VZERO 
00 900 I = 1,4,3 

D0900J=1,3 
J3 = J + I - 1 
DO 900 K = 1,3 

13 = K + I - 1 
ZSC(J3) = ZSC(J3) + TR(K,J)*DFORL(13) 

KELOUT(5) = 1 
CALL PUTELD (IELNUM,EPAR(1),ERPAR(1),CON,SVR(1» PUTELD 
PUTELD RESTORES DATA BACK TO FILE2 
CALL TRACK( 15,'ST100 .) TRACK 
RETURN 
END 

C 
C 

SUBROUTINE SR100 (IELNUM,ITYP,KELOUT,ELVOL,KTIK,ZS,ZASS,ZSC) 
C ********* STRESS PASS FOR 3-0 SPAR DEMO ELEMENT ******** 
C 

EXTERNAL TRACK,GETELD,PUTELD,SRPLT 
INTEGER KDEMO,IPLTAY(6),J 

EXTERNAL 
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C 
INTEGER IElNUM,ITYP,KElIN(6),KElOUT(6),NR,KTIK, 

1 KEYERR,lOUT,NSTEPS,KFSTlD,lTTER,ITIME,NCUMIT,KRSTRT,lSPARE, 
2 K13,NPRPVl,MATST,KS,K16,IPROP,KCPDS, 
3 K20,KAY,MODE,ISYM,KAHD,IDEBUG,IXXX, 
4 ITYPE,MAT,lElEM,NROW,JTYPE,lPlOT,lPRINT,KTEMTP,KCONCV,KBICNV, 
5 KEYPlS,KEYCRP,KEYSYl,KYSUB(9),K21,NODES(20), EPAR(SO) 

REAL ERRVAR(S) 
DOUBLE PRECISION DPDCLR 

C 

C 

C 

C 

1 DPZERO, DPHAlF,DPONE,DPTYO,DPTEN ,DTORAD,RADTOD, 
2 TREF,TUNIF,TOFSET, DElTIM,TIME,TIMOlD,TIME2,TIME3,DElT2, 
3 ACEl,OMEGA,CGOMEG,CGlOC,DXXX, 
4 ElMASS,XCENTR,YCENTR,ZCENTR,TFCP,SUBEX, ERPAR(20), 
5 XYZEQ(20,3),X(20),Y(20),Z(20), ElVOl 

COMMON /STCOM/ DPZERO,DPHAlF,DPONE,DPTYO,DPTEN,DTORAD,RADTOD, 
1 TREF,TUNIF,TOFSET, DElTIM,TIME,TIMOlD,11ME2,TIME3,DElT2, 
2 ACEl(3),OMEGA(6),CGOMEG(6),CGlOC(3), DXXX(16), 
3 KEYERR,lOUT,NSTEPS,KFSTlD,lTTER,lTIME,NCUMIT,KRSTRT,lSPARE, 
4 K13,NPRPVl,MATST,KS,K16,IPROP(20),KCPDS, 
5 K20,KAY(10),MODE,ISYM,KAHD,IDEBUG(10), IXXX(41) 

EQUIVALENCE (ITYPE,EPAR(l», (MAT,EPAR(2», (IElEM,EPAR(S», 
1 (NROW,EPAR(7», (JTYPE,EPAR(11», (IPlOT,EPAR(12», 
2 (IPRINT,EPAR(13», (KTEMTP,EPAR(14», (KCONCV,EPAR(16», 
4 (KBICNV,EPAR(17», (KEYPlS,EPAR(18», (KEYCRP,EPAR(19», 
5 (KEYSYL,EPAR(20», (KYSUB(1),EPAR(21», (K21,EPAR(30», 
6 (NODES(1),EPAR(31» 

EQUIVALENCE (ELMASS,ERPAR(l», (XCENTR,ERPAR(2», 
1 (YCENTR,ERPAR(3», (ZCENTR,ERPAR(4», (TFCP,ERPAR(S», 
2 (SUBEX,ERPAR(6» 

EQUIVALENCE (X(1),XYZEQ(1,1»,(Y(1),XYZEQ(l,2»,(Z(1),XYZEQ(l,3» 

DOUBLE PRECISION 
1 ZS(KTIK,KTIK),ZASS(KTIK,KTIK),ZSC(KTIK), 
2 AREA,EPORG, 
3 PROP(3),ALEN2,ALENG,DX,DY,DZ,AVETEM,FORCE,EPEL, 
4 EX,ALPX,DENS 

DOUBLE PRECISION 
1 DELTEM(2),TEMPER(2),PRESS(3), 
2 RVR(2),SVR(11), 
3 EPTOT,EPTH,SIG,U(24),POSTD(19),CON 

EQUIVALENCE (RVR(l),AREA), (RVR(2),EPORG) 
EQUIVALENCE (SVR(l),PROP(l», (SVR(4),ALEN2), 

1 (SVR(S),ALENG), (SVR(6),DX), (SVR(7),DY), (SVR(8),DZ), 
2 (SVR(9),AVETEM), (SVR(10),FORCE), (SVR(ll),EPEL) 

EQUIVALENCE (KDEMO,KYSUB(2» 
EQUIVALENCE (PROP(l),EX), (PROP(2),ALPX), (PROP(3),DENS) 

*UPD* 

*UPD* 

CALL TRACK (S,'SR100 ') TRACK 
CALL GETELD (IELNUM,ITYP,EPAR(l),ERPAR(l),DELTEM(l),TEMPER(l), GETELD 

1 PRESS(l),C<>N,RVR(l),SVR(l),XYZEQ(l,l),U(l» 
C ******* CALCULATE STRAINS ******** 

EPTOT = (DX*(U(4)-U(1» + DY*(U(S)-U(2» + DZ*(U(6)-U(3»)/ALEN2 
EPEL = EPTOT 
EPTH =DPZERO 

C ******** CHECK FOR LOAD VECTOR ******** 
IF (KELOUT(S) .EQ. D) GO TO 100 

C 
C 

EPTH = ALPX*(AVETEM - TREF) 
EPEL = EPTOT - EPTH + EPORG 

*- STRESSES 
100 SIG = EX*EPEL 

FORCE = SIG*AREA 

***** 

C 
C ****** YRITE OUT RESULTS ***** 

IF (IPRINT .NE. 1) GO TO 200 
YRITE (IOUT,2000) IELEM,(NODES(I),I=1,2),MAT,(TEMPER(I),I=1,2), YRITE 

1 EPEL,EPTH,SIG,FORCE 
2000 FORMAT(/4H EL=,15, 7H NODES=,2IS,lX,4HMAT=,12,7H TEMPS=,2F7.1, 

1 4H EP=,F9.6,6H EPTH=,F9.6,5H SIG=,G12.S,SH F<>R=,G12.S, 
2 14H 3-D DEMO 100 ) 

C 
C *-* YRITE POST DATA FILE ******* 

200 IF (IPLOT .NE. 1) GO TO 900 
C *- NUMBER OF FORCES (LEVEL 1) *-

IPLTAY(2) = 2 
C *- NUMBER OF STRESSES (LEVEL 2) ***** 

IPLTAY(3) • 1 . 
C -*** NUMBER OF TOTAL SAVED (LEVELS 1, 2, AND 3) ***** 
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C 

C 

400 
C 
C 

C 

900 
C 

IPLTAY(4) = 5 
***** SAVE GEOMETRY FOR CONTOURS (O,NO 

IPL TAY(6) = 0 
****** PUT POSTDATA INFORMATION INTO POSTD ****** 

POSTD(1) = 'FORCE 
POSTD(2) = FORCE 
POSTD(3) = SIG 
POSTD(4) = TEMPER(1) 
POSTD(5) = TEMPER(2) 
IF (K21 .LE. 4) GO TO 400 
IPLTAY(4) = 7 
POSTD(6) EPEL 
POSTD(7) = EPTH 
CONTINUE 

***** PUT PLTARY INFORMATION ONTO FILE 12 ******* 

1,YES) ***** 

CALL SRPLT (IELEM,ITYP,NRDY,MAT,100,2,U(1),NODES(1),XYZEQ(1,1), 
1 IPLTAY(1),POSTD(1» 
***** COMPUTE VOLUME FOR OPTIMIZATION STUDIES **** 

ELVOL = ALENG*(DPONE . EPORG)*AREA 
CALL PUTELD (IELNUM,EPAR(1),ERPAR(1),CON,SVR(1» 
PUTELD RESTORES DATA BACK TO FILE3 
CALL TRACK( 15,'SR100 ') 
RETURN 
END 
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Al.3 Subroutine USEREL. 

This subroutine defines the parameters of the STIFlOO user element. These 

include number of nodes, number of real constants, number of possible pressure 

loads etc. 

Programming this routine is simple, as all that is required is to assign appropriate 

values to a number of "keys". 

A1.3.1 Calling Arguments. 

SUBROUTINE USEREL(ITYP,IPARM,KYSUB,KEY3D,KDOF,KUNSYM,KTRANS) 

The calling arguments of the subroutine are ITYP,IP ARM(20, 12), KYSUB(9), 

JTYPE, KEY3D, KDOF, KUNSYM and KTRANS. 

ITYP is the element type number assigned to a particular type of element by the 

user when modelling in PREP7. ITYP is defined in PREP7 by the ET command: 

ET,ITYPE( = 1 to 20). 

IP ARM is a 2-d array containing inputj output information about all the elements 

in the model. Each ITYP has a row of integers in the array representing the 

number of nodes, real constants etc. for that !TYP. 

KYSUB is a 1-D array containing a list of element option settings KEYOPT(n). 

Element options are declared in the PREP7 ET and KEYOPT commands. 

KEY3D is a key specifying whether the element has 2-D OR 3-D geometry. 

KDOF specifies the degrees of freedom selected at each node. 

KUNSYM specifies whether the element matrices are symmetric or unsymmetric. 

KTRANS specifies the type of element ·transformation required when converting 

from element to global coordinates. 

These variables are declared in the following INTEGER statement: 

INTEGER IPARM(20,12),KYSUB(9),ITYP,JTYPE,KEY3D,KDOF,KUNSYM,KTRANS 
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AI,3,2 Subroutine call verification, 

The first step in the program is to verify that STIFlOO is being called in the FE 

model. If this is not the case the rest of the routine is bypassed. 

JTYPE = IPARM(ITYP,3) 
IF (JTYPE .NE. 100) GO TO 100 

This procedure is repeated at the start of all the other user routines. 

AI,3,3 IMPCOM,CDK. 

The line 

INCLUDE IMPCOM.CDK 

is not required for machines other than the micro VAX, and should be deleted in 

this and the other subroutines. 

AI,3,4 Set parameters for STIFIOO to ~TIF8 (3·D spar), 

In this example the element is programmed as a STIF8 3-D spar element. It has 

two nodes, with three translational degrees of freedom at each node. For further 

information see ANSYS user and theory manuals. 

If the element geometry is defined in 2-D, KEY3D = 0 

If the element geometry is defined in 3-D, KEY3D = 1 

KEY3D = 1 

Define 1M delUees 2f freedom.at ~ ~ 

KDOF=O-UX,UY ,UZ,ROTX, ROTY , ROTZ 

I-UX 

2-UY 

3-UZ 

4-ROTX 

5-ROTY 

6-ROTZ 

7-PRES 
8-TEMP 

9-VOLT 

lO-MAG 

ll-UX,UY 

I2-UX,UY,ROTZ 

13-UZ,ROTX,ROTY 

I4-UX,UY,UZ 

I5-PRES,TEMP 

I6-ROTX,ROTY,ROTZ 

I7-UX,UZ 

I9-TEMP,VOLT,MAG 

20-UX,UY,PRES 

2I-UX,UY,UZ,TEMP,VOLT,MAG 
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KDOF = 14 

S.e! the unsymmetric matrix ~ 

KUNSYM = 0 presumes symmetric matrices 

KUNSYM = 1 presumes unsymmetric matrices 

If the user element matrices are unsymmetric for, KEYOPT(8) must also be set 

to 1. It has been reserved for this purpose. 

KUNSYM = 0 

Define ~ pattern fur. element 1Q 210bal transformation. 

All elements must be generated in the global cartesian system. However, the 

user may be using a nodal system which is different from the global cartesian 

system (eg NROTA TE command). KTRANS permits the program to properly 

rotate the degrees of freedom. 

O-NO NODE ROTA nON 

l-UX,UY 

2-UX,UY,UZ,ROTX,ROTY,ROlZ 

3-UX,UY,UZ 

4-UZ,ROTX,ROTY 

5-UX,UY,UZ,ROlZ 

7-UX,UY,UZ,-,-,-(3 DOF NOT TRANSFORMED) 

KTRANS = 3 

Define .tbk number of nodes. 

IPARM(ITYP,8) = 2 

Define ~ number m temperatures (DELTEM.TEMPER). 

Fluences may be included with the temperatures. 

Use maximum of either element temperatures or nodal temperatures 

IPARM(ITYP,ll) = 2 

Define ~ number !2f pressures (PRESS). 

If thermal analysis, two times number of convection surface. 

IPARM(ITYP,6) = 3 
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~ zeroed variables (not aoplicable ). 

IPARM(ITYP,12) : 0 

Define the number of real constants fur. 1M element (R VR). 

The element real variables are defined in the PREP7 R command. In the case 

ofSTIF8 element there are two real variables: R,AREA,EPORG -area and initial 

strain respectively. 

IPARM(ITYP,10) = 2 

Define the number of variables 1Q .b.e. ~ (SVR). 

"Saved variables" are those which will be passed out of STlOO for post processing 

in the stiffness pass or for results output data. 

IPARM(ITYP,7) = 11 

Define ~ number .o.f rows in ~ element matrices (KTIK). 

This value is determined by multiplying the number of nodes by the number of 

degrees of freedom per nodes ( = NUMRO W (ITYP)). 

IPARM(ITYP,9) = 6 

~ m 12 identity non-linear element. 

This is used to identify inherently nonlinear elements, such as the gap or radiation 

link. For such elements the matrices will be reformed every iteration, regardless 

of other information. 

O-LINEAR ELEMENT I-NONLINEAR ELEMENT 

IPARM(ITYP,4) = 0 

~ m fur thermal element (KAN.-I). 

IPARM(ITYP,1) = 0 
IPARM(ITYP,1) = 1 

Element may only be used in a stress analysis. 
Element may only be used in a thermal analysis. 

Thermal analysis is defined as KAN,-I or thermal substructure analyses. Stress 

analyses are defined as all other analyses. 

I PARM( ITYP, 1 ) =0 

100 RETURN 
END 
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AI.4 Subroutine USERPT. 

This subroutine defines the geometry and configuration of the element for the 

ANSYS preprocessing and postprocessing routines. It is a short subroutine, and 

as with USEREL simply requires values to be set for integer variables. 

AI.4.1 Subroutine call verification. 

As in the USEREL routine, the first step is to check that the user element was 

called: 

INSlll9E IMPSeM.S9K <delete from program> 
INTEGER INODE(20),JTYPE,KSHAPE,NNODE 
IF (JTYPE .NE. 100) GO TO 100 

AI.4.2 Define the element shape and number of nodes for plottina. 

The shape of the element for plotted is selected by setting the key KSHAPE, 

which can have the following values. 

KSHAPE = 0 - NO PLOT 

KSHAPE = 2 - 2 NODE UNE 

KSHAPE = 3 - 3 NODE TRIANGLE 

KSHAPE = 4 - 4 NODE QUADRILATERAL 

KSHAPE = 5 - 8 NODE 3-D 

KSHAPE = 6 - 8 NODE 

KSHAPE = 7 - 20 NODE 3-D 

KSHAPE = 10 - 16 NODE 3-D 

KSh:.PE = 11 - 4 NODE 

KSHAPE = 12 - 10 NODE 

KSHAPE = 13 - 6 NODE 

KSHAPE = 2 

Set the number of nodes. 

NNOOE .. 2 

100 CONTI NUE 
END 
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A1.5 Subroutine STIOO; An Overview. 

This routine generates the element matrices: stiffness, mass, damping,stress 

stiffening and force. There are three main steps carried out in STlOO: 

1) Read in the required data from ANSYS. 

2) Process the data to form the element matrices and other required 

information 

3) Output the evaluated information. 

AI.S.I Data transfer to STlOO. 

Data is transferred into STlOO by: 

1 SUBROUTINE CALL 

2 COMMON / STCOM / 

3 CALL GETELD 

4 CALL PROPEV 

5 CALL NONTBL 

The calling arguments of the STlOO subroutine accesses the element number, 

type of matrices required and matrice sizes. 

The common block STeOM allows access to a great deal of information relevant 

to not only the element being generated but also the rest of the model. The 

information transferred includes analysis control integers, (such as analysis type, 

number of iterations etc), real constants and variables, ( eg commonly used 

numbers in Double Precision, element co-ordinates, accelerations etc). 

GETELD accesses element data from the ANSYS element data file FILE3. 

PROPEV reads in the element material properties for linear elastic analysis. 

NONTBL reads in non-linear material properties from the non linear property 

table. Non linear analysis is not covered in this manual. 
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Al.5.2 Matrix generation. 

STlOD generates the following element matrices: 

THE STIFFNESS MATRIX 

THE MASS MATRIX 

THE DAMPING MATRIX 

THE STRESS STIFFENING MATRIX 

THE FORCE VECTOR 

= ZS 

= ZASS 

= DAMP 

= GSTIF 

= ZSC 

ZS,ZASS,DAMP and GSTIF are all square matrices. If they are not required 

for the User Element then they may be omitted. However, if they are required 

then they must be completely defined, whether they are symmetric or not. 

Most of the calculations carried out in STIOD are in double precision. This is 

declared by an IMPUCIT statement: 

IMPLICIT DOUBLE PRECISION (A·H,O·Z) 

In ANSYS all explicit real numbers are defined as FORTRAN variables in a few 

concise locations. STCOM has several such constants, as described in section 

4.6.1. (Such definition facilitates conversion between machines and is not usually 

of interest to the user element programmer). 

All matrices must be defined in the global co-ordinate system. Therefore, if they 

are generated in a local element system, they must be operated on by an 

appropriate transformation matrix: 

[MA TRIX]global = [TRANS]'[MA TRIX]loca1 [TRANS] 

In ST100 the local to global coordinate transformation matrix is named TR. 

Al.5.3 Transferrina data out of ST100. 

Data is transferred out of STIOD by: 

I SUBROUTINE CALL 

(KELOUT,ZS,ZASS,DAMP,GSTIF,ZSC). 
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2 CALLPUTELD 

(ERP AR,ELMASS,XCENTR, YCENTR,ZCENTR,SVR). 

3 Printed error messages. 

The subroutine call transfers all the matrices generated in STlOO. 

PUTELD outputs the element mass, centroid and other (saved) variables of 

interest. 

Error messages such as "zero length element" are written directly to the output 

device. 

A1.S.4 EXTERNAL subroutines. 

The previous sections described the subroutines GETELD, PUTELD, PROPEV, 

and NONTBL. However, there are many other subroutines which can be 

referenced by STlOO. Most of these are standard ANSYS vector and matrix 

handling routines which, for example, can zero, add, multiply and transpose 

vectors and matrices. ANSYS routines used in the user elements developed in 

this thesis are given below. The descriptions are brief as SASI do not release any 

detailed information on the algorithms used in the routines. 

Subroutine VZERO 

CALL VZERO (V,N) {V} = O.ODO 

Sets a vector or a full matrix to zero. 

{V(J)} = O.ODO ; J = 1,N 

or 

[VM(I,J)] = O.ODO ; 1= l,p , J = l,q 

Where p and q are the dimensions of matrix VM. Also p * q = N 

Subroutine MAXV 

CALL MAXV (A, Vl,V2,Nl,N2) 
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{V2} = [A] x {VI} 

N NI xN2 N2 

NI, N2 are the ranges within the vectors {V2} and {VI}, and matrix [A] 

must be dimensioned NI x N2. . 

Multiplies matrix [A] with {VI} to get {V2}. 

Subroutine MATXV 

CALL MATXV (A, VI,V2,NI,N2) 

{V2} = [A]T x {VI} 

N NI xN2 N2 

NI, N2 are the ranges within the vectors {V2} and {VI}, and matrix [A] 

must be dimensioned NI x N2. 

Multiplies matrix [A]T with {VI} to get {V2}. 

Subroutine MAXB 

CALL MAXB (A,B,C,NA,NB,NC,Nl,N2,N3) 

[C] = [A] x [B] 
N1xN2 N1xN3 N3xN2 

NA, NB, NC are the row dimensions of matrices [A], [B] and [C]. 

NI, N2, N3 are the dimensions to be operated on. 

Multiplies matrix [A] and [B] to get [C]. 

Subroutine MATXB 

CALL MATXB (A,B,C,NA,NB,NC,Nl,N2,N3) 

[C] = [A]T x [B] 
N1xN2 N1xN3 N3xN2 

NA, NB, NC are the row dimensions of matrices [A], [B] and [C]. 

NI, N2, N3 are the dimensions to be operated on. 
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Multiplies matrix [A]T and [B] to get [C]. 

Subroutine MHTCH 

CALL MHTCH (H,C,NH,NC,N) 

[C] = [H]T x [C] x [H] 

NxN NxN NxN NxN 

[C] and [H] are square matrices of dimensions NxN. 

Pre multiplies matrix [C] with [H]T, postmultiplies by [H] to get new [C]. 

AI.S.S Callina arpments of the subroutine. 

STlOO is called by: 

SUBROUTINE ST100 (IELNUM,ITYP,KELIN,KELOUT,NR,KTIK,ZS,ZASS,OAMP,GSTIF,ZSC) 

where: 

IELNUM = Element number being processed 

ITYP = ITYP, see section 2. 

KEUN = Vector of keys if matrices are to be computed 

= 0 do not compute 

= 1 compute 

KEUN has been defined before ST100 is called. ST100 should not change the 

settings. 

KELOUT = Vector of keys if matrices have been computed 

= 0 has not been computed 

= 1 has been computed 

KELOUT has been initialized to zero before ST100 is called. 

KEUN(n) and KELOUT(n) refer to the following matrices: 
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n = 1 ZS 

n=2 ZASS 

n=3 DAMP 

n=4 GSTIF 

n=5 ZSC 

There is in fact another n, n = 6, however that is not relevant to user element 

programming. 

NR = Final matrix size (number of non-zero rows). 

In general, NR is less than or equal to KTIK 

KTIK = Dimensioned matrix size (max = 60) 

= IPARM(ITYP,9), NUMROW(ITYP) (see USEREL) 

Al.5.6 The ST100 COMMON block: STCOM. 

The STIOO COMMON block is called STCOM. The variables defined in this 

block are essential for the routine to run, but need not trouble the user element 

programmer as they do not require modification. 

In USER. ROUTINES the line INCLUDE 'STCOM.CDK' concerns use on a 

micro VAX and should be deleted. 

The C (comment) at the beginning of each line of STCOM must also be deleted 

before compiling USER.ROUTINES. 

The following variables are declared in STCOM: 

INTEGER 

IELNUM, ITYP, KELIN(6), KELOUT(6), NR, KTIK, KEYERR, lOUT, 

NSTEPS, KFS1LD, ITTER, mME, NCUMIT, KRSTRT, KNLRST, K13, 

NPRPVL, MATST, KS, K16, IPROP, KCPDS, K20, KAY, MODE, ISYM, 

KAHD, IDEBUG, !XXX, ITYPE, MAT, IELEM, NROW, JTYPE, IPLOT, 

IPRINT, KTEMTP, KeONCV, KBICNV, KS KEYPLS, KEYCRP, KEYSWL, 

KYSUB(9), K21, NODES(20), EP AR(50). 

REAL 

ERRVAR(5). 
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DOUBLE PRECISION 

DPZERO, DPHALF, DPONE, DPrWO, DPTEN, DTORAD, RADTOD, 

TREF, TUNIF, TOFSET, DEL TIM, tiME, TIMOLD, TIME2, TIME3, DEL 1'2, 

ACEL, OMEGA, CGOMEG, CGLOC, DXXX, ELMASS, XCENTR, 

YCENTR, ZCENTR, TFCP, SUBEX, ERP AR(20), XYZEQ(20,3), X(20), 

Y(20), Z(20), ELVOL. 

The variables declared in STCOM fall into two categories: those which pertain 

to the whole ANSYS program, and those which occur in this subroutine only. 

They are described in the following sub-sections. 

Real Numbers for the entire model. 

These numbers concern the entire model and not just the STI00 element. These 

numbers may not all be needed for the particular element being programmed, 

but they are available if required. (For example, in STIF8 DPTEN, DTORAD 

are not used). With the exception of ERRV AR, they are all defined in double 

precision. 

ERRVAR = ARRAY FOR PASSING LABELS TO ERROR SUBROUTINE 

(NOITUEP) 

DPZERO = O.ODO 

DPHALF = O.5DO 

DPONE = 1.0DO 

DP1WO = 2.0DO 

DPTEN = 1O.DO 

DTORAD = 3.1415926535/180. 

RADTOD = 180./3.1415926535 

TREF = the model reference temperature (VALUE, TREF 

COMMAND) 

TUNIF 

TOFSET 

DELTIM 

= the model uniform temperature (TEMP, TUNIFCOMMAND) 

= the model offset temperature (VALUE, TOFSET 

COMMAND) 

= the time increment ( = TIME - TIMOLD) 
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TIME 

TIMOLD 

TIME2 

TIME3 

DELT2 

ACEL 

OMEGA 

= the time at the present iteration 

= the time at the previous iteration 

= the time at the iteration before TIMOLD 

= the time at iteration before TIME2 

= the time increment to the next iteration for time step 

optimization during KAN,4 analysis with plasticity and time step 

extrapolation. 

= an array of three accelerations (ACEL COMMAND) 

= an array of six values, the first three being the angular velocities 

about the origin, (OMEGA COMMAND) and the second second 

three the angular accelerations about the origin (DOMEGA 

COMMAND). 

CGOMEG = an array of six values, the first three being the angular velocities 

about CGLOC, (CGOMEG COMMAND) and the second three 

are the angular accelerations about CGLOC (DCGOMG 

COMMAND). 

CGLOC = an array of X, Y, and Z locations of the second axis of spin 

(CGLOC COMMAND) 

DXXX = spares (NOITUEP) 

Integer numbers used for the entire model. 

As above, these integers concern the entire model, not just STlOO. 

KEYERR = error indication key. 

= 0 all is reasonably okay, so keep going 

= 1 terminate as quickly as possible, because of serious error 

lOUT = output file number 

NSTEPS = 0 if check run 

> 0 if execution run 
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KFSTLD 

lITER 

lTIME 

NCUMIT 

KRSTRT 

KNLRST 

K13 

NPRPVL 

MATST 

K5 

K16 

IPROP 

KCPDS 

K20 

KAY 

MODE 

ISYM 

= 0 if after first cumulative iteration 

= 1 if at first cumulative iteration 

= the Iteration number in the current load step 

= the load step number 

= the cumulative iteration number 

= the key for KRSTRT command (options module) 

= the nonlinear restart key (NOITUEP) 

= the key for the KNL command 

= twice the largest number of temperature points of material property 

tables 

= the start of the material property tables 

= the maximum number of linear material properties 

per material 

= the maximum size of the nonlinear material 

property table 

= an array of 20 keys to linear material property 

storage 

= 0 no C (material property specific heat) has a discontinuity 

= 1 a C discontinuity exists in the system 

= analysis type (key on KAN command, ETYPE module) 

= input on KAY commands, OPTIONS module 

= mode on MODE command, WPTION module 

= ISYM on MODE command, WPTION module 
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KAHD = extrapolation key used when K20(KAN) = 4 and plasticity are 

present: 

= 0 no extrapolation 

= 1 has extrapolation 

When there is extrapolation the displacements, pressures, and temperatures are 

extrapolated. This extrapolation is done only in the stress pass. 

IDEBUG = an array of 10 keys for the /DEBUG option 

as described in section 4.16. 

IXXX = SPARES (NOITUEP) 

Integers specifically relating to the STIFlOO element. 

These integers are used in the STlOO routine only. 

IELNUM 

ITYP 

KEUN 

KELOUT 

NR 
KTIK 
!TYPE 

MAT 

IELEM 

NROW 

JTYPE 

IPLOT 

IPRINT 

KTEMP 

= defined above. 

= defined above. 

= defined above. 

= defined above. 

= defined above. 

= defined above. 

= ITYP 

= the material number for this element (MAT on MAT command) 

= the element number 

= NR (NROW should not be referenced, except in the stress pass, 

only because NR is not available. Any modified value of NROW 

is not preserved, whereas a changed value of NR is). 

= the element type (JSTIF, ET command), ( = 100 for user 

element) 

= 0 if no post data to be defined 

= 1 if post data is to be defined 

= 0 suppress printout . 

= 1 permit printout 

= 0 if element temperature input (TE command) 

= 1 if nodal temperature input (T command) 
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KCONCV 

KBINCV 

KEYPLS 

KEYCRP 

KEYSWL 

KYSUB 

K21 

NODES 

EPAR 

= 1 concrete crack has changed status 

= 2 no concrete crack has changed status 

= 0 not a gap element 

= 1 gap element is not converged this iteration 

= 2 gap element is converged this iteration 

= 0 no plasticity for this material property 

> 0 plasticity exists for this material property 

= 0 no creep for this material property 

> 0 creep exists for this material property 

= 0 no swelling for this material property 

> 0 swelling exists for this material property 

= array of9 KEYOPTvalues (see USEREL) 

= level of post data to be generated 

(KED on POSTR command) 

= array of up to 20 nodes (I-B on E command) 

= array of convenience to pass integers 

Real numbers specifically relating to the STlOO element. 

ELMASS 

XCENTR 
YCENTR 
ZCENTR 

TFCP 

SUBEX 

ERPAR 

XYZEQ 
X 

Y 
Z 
ELVOL 

= the element mass, used by both check run and execution cases 

in STIOO 

= X-coordinate of centroid 

= Y -coordinate of centroid 

= Z-coordinate of centroid 

= the time at the start of processing this element: needed for 

multiprocessing. 

= the substructure stress pass scale factor (default = 1.0). May be 

used for scaling of extra shapes. 

= array of convenience to pass other real values 

= array of convenience to pass coordinates 

= array 'of up to 20 X-coordinates 

= array of up to 20 Y -coordinates 

= array of up to 20 Z-coordinates 

= the element volume, computed in stress pass for optimization 
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NOTE: ELMASS, ELVOL, X, Y, and Z are computed at element level, and can 

therefore change. 

AI.S.' EQuiyalencina STCOM yariables. 

Due to data transfer concepts a good deal of equivalencing of variables is carried 

out in USER.ROUTINES, (see section 1.4). 

Integer constants in STCOM are equivalenced to the array EPAR. Real and 

Double Precision constants are equivalenced to ERP AR. 

EP AR and ERP AR are simply arrays which are useful for passing information 

between STlOO and other ANSYS routines. 

AI.S.S DrCOM and STKCOM. 

In the USER.ROUTINES comments for STIOO it states: 

"Two storage regions, called DPCOM and STKCOM and labelled with *CALL 

DPCOM and * CALL STKCOM ... etc". This is followed by instructions to replace 

these ·CALL commands with DOUBLE PRECISION statements. 

In the case of VAX mainframe versions of ANSYS, this replacement has in fact 

already been done. As in the case of * CALL STCOM, these storage regions were 

required only for using the user element capability on a micro VAX. They are 

not required for bigger machines. Consequently, instructions starting "Put all 

non-integer variables in STKCOM" etc. are not applicable and can be ignored. 

AI.S.2 User deOned DOUBLE PRECISION yariables. 

As stated above, DPCOM and STCOM are replaced by a DOUBLE PRECISION 

statement. The following variables are declared in this statement: 

The element matrices and load vector. 

All other variables and arrays required to program the element and not 

declared elsewhere. This includes any names used in EQUN ALENCE 

commands. 

The U (displacement) vector. 
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The U vector is declared as an array of dimension U(240). This may be greater 

than necessary (depending on the actaul number of element degrees of freedom), 

but has been adopted by ANSYS simplicity. The order of the U vector, in the 

case of six degrees of freedom per node, is: 

UX(l), UY(l), UZ(l), ROTX(l), ROTY(l), ROTZ(l), 

UX(2), UY (2), etc. 

Al.S.lO Element Real Variables; RVR. 

Element Real variables, defined by the REAL or R command in PREP7, are 

transferred into STlOO from FILE3 by the GETEID subroutine. The argument 

used in GETEW is the array RVR. RVR(n) corresponds to the real constant 

in field n of the PREP7 R command, or RMORE ifn>6. 

When the real constants have been read into STlOO, the programmer may wish 

to assign them more obvious names rather than RVR(l) etc. This can be done 

by use of the equivalence statement. For example: 

EQUIVALENCE (RVR(l),AREA) 

allows RVR(l) to be referred to by the more obvious name AREA 

The RVR array must be declared by the DOUBLE PRECISION command 

described in section 4.9. Clearly, if the R VR array is equivalenced, the equivalent 

names must also be declared. 

Al.S.ll Element Stored Variables; S~. 

Some of the variables calculated or read into ST100 are required at later stages 

of the Finite Element analysis: either for further calculations, (eg stress 

evaluation), or for printout as results of the analysis. Such variables are stored 

in an array called SVR and passed out of ST100 to FILE2 by the PUTELD 

subroutine. 

The SVR variables are usually calculated or read into ST100 under other more 

familiar variable names, such as LENGTH etc. These must therefore be 

equivalenced to SVR(n) before they can be transferred by PUTEID. 
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A1.S.12 Accessing material properties; PROPEV and NONLTB. 

Material properties are transferred into ST100 by the subroutine PROPEV. 

Subroutine PROPEV. 

PROPEV accesses the material properties selected, and will, if required, evaluate 

temperature dependent material properties. The arguments are defined as: 

PROPEV (IELEM,MAT,JTYPE,LP,AVETEM,PROP(1),#). 

IELEM 

MAT 

JTYPE 

LP 

AVETEM 

PROP 

# 

= the element number. 

= material number (input quantity MAT, MATER module). 

= element type (JSTIF, ET command) 

( = 100 for user element). 

= an integer key representing the required property 

as given in Table l. 

= temperature at which the materials are to be 

evaluated. 

= Array in which the material properties are stored. 

= The number of properties PROP being called. 
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MATERIAL SYMBOL KEY NUMBER 

EX 1 

ALPX (RSVX if thermal) 2 

NUXY 3 

EY 4 

ALPY (RSVY if thermal) 5 

EZ 6 

ALPZ (RSVZ if thermal) 7 

NUYZ 8 

NUXZ 9 

DENS 10 

MU 11 
GXY (KXX if thermal) 12 

GYZ (KYY if thermal) 13 

GXZ (KZZ if thermal) 14 

C 15 

HF 16 

VISC 17 

DAMP (Constant stiffness matrix 
IIlJl t ipl ier for material mat, dynamic 18 

analyses only) 

NOT USED 19 

EMIS 20 

lJlhk.L. Material Properties .arul associated LP ~ 

If temperature dependant properties are required A VETEM must be evaluated 

in STIDD. 

Using the above procedure PROPEV is called once for each individual property 

required: if four properties are four calls are made, each with a different LP key. 

However, it is possible to access all the required properties by a single PROPEV 

call. 

This is done by setting up LP as an integer array. Integer values are assigned to 

elements of LP by a DATA statement. The keying of the array is as in Table 1. 

For example: 

INTEGER LP(4) 
DATA LP 1 1, 2, 3, 101 
PROPEV (IELEM,MAT,JTYPE,LP(1),AVETEM,PROP(1),4). 

reads in four material properties, (EX, ALPx, NUXY, and DENS), with a single 

subroutine call. 
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Note the following changes to the subroutine calling arguments when using this 

second procedure: 

LP is now a declared integer array defined in an INTEGER statement. 

The final argument on the list specifies the number of properties to be read 

in by PROPEV. Even if the LP array has more elements than the N, say, 

specified here, only the first N will be selected by PROPEV. 

Material property names: equivalencing. 

The material properties accessed by PROPEV are called PROP(l), PROP(2) 

etc. The position of the properties in the PROP array corresponds with the order 

in which they are selected: either by multiple PROPEV calls or position of the 

property key in the LP array. 

To allow the use of more familiar material property names than PROP(l) etc, 

(the PREP7 names for example), th~ PROP array can be equivalenced: eg 

EQUIVALENCE (PROP(l),EX) allows PROP(l) to be referred to as the more 

familiar EX. 

Material properties as saved variables, SVR. 

It is important to note that if the material properties are required as saved 

variables in the SVR array, the command: 

EQUIVALENCE (SVR(l),PROP(l» 

will equivalence all M, say, material properties declared to the first M elements 

of the SVR array. 

For example, if the PROP array is declared to be of size PROP( 4) in a DOUBLE 

PRECISION statement, the above equivalence would relate: 

SVR(l) and PROP(l) 

SVR(2) and PROP(2) 

SVR(3) and PROP(3) 

SVR(4) and PROP(4) 

even if some or all of the PROP elements are unused, (ie less than four properties 

actually called in by PROPEV). 
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Elements with no material properties. 

If an element does not need any material properties, and the call to PROPEV 

has been removed, EX (KXX if KAN = -1) should nevertheless be included in 

the input data. 

AI.S.B AccessinK data from FILE3i GETELD call. 

All the element data required for the solution phase is stored in the ANSYS file 

FILE3.DAT. Data is transferred into STlOO from FILE3 by the subroutine 

GETELD. The GETELD arguments are as follows: 

GETELD(lELNUM, I TYP, EPAR( 1), ERPAR( 1), DEL TEM( 1), TEMPER( 1), PRESS( 1), CON, RVR( 1), SVR( 1), 
XYZEQ(1,1), U(1» 

EPAR 

ERPAR 

DELTEM 

TEMPER 

PRESS 

= Vector defined by equivalences in STCOM above. It represents 

the integer quantities relating 0 this element 

= Vector defined by equivalences in STCO M above. It represents 
the real quantities relating to this element 

= Temperature (heat generation for thermal) changes between 

current iteration and previous iteration. 

= Temperature (heat generation for thermal) values for current 

iteration Note - temperatures may include fluence information 

= Pressures for current iteration. 

For thermal analysis, the pressure vector is ordered as 

BULK TEMP(1), FILM COEF(l), BULK TEMP(2), FILM 

COEF(2),etc. 

CON = NOT USED (NOlTUEP) 

RVR = Element real constants (R command) 

SVR = Variables to be stored. 

These variables can be defined or modified in either the stiffness pass or the stress 

pass, for use in any later calculation. . 

IF DELTEM, TEMPER, PRESS, RVR, or SVR are not used (appropriate value 

set to zero in USEREL), the variable should be set to CON in the call to GETELD. 
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Al.S.14 Programmin& the element matrices. 

Obviously the element matrix generation programming will be different for every 

different element. However the following subsections highlight some useful 

general points. 

The Transformation matrix. 

For ease of calculation, element matrices are usually formulated and generated 

in a local element co-ordinate system. However, before the individual element 

matrices can be assembled to form the complete model, the element matrices 

must be defined in global co-ordinates. 

Local element co-ordinates are transformed to global co-ordinates by operating 

upon the element matrix with a Transformation matrix, TR: 

[MATRIX]global = [TR]T [MATRIX]local [TR] 

The User Element programmer may write his own code to perform the above 

matrix manipulation, however, an ANSYS subroutine called MHTCH may be 

used if both the matrices are square. 

MHTCH is a service subroutine which pre and post multiplies a matrix by a second 

matrix. The pre-multiplication is done with the transpose of the multiplying 

matrix. Consider, for example, the transformation of the stiffness matrix, ZS: 

[ZS]global = [TR]T [ZS]local [TR] 

To perform the above calculation using MHTCH, the following command would 

be given: 

CALL MHTCH (TR(1,1),ZS(1,1), #1,KTIK, #2) 

# 1 is the first dimension of TR. 

KTIK is the first dimension of ZS. 

#2 is the size of the matrices being operated on. 
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Check run: element mass and centroid. 

STlOO is called if a checking run of the ANSYS model is made prior to complete 

analysis. No element matrices are generated, but the mass and centroid are 

calculated. 

Element geometry is also checked to ensure that there are no zero length elements 

etc. At this point the condition of the check run and error indication integers is 

examined. A RETURN to the main program is made if error(s) or a check run 

is indicated. 

Matrices required/Generated matrices keying. 

Before any element matrix calculations are performed, STlOO checks that the 

matrix is in fact required. This is done by examining the KEUN array keys. If 

KEUN(n) is 0 the matrix is generated; if it is I it is not. 

KEUN has been defined before STlOO is called, and STlOO should not change 

the settings. 

Once a required matrix has been generated the appropriate KELOUT key is set 

to 1. KELOUT has been initialized to zero before STIOO is called. 

KELIN(n) and KELOUT(n) refer to the following matrices: 

n = l-ZS 

n = 2 -ZASS 

n = 3-DAMP 
n = 4 - GSTIF 

n = 5 - ZSC 

There is also another n, n = 6, but that is not of interest to the user element 

programmer. 

Zeroing element matrices. 

Before the element matrices are generated they are first of all set to zero. As in 

the case of MHTCH the user programmer may write his own code to do this, or 

he may use an ANSYS subroutine called VZERO. For example, a 12x12 stiffness 

matrix ZS is zeroed by the following subroutine call: 
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CALL VZERO (Z5(1,1),144) 

VZERO zeroes out ZS starting at location (1,1) and going on for 144 items. 

A1.5.15 Load vector. 

The STIDD load vector contains loading generated at element level only; eg 

thermal loads, specified element prestrain and element pressure loads. Nodal 

forces and moments and body forces such as accelerations are not added at 

element level, but applied to thee assembled model. 

As in the case of the element matrices, the load vector must be converted to global 

coordinates. The transformation in this case is: 

[ZSC]global = [TR]T [ZSC]local 

Al.5.16 Debugging STloo. 

Two ANSYS debugging tools are available to the user element programmer, 

called DEBUG and TRACK. 

DEBUG consists of an array of 10 debug keys, of which only two are documented, 

(the others are not of interest to the user element programmer). These keys are 

actually available for all ANSYS elements, not just STIDD. DEBUG is accessed 

by issuing the command: 

jDEBUG",ID3"ID5 

(before) 

jINPUT,27 

ID X = D no debug printout 

IDX = I include debug printout 

ID3 = I will print out all computed element matrices and the load vector. 

ID5 = I will print out other element debug, including the KELIN values, the 

arguments of GETEW, and input and output of PROPEV. 

TRACK is used find where the program is for running time studies and in case 

of aborts. It is accessed by issuing the command: 
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/TRACK,5,5 

(before) 

/INPUT,27 
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Al.6 Subroutine STI00; USER.ROUTINES. 

This section examines in detail the USER.RO UTINES example of programming 

STlOO as a STIF8 type 3-D spar element. 

The following FORTRAN names have been assigned to the matrices: 

THE STIFFNESS MATRIX 

THE MASS MATRIX 

THE DAMPING MATRIX 

THE STRESS STIFFENING MATRIX 

THE FORCE VECfOR 

Al.6.1 The STIOO subroutine call. 

= ZS 

= ZASS 

= DAMP 

= GSTIF 

= ZSC 

SUBROUTINE ST100 (IELNUM, ITYP, KELIN, KELOUT, NR, KTIK, ZS, ZASS, DAMP, GSTIF, ZSC) 

Al.6.2 Double precision. 

Most of the calculations carried out in STIOO are in double precision. This is 

declared in the IMPUCIT statement: 

IMPLICIT DOUBLE PRECISION (A-H,O-Z) 

In USER.ROUTINES this command has a comment C in the first line, which 

must be removed before compiling. 

Al.6.3 EXTERNAL subroutines and functions. 

External subroutines and functions used in STIOO are declared in the following 

EXTERNAL statement. 

EXTERNAL TRACK, GETELD, PUTELD, PROPEV, NONTBL, VZERO, MHTCH, USEERR 
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Al.6.4 Integers. 

Integers used in the STlOO routine are declared in the following INTEGER 

statement: 

INTEGER I,J,K,I3,J3,NSTR,NUM,KDEMO,NFKEY 

These integers are used as loop counters, matrix element positioning integers, 

non-linear property specifiers,a demonstration integer variable, and an abort key. 

A1.6.5 The STlOO COMMON block: STCOM. 

The INCLUDE STCOM.CDK command should be deleted, as should the 
comment C at the start of each line of STCOM: 

INTEGER IELNUM,ITYP,KELIN(6),KELOUT(6),NR,KTIK, 
1 KEYERR,IOUT,NSTEPS,KFSTLD,ITTER,ITIME,NCUMIT,KRSTRT,ISPARE, 
2 K13,NPRPVL,MATST,K5,K16,IPROP,KCPDS, 
3 K20,KAY,MODE,ISYM,KAHD,IDEBUG,IXXX, 
4 ITYPE,HAT,IELEM,NROW,JTYPE,IPLOT,IPRINT,KTEMTP,KCONCV,KBICNV, 
5 KEYPLS,KEYCRP,KEYSWL,KYSUB(9),K21,NODES(20), EPAR(50) 

REAL ERRVAR(5) 

DOUBLE PRECISION 
1 DPZERO,DPHALF,DPONE,DPTWO,DPTEN,DTORAD,RADTOD, 
2 TREF,TUNIF,TOFSET, DELTIM,TIME,TIMOLD~TIME2,TIME3,DELT2, 
3 ACEL,OMEGA,CGOMEG,CGlOC,DXXX, 
4 ElMASS,XCENTR,YCENTR,ZCENTR,TFCP,SUBEX, ERPAR(2D), 
5 XYZEQ(20,3),X(20),Y(20),Z(20), ElVOl 

COMMON /STCOM/ DPZERO,DPHAlF,DPONE,DPTWO,DPTEN,DTORAD,RADTOD, 
1 TREF,TUNIF,TOFSET, DELTIM,TIME,TIMOlD,TIME2,TIME3,DELT2, 
2 ACEl(3),OMEGA(6),CGOMEG(6),CGlOC(3), DXXX(16), 
3 KEYERR,IOUT,NSTEPS,KFSTlD,ITTER,ITIME,NCUMIT,KRSTRT,ISPARE, 
4 K13,NPRPVl,MATST,K5,K16,IPROP(20),KCPDS, 
5 K20,KAY(10),MOOE,ISYM,KAHD,IDEBUG(10), IXXX(41) 

Al.6.6 EQuivalencing. 

In order to pass data between ANSYS routines STeOM variables are 

equivalenced to the arrays EP AR for integer variables, and ERP AR for real and 

double precision variables. 

EQUIVALENCE (ITYPE,EPAR(1», (MAT,EPAR(2», (IELEM,EPAR(S», 
1 (NROW,EPAR(7», (JTYPE,EPAR(11», (IPLOT,EPAR(12», 
2 (IPRINT,EPAR(13», (KTEMTP,EPAR(14», (KCONCV,EPAR(16», 
4 (KBICNV,EPAR(17», (KEYPlS,EPAR(18», (KEYCRP,EPAR(19», 
5 (KEYSWl,EPAR(20», (KYSUB(1),EPAR(21», (K21,EPAR(3D», 
6 (NOOES(1),EPAR(31» 

EQUIVALENCE (ElMASS,ERPAR(1», (XCENT~,ERPAR(2», 
1 (YCENTR,ERPAR(3», (ZCENTR,ERPAR(4», (TFCP,ERPAR(S», 
2 (SUBEX,ERPAR(6» 

EQUIVALENCE (X(1),XYZEQ(1,1»,(Y(1),XYZEQ(1,2»,(Z(1),XYZEQ(1,3» 
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A1.6.7 DOUBLE PRECISION; *CALL DPCOM and *CALL STKCOM. 

The storage regions DPCOM and STKCOM referred to in USER.ROUTINES 

are replaced by the following DOUBLE PRECISION statements. 

DOUBLE PRECISION 
1 ZS(KTIK,KTIK),ZASS(KTIK,KTIK),DAMP(KTlK,KTIK), 
& GSTIF(KTIK,KTIK),ZSC(KTIK), 
2 AREA,EPORG, 
3 PROP(3),ALEN2,ALENG,DX,DY,DZ,AVETEM,FORCE,EPEL, 
4 EX,ALPX,DENS, 
5 DPSIX 

DOUBLE PRECISION 
1 DELTEM(2),TEMPER(2),PRESS(3), 
2 RVR(2),SVR(11), 
3 TR(3,3),DFORL(6),CON,ALENN1,SALP1,CALP1,SALPZ,CALPZ, 
4 WT06,EPTHT,TABLE(48),U(Z40) 

Al.6.8 RYR; eguiyalencina=. 

The 3-D spar element has two real constants defined in the PREP7 R command: 

area AREA, and initial strain EPORG. Values for AREA and EPORG are read 

into STlOO from FILE3 by the subroutine GETELD. GETELD reads in this 

data under the array name R YR. In order to use the more familiar names of 
AREA and EPORG these are equivalenced to the corresponding R VR elements 

as follows: 

EQUIVALENCE (RVR(l),AREA), (RVR(2),EPORG) 

Al.6.9 SYRi eQJliyalencina=. 

Variables which will be required by other ANSYS routines are passed out 

of STlOO by the subroutine PUTELD. PUTELD requires this information 

in the form of the array SYR. Therefore the required element values are 

equivalenced to SYR as follows: 

EQUIVALENCE (SVR(l),PROP(l», (SVR(4),ALENZ), 
1 (SVR(5),ALENG), (SVR(6),DX), (SVR(7),DY), (SVR(8),DZ), 
Z (SVR(9),AVETEM), (SVR(10),FORCE), (SVR(ll),EPEL) 

Note that SVR(2) and SVR(3) are implicitly equivalenced to PROP(2) and 

PROP(3) by the above command. (See sections 1.4 and 4.12.3). 
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A1.6.10 KEYOPT equiyalencing. 

The next equivalence demonstrates accessing KEYOPT(2) and and calling it 

KDEMO. This is done purely as a demonstration of equivalencing KEYOPT 

and is not in fact used in STlOO. 

EQUIVALENCE (KDEMO,KYSUB(2» 

Al.6.11 Equiyalencing material properties. 

The next equivalence is to make the output from PROPEV (the material property 

evaluation subroutine) more convenient. 

EQUIVALENCE (PROP(1),EX), (PROP(2),ALPX), (PROP(3),DENS) 

Al.6.12 Defining the number six in double precision. 

The number six is used in generating the mass matrix. In the matrix generating 

procedures all calculations are done in double precision. DPSIX has been 

declared as a variable in the DOUBLE PRECISION statement described in 

section 5.7. It is assigned the value of six in the following DATA statement: 

DATA OPSIX /6.000/ 

Several other useful constants are defined in STCOM: see section 4.6.1. 

Al.6.13 Call the external subroutine TRACK. 

Track is used to monitor the progress of the run. See section 4.16. 

CALL TRACK(S,'ST100 ') 

Al.6.14 Accessing data from FILE3; GETELD call. 

GETELD takes needed data from FILE3 and makes it available to the element. 

CALL GETELD (IELNUM,ITYP,EPAR(1),ERPAR(1),DELTEM(1),TEMPER(1), 
1 PRESS(1),C<>N,RVR(1),SVR(1),XYZEQ(1,1),U(1» 
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A1.6.15 InitialisinK the variables. 

Initialize variables first time through if needed: 

IF (KFSTlD .EQ. 0) GO TO 100 
FORCE = DPZERO 
EPEl = DPZERO 

100 CONTINUE 

Al.6.16 ReadinK material properties into STloo. 

The element material properties are read into STlOO by the subroutine PROPEV. 

If the element has temperature dependant properties, these are evaluated by 
PROPEV at the average element temperature A VETEM. A VETEM must 

therefore be evaluated before PROPEV is called. 

AVETEM = DPHAlF*(TEMPER(1) + TEMPER(2» 

The arguments of the PROPEV routines are detailed in section 4.12. In this case 
three properties are required: EX, ALPX and DENS. Therefore, considering 
the keying options described in 4.12.1, LP is assigned the values 1, 2 and 10. 

CALL PROPEV (IELEM,MAT,JTYPE,1,AVETEM,PROP(1),1) 
CALL PROPEV (IELEM,MAT,JTYPE,2,AVETEM,PROP(1),1) 
CALL PROPEV (IELEM,MAT,JTYPE,10,AVETEM,PROP(1),1) 

An alternative procedure for reading in all the required properties with a single 

subroutine call is outlined in section 4.12.1. 

The required material properties are declared in an integer array, LP. The same 

property keying as above is used, and the alternative code to the three calls is: 

INTEGER LP(4) 
DATA LP / 1, 2, 10/ 
PROPEV (IELEM,MAT,JTVPE,LP(1),AVETEM,PROP(1),3). 

Note the final PROPEV calling argument, the number 3. This is the number of 

material properties to be read, and must be changed accordingly if more or less 

than three properties are required. 
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A1.6.17 Accessin2 data from a non-linear table (NL commands). 

This entry is simply to demonstrate how data is accessed from a non-linear table 

(NL commands). It is not actually used in this example. 

IF (K13 .EQ. 0) GO TO 120 
NSTR = 1 

NUM = 48 
CALL NONTBL (MAT,TABLE(1),NSTR,NUM) 

120 CONTINUE 

Al.6.1S Yeri(yin2 the element 2eometry. 

The input element geometry is chec~ed to ensure there are no zero length 

elements. 

In the case of zero length elements a suitable message is written to the output 

device, and in the case of a fatal error the run is aborted by the subroutine 

USEERR. 

ox = X(2) . X(1) 
OY = Y(2) - y(1) 
oz = Z(2) - Z( 1) 
CON = DX**2 + OY**2 
ALEN2 = CON + OZ**2 
IF (ALEN2 .GT. DPZERO) GO TO 150 
WRITE (IOUT,2000) IELEM 
2000 FORMAT ('ZERO LENGTH ELEMENT' ,15) 
KEYERR = 1 

NFKEY = 1 
CALL USEERR (NFKEY) 

GO TO 990 
150 ALENG = OSQRT(ALEN2) 

ALENNl = DSQRT(CON) 

Al.6.19 Formjna the TR matrix. 

The TR matrix is the element local to global coordinate conversion matrix. 

IF (ALENNl .GT •• 0001*ALENG) GO TO 200 
SALP1 = OPZERO 
CALPl = OPONE 
GO TO 250 
200 SALPl = OY/ALENNl 
CALPl = OX/ALENNl 
250 SALP2 = OZ/ALENG 
CALP2 = ALENN1/ALENG 
TR(1,1) = CALP1*CALP2 
TRa, 1) = -SALPl 
TR(3,1) = -CALP1*SALP2 
TR(1,2) = SALP1*CALP2 
TR(2,2) = CALPl 
TR(3,2) = - SALP1*SALP2 
TR(1,3) = SALP2 
TR(2,3) = OPZERO 
TRe3,3) = CALP2 
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A1.6.20 Calculating the element mass and centroid. 

XCENTR = (X(1) + X(2»*DPHALF 
YCENTR = (Y(1) + Y(2»*DPHALF 
ZCENTR = (Z(1) + Z(2»*DPHALF 
ELMASS = DENS*AREA*ALENG*(DPONE . EPORG) 

A1.6.21 Check run and error check RETURN. 

At this point the condition of the check run and error indication integers is 

examined. A RETURN to the main p~ogram is made if error(s) or a check run 

is indicated. 

IF «NSTEPS .EQ. 0) .OR. (KEYERR.EQ.1» GO TO 990 

A1.6.22 Generatina the stiffness matrix. 

Check that the stiffness matrix is required to be calculated. If KELIN(l) is 0 it 

does, if 1 it does not. 

IF (KELIN(1) .NE. 1) GO TO 400 

Set up stiffness matrix at end I. 

The first step is to generate a 3x3 stiffness matrix for end I of the element. This 

is done in local element co-ordinates. 

CALL VZERO (ZS(1,1),36) 

VZERO is a service subroutine that zeroes out the stiffness matrix ZS. 

ZS(1,1) = EX*AREA/ALENG 

Convert matrix to global cartesian coordinates. 

The 3x3 stiffness matrix, (all elements are zero except ZS(l,l) which is AE/L), 

is converted from local element co-ordinates to global co-ordinates. 

CALL MHTCH (TR(1,1),ZS(1,1), 3,KTIK, 3) 

MHTCH is a service subroutine which pre and post multiplies ZS by TR. 

Fill out the complete 6x6 matrix. 

Finally, the full 6x6 matrix is generated from the 3x3. 
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DO 300 I = 1, 3 
13 = I + 3 
DO 300 J = 1, 3 
J3 = J + 3 
ZS(13,J) = -ZS(I,J) 
ZS(I,J3) = -ZS(I,J) 
ZS(13,J3) = ZS(I,J) 

300 CONTINUE 

Set key that matrix was indeed computed. 

KELOUT( 1) = 1 

Al.6.23 Mass matrix. 

400 IF (KELIN(2) .NE. 1) GO TO 600 
IF (DENS .EQ. DPZERO) GO TO 600 
WT06 = OENS*ALENG*(DPONE - EPORG)*AREA/DPSIX 
CON = DPTWO * WT06 
CALL VZERO (ZASS(1,'),36) VZERO 
DO 450 I = " 6 

450 ZASS(I,I) = CON 
DO 500 I = " 3 

13=1+3 
ZASS(I,I3) = WT06 

500 ZASS(I3,I) = WT06 
KELOUT(2) = 1 

Al.6.24 DampinK matrix. 

The damping matrix is normally put in here, but not included in this example 

Al.6.2S Stress stiJIness matrix. 

600 IF (KELIN(4) .NE. 1) GO TO 800 
IF (KFSTLD .EQ. 1) FORCE = AREA*EX*EPORG 
IF (FORCE .EQ. DPZERO) GO TO 800 
CALL VZERO (GSTIF(1,1),36) 
GSTIF(2,2) = FORCE/ALENG 
GSTIF(3,3) = GSTIF(2,2) 
CALL MHTCH (TR(1, 1),GSTIF(1, 1), 3,KTIK, 3) 
DO 700 I = 1, 3 

13 = I + 3 
DO 700 J = 1, 3 

J3 = J + 3 
GSTIF(13,J) = -GSTIF(I,J) 
GSTIF(I,J3) = -GSTIF(I,J) 

700 GSTIF(13,J3) = GSTIF(I,J) 
KELOUT(4) = 1 
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A1.6.26 Load vector. 

800 IF (KELIN(5) .NE. 1) GO TO 990 
CALL VZERO (DFORL(1),6) 
VZERO 

There are three possible types of loading evaluated at element level: thermal, 

prestrain and pressure loading. Nodal loads, (such as forces and moments), and 

body forces, (such as accelerations), are added by ANSYS later in the solution 

procedure. 

Thermal and Prestrain effects. 

The first step is to compute the load vector due to thermal and prestrain effects 

in element coordinates. 

EPTHT = ALPX*(AVETEM - TREF) - EPORG 

1REF = Reference temperature (input quantity value, 1REF command) 

DFORL(l) = -AREA*EX*EPTHT 
DFORL(4) = -DFORL(l) 

Lateral pressures. 

Next, the load vector due to lateral pressures is computed in element coordinates. 

CON = PRESS(1)*ALENG*DPHALF 
DFORL(2) = - CON 
DFORL(5) = DFORL(2) 
CON = PRESS(2)*ALENG*DPHALF 
DFORL(3) = -CON 
DFORL(6) = DFORL(3) 

ZSC vector. 

The final step is to convert the above to the global cartesian coordinate system 

and put the result in the ZSC vector. 

CALL VZERO (ZSC(1),6) 
DO 900 I = 1,4,3 

DO 900 J = 1,3 
J3 = J + I - 1 
DO 900 K = 1,3 

13 = K + 1 - 1 
900 ZSC(J3) = ZSC(J3) + TR(K,J)*DFORL(13) 

KELOUT(5) = 1 
990 CALL PUTELD (IELNUM,EPAR(1),ERPAR(1),CON,SVR(1» 
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Call subroutine PUTELD 

PUTELD Restores data back to FILE2 

CALL TRACK( 1S,'ST100 ') 
RETURN 
END 
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At.' Subroutine SRI00; An Overview. 

The subroutine SR 100 performs the stress pass for the STIFIOO element. It takes 

the displacement results from the stiffness pass and evaluates element strains, 

stresses, nodal forces etc. There are three main steps in the SR100 routine: 

1) Read in the required data from ANSYS. 

2) Process that data to evaluate stresses etc. 

3) Output the required information. 

SR 100 is similar in structure to ST100. ,The following topics are common to both 

subroutines, and have been described in section 4: 

Data transfer 

PUTEW 
EXTERNAL subroutines and functions 

COMMON block STCOM 

EQUIVALENCING of variables 

DPCOM and STKCOM 

RVRandSVR 

TRACK 

GETEW. 

To avoid repetition these topics are not covered in this section. 

AI.'.1 Results evaluation. 

SR 100 processes the results of the stiffness analysis - the U vector - to evaluate 

element stresses and strains, nodal forces etc. 

As in STlOO, the calculations are performed in double precision. 

AI.'.2 Data is transferred out of SRlOO by: 

1 CALL PUTEW (SVR only). 

2 Printed output. 

3 Writing a Post data file: Subroutine SRPLT. 
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A1.7.3 Calling arguments of the SRIOQ routine. 

The SR100 calling arguments are similar to those of ST100: 

SUBROUTINE SR100 (IELNUM,ITYP,KELOUT,ELVOL,KTIK,ZS,ZASS,ZSC) 

The calling arguments are similar to those of ST100, (see section 4.5), with the 

following differences: 

KELIN is not a calling argument here as SR 100 does not evaluate matrices. 

EL VOL, the element volume, is added to the list of arguments. 

Al.7.4 User defined DOUBLE PRECISION yariables. 

As stated above, DPCOM and STKCOM are replaced by a DOUBLE 

PRECISION statement. The following variables are declared: 

i) Any element matrices required. Most element stress passes do not use 

the element matrices, but they are made available if needed. 

ii) The element displacement vector U. 

iii) All other variables and arrays required to calculate the element stresses 

etc. This includes any names used in EQUIVALENCE statements and 

not declared elsewhere. 

iv) The POSTD array. This is added for plot file item numbering. There is 

a one to one correspondence between the item number on the plot file 

and the position in the array. The size is determined by the number of 

items put on the plot file. 

A1.7.S Material Properties. 

Material properties required in SR100 are read in by GETELD as saved variables 

SVR. In the USER.ROUTINES program the appropriate SVRO are 

equivalenced to PROPO then further equivalenced to their familiar ANSYS 

names; EX,NUXY etc. 
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AI.'.6 Calculatim: stresses etc. 

Element stresses etc are evaluated from the element nodal displacement vector, 

U. The standard finite element approach is: 

i) Calculate the strains from U: Strain-Displacement relationships. 

ii) Calculate the stresses from the strains: Stress-Strain relationship. 

iii) Calculate the nodal forces and moments from the element stresses. 

This method does not require the element matrices in order to evaluate stresses, 

but others do. For example, in traditional engineering matrix-methods the U 

vector is operated on by the stiffness matrix to give the reaction forces, from which 

nodal stresses are evaluated. 

In order to facilitate such an approach, the element matrices formed in STlOO 

are made available in SRlOO. (Via the subroutine call). 

AI.'.' Writin" out the results. 

The results of the stress run are written to the output device by a WRITE 

command. Results written out in this way include element type number, node 

numbers, material type, nodal temperatures, mechanical strain, thermal strain, 

stresses, nodal forces etc. The format of the output is defined by the user element 

programmer. Element printout is suppressed during interactive runs. 

AI.'.8 The post data tile: FILEU. 

Element data for post processing is stored in the post data file, FILE12. The 

information is stored in FILE12 in six different "levels", as follows: 

Levell. Force components. 

Level 2. Basic stress components: ie centroidal and nodal stresses. 

Level 3. Principal stresses (centroidal and nodal), temperatures etc. 

Level 4. Additional surface data. 

levelS. Nonlinear centroidal data. 
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Level 6. Linear integration point data. 

The first three levels are evaluated and stored by default. Further levels must be 

specified by the KYPOST or the POSTR commands in PREP7. 

The post data file, FILE 12, is set up according to the elements in the integer array 

IPLTARY. IPLTARY defines the number of data to be stored in each level of 

FILE 12. The array elements contain the following information: 

IPLTAY(I) 

IPLTA Y (2) number of forces in level 1. 

IPLTA Y(3) number of basic stresses in level 2. 

IPLTA Y (4) total number of items stored in the first three (default) levels. This 

of course implies the number of principal stresses etc in level 3. 

IPLTAY(5) Element type. 

IPLTAY(6) Key for saving geometry for elements requiring contour plots of 

results. 

= 1, save geometry. 

= 0 do not save geometry. 

The double precision array POSID is used to pass the results of the analysis to 

the post data file. The size of POSID is determined by the number of items to 

be output to FILE12, calculated as follows: 

11 + Number of nodes in element + number of results to be stored. 

AI.'.' USin& other ANSYS element PWT tile formats. 

It is possible to use existing ANSYS element graphics capabilities by "fooling" 

ANSYS into thinking it is dealing with a standard element. 

For example, if it is desired to put the plot file in the format of another element 

type(eg STIF(45), JELTYP(ITYP) must be temporarily reset from 100 to 45. 
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This variable is not in the labelled common region STCOM. Rather it is in the 

labelled common region COMl. therefore, the following statements would need 

to be put at the beginning of this subroutine(SRIOO): 

INTEGER IUXX,JELTYP 
REAL RUXX 
DOUBLE PRECISION DPUXX 

COMMON / COM1 / IUXX(975),RUXX(51),DPUXX(124),JELTYP(20) 

The following statement would need to be placed just before the call to SRPL T: 

JELTYP(ITYP) = 45 

Finally, the following statement would need to be placed just after the call to 

SRPLT: 

JELTYP(ITYP) = 100 
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AI.S Subroutine SRIOO; USER.ROUTINES. 

This section examines in detail the USER.ROUTINES example of programming 

SRIOO for a STIF8 type 3-D spar element. 

A1.S,1 The SRlOO subroutine call, 

SUBROUTINE SR100 (IELNUM,ITYP,KELOUT,ELVOL,KTIK,ZS,ZASS,ZSC) 

AI,S.2 Double precision, 

The SR 100 calculations are performed in double precision. This is implied by 

the following statement: 

IMPLICIT DOUBLE PRECISION (A-H,O-Z) 

USER. ROUTINES has a comment C in the first line of this command, which 

should be removed. 

AI,8,3 External subroutines 

The external functions required by SRIOO in this (STIF8) application are: 

EXTERNAL TRACK,GETELD,PUTELD,SRPLT 

Al,8,4 Int¥[s 

INTEGER KDEMO,IPLTAY(6),I 

AI,S,S STCOM stomB. 

A full description of the STCOM region is given in section 4.6. Again it should 

be noted that the line: 

INCLUDE 'STCOM.CDK' 

should be removed, along with the C in column 1, from this point down to the 

end of the STCOM block: 

INTEGER IELNUM,ITYP,KELIN(6),KELOUT(6),NR,KTIK, 
1 KEYERR,IOUT,NSTEPS,KFSTLD,ITTER,ITIME,NCUMIT,KRSTRT,KNLRST, 
2 K13,NPRPVl,MATST,K5,K16,IPROP,KCPDS, 
3 K20,KAY,MODE,ISYM,KAHD,IDEBUG,IXXX, 
4 ITYPE,MAT,IELEM,NROW,JTYPE,IPLOT,IPRINT,KTEMTP,KCONCV,KBICNV, 
5 KEYPLS,KEYCRP,KEYSWL,KYSUB(9),K21,NODES(20), EPAR(50) 

REAL ERRVAR(5) 
DOUBLE PRECISION 
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1 DPZERO,DPHALF,DPONE,DPTWO,DPTEN,DTORAD,RADTOD, 
2 TREF, TUNIF,TOFSET, DELTIM,TIME,TIMOLD,TIME2,TIME3,DELT2, 
3 ACEL,OMEGA,CGOMEG,CGLOC,DXXX, 
4 ELMASS,XCENTR,YCENTR,ZCENTR,TFCP,SUBEX, ERPAR(20), 
5 XYZEQ(20,3),X(20),Y(20),Z(20), ELVOl 

COMMON /STCOM/ DPZERO,DPHALF,DPONE,DPTWO,DPTEN,DTORAD,RADTOD, 
1 TREF,TuNIF,TOFSET, DELTIM,TIME,TIMOLD,TIME2,TIME3,DELT2, 
2 ACEl(3),OMEGA(6),CGOMEG(6),CGLOC(3), DXXX(16), 
3 KEYERR,IOUT,NSTEPS,KFSTlD,ITTER,ITIME,NCUMIT,KRSTRT,KNLRST, 
4 K13,NPRPVl,MATST,K5,K16,IPROP(20),KCPDS, 
5 K20,KAY(10),MODE,ISYM,KAHD,IDEBUG(10),IXXX(41) 

AI.S.6 STCOM eguivalencina=. 

For parameter passing, STeOM variables are equivalenced to the EPAR 
(integer) and ERPAR (double precision) arrays. 

EQUIVALENCE (ITYPE,EPAR(l», (MAT,EPAR(2», (IELEM,EPAR(5», 
1 (NROW,EPAR(7», (JTYPE,EPAR(ll», (IPLOT,EPAR(12», 
2 (IPRINT,EPAR(13», (KTEMTP,EPAR(14», (KCONCV,EPAR(16», 
4 (KBICNV,EPAR(17», (KEYPLS,EPAR(18», (KEYCRP,EPAR(19», 
5 (KEYS~L,EPAR(20», (KYSUB(1),EPAR(21», (K21,EPAR(30», 
6 (NODES(1),EPAR(31» 

EQUIVALENCE (ELMASS,ERPAR(1», (XCENTR,ERPAR(2», 
1 (YCENTR,ERPAR(3», (ZCENTR,ERPAR(4», (TFCP,ERPAR(S», 
2 (SUBEX,ERPAR(6» 

EQUIVALENCE (X(1),XYZEQ(1,1»,(Y(1),XYZEQ(1,2»,(Z(1),XYZEQ(1,3» 

AI.S.Z DOUBLE PRECISION; ·CALL DPCOM and ·CALL SIKCOM. 

As in STlOO, DPCOM and STKCOM have been replaced by DOUBLE 

PRECISION statements. 

DOUBLE PRECISION 
1 ZS(KTIK,l),ZASS(KTIK,l),ZSC(KTIK), 
2 AREA,EPORG, 
3 PROP(3),ALEN2,ALENG,DX,DY,DZ,AVETEM,FORCE,EPEL, 
4 EX,ALPX,DENS 

DOUBLE PRECISION 
1 DELTEM(2),TEMPER(2),PRESS(3), 
2 RVR(2),SVR(11), 
3 EPTOT,EPTH,SIG,U(24),POST(19),CON 

The POSTD array is added for plot file item numbering. 

AleS.S Real and saved variable eQ.Uiyalencina, 

The equivalent variable names used for RVR and SVR must agree with those 

used in ST1OO. See sections 5.8 and 5.9. 

EQUIVALENCE (RVR(l),AREA), (RVR(2),EPORG) 

EQUIVALENCE (SVR(l),PROP(l», (SVR(4),ALEN2), 
1 (SVR(S),ALENG), (SVR(6),DX), (SVR(7),DY), (SVR(8),DZ), 
2 (SVR(9),AVETEM), (SVR(10),FORCE), (SVR(ll),EPEL) 
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A1.8.9 KEYOPT equivalencing. 

This equivalence is for demonstration purposes only. 

EQUIVALENCE (KDEMO,KYSUB(2» 

Al.8.l0 Material property equivalencing. 

The material properties are read in as saved variables SVR and equivalenced to 

the PROP array as described in section 7.8 above. They are now equivalenced 

to their more familiar ANSYS names. 

EQUIVALENCE (PROP(l),EX), (PROP(2),ALPX), (PROP(3),DENS) 

Al.8.n CallinK the external subroutine TRACK. 

TRACK is used to monitor the progress of the run. See section 4.16. 

CALL TRACK (5,'SR100 ') 

Al.8.l2 AccessinK data from FILE3: GETELD call. 

GETELD takes the required element information from FILE3 and makes it 

available to the element. See section 4.13. 

CALL GETELD (IELNUM, ITYP, EPAR(l), ERPAR(1), DELTEM(1), TEMPER(1), PRESS(l), CON, RVR(1), 
SVR(1), XYZEQ(1,1), U(1» 

A1.8.13 CalculatinK the strains. 

EPTOT is the total element strain . 

EPEL is the mechanical strain. 

EPTH is the thermal strain. 

EPORG is the initial strain, and is a PREP7 Real variable. 

If there is no load vector then there will be no strain due to thermal and prestrain 

effects. If that is the case the mechanical strain EPEL will be equal to the total 

strain EPTOT. If there is a load vector then the thermal strain must be evaluated, 

if not go on to the stress calculations. 

EPTOT = (DX*(U(4)-U(1» + DY*(U(5)-U(2» + DZ*(U(6)-U(3»)/ALEN2 
EPEL = EPTOT 
EPTH = DPZERO 
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IF (KELOUT(5) .EQ. 0) GO TO 100 
EPTH = ALPX*(AVETEM - TREF) 
EPEL = EPTOT - EPTH + EPORG 

A1.8.14 CalcuIatioK the stresses. 

100 SIG = EX*EPEL 
FORCE = SIG*AREA 

A1.8.1S WritiOK out the results. 

IF (IPRINT .NE. 1) GO TO 200 

WRITE (IOUT,2000) IELEM, (NODES(I),I=l,2), MAT, (TEMPER(I),1=1,2), EPEL, EPTH, SIG, FORCE 

2000 FORMAT(/4H EL=,15, 7H NODES=,215,1X,4HMAT=,12,7H TEMPS=,2F7.1, 
1 4H EP=,F9.6,6H EPTH=,F9.6,5H SIG=,G12.5,5H FOR=,G12.5, 
2 14H 3-D DEMO 100 ) 

A1.8.16 WritinK a postdata tile. 

The STIF8 post data file is written on FILE12 as shown below. 

1. FX(I) level 1 
2. FX(J) 

-----------
3. SIG level 2 

.----------

4. TEMP(I) level 3 
5. TEMP(J) 

-----------
6. EP 
7. EPTH 
8. EPPL 
9. EPOR 
10. EPCR 
11. SIGEPL 
12. EPSW 
13. FLS(I) 
14. FLS(J) level 5 

-----------

200 IF (IPLOT .NE. 1) GO TO 900 

Number of forces (LEVEL 1) 

IPLTAY(2) = 2 

Number of stresses (LEVEL 2) 

IPLTAY(3) = 1 
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Number of total saved (LEVELS 1,2, AND 3) 

IPLTAY(4) = S 

Save geometry for contours (O,NO I,YES) 

IPLTAY(6) = 0 

Put post data information into POSTD 

POSTD(1) = -FORCE 
POSTD(2) = FORCE 
POSTD(3) = SIG 
POSTD(4) = TEMPER(1) 
POSTD(S) = TEMPER(2) 

If more than the default level of postdata information is desired, it should be 

added here. KED(K21) was set> 3. IPLTAY(4) must be set to the total of all 

levels. 

IF (K21 .LE. 4) GO TO 400 
IPLTAY(4) = 7 
POSTD(6) = EPEL 
POSTD(7) = EPTH 

400 CONTINUE 

Al.8.1' Writina results to FILEU: subroutine SRPLT 

Put PL TAR Y information onto FILE 12 

CALL SRPLT (IELEM, ITYP, NROW, MAT, U(l), NODES(1), XYZEQ(1,1), IPlTAY(1), PlTARY(1» 

Al.8.18 Compute volume for optimization studies 

The element volume is evaluated for p.ossible use in an optimization analysis. 

ElVOl = AlENG*(DP<>NE - EPORG)*AREA 
900 CAll PUTELD (IElNUM,EPAR(1),ERPAR(1),CON,SVR(1» 

Al.S.l? Restorina the data to FILE3: PUTELD. 

PUTELD restores data back to FILE3. 

CALL TRACK( 15,'SR100 ') 
RETURN 
END 
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AI.9 Example: Straight Cylindrical Beam CPipe) User Element. 

This section details the programming of an ANSYS straight cylindrical beam user 

element. The beam stiffness matrix is a simplified version of the ANSYS straight 

beam element STIF4 [6.1]. 

The element is a 2 noded line element, with 6 degrees of freedom per node: three 

translations and three rotations. Np mass or stress stiffening effects are 

considered. 

Al.9.1Input information. 

Real constants. 

The beam formulation requires the following input values: elastic modulus, 

Poisson's ratio, mid-wall radius and wall thickness. 

From these it evaluates 

i) 

ii) 

iii) 

iv) 

Modulus of rigidity 

Second moment of area 

Polar moment of area 

Cross sectional area 

E 
G=--

1 + v 

A = 2nrh 

Variable names 

The following variable names are used in STlOO and SRlOO: 

RAD 

TIllCK 

AREA 

RAD3 

SECMOM 

POLMOM 

EI 

mid surface radius 

wall thickness 

cross sectional area 

radius cubed 

second moment of area 

polar moment of area 

elastic mod. x SECMOM 
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EA 

ALEN2 

ALENG3 

" xAREA 

rigidity mod x POLMOM 

element length cubed 

A1.9.2 ANSYS USER.FOR FORTRAN source code. 

The element source code is given in the·following sections. Additional comments 

are written in lower case large text. 

C 
C 
C 
C 
C 

ANSYS USER ELEMENT CODE FOR STRAIGHT CYLINDRICAL BEAM ELEMENT 

DONALD MACKENZIE OCT/NOV 1987 

C 

ANSYS VERSION 4.3A 

PROGRAM ANSYS 
ANSYS VERSION 4.3A 
IMPLICIT DOUBLE PRECISION (A-H,O-Z) 
EXTERNAL MAIN,STOPER 
EXTERNAL ELSHFN 
CALL NNDIM 
CALL MAIN 
CALL STOPER 

END 

Subroutine USEREL. 

SUBROUTINE USEREL (ITYP,IPARM,KYSUB,KEY3D,KDOF.,KUNSYM,KTRANS) 

C 
INTEGER IPARM(20, 12),KYSUB(9),ITYP,JTYPE,KEY3D,KDOF,KUNSYM,KTRANS 

C 
C ****** DETERMINE TYPE OF ELEMENT AND THEN BYPASS IF NOT USER ELEMENT 

JTYPE = IPARM(ITYP,3) 
IF (JTYPE .NE. 100) GO TO 100 

C ********** SET 3-D KEY ********** 
KEY3D = 1 

C 
C ********** DEFINE DOF SET AT EACH NODE ********** 

KDOF = 0 
C 
C ********** SET UNSYMMETRIC MATRIX KEY ********** 

KUNSYM = 0 
C 
C ***** DEFINE PATTERN FOR ELEMENT TO GLOBAL TRANSFORMATION 

KTRANS = 2 
C 
C *......... DEFINE NUMBER OF NODES ********** 

IPARM(ITYP,8) = 2 
C 
C ***** DEFINE NUMBER OF TEMPERATURES (DELTEM,TEMPER) 

IPARM(ITYP,11) = 0 
C 
C ***** DEFINE NUMBER OF PRESSURES (PRESS) ******* 
C IF THERMAL ANALYSIS, TYe TIMES NUMBER OF CONVECTION SURFACES 

IPARM(ITYP,6) = 0 
C 
C ***** SET ZEROED VARIABLES (NOITUEP) 

IPARM(ITYP,12) = 0 
C 
C ***** DEFINE NUMBER OF REAL CONSTANTS FOR ELEMENT (RVR) 

IPARM(ITYP,10) = 2 
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c 
C ***** DEFINE NUMBER OF VARIABLES TO BE SAVED (SVR) 

IPARM(ITYP,7) = 24 
C 
C ***** DEFINE NUMBER OF ROWS IN ELEMENT MATRICES (KTIK) 

IPARM(ITYP,9) = 12 
C 
C ********** SET KEY TO IDENTIFY NON-LINEAR ELEMENT 

IPARM(ITYP,4) = 0 
C 
C ********** SET KEY FOR THERMAL ELEMENT (KAN,-1) 

IPARM(ITYP,1) = 0 
C 

100 RETURN 
END 

Subroutine USERPT. 

SUBROUTINE USERPT (INODE,JTYPE,KSHAPE,NNODE) 

C 
C ********** USER SUBROUTINE FOR ANSYS PLOT SHAPE ********** 
C 
C DEFINE ELEMENT SHAPE AND NUMBER OF NODES, FOR PLOTTING 
C 

INTEGER INODE(20),JTYPE,KSHAPE,NNODE 
C *********BYPASS IF NOT USER ELEMENT (JTYPE = 100) ********* 

IF (JTYPE .NE. 100) GO TO 100 
C ****** SELECT SHAPE TO BE PLOTTED BY SETTING KSHAPE ******* 

C 

C 

KSHAPE = 2 
********** SET NUMBER OF ACTUAL NODES ********** 

NNODE = 2 
100 RETURN 

END 

Subroutine STIOO. 

SUBROUTINE ST100 (IELNUM,ITYP,KELIN,KELOUT,NR,KTIK,ZS,ZASS,DAMP, 
1 GSTI F , ZSC) 

Subroutine STlOO evaluates the element stiffness matrix, ZS. No mass, stress 

stiffening or damping matrices are evaluated, nor is a load vector. 

C ******* STIFFNESS PASS FOR 3-D CYL BEAM ELEMENT ******** 
C 

C 

IMPLICIT DOUBLE PRECISION (A-H,O-Z) 
EXTERNAL TRACK,GETELD,PUTELD,PROPEV,NONTBL,VZERO,MHTCH,USEERR 
INTEGER I,J,K,I3,J3,16,J6,I9,J9,LP(4),NSTR,NUM,KDEMO,NFKEY 

C ***** START STCOM STORAGE ******** 

C 

C 

INTEGER IELNUM,ITYP,KELIN(6),KELOUT(6),NR,KTIK, 
1 KEYERR,IOUT,NSTEPS,KFSTLD,ITTER,ITIME,NCUMIT,KRSTRT,ISPARE, 
2 K13,NPRPVl,MATST,K5,K16,IPROP,KCPDS, 
3 K20,KAY,MOOE, ISYM,KAHD, I DEBUG, lXXX, 
4 ITYPE,MAT, IELEM,NROW,JTYPE, IPLOT,IPRINT,KTEMTP,KCONCV,KBIC NV, 
5 KEYPLS,KEYCRP,KEYSWL,KYSUB(9),K21,NOOES(20), EPAR(50) 

REAL ERRVAR(5) 

DOUBLE PRECISION 
1 DPZERO,DPHALF,DPONE,DPTWO,DPTEN,DTORAD.RADTOO, 
2 TREF,TUNIF,TOFSET, DELTIM,TIME,TIMOLD,TIME2,TIME3,DELT2, 
3 ACEL,OMEGA,CGOMEG,CGLOC,DXXX, 
4 ELMASS,XCENTR,YCENTR,ZCENTR,TFCP,SUBEX, ERPAR(20), 
5 XYZEQ(20,3),X(ZO),Y(ZO),Z(20), ELVOL 

COMMON ISTCOMI DPZERO,DPHALF,DPONE,DPTWO,DPTEN,DTORAD,RADTOO, 
1 TREF,TUNIF,TOFSET, DELTIM,TIME,TIMOLD,TIME2,TIME3,DELT2, 
2 ACEL(3),OMEGA(6),CGOMEG(6),CGLOC(3), DXXX(16), 
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C 

C 

C 

C 

3 KEYERR,IOUT,NSTEPS,KFSTLD,ITTER,ITIME,NCUMIT,KRSTRT,ISPARE, 
4 K13,NPRPVL,MATST,K5,K16,IPROP(20),KCPDS, 
5 K20,KAY(10),MODE,ISYM,KAHD,IDEBUG(10), IXXX(41) 

EQUIVALE~CE (ITYPE,EPAR(1», (MAT,EPAR(2», (IELEM,EPAR(5», 
1 (NROW,EPAR(7», (JTYPE,EPAR(11», (IPLOT,EPAR(12», 
2 (IPRINT,EPAR(13», (KTEMTP,EPAR(14», (KCONCV,EPAR(16», 
4 (KBICNV,EPAR(17», (KEYPLS,EPAR(18», (KEYCRP,EPAR(19», 
5 (KEYSWL,EPAR(20», (KYSUB(1),EPAR(21», (K21,EPAR(30», 
6 (NODES(1),EPAR(31» 

EQUIVALENCE (ELMASS,ERPAR(1», (XCENTR,ERPAR(2», 
1 (YCENTR,ERPAR(3», (ZCENTR,ERPAR(4», (TFCP,ERPAR(5», 
2 (SUBEX,ERPAR(6» 

EQUIVALENCE (X(1),XYZEQ(1,1»,(Y(1),XYZEQ(1,2»,(Z(1),XYZEQ(1,3» 

The following DOUBLE PRECISION statements replace the * CALL DPCOM 

and STKCOM commands in USER.ROUTINES. 

C 

C 

C 

DOUBLE PRECISION 
1 ZS(KTIK,KTIK), 
2 RAD,THICK,AREA,SECMOM,POLMOM,EI,EA,GJ,ALENG3, 
3 PROP(4),ALEN2,ALENG,DX,DY,DZ,AVETEM,FORCE,EPEL, 
4 EX,ALPX,NUXY,DENS, 
5 DPPI 

DOUBLE PRECISION 
1 RVR(2),SVR(24), 
2 TR(12, 12),DFORL(6),CON,ALENN1,SALP1,CA~P1,SALP2,CALP2, 
3 U(240) 

EQUIVALENCE (RVR(1),RAD), (RVR(2),THICK) 

EQUIVALENCE (SVR(1),PROP(1», (SVR(5),ALEN2), 
1 (SVR(6),ALENG), (SVR(7),DX), (SVR(8),DY), (SVR(9),DZ), 
2 (SVR(10),AVETEM), (SVR(11),FORCE), (SVR(12),EPEL), 
3 (SVR(13),AREA), (SVR(14),SECMOM), (SVR(15),POLMOM) 

C A FURTHER 9 SAVED VARIABLES SVR ARE DEFINED LATER AS THE 
C 3x3 TRANSFORMATION MATRIX. 
C 

C 

EQUIVALENCE (PROP(1),EX), (PROP(2),ALPX), (PROP(3),NUXY), 
1 (PROP(4),DENS) 

DATA DPPI / 3.14159265358979300 / 
C SET UP INTEGER ARRAY FOR ACCESSING MATERIAL PROPERTIES 

DATA LP / 1, 2, 3,10/ 
C 

CALL TRACK(S,'ST100 ') 
C 
C ***** NOTE CHANGE OF DELTEM(1) ETC TO CON AS THEY ARE SET TO 
C ZERO IN USEREL 
C 

Element data is accessed from FILE3 by GETELD. Note the CON arguments 

replacing the unused pressure . and temperature arguments from 

USER.ROUTINES. 

CALL GETELD (IELNUM,ITYP,EPAR(1),ERPAR(1),CON,CON, 
1 CON,CON,RVR(1),SVR(1),XYZEQ(1,1),U(1» 
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C ***** INITIALIZE VARIABLES FIRST TIME THROUGH IF NEEDED **** 
IF (KFSTLD .EQ. 0) GO TO 100 
FORCE = DPZERO 
EPEL = DPZERO 

100 CONTI NUE 

Material properties are accessed by PROPEV. A single subroutine call is made, 

utilising a LP array, rather than one call per property required. 

CALL PROPEV (IELEM,MAT,JTYPE,LP(1),AVETEM,PROP(1),4) 

C ********** VERIFY GEOMETRY 
OX = X(2) . X(1) 
DY = H2) • y(1) 
DZ = Z(2) - Z(1) 
CON = DX**2 + DY**2 
ALEN2 = CON + DZ**2 
IF (ALEN2 .GT. DPZERO) GO TO 150 
WRITE (IOUT,2000) IELEM 

2000 FORMAT ('ZERO LENGTH ELEMENT' ,15) 
KEYERR = 1 
NFKEY = 1 
CALL USE ERR (NFKEY) 
GO TO 990 

150 ALENG = DSQRT(ALEN2) 
ALENN1 = DSQRT(CON) 

********** 

As the cylindrical beam is symmetric about its longitudinal axis the transformation 

matrix is identical to the USER.ROUTINES spar TR matrix. For non-circular 

beams the orientation of the beams 'depth' axis would have to be accounted for. 

C ********** FORM TR MATRIX ********** 
C THE TR MATRIX IS THE LOCAL TO GLOBAL CONVERSION MATRIX 
C ZERO TR MATRIX 

CALL VZERO(TR(1, 1), 144) 
IF (ALENN1 .GT •• 0001*ALENG) GO TO 200 
SALP1 = DPZERO 
CALP1 = DPONE 
GO TO 250 

200 SALP1 = DY/ALENN1 
CALP1 = DX/ALENN1 

250 SALP2 = DZ/ALENG 
CALP2 = ALENN1/ALENG 
TR(1,1) = CALP1*CALP2 
TR(2,1) = -SALP1 
TR(3,1) = 'CALP1*SALP2 
TR(1,2) = SALP1*CALP2 
TR<2,2) = CALP1 
TR(3,2) = 'SALP1*SALP2 
TR(1,3) = SALPZ 
TR(2,3) = DPZERO 
TR(3,3) = CALPZ 

In order to re-define the TR matrix in SRlOO, the 3x3 TR matrix elements are 

stored as saved variables and thus passed out of STIOO by PUTEW. 

C THE 3x3 TRANSFORMATION MATRIX IS STORED IN THE SAVED 
C VARIABLES ARRAY IT IS THUS PASSED TO SR100, 
C WHERE IT IS REQUIRED FOR STRESS EVALUATION. 

SVR( 16)=TR( 1,1) 
SVR( 17)=TR( 1,2) 
SVR( 18)=TR( 1,3) 
SVR( 19)=TR(Z, 1) 
SVR(20)=TR(2,2) 
SVR(21)=TR(2,3) 
SVR(22)=TR(3,1) 
SVR(23)=TR(3,2) 
SVR(24)=TR(3,3) 
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As the stiffness matrix is to be fully defined as a 12x12 matrix, so must the TR 

matrix. 

C F[LL OUT l2x,2 MATR[X FROM THE 3x3 
C 

DO 270 [=1,3 
[3=[+3 
[6=[+6 
[9=1+9 
DO 270 J=l,3 

J3=J+3 
J6=J+6 
J9=J+9 
TR(13,J3) = TR(I,J) 
TR(16,J6) = TR(I,J) 
TR(19,J9) = TR(I,J) 

270 CONTI NUE 

C *************** CALCULATE MASS AND CENTROID ******** 
XCENTR = (X(1) + X(2»*DPHALF 
YCENTR = (Y(l> + Y(2»*DPHALF 
ZCENTR = (Z(1) + Z(2»*DPHALF 

C ********** RETURN IF ERROR(S) OR CHECK RUN ********* 
IF «NSTEPS .EQ. D) .OR. (KEYERR.EQ.l» GO TO 990 

C ******* STIFFNESS MATRIX ******** 
IF (KELIN(l) .NE. 1) GO TO 400 

The stiffness matrix is essentially the ANSYS STIF4 matrix, with simplifications 

as the beam is axisymmetric. 

C STRAIGHT CYLINDRICAL THIN WALLED BEAM ELEMENT STIFFNESS MATRIX 
C BASED ON ANSYS STIF4 WITH SIMPLIFICATIONS FOR SYMMETRY ETC. 

Initially, constants useful in the matrix calculations are evaluated. 

C EVALUATE SECMOM (ie I), POLMOM (ie J) 
C 

C 

AREA = 2*DPPI*RAD*THICK 
SECMOM = DPPI*RAD**3*THICK 
POLMOM = SECMQM*2 

C EVALUATE USEFUL COMBINATIONS OF THE ABOVE 
C 

EI = EX*SECMOM 
EA '" EX*AREA 
GJ '" (EX/(1+NUXY»*POLMOM 

C LENGTH CUBED: 
ALENG3 '" ALEN2*ALENG 

C ZERO THE STIFFNESS MATRIX 
CALL VZERO(ZS(1,1),144) 

C EVALUATE ELEMENTS OF STIFFNESS MATRIX 
C 

ZS(1,1) '" EA/ALENG 
ZS(1,7) '" -ZS(1,1) 
ZS(7,1) '" -ZS(1,1) 
ZS(7,7) = ZS(1,1) 
ZS(2,2) '" 12*EI/ALENG3 
ZS(2,8) '" -ZS(2,2) 
ZS(8,2) = ZS(2,8) 
ZS(3,3) = ZS(2,2) 
ZS(3,9) '" ZS(2,8) 
ZS(9,3) '" ZS(2,8) 
ZS(8,8) '" ZS(2,2) 
ZS(9,9) '" ZS(2,2) 
ZS(2,6) = 6*EI/ALEN2 
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ZS(6,2) = ZS(2,6) 
ZS(2,12) = ZS(2,6) 
ZS(12,2) = ZS(2,6) 
ZS(3,S) = -ZS(2,6) 
ZS(S,3) = ZS(3,S) 
ZS(3,11) = ZS(3,S) 
ZS(11,3) = ZS(3,S) 
ZS(S,9) = ZS(2,6) 
ZS(9,S) = ZS(2,6) 
ZS(6,8) = ZS(3,S) 
ZS(8,6) = zs(3,S) 
ZS(8,12) = ZS(3,S) 
ZS(12,8) = ZS(3,S) 
ZS(9,11) = ZS(2,6) 
ZS(11,9) = ZS(2,6) 
ZS(4,4) = GJ/ALENG 
ZS(4,10) = -ZS(4,4) 
ZS(10,4) = -ZS(4,4) 
ZS(10,10) = ZS(4,4) 
ZS(S,S) = 4*EI/ALENG 
ZS(6,6) = ZS(S,S) 
ZS(11,11) = ZS(S,S) 
ZS(5,11) = ZS(S,S)/2 
ZS(11,S) = ZS(S,11) 
ZS(6,12) = ZS(5,11) 
ZS(12,6) = ZS(S,11) 
ZS(12,12) = ZS(S,S) 

The element stiffness matrix is transformed to global co-ordinates by evaluating: 

[ZS]global = [TR]T [ZSllocal [TR] 

This is done by the ANSYS routine MHTCH. 

C CONVERT TO GLOBAL COORDINATES 
CALL MHTCH(TR(1,1),ZS(1,l),12,KTIK,12) 

C SET KEY THAT MATRIX WAS INDEED COMPUTED. 
KELOUT( 1) = 1 

400 CONTI NUE 

990 CALL PUTELD (IELNUM,EPAR(1),ERPAR(1),CON,SVR(1» 
C PUTELD RESTORES DATA BACK TO FILE2 

CALL TRACK( 15,'ST100 ') 
RETURN 
END 

Subroutine SRlOO. 

SUBROUTINE SR100 (IELNUM,ITYP,KELOUT,ELVOL,KTIK,ZS,ZASS,ZSC) 

SR100 evaluates direct and bending stresses at the nodes, and combines these to 

give maximum and minimum nodal stresses. 

Stresses are evaluated from the nodal forces and moments: 

Fx 
°dir = A 

M yr 0 

°bend2; = -1-' 
y 
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The nodal forces and moments are evaluated by a matrix-displacement method. 

The displacement vector d from the stiffness pass is back substituted into the 

force-displacement relationship to yield nodal forces. 

Forces are evaluated in the local element co-ordinate system. Thus: 

where 

dl = TRdg 

Thus 

F} = TRKg Dg 

C ********* STRESS PASS FOR 3-D CYL BEAM ELEMENT ******** 
C 

C 

IMPLICIT DOUBLE PRECISION (A-H,O-Z) 
EXTERNAL TRACK,GETELD,PUTELD,SRPLT,MAXV,VZERO 
INTEGER KDENO,IPLTAY(6),I,J,I3,J3,I6,J6,I9,J9 

C ***** START STCOM STORAGE ******** 

C 

C 

C 

C 

C 

INTEGER IELNUM,ITYP,KELIN(6),KELOUT(6),NR,KTIK, 
1 KEYERR,IOUT,NSTEPS,KFSTLD,ITTER,ITINE,NCUMIT,KRSTRT,ISPARE, 
2 K13,NPRPVL,MATST,K5,K16,IPROP,KCPDS, 
3 K20,KAY,MODE,ISYN,KAHD,IDEBUG,IXXX, 
4 ITYPE,MAT,IELEM,NROW,JTYPE,IPLOT,IPRINT,KTENTP,KCONCV,KBICNV, 
5 KEYPLS,KEYCRP,KEYS~L,KYSUB(9),K21,NODES(20), EPAR(SO) 

REAL ERRVAR(5) 

DOUBLE PRECISION 
1 DPZERO,DPHALF,DPONE,DPTWO,DPTEN,DTORAD,RADTOD, 
2 TREF,TUNIF,TOFSET, DELTIM,TIME,TINOLD,TINE2,TINE3,DELT2, 
3 ACEL,OMEGA,CGOMEG,CGLOC,DXXX, 
4 ELMASS,XCENTR,YCENTR,ZCENTR,TFCP,SUBEX, ERPAR(20), 
5 XYZEQ(20,3),X(20),Y(20),Z(20), ELVOL 

COMMON /STCOM/ DPZERO,DPHALF,DPONE,DPTWO,DPTEN,DTORAD,RADTOD, 
1 TREF,TUNIF,TOFSET, DELTIN,TIME,TINOLD,TINE2,TINE3,DELT2, 
2 ACEL(3),OMEGA(6),CGOMEG(6),CGLOC(3), DXXX(16), 
3 KEYERR,IOUT,NSTEPS,KFSTLD,ITTER,ITIME,NCUMIT,KRSTRT,ISPARE, 
4 K13,NPRPVl,MATST,KS,K16,IPROP(20),KCPDS, 
5 K20,KAY(10),MODE,ISYN,KAHD,IDEBUG(10), IXXX(41) 

EQUIVALENCE (ITYPE,EPAR(l», (MAT,EPAR(2», (IELEN,EPAR(5», 
1 (NROW,EPAR(7», (JTYPE,EPAR(11», (IPLOT,EPAR(12», 
2 (IPRINT,EPAR(13», (KTENTP,EPAR(14», (KCONCV,EPAR(16», 
4 (KBICNV,EPAR(17», (KEYPLS,EPAR(18», (KEYCRP,EPAR(19», 
5 (KEYSWL,EPAR(20», (KYSUB(1),EPAR(21», (K21,EPAR(30», 
6 (NODES(1),EPAR(31» 

EQUIVALENCE (ELMASS,ERPAR(l», (XCENTR,ERPAR(2», 
1 (YCENTR,ERPAR(3», (ZCENTR,ERPAR(4», (TFCP,ERPAR(S», 
2 (SUBEX,ERPAR(6» . 

EQUIVALENCE (X(1),XYZEQ(1,1»,(Y(1),XYZEQ(1,2»,(Z(1),XYZEQ(1,3» 
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C 

C 

C 

DOUBLE PRECISION 
1 ZS(KTIK,KTIK), 
2 RAD,THICK,AREA,SECMOM,POLMOM, 
3 PROP(4),ALEN2,ALENG,DX,DY,DZ,AVETEM,FORCE,EPEL, 
4 EX,ALPX,NUXY,DENS,ALENN1, 
5 TR(12,12),SALP1,CALP1,SALP2,CALP2, 
6 FELEM(12),DUMMY(12),SDIRI,SBENDI,SDIRJ,SBENDJ, 
7 SMAXI,SMINI,SMAXJ,SMINJ 

DOUBLE PRECISION 
1 RVR(2),SVR(24), 
2 EPTOT,EPTH,SIG,U(24),POSTD(20),CON 

EQUIVALENCE (RVR(1),RAD), (RVR(2),THICK) 

EQUIVALENCE (SVR(1),PROP(1», (SVR(5),ALEN2), 
1 (SVR(5),ALENG), (SVR(7),DX), (SVR(8),DY), (SVR(9),DZ), 
2 (SVR(10),AVETEM), (SVR(11),FORCE), (SVR(12),EPEL), 
3 (SVR(13),AREA), (SVR(14),SECMOM), (SVR(15),POLMOM) 

C THE 3x3 TR MATRIX IS DEFINED FROM THE OTHER 9 SVR FURTHER ON. 

C 

C 

C 

EQUIVALENCE (KDEMO,KYSUB(2» 
EQUIVALENCE (PROP(1),EX), (PROP(2),ALPX), (PROP(3),NUXY), 

1 (PROP(4),DENS) 

CALL TRACK (5, 'SR100 ') 
CALL GETELD (IELNUM,ITYP,EPAR(1),ERPAR(1),CON,CON, 

1 CON,CON,RVR(1),SVR(1),XYZEQ(1,1),U(1» 

The full 12x12 TR matrix is required in order to evaluate the nodal forces. The 

3x3 matrix passed out from STlOO as saved variables is redefined and expanded 

to 12x12. 

C RE-EVALUATE TRANSFORMATION MATRIX: REQD. FOR EVALUATION OF 
C NODAL FORCES. 

C 

TR(1,1)= SVR(16) 
TR(1,2)= SVR(17) 
TR(1,3)= SVR(18) 
TR(2,1)= SVR(19) 
TR(2,2)= SVR(20) 
TR(Z,3)= SVR(21) 
TR(3,1)= SVR(22) 
TR(3,2)= SVR(23) 
TR(3,3)= SVR(24) 

C FILL OUT 12X12 MATRIX FROM THE 3x3 
C 

DO 80 1=1,3 
13=1+3 
16=1+6 
19=1+9 
DO 80 J=1,3 

J3=J+3 
J6=J+6 
J9=J+9 
TR(13,J3) = TR(I,J) 
TR(16,J6) = TR(I,J) 
TR(19,J9) = TR(I,J) 

80 CONTINUE 

C -*--- EVALUATE NODAL FORCES --

The nodal force evaluation procedure is described at the beginning of this section. 
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C THE NODAL FORCES IN ELEMENT CO-ORDS ARE EVALUATED FROM THE EQUATION 
C HELEM} = [TR] [ZS] {U} 
C THE MATRIX/VECTOR MULTIPLICATION IS PERFORMED BY THE ANSYS ROUTINE 
C MAXV, WHICH MULTS_ MATRIX A AND VECTOR V_ 
C 

C 

CALL MAXV(ZS(l,l),U(1),DUMMY(1),KTIK,KTIK) 
CALL MAXV(TR(1,1),DUMMY(1),FELEM(1),KTIK,KTIK) 

C EVALUATE NODAL STRESSES_ 

The nodal direct and bending stresses are calculated from the equations given at 

the beginning of this section_ Note that the direct stress at node i must be negated. 

This is a consequence of the force evaluation procedure. 

The bending stress evaluated is due to the combined y and z moments: ie 

The maximum stress is the direct plus bending, and the minimum stress the direct 

minus bending. 

C THE STRESSES ARE EVALUATED AT THE NODES·ONLY. 
C 

C 

C 

AREA=2*3.14159*RAD*THICK 
SDIRI = -FELEM(1)/AREA 
SBENDI = «RAD+THICK/2)/SECMOM)*DSQRT(FELEM(5)**2+FELEM(6)**2) 
SMAXI = SDIRI+SBENDI 
SHINI = SDIRI-SBENDI 

SDIRJ = FELEH(7)/AREA 
SBENDJ = «RAD+THICK/2)/SECMOM)*DSQRT(FELEH(11)**2+FELEM(12)**2) 
SMAXJ = SDIRJ+SBENDJ 
SHINJ = SDIRJ-SBENDJ 

The results of the stress run are written to FILE 12 by SRPL T. In order to do this 

the 'structure' of FILE12 must be defined, and the required results set equal to 

elements of the POSTD array. 

C ****** WRITE POST DATA FILE ******* 
200 IF (IPLOT .NE. 1) GO TO 900 

C ***** NUMBER OF FORCES (LEVEL 1) ***** 
IPLTAY(2) = 12 

C ***** NUMBER OF STRESSES (LEVEL 2) ***** 
IPLTAY(3) = 4 

C ***** NUMBER OF TOTAL SAVED (LEVELS 1, 2, AND 3) 
IPLTAY(4) = 20 

C ***** SAVE GEOMETRY FOR CONTOURS (D,NO 1, YES) 
IPL TAY(6) = 0 

C 

C ****** PUT POSTDATA INFORMATION INTO P<>STD ****** 
DO 395 1=1,12 
POSTD(I) = FELEM(I) 

395 CONTI NUE 
POSTD(13) = SDIRI 
POSTD(14) = SBENDI 
POSTD(15) = SDIRJ 
POSTD(16) = SBENDJ 
POSTD(17) = SMAXI 
POSTD(1S) = SMINI 
POSTD(19) = SMAXJ 
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POSTD(20) SMINJ 
C 
400 CONTINUE 

C 
C ***** PUT PLTARY INFORMATION ONTO FILE 12 ******* 

CALL SRPLT (IELEM,ITYP,NROW,MAT,100,2,U(1),NODES(1),XYZEQ(1,1), 
1 IPLTAY(l),POSTD(l» 

900 CALL PUTELD (IELNUM,EPAR(1),ERPAR(1),CON,SVR(1» 
C PUTELD RESTORES DATA BACK TO FILE3 

CALL TRACK( 15,'SR100 ') 
RETURN 
END 
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PREPROCESSi NG 
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number of nodes, etc. 
read in from 
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inSR100) 

POST PROCESSING POST1 

Figure ALl. ANSYS finite element analysis procedure. 
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Al,! TRANSFORMATION OF ELEMENT CO-ORDINATE 

SYSTEMS. 

Finite element matrices may be define'd in terms of a local element co-ordinate 

system, however prior to assembly the individual element matrices and load 

vectors are required in a single global co-ordinate system. This is achieved by 

converting the element matrices from the local to the global system by use of a 

transformation matrix. 

The transformation matrix is a matrix of direction cosines relating the axes of the 
local and global co-ordinate systems. Each type of finite element - spar, beam, 

plate etc. - has its own specific form of matrix, depending on the geometry and 

degrees of freedom of the element. The transformation matrix is defined in 

general by the equation: 

{local vector} = T R {g lobal vector} (A2.Ia) 

or conversely 

{global vector}=TR-1{locai'vector} (A2.Ib) 

Thus the local displacement vector is related to the global system by: 

(A2.2) 

and similarly the local force vector by: 

{F /} = [TR]{F g} (A2.3) 

Local element matrices are also transformed into a global system by the use of 

the same transformation matrix. Consider, for example, the stiffness matrix. The 

element and global stiffness equations are 

(A2.4) 

(A2.5) 

Inverting (A2.2), the global force vector in (A2.5) may be expressed as: 

{Fg}=[TRr1{F/} 

Substituting for FI from (A2.2) gives: 
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{F g} = [T Rf I [K IHd l } 

and equating with (A2.5): 

Substituting for d I from (A2.2): 

and equating coefficients of d g, the global stiffness matrix is defined in terms of 

the local stiffness by: 

This argument may be extended to include the other element and global matrices. 

Thus, in general: 

[global matrix] = [T R] -I [elemen t matrix] [T R] (A2.6) 

Al.I.I The General Rotation Matrix. 

The transformation matrix is defined by examining the relationship between two 

general arbitrarily orientated co-ordinate systems. 

Consider the systems, X, Y,Z and X',Y',Z', which are initially coincident. Now 

let X', Y',Z'be rotated about the origin 0 into a new orientation. The relationship 

between the systems may be defined in terms of the angles through which system 

X',Y',Z'was rotated, but in practice it is simpler to use the direction cosines of 

the angles. 

Let the first system have unit direction vectors ij,k, and the second system unit 

direction vectors u,V,W, as shown in Fi~e A2.l. A typical direction cosine A IIi is 

defined as the cosine of the angle between v and i (q, vi in Figure Al.l). 

It can be shown that the unit vectors ij,k, have components with respect to U,V,W 

given by the equations: 

(A2.7a) 

j '=AU+AV+AW 
U/ V} W} 

(A2.7b) 
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k = A uk U + A uk V + A wk W (A2.7c) 

These equations can be used to establish the general relationship between the 

two systems by considering the co-ordinates of a point P in space. 

Let P have co-ordinates (x,y,z) in the original system, and (x',y',Z) in the rotated 

system. The position vector OP is thus 

OP=xi+yj+zk 

OP=x'U+y'V+z'W 

Equating these definition of OP 

gives: 

x'U+y'V+z'w= xi+yj+zk 

In system XYZ 

In system X',Y',Z'. 

(A2.8) 

Substituting the equations for i,j and k given in (A2.7) into (A2.8) and rearranging 

gives: 

x ' u + Y , v + Z ' W = ( A ui X + A UJ Y + A ulc Z ) U 

+(AX+A ,y+A IcZ)V 
VI VJ V 

Thus equating the coefficients of u , v and w defines the relationship between the 

two co-ordinate systems in the equations: 

(A2.9a) 

(A2.9b) 

(A2.9c) 

This may be written in matrix form: 

{X'} = [T]{X} (A2.I0) 

where: 
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(A2.11) 

This relationship is valid for any vector quantity, and thus [T] is defined as the 

general vector rotation matrix between co-ordinate systems X' and X. 

For clarity the direction cosines are henceforth defined by axes labels x,y and z, 

such that, typically, A- xy is the direction vector of the local x axis to the global y 

axis etc. 

Thus the general rotation matrix is defined: 

Axx AXY Axz 

[T]= Ayx Ayy A yZ 
(A2.12) 

Azx A Zy A zz 

A2.1.2 OrthOiQnality of Transformation Matrices. 

The vector rotation matrix has the very useful property of orthogonality: its 

transpose is also its inverse. This is due to the relationship between the direction 

cosines of the mutually perpendicular axes. Typically: 

It can be shown that 

[THT]T = [I] 

and thus, by definition, 

Similarly, as the general element transformation matrix [TR] relates vector 

quantities, it may also be shown to be orthogonal. Thus: 

(A2.13) 
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A2.1.3 Element to Global Transformation Equations. 

The orthogonality of the general transformation matrix simplifies the general 

element-global vector and matrix relationships given in equations (A2.1) and 

(A2.6). From these equations and (A2.13) above we may define the following 

relationships: 

{dQ}=[T]T{d/} 

{F Q} = [T]T {F /} 

[KQ]=[T]T[K/][T] 

[ M Q] = [ T ] T [ At I ] [ T ] 

Where d = displacement 

F = Force 
K = Stiffness 

M = Mass 

A2.1.4 Qrlindrical Straipt Beam Transformation Matrix. 

(A2.14a) 

(A2.14b) 

(A2.14c) 

(A2.14d) 

Consider a 2-node cylindrical straight beam element, as shown in Figure A2.2. 

Each node has 6 degrees of freedom: 3 translations and 3 rotations. 

The general rotation matrix [1'] for a vector in three dimensional space is defined 

in (A2.12). In this case each point in space has 6 degrees of freedom. However, 

as the translations and rotations are independent orthogonal vector quantities, 

the 6 degree of freedom transformation matrix for an arbitrary point, or node, i 

is simply: 

[O]J 
[T] 

Applying the same argument to node j, the full 12x12 element transformation is: 

[
[TJ 

[TR]= [0] 

In the case of a straight beam the orientation of nodes i andj are the same. Thus 

the transformation matrix for node j is. the same as that for i. 
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Therefore [TR] becomes: 

[TR]=[[T I
] 

[0 ] 
[0] ] 
[T I] 

(A2.IS) 

Hence, in order to fully define [TR] orily the 3x3 [T] matrix is required. 

To define [T] nine direction cosines, as defined in (A2.12), are required. The 

simplest way to evaluate these is to consider the element originating from the 

origin of a system parallel to the global axes, as shown in Figure A2.3a. 

The local x axis, Xl, is along the length of the element from node i to node j. Thus 

the direction cosines relating it to the global axes are: 

'" xx = cos a 

The length of the element is 

and therefore: 

dx 
A = cosa =-

xx L 

dy 
A = cos Q =-xy I" L 

Axz = cosy 

where d x == X ig - X ig 

d Y = Y ig - Y ig 

dz = Zig- Zig 

dz 
A = cosy =-

Xl: L 
(A2.I6) 

Thus the orientation of the local x axis with respect to the global system is fully 

defined. Now consider the local y axis. 

As the element is cylindrical the angle at which it is orientated about its x axis 

does not affect its behaviour. Therefore the local y axis, (or z if preferred), can 

be assigned an arbitrary orientation. To simplify the calculations let Yllie parallel 

to the global X-Y plane. Thus at node i y is perpendicular to Zg. Considering 

Figure A2.3(b): 

Ayx = cosa' 

A = cosy' = 0 yz 

Ayy = cos!3' 

as y 
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Viewing along the global Z axis shows 

cos a' = cos (~+ [3') = - si n [3 

Therefore 

Ayy = cos f3' 

As dz = 0, the projected length of the element in the Xg-Y g plane is 

Thus the direction cosines of the local y axis can be defined: 

-dy 
A =-

yx Q 
A =dx 

yy Q Ax;;; = 0 
(A2.17) 

Finally, as the 3 local axes are orthogonal, the direction cosines of the local z axis 
may be defined by considering the vector product of the local x and y axes direction 

cosines. Thus: 

Substituting the direction cosines into (A2.12), the circular beam 3x3 

transformation equation is: 

dx dy dz 
- -
L L L 

-dy dx (A2.18) [T]= 0 
Q Q 

-dxdz -dydz Q 
LQ LQ L 
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Al,I.S General Straieht Beam Transformation Matrix 

In the case of the circular beam the orientation of the local y axis to the global 

system was assigned an arbitrary value. However in the general case of a non 

axisymmetric beam, the beam properties are dependant on the orientation of the 

beam's Yl axis. Therefore orientation of Yl must be accounted for in the 

transformation of element matrices. Thus the transformation matrix must rotate 

the local y onto the global Y. 

Consider the transformation of node i of a general beam as shown in Figure A2.4a. 

The transformation matrix defined in equation (A2.I8) rotates the local system 

onto the global system as shown in Figure A2.4b, (viewing from along the -X axis). 

The local x axis has been rotated onto the global X, but Yl and zllie at an angle 

<l> to their global counterparts. Theref~re, in order to align these axes, a further 

rotation is required. This is performed by a second rotation matrix [ <l> 1 defined 

from the general matrix (A2.I2): 

(A2.I9) 

where: 

Axx = cosO = 1 
n 

A xy = A x% = AyX = cos 2 = 0 

Azx = AxyAyz - A.nAyy = 0 

The general straight beam transformation matrix is obtained by applying <I> to the 

cylindrical beam transformation matrix: 

[T] = [Q> ][ T cy\ beam] 

Thus the 3x3 general straight beam equation is found to be: 
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cix dy dz - -
L L L 

(-d Y dxd:: ) (dX dydz ) (tsin~ ) " [T)- QCOS<l>-~Sln<l> QCOS~-~Sin~ (A2.20) 
(d Y dxd:: ) -slnlj)---CoSIj) 

Q LQ 
(-dX dydz ) 
-Sln~---CoS~ 

Q LQ (tCOS~) 

A2.1.6 CDned Beam Transformation Matrix. 

Unlike a straight beam, the end nodes of a cUlved member do not share a common 

orientation with respect to the global axes. Therefore the general form of a curved 

beam transformation matrix is: 

[ 
[T ,] 

[TR]= [0] where 

The nodal transformation matrices [Ti] and [Tj] may be derived from the straight 

beam equations by considering the end nodes to be joined by a general straight 

beam. 

Consider node i of the curved beam shown in Figure A2.S. 

The bend lies in the local Xl Z} plane. Due to the curvature of the beam, its local 

X and z axes lie at an angle ~ to the local axes of an imaginary straight beam joining 

ito j. By applying a rotation matrix [e] to the real local axes, they can be aligned 

with the imaginary system. Consequently the transformation from local to global 

co-ordinates is completed by applying the general straight beam transformation 

matrix to the e rotated matrix. 

Applying the general rotation matrix equation (A2.12) to node i, the node i curved 

to straight beam rotation matrix e i is found to be: 

Axx Axy Axz 

[8J = Ayx Ayy AyZ 

Azx A zy A zz 

where: 
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e 
A = cos-

xx 2 

A =coS(~+~)=-Sin~ 
Xl 2 2 2 

A = cos 0 = 1 yy 

e 
A z x = A "y A y z - A x z A yy = sin 2 

e 
A zz = AxzAyy - AxyAyx = cos 2 

Thus: 

( cos ~) o (-Sin~) 
[8,] = 0 o 

( sin~) o ( cos~) 

IT 
A = cos - = 0 

xy 2 

IT 
A = cos - = 0 

yx 2 

IT 
A = cos - = 0 yz 2 

A Zy = AyzAyX - AxxAyZ = 0 

As the beam is circularly curved, repeating the procedure for node j shows: 

Therefore the nodal transformation equations are: 

(A2.21a) 

(A2.21b) 

Where 

[Tis] = Straight beam node i 6x6 TR matrix 

and 
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Figure A2.2 Cylindrical straight beam element coordinate system. 
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Figure A2.5 Curved beam to straight beam coordinate system 
transformation. 
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c 
C 
C 
C 

AJ,l PROGRAM BELIPROG.FOR 
PROGRAM BELIPROG 

FLEXlBIUIY AND STRESS FAcroR PROGRAM FOR 
SEMI-TOROIDAL BElLOWS 

C WRITl1!N BY OONALD MACKENZIE, MARCH 1989 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 

c 

TbiI pl'OJl'IDl evaluates tile _iJiIy and _ facton 01 
oemi-toroidal Ileu.- baled OIl tile Laupa and Weil/FiDd1ay 
IDd Spcuo:e UIIlyIio. Sill Fourier terma u..d in tile Ihope 
fImction. 

INTEGBR I,NEQ,J,K,L,Kl,NEQ1,LOOP 
DOUBIB PRECISION AMAT(6,6),BVEC(6),CVEC(6),CV AL,U(6), 
.t LAMBDA,l.S4,FI2X.DPPI,BMAT(2,6),D(2.2),s1G{2).EP(2),NU 

c lnput routine: lDtenctive. 
C 

c 

c 
c 

PRINT ',1NPUf PIPH RADIUS' 
RHAD (6,') TORR 
PRINT l,'PlpH RAD. ~',TORR 
PRINT' ,1NPUf CONVOwnON RADIUS' 
RHAD (6,')R 
PRlNTl,'CoNV.RAD -',R 
PRINT' ,1NPUf 11UCKNE:SS' 
RHAD (6,') 11I1CK 
PRINT \ :OOCK. - ',11IICK 
PRINT ',1NPUf ELASTIC MOD.' 
RHAD (6,') EX PRlNTl:e -',ax 
PRINT' ,1NPUf POISSON RAno' 
RHAD (6,') NU 
PRINT\,'NU -',NU 

ZEI'A • 11IICK/2 
lAMBDA -TORR'11IICK/R"2 
LS4-(LAMBDA"2.0)·4.o 

PRINT " 'lAMBDA - ',lAMBDA 

AIoIAT 1.1 - O.13OIIDO+(I.I78097DO/LS4) 
AloIA 1,2 - O.111l11DO+(I.6.W6&5J)o/LS4~ 
AIdA: 1,3 - ~~DO+(0.2S418DO/LS4 
AIdA: 1,4. 0.D28S71oo+(CI.oo1814DO/LS4 
AIdA: 1 • ~.lI2l16400-(b.00064IOO/LS4) 
AloIA 1 • ~.o16&1SDO+(0.lXJ02&3DO/LS4) 
AIdA: • O.523mDO + (2.I7l6l2DO/LS4) 
AIdA: 2,3. O.213333DO/LS4 
AloIA 2,4. O.ol6U7DO/LS4 
AloIA • O.o14109D0/LS4 
AloIA • ~.oU4ll9DO/LS4 
AloIA ,3. 2m439SDO+(O.l7387300/LS4) 
AloIA • OMmlJDO/LS4 
AloIA • O.ol7316DO/LS4 
AloIA ·O.DDO 
AIdA: 4.4· 4.71231111DO+ (O.o10646DO/LS4) 
AloIA • • O.ll28132DO/LSf 
AloIA 4 .O.ollCIQ500/LS4 
AIdA: - &377511+ (O.3B75ljLS4) 
AIdA: • O.DI6433DO/LS4 
AIdA: • l3.DIII!IIIDDO+ (O.D24S77DO/LSf) 

c 

c 

DPPI- 3.l41S926S3589'793DO 

BVEC 2 • 2.D00/3,Ooo BVEC!~- DPPI/4 
BVEC 3 • -4.006 15.000 
BVEC 4 - 6JJ~/3S.0DO 
BVEC - -&.OJ;\/63,ODO 
BVEC = IO.ODO,'99.0DO 

C SOLVE EQN (AJ IC) • IB) FOR Ic) 
C SOLunON BY 1llH GAUSS EUM. MEfHOD, 
C 
C INI11AllY EQUATEBVECTO CVEC 
C 

0011=1,6 
1 CVEC(I) - BVEC(I) 

C 

C 
NEQ=6 

NEQI=NEQ-l 
DO 100 K-l,NEQI 
CVAL -AMA T(K.K) 
Kl-K+ I 
00 11 J-Kl,NEQ 

11 AMAT(J,K)=AMAT(K) 
IF (ABS(CVAL)-IH-6)4,4,7 

4 WRnEI6S\K 
5 FORMAT(I .... SINGUlARITY IN ROW',15) 

GO TO 300 
C 
C DIV ROW BY DIAG COEFF 
C 
7 
8 

C 

DO 81=Kl,NEQ 
AMAT(K,J) -AMAT(K,J)/CV AL 
CVEC(K) -CVEC(lC)/CVAL 

C ELIMINATE ROW UNKNOWN X(K) FROM ROW I 
C 

DOIOI-Kl,NEQ 
CVAL-AMAT(I,K) 
D09J=I.NEO 

9 AMA~I,J).AMAT{I,J~AL'AMAT{K,J) 
10 CVEC I)=CVEC{I}-CVAL'CVEC(K) 
100 CO VB 

C 
C COMPlJIll LAST UK 
C 

~(AMAT(NEQ.N~-IE'(;)I,I.IOI 
~01 '(NBQ)-CVEC( )/AMAT(NEQ.NEQ) 

C APPLY BACKSUB TOCOMPIJI'E REMAINING UKS 
C 

DO 200 L-I,NEQI 
K-NEQ-L 
Kl-K+l 
00 200 J - KI.NEQ r CVEC(K) -C\lHC(K}-AMAT{K,J)'CVEC(J) 

C EVALUATE FU!XlBIUIY FAcroR 
C 

C 

FLEX - (BVEC(1 )'C\IHC{I)+ BVEC(2)'CVEC(2)+ BVEC(3)'CVEC(3) 
1 + BVEC(4)'CVEc(4) + BVEC(S)'CVEc{S)+ BVEc(6)'CVEc(6)/2 

PRINT ','FLEX .',Fl.HX 
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~ 
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c 

c 

c 

c 

PRINT ','OUI'ER SURFACE' 
PRINT': POSN. SlGAXlAl.. S1GHOOP' 

POS - ·S.o 
DO 250 n.oc-l,19 
POS - POS+S.o 
:g :.POSw:,l!BV/IPlJ. 
PC2 - '2-
PO - POS·3.~ 
PCo4 .. ·4.~ 

~--IJ'~;J PC7 - "7. 
POI - '8. 
PC9 • COS "9. 
PCIO - POS' 0.) 
PCI1 - '11.) 

- ·ZHrA'PCI/R 
- ·ZHrA '2. 'PC2/R 
- ·ZHrA'4.'PC4/R 
- ·ZHrA'6. 'PC6/R 
- ·ZHrA 'S. 'POI/R 
- ·ZHrA'lO.'PCIO/R 

B~I~1 - ·PCl'PC1'R'.s(fORR B~ 2.2 - /3.+1. 'R'S RR B~ 2,3 - B'S'+~/3~q::.s(fORR B~ 2,4. j7.+PC4/S. 'R·.s(fORR 
B~ - • (9.+PC6/1. 'R'S(fORR 
B~ - 11l.+PC8 .)'R·.s(fORR 

OCON - EX/(l •• NU·'2) 

m~
.1 -IXX>N 

1,2 - NU'OCON 
2,1 - NU'OCON 

-DCON 

C LEI' ARBrrRARY AXIAL FORCE - 1000 
DO a40 1-1,6 

a: '3.14~RR'1\DCK''3) 
UECVEC(I)'I000"(1 .• NU"2)'a"21 

a40 

C J.~~: R:ll~l,li'U(1)+BMAT(I~'U(2)+BMAT(I~'U(l) 
1 +~TC1"'):O(4 +BMATC1,s)'U( +BMATC1.6l'U( 
&P(2} - B'MATC2,l 'U(1)+BMAT(2.2 'U(2)+BMAT(2,3 'U(l) 
1 +8MAT(2,4)'O(4 +BMAT(2,S)'U( +BMAT(2,6)'U( 

C 
C BVAWA11! SJ1UlSSIlS ~IG~ - IDFEJ'} 

=~~ : ~1:H:~H!~~~:::g~~ 
C 
c NORMAUSE STRESSES BY DMDING BY SIG80 

SIGIIO - 3.G'R'I000.o/(3.l4l3927'TORR'THlCK"2) 

~gm:=U~~= 
POS - POS' iUJ/3.14lS729 

250 ~9FlO.i)') POS,SIG(1),s1G(2) 

C 
300 00Nl1NUH 

lIND 

C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 

AJ,2 PROGRAM BEL2FLEX.FOR 
PROGRAM BEL2FLEX 

1bio progmn evaiuales the llexibility tKtor of a 
oemi-toroidal beIJows usin& • finite element 
approach. Baoed on Triaonometril:: (Fourier) interpolation 
of radial diopio<=>enl. 
1M hellaM ltilfDless matrix io evaluated usina pUSOI81l 
quad1ature, 3 points Ihrouah lhi<tneoo and S along !be arc. 

C DonaId~, Much 19111. 
C 
C Nom. ID thio program: 
C mETA e MERIDIONAL (AXIAL) DlRECnON 
C PHI - CIRCUMFERENTIAL (AXlsYMM.) D1RECI'lON. 

C 

IMPUcrr DOUBLE PRECISION (A-H,O-Z) 
DOUBLE PRECISION W1~,AI(3)'WJ(s).Al(s).A(2,6)' 
I P(3,J),8TIFl'(3,J),NUXY 6,J),DllTJ, 
2 stBEl.(I,I).nMAT(2,3) 3,2).0(2,2).08(2,3) 

C /NPUf ROUflNE: lnleradMe. 
C 
C MA 'IllRIAL PROPER11ES: Young's modulus, Poisson'. rat>o. 
C 
C 8ElLOWS GEOMErRY: R = oolM)lution radiuo, TORR = mean 
C radius from oymmelril:: w., lHICK = waIll1lictnas. 
C 

C 

PRINT ',1NPUf PIPE RADIUS' 
READ 16,') roRR 
PRlNT~:plpERAD. ~',TORR 
PRINT ',1NPUf CONVOLUOON RADIUS' 
READ ~6,0) R 
PRINT o'CONV. RAD *', R 
PRINT ',1NPUfTHICKNESS' 
READ 16,') THICK 
PRINT ~:nuCK. * ',mlCK 
PRINT ',1NPUf IllAS11C MOD.' 
READ (6,0) EX 
PRINT ~ : a • '.EX 
PRINT ',1NPUf POISSON RATIO' 
READ (6,') NUXY 
PRINT ~ ,W -',NUXV 

C STIFFNESS MATRIX CONSfANT 
P4 • 3.1413927DO/4.o00 
CONSf - 2.ODO'EXop4'4.o00'R"TORR/(1.NUXY"2) 

C 

C ~c?'r~~ MATRIX [DJ'(I-NUXY"2)/EX 

1,2 - NUXY 
2,1 - NUXY 
2,2 • 1.0 

C 
C NUMERICAL lNI1lGRATION PARAMEfERS. 
C WEIGHTS 

WI - 0 SSSSSSSSS'I5SSSC\DO 
W2-0 DO 
W3 - WI 

C ABSCISSA 
A3 - O.~I483DO 
A2·0.DDO 



~ 
~ 

C 

C 

AI- -Al 

wn - 0.2369268&50S6189 
wn - OA1ll6286lO49936 
wn _05t 8 
Wf4 - wn 
WI'5 - wn 
BI - ~90611984S938664 
82 - ~.s3II4tP31QI0S683 
83-0.000 
B4 --82 
lIS - -BI 

C APPLY AcnJAL OO'BGRAll0N UMITS: 
C SUBSCRIPT l REPBBS TO H, J TO nmrA 

T - 'J'H(CIC/2 

C 

C 
C 

W1~~ - T"W:l W12 - T"W2 
WI - WI(I) 

Algl- T"Al Al2 -T"A2 Al -T"Al 

WJ!~- P4·wn WJ 2 - P4·wn 
WJ 3 - P4·wn WJo4 -WJ2~ 
"f1~: :!I:.DOO+B~ AJ 2 - P4· 1.D00+ 82 
AJ - P4· 1.D00+83 
AJ 4 - P4· 1.D00+ B4 
AJ - 1'4. 1.000+ 

C ZIlRO S11FFNESS AND P (AIDA) MATRICES 
00 30 l-l,6 
00 30 J-l,6 
S11FF(I.J) -O.DDO 

3OP~ 
C 
C STAIn' OF NUt.O!RICAL lN11!GRAll0N (OOUBLH) LOOP 

00 100 1-1,3 
00 lOOJ-loS 

C 
C BVALlJA11! B MAnux 
C 
C 
C 

C 

~~w~~~·e.pe·· 
HR - AJ(I)/CR··2) 

nmrA~AJ(I 
ST - SIN "1 
~ -- SIN 2.~A) 
~--is P~~") ST5 - SIN S."1HErA 

CT2 - 2. 0'J"HEr: ~ CTl- "1HErA 
Cf4 - o4_"1HErA 
CJ'.5 - .5. O'IHEfA 

ACl,,) --HR 

- O. 
- -3.0· HR·Sf2 
- .ao. HR·S1T3 
- ·1.5.o·HR·ST4 

C 
C MA11UX (G]: Strain displaoement "magrutude". with actual 
C boundaJy oonditions applied. 
C 

-1.0 
- 0.0 
- 0.0 
- 3.46238898 
- 3.o/4.D"R 
- 5.0/4.0 
- -2.11238898 
--R 
--2.D 
- 2.A6238898 
- 3.o/4.D"R 
- 9.0/4.0 
- -1.35619449 
- -l.o/2.D"R 
- -1.0 
- 2.S81II42194 
- 3.o/8.D"R 
- 3JJ/4.o 

c 
C EVALUATH[BMAT) - [Aj (Gj 

0040rr-l,2 
0040JT-I,3 
BMA T(rT JI') - 0.000 
0040 !cr-l,6 

40 BMAT(rrJJ') - BMAT(rrJl') + A(rr,Jcr)·G{ICf.JT) 
C 
C EVALUATE (BT) - TRANSPOSE OF (B) 

0047rr-J,2 
0047 JT-I,3 

47 Br(rr,n')-BMAT(rrJJ') 
C 
~ EVALUATE (PI - (BJI" [0] [BI MA11UX 

OO.50rr-l,2 
OO.50JT-J,3 
OB(rr,m-O.o 
00.50 JCt-l,2 

50 OB(rrJJ') - OB(rrJl')+D(rr,KT)·BMAT(ICfJJ') 
C 

00 60 rr-l,3 
0060JT-I,3 
pcrr,m-OJJ 
00 60 !cr-I,2 

60 P(rrJJ') - p(rrJl')+BT(rr,KT)·OB(ICfJJ') 
C 
C 
C 

EV ALUATE3X3 STIFFNESS MAnux. 
&;1~~:J1S11FFJ PREVIOUS + CONST"WElGHl'S " [PI 

0010 L-I,3 



~ 
0\ 

70 S'IlFF(K,L) - S'IlFF(K,L)+CONS'rWl(I)'WJ(J)'P(K,L) 
C 
100 col'mNUB 

C END OF NUMERICAL IN'l1lGRATION LOOP 
C 
C APPLY STAllC CONDENSAll0N: Bval\lale tllebeIkMI AialIlitrDeoo. 
C 
C CAll. RBDUCIl (S'IlFFSIlIEL) 

C BVALUATI! PLHXIBlUI'Y FACI'OR 
C 
C DISPlACEMENT I UNrr FORCE OF EQUIVALENT SfRAlGHf PIPE. 

DELTA - R/(2"3l4l3J37"TORR"1HICK'EX) 
DELTA - Dl!tTA~L/(1lfJCK/ll)"l 
DELTA - DELTA' Ib - N\JXY,ll) 

C f1LBXIB1UIY Fk R - FLEX 
FLEX - l/CSTBEl.(l,l)'DELTA) 

C WRrrB REsULTS TO SCREEN 
PRINT",'l.AMBDA -',1ORR'THlCK/R··2 
PRINT ','S11FF-',STBllL(l,l) 
PRINT ','F1JD( -',PU!X 

C 
END 

C 

AJ.2.1 SUBROUTINE REDUCE 
SUlIROU11NE RBDUCE (SE,RBD) 

C 
C Thio roun"., ~ tile ttatic: """""-'ion procedure 
C 10 red""" tile GI belkMllIim- matrix 10 tile IiD&Ie 
C ftIue of uiaJ IIi1I'Dea 
C 
C PUL1., SYMMEJ1UC S11FFNESS MATRJX SE. 
C CONDBNSAll0N OPfiRATIONS ON LOWI!R TRlANGUl OF SE
C SIZE OF PULL MATRIX - NSIZE 
C NUMBER OF DOF1O BE RBDUCBD - NUM. DOF1O BE RBDUCIlD 
e sroRI!I> IN lAST NVM DOP. 
e 

c 
IMPLlCrI' DOUBLE PRE.CISION. (A-H,().Z) 
DOI.1BlB PRBCISION SB(3,3),RED(I,I) 

NSlZB -3 
NUM-l 

C CONDENSATION OF LOWER TRlANGUl OF SE. 
D03OK-l,NUM 
LL - NSlZB-K 
KK-LL+l 
D0211L-l,u. 

g~~.~211 
DOIOM-l,L ) 

10 SI!ll.M) - SE(l..M) • SB(KK.M)'DUM 
211 CONnN\Jl! 
30 CON11NUE 
C F1U.1N 11IE UPPBR TRIANGLB BY SYMMmRY. 

DO «l K-l,u. 
DO «l L -1,1( 

«l SI!(l.,It) - SI!(K.L) 
C 
C 
C 

SQUATI! FIRST SB(IJJ 10 RFD 
RED IS 11IE RI!DUCBb MATRIX 

RED(1,l) - SB(lJ) 

C 

c 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 

RBIURN 
END 

AJ.3 PROGRAM BEL2STR.FOR 
PROGRAM BEL2STR 

ThIs proJl""l evaluates II>< normalised .,,.... dislribution 
in a 8emJ.-toroidal bellows using • finite ele~nt approach. 
Rodialldisplacemelll interpolated by trig senes. 
The bellou s1if1l>eso matrix is evaluattd UJing puss_ 
quadrature, 3 points Ihrough thidu>ea and 5 along II>< arc. 

C Wrillen by Donald ~,March 1981. 
C 

~ NOWiJr~ru: iM'&IDiONAL (AXIAL) DlRECI10N 
C PHI· CIRCUMFERENTIAL (AXISYMM.) DIRECnON. 

IMPUcrr DOUBUl PRECISION (A·H,().Z) 
DOUBLE PRECISION W1(3)A1(3~WJ(s),Al(~2f>~' 
1 P 6,6),5TIFF(6,6),Nuxy,C 6,12, 6,3).Dm1 3,3 , 
2 ~6,3),GT(3f»,STBEI.(I,I~,uB),B T(2,3),EP(2 .s 0(2) 

C 
C II1pU1 routiDe: \nIeroaive. 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 

C 

MATERIAL PROPERTIES: Young', modullll, Poisson', ratio. 
BElLOWS GBOMEfRY: R ~ CX>DYOlution radilll, TORR ~ mean 
rodilll !rom I)'DIIDetri<: _, ntiCK - waIIlhicI<n<Js. 
He", set Yallies ot ~panmel'" are giveD. 
A1tematM!1y an illput proctdure 01' loop aluld be used. 

PRINT ·,'lNPUT PIPE RADIUS' 
READ 16, 'J 10RR 
PRINT~,'PlPERAD. -',TORR 
PRINT ','INPUT CONVOLUTION RADIUS' 
READ 16,0) R 
PRINT~,roNV.RAD -',R 
PRINT ','INPUT TIDCKNBSS' 
READ 16,0) 'IHlCK 
PRINT ~ .. tHICK. • ',TIDCK 
PRINT ','lNPUTElASI1C MOD.' 
READ 16,') EX 
PRINT~,' E -',EX 
PRINT ','INPUT POISSON RATIO' 
READ 16,0) NUXY 
PRINT~,'NU -',NlJXY 

C MATPROPS 
EX·210.om 
NUXY·0300 
V' NUXY 

C WEIGHtS 
WI - 0 SSSSSSSSSSSSSS6DO 
"W2 - 0 epee, DO 
W3 - WI 

C ABSCISSA 

C 

A3 - 0.~148300 
A2·0.DDO 
AI --A3 



; 

C 

wn-~I811 
WT2 - OA78l\2.ll570499 W1'3 _O;:S;,St ___ _ 

W1'4 -WT2 
wrs-wn 
BI - .o.906I~ 
82 - .05311461310105683 
B3 - 0.000 
B4 --82 
as - -81 

C AcruAL INTIl.GRATION UMITS: 
C 11fRO' nnCKNllSS H - -mICK/2 TO mlCK/2. 
C ALONGMI!RlDIAN 1HlrrA - OTOPI/4 
C SUBSCRIPT I RBfERS TO H. J TO mEtrA 

C 

C 

~~nn~_~ Wl2 -T"W2 
WI - W1(1) 

~S~~:~~ 
AI~i - T"A3 

~1_~3'!o4=/4.ooo 
WJ 2 - P4-wT2 
WJ - P4'WT3 
WJ 4 - WJ 2~ 

:J~ : ~!:JlOO+B~ AJ 2 - Po4' IJloo+ 
AJ - P4' IJloo+B3 
AJ 4 - Po4' lJlOO+ B4 
AJ - N' 1.000+ 

C S11FFNBSS MATRIX CONSfANr 
CONST - 2..0D0'BX'Po4'o4JlDO'R'TORR/(I-NUXY"2) 

C 
C ZllRO S11FFNBSS AND P (AIDA) MAlRlCBS 

00301-1,6 
003OJ-l,6 
mFF(I,J) -0.000 

3OP&~ 
C SEf UP INTIl.GRATION DOUBLE LOOP 

00 100 1-1,3 
OOIOOJ-l,5 

C EVAUJA11! ElJlMI!mS OF (AI 
HR - AJ(I)/CR"Z) 

nmrA~AJ(1 

C 

Sf -SIN A) 
cr - ImI'A) 
ST2 - SIN 2. "'I1fEtA) 
SJ'l'3 - S (3.'1lIBTA) 

Sf4 - Si4''1lIBTAi 
~:SlNs~i 
CD - .'1lIBTA 
cr4 - o4.'1lIBTA 
CI'5 - S.'1lIBTA 

~1~ -·UR 
I - O. 
1,3 - -3Jl'UR'ST2 

C 
~I

- -8.1)'lIR'SIT3 
I - ·lSJl'UR'SF4 
I - O. 
2,1 - (SF.TIIEfA 'CI')/TORR 

A 2,2 - (-ST"SF-CI"cn/TORR 
A 2,3 - - ST2'Sf+.s~RR 

2.4 - STT3'S1' + 'cn'CI') /TORR : fAu~ .25'C1'4'CI')/TORR 

C EVALUATE UPPER 1RIANGHLE OF INTEGRAL MATRIX 
C wrrnOlrr MULnPL YlNG BY WElGJITS 

c 
C EVALUATE UPPER 1RlANGLE S'\lFFNESS MATRIX. 
C SEf 1SIlFF] - (S11FF] PREVIOUS + CONSI"WElGJITS ' (PI 

00 SClK-l,6 
00 so L-K,6 

so S~Ji SI1FF(K,L) + CONSI"WI(I) 'WJ(J)'P(K,L) 

100 COt-mNUE 
C 
C F1lL IN LOWER 1RlANGLE BY SYMMEIRY 

003001-1,6 
J - 6-1 
K -7-1 
003OOL-I,I 
mFF(K,L) - SI1FF(L.K) 

300 coN'l1N(m 
C 
C 



),> 
gg 

c III 
--I.o/1.O"R 

S,3 --1.D 
6,1 - 2..58l\I42194 

- 3.o/&.O"R 
6,3 - 3.D/4.o 

c ~Jso P-1'TI [G) 

00 450 J-l,3 
SG{IJ) - O.DDO 
OOdlK-l,6 

450 SG(l,J) - SG{I,J) + S'IlFF(I,K)'O(K,J) 
C 
C BVAL[GJr 

00 410 1-1,3 
0041OJ-l,6 

410 GI'(1,1) - O(J,I) 
C 
C [STlI - [OTI [SO) 

00 SOO 1-1,3 
00 500 J-l,3 
ST3(I,J) - 0.000 
00500K-I,6 

500 ST3(I,J) - ST3(U) + GT(I.K)'SG(K,I) 
C BVALOA'mTRE DlsPUcBMENTS 
C SOLVE 'J1fE I!QUATION W) - [IC) {V} FOR U 
C STORE FORCES IN V ARkA y 
C IBrF-loooFORNOW 

e 

Ugl- 1000.0 U 2 - 0.0 
U - 0.0 

CAU.SOLVE(STl,U) 
PRINT .,"-----' 
PRINT ','lAMBDA -',1ORR-nnCK/R"2 

e PRINT o,'DlSPlACIlMIlNI'S-',U(I),V(2),U(3) 
e 
e 
e 
e 

e 

BVALUA'm 'J1fE STRBSSES 
l'ORM'J1fEB MATRIX AT POSmON ANGLE P1HETA 
Ol!l'BR SURFACE 

H - 1.5"11DCK 
00 1000 IPOS - 1,2 
H - H-nuCK 
PRINT ° ,'SURFACE - ',8 
P1HETA - .s.o 
00900 mmrA-l,19 
P1HETA - P1HETA + 5.0 
P1HETA - P1HETA "3.1413927/1f1iJ. 
PSr-SlN~') 
PCT - ~) 
HR - H/CR °2) 
PSr2 - SiN(2. °mmrA) 

~ __ §SlNf.~~:A) 
PSI'5 - SIN S.ommrA 

PCT2 - 2. °mmr ~ PCT3 - °mmrA 
PCT4 - 4.ommrA 
PCTS - 5. °mmrA 

~
1,1~ --HR 1,2 - O. 
1,3 - -3.ooHR°PSr2 
1,4 - -&.O"HRoPS1T3 

I - O. 
2,1 - (PST-PTHETA'~RR 
2,2 - (-PST"PST-PCT" RR 

A 2,3 - - PST+.s' ~{'IORR 
2.4 - 'PST + 3333333\llJ34'PCr3' PCf) {'IORR 

A - ~PST+.2S'PCT4'PCf){'IORR 
-PCT{'IORR ~~ 
- -15.o'HR'PST4 

e [B) - [AI [G) 
00640 rt-l.2 
00 640 rr-l,3 
BMA T(IT,IT) - O.oDO 
00640KT-I,6 

640 BMAT(IT,IT) - BMAT(IT,IT) + A(IT,lCf)'O(KT,IT) 
C 
e 

C 

BVALUA'mSTRAJNS ~EP) - [B~[V) 
EP(I) - BMAT(I,I)'V(1 +BMA'r 1.2)'V(2)+ BMAT(I.3l'U(3) 
EP(2) - BMAT(2,I)'V(l +BMAT 2,2)'U(2)+ BMAT(2,3 'U(3) 

C BVALVA'mSTRESSES iSIG} - (DJ (EP) 
SCON - EX/(l.()-NUXY' 2) 
SIO(ll" SCON'(EP(ll+NUXY'EP(2ll 
SI0(2 - SCON'(EP(1 'NUXY + EP(2 

C 
C 

C 

NORMAUSE STRESSES BY DMDlNG BY SIGBO 
SIGBO - 3.0'R'IOOO.o/(3.14\S927'TORR'THICK"2) 

~
I - SI~/SIGBO 

SI 2 - SIG 2 ISI080 
A - KrA' Ull/3.14\S927 

POS - 90.0 - P'IHETA 
.WRrm (6,'(9F10.3)') POS,s10(1),s10(2) 

900 CONTINUE 
1000 CONTINUE 

END 
C 

A3.301 SUBROUTINE SOLVE 
SVBROUTINE SOLVE (AMAT,CVEC) 

C PROO TO SOLVE SYMM MATRICES BY THE GAUSS EUM. METHOD. 
e REF. BREBBlA/FERRANTE PROO13 
C 
e SOLVES EQUN. [A) (C) - {B} FOR (C) 
e 
e 

IN'mGER 1,NEQ,I,K.L.Kl,NEQI,LOOP 
DOUBLE PRIlCISION AMAT(3,3),CVBC(3) 

C 
NBO -3 
NBOI-NEO-I 
DO lOOK~I,NEQ1 
CVAL-AMAT(K.K) 
Kl-K+l 
DO 11 J 'Kl,NEQ 

11 AMAT(J.K)-AMAT(K.I) 
~(CVAL)-IE-6)4A,7 

~ FORMA~ ,~" SlNGVLARITY IN ROW' .IS) 
0010300 

e 
e DIV ROW BY DlAG COEFF 
C 



~ 
00 -
100 

7 DOBJ-Kl,NBO 
8 AMAT(KJ)-AMAT(IC,J)/CVAL 
~-CVBC(K)/CVAL 

C 
C BUMlNATB ROW UNKNOWN X(IC) FROM ROW I 
C 

DO 10 I-Kl,NBQ 
CVAL-AMAT(I,K) 
D09J-I,NBQ 

9 AMA:$-AMAT(I,J}CVAL'AMAT(IC,J) 
10 CVBC )-CVBC(I}CVAL'CVBC(K) 
100 
C 
C COMPUI'B lAST UK 
C 

1F(ABS{AMAT(NOO,NEQ»-IB-6)4i1,IOI 
101 CVEc(NEO) -CVBC(NBO)/ AMAT(NOO,NEQ) 

C 
C APPLY BACKSUB TO COMPU'I1! REMAINING UKS 
C 

DO 200 L-l,NEOI 
K-NEQ-L 
Kl-K+l 
DO 200 J -Kl,NEQ 

200 CVBC(K) -CVBC(K)-AMAT(IC,J)'CVEC(J) 
C 
300 RE'IURN 

BND 

C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 

A3,4 PROGRAM BEL3FLEX. 
PROGRAM BEUFlBX 

1hio p!OII'IIDl_ tile IIed>iIiIy r.aor of. 
oemi-Ioroidal 

~ ~"'7'"' applOKlL 'l'aqeadIIl ( iDIerpoIaIed by quiDlic polyDomiaL 
'!'be"beIkMI JIIIIriI: II ewlua1ed IIIin& ...... 
q1J8dmI1ue, 3 paiDllllIao ..... tbidaIaI aad S ~ tile arc. 

C WriItCD by DoIIIId MadIaIzie, Marc:b 1II1II_ 
C 
C NOJ'l!. In thiI proanm: 
C 1HBTA - "MERIDIONAL (AXIAL) DlRECl10N 
C Pm - ClJICUMF'BlU!N' (AXIsYMM.) DIRECnON_ 

IMPUCIT DO~ PRECISION (A-H,Q-z) 
DOUBU! PRBClSION ~,Al(3),WJ(S),Al(s),A(2,6), 
1 P(3,3)$I1FF(3,3),NUXY 6,3).D"Im, 
2 S'I1II!l.(I,l),llMAT(2,3) ,2),0(2,2).08(2,3) 

C 
C ...... I'OIJtiDI::~_ 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 

MATIlRlAL PROPERTIES: YOWII'" modulUl, Poaon'l rotio_ 
Bl!UDWS OBOMEl'RY: R - COIM>IUlion radiUl, roRR - ....... 
radi .. bam IJIIIIIICUic aIIiI, THICK - WIllI ~ 

PRINJ' ','lNPUT PIPE RADIUS' 
RBAD 16,') roRR 
PRINJ'\,'PIPBRAD_ -',roRR 
PRINJ' ','lNPUTCONVOLUIlON RADIUS' 
RBAD(6,')R 

c 

PRINT ','CONY_ RAD -', R 
PRINT' ,'INPUT TIUCKNBSS' 
READ (6,') 11llCK 
PRINT ~,' tHICK. - ',nuCK 
PRINT ','INPUT ElASTIC MOO: 
READ (6,') EX 
PRINT ~ " E -'.EX 
PRINT ',1NPUT POISSON RATIO' 
READ (6,') NUXY 
PRINT~,'NU -',NUXY 

C S11FFNESS MATRIX CONSTANT 
P4 • 3.l4l3'J27DO/4-000 
CONST • 2.000'i!x'P4'4_000'R'TORR/(I-NUXY"2) 

c 
C ~'f.r~~ MATRIX [O)'(I-NUXY"2)/E 

01,2 - NUXY 
02.1 • NUXY 

2.2 c LO 
C 
C NUMERICAL INTEGRATION PARAMETERS_ 
C WEJGHfS 

W1 - 0 5SS5Ssss555555600 
W2 - 0 8888888pes88A89DO 
WI - WI 

C ABSCISSA 

C 

C 

A] - 0_77439666l2A148300 
AZ - 0.000 
AI --A] 

WTI - 0.23W2688S0S61lJl 
Wl'2 - Oil7ll62ll67049936 
Wf3 _056" r 
Wfo4 - WI'2 
wrs - WTI 

81--0906I~ 
82 - -05384693101QS683 
83 - 0_000 
84 --B2 
B5 - -Bl 

C APPLY AcnJAL INTEGRATION UMITS: 
C SUBSCRIPT I REFERS ro H, J TO 11lEl'A 

T -nuCK/2 

C 

C 
C 

WI~IJ -T'WI WI 2 -T'Wl 
WI 3 - WI(I) 

Algi- T'AI AI 2 - T'AZ 
AI -T'A] 

WII~ - Po4'Wf1 WI 2 - Po4'WI'2 
WI3 - P4'Wf3 
WI. -WJ2~ 

'f]~ : :I!lf.ooo+ B~ AI 2 - Po4' UlOO+B2 
AI - P4' 1.000+83 
AI 4 - P4' 1.000+84 
AI - P4' 1.000+ 
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c ZBllO S11FFNBSS AND P (A'IDA) MA11UCES 
00301-1,6 
00 30 J-l,6 
snFF(I,J) - 0.000 
30~ 
C 
C Sf ART OF NUMBlUCAL INTBORATION (DOUBLE) LOOP 

00 100 1-1,3 
00 l00J-l,5 

C 
C EV ALUA'l1! B MA11UX 
C 
C MA11UX{ i1b IA· SlraiIMtiIp_ '1IIape'. 

~EAJJl/1 "2) 
Sf - SIN A) 
cr- ~) 
B-nmr. ·P4 
82 - B'B 
B3 - 82'B 
B4 - B3'B 
as - B4'B 

Ij' - 0.000 1,2 - HR 
'1,3 - 2.0D0'HR 'B 
1,4 - HR' 6.OOO+3.oDO'82 
1 - HR~4.oDO'B3+l4~'B) 
1 - HR' S.oDO'B4+60.oDO'82) 

2,3 - cr·2.iiDO-B· RR 
:ti : icr 

cr.grroRR 

'211 - .cr.3.oDO'~RR 
- ·cr ... .oDO'B3· troRR 

C ' - ·cr..s.oDO'B4 fIORR 

C MA11UX (G): _ dioI>- '11IIpIl1ude', with ocIuaI 
C bouDdIUy CD1IdiIioaI lDDiiecL 

'1,1 - -O.l4S43aI26~ 

C 

'1,2 - -OJI3&SS314219ODO'R 
1,3 - O.l4S43al26UIOO 
'2,1 - 7.11lO/16.ODO 
'2,2 - O.D49CJll73852OlR 
'2,3 - 0(2,1) 
,l-O~ 
-1~8.ODO'R 

: :?rJ1UB60DO 
- -O.13JL54P4310D0·R 
- G(4,1) 
- -O.129OO6l377DOO 

'S~ - -OlOI32118360DO'R 
'5,3 - -G(S,l) 
'6,1 - O~4&2ODO 
, - O.U9006l377DDO'R 
:6,3 - G(6,I) 

C BVALUA'l1! (BMAT) - (A) (G) 
0040 rr-l,2 
00 40 JT-l,3 
BMAT(rr,1l') - o.oDO 
00 40 1C1'-1,6 

40 BMAT(D',1I') - BMAT(rr,1l') + A(rr,lcr)'G(IIT,1I') 
C 

C EVALUAlB(BT) -TRANSPOSEOF(B) 
D047rr-l,2 
DO 47 Jr-l,3 

47 BT(Jr,JT)-BMAT(IT,IT) 
C 
C EVALUAlB [PI - (BJT [D) [B) MATRIX 
C 

DO SO IT-l,2 
DO SO Jr-I,3 
DB(rr.m -0.0 
DO 50 JCt -1,2 

SO DB(rr,IT) - DB(IT,IT) + D(IT ,ICI)'BMAT(ICf,IT) 
C 

DO 60 IT-I,3 
DO 60 JT-I,3 
P(IT,m-O.o 
DO 60 la-l,2 

60 P(IT,IT) - P(IT,IT)+BT(IT,IIT)'DB(ICf,IT) 
C 
C IlVALUAlBS11FFNESSMATRIX, 
C [S1lFF] - [S1lFF] PREVIOUS + CONST-WEIGHTS • [PI 

00 7OiC-I,3 
D070L=I,3 J!l STIFF(K,L) - SflFF(K,L)+CONST-WJ(I)'WJ(J)'P(K,L) 

100 CONTINUE 
C END OF NUMERICAL INmGRATION LOOP 
C 
C APPLY STATIC CONDENSATION: Evaluate tbe axialltiUness, 
C 

CALL REDUCE (STIFF,STBEL) 
C 
C EVALUATE FLEXlBILrrY FACTOR 
C 
C DISPLACEMENT/ UNIT FORCE OF EQUIVALENT STRAlGIIT PIPE. 

DIlLTA - Rf(2·3.141YJ37"1URR"THlCK·EX) 

DIlLTA - DIlLTA' lb· NUX'/./l) 
DIlLTA - DEtTA~l/('IHICKI2\)"2 

C FLEXlBILJTY FA R - FLEX 
FLEX - 1/(STBEL(I,I)'DELTA) 

C WRml REsULTSTO SCREEN 

C 

C 

PRiNT ','lAMBDA ",TORR"THlCK/R"2 
PRiNT' ,'FLEX - ',FLEX 

END 

SUBROUTINE REDUCE (SE,RED) 
C'" SEE APPENDIX 3~1 ••• 

C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 

AJ.S PROGRAM BEL3STR.FOR 
PROGRAM S11U'OLY 
~ to evaJuate !he DDrmaIioed ot ..... distribution in 
oemi-toroidaJ beIJQors. IIuaI on polynomial inIerpolalion 
of tanaeJIliaI dilplacemenl. 
BeIJDon IIi1!DeII evaJIIIIed by Ga...w. qUldralure. 
3 poinIIlhro' tbi<beII,S aIob& an:. 

C WriIteD by Donald Ma<Unzie, March 1989. 
C 

1MPUcrr DOUBU! PRECISION (A·H,O-Z) 
DOUBLE PRECISION W1(3),AI(3),WJ(S),AI(S),A(2,6), 

1 P(6,6),STIFF(6,6),NUXY ,c(6,12),G(6,3),DEJ1,5T3(3,3), 
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2 SO(6,3),Gf(3,6),smEL(I,l).U(3),BMAT(2,3),EP(2),s1G(2) 
C 
C NOI1l..In lIIiI program: 
C nmTA - MERIDIONAl. (AXlAL) OJRECllON 
C PHI - CIRCtIMl'ElU!Im (AXfsYMM.) DIIU!CIlON. 

C InpUlIOUliDe: Intencliwo. 
C 
C MA11lRIAL PROPERTIES: YoUJll'l modul .... P080D', ratio. 
C BELLOWS GBOMETRY: R - coIIvoIUIioD ndlUi. TORR - meaD 
C ndI .. trom 
C ."......me ..... 1lfICK - wall ~ 
C 

C 

PRINT '.'lNPlTf PIPB RADIUS' 
RPAD ~6, ') TORR 
PRlI'IT .'PWB RAD. - ·.TORR 
PRINT '.'lNPlTf CONVOLU110N RADIUS' 
RPAD(6,') R 
PRINT \ .'CONY. RAD -'. R 
PRINT' .'1NPlTf 1lfICKNESS' 
RPAD (6,') lHICK 
PRlI'IT \,' 1HICK. -' .1lfICK 
PRlI'IT '.'lNPlTf IllAS11C MOD.' 
RPAD (6,') EX 
PRINT\,' e -',EX 
PRINT' .'1NPlTf POISSON RATIO' 
RPAD(6,')NUXY 
PRINT~.WU -',NUXY 

v- NUXY 
C WBlGHI'S 

WI - 0 SSSSSSSSSSSS5SQ'lO 
Wl-Oft' PDO 
Wl-W1 

C ABSCISSA 

C 

c 

A3 - 0.~14B300 A2 -0.000 
Al-·A3 

wn - O.236n688S056II1' 
wn - OA7II6286lO499366 wn -0~.50~·1888 __ 111D 
Wf4-wn 
wrs-wn 
BI--G9061~ 
82 - ~101056113 
Bl - 0.000 
84 -·82 
B5 --81 

C AClUALINI'BGRATIONUMJTS: 
C THRO'11I1CICNESSH - .lHICK/2TOlHICK/2. 
C ALONG MERIDIAN nmTA - 0 TO PI/4 
C SVBSCRIPT I RJ!FBRS TO H, J TO 1HIttA 

C 

T -1HICItI2 

WI~I~ --Mil Wl2 • T"W2 
WI .~) 

!:H~: :;:A2 
A1Qi .1'"A3 
N .3.14lm7DO/4.DDO 
WJ(I) - Nown 

C 

WJ~~ - P4'WT2 WJ 3 - P4'WU 

WJ 4 - WJ!2~ 
'fl

1n 

: :1! :.000 + O~ 
AI 2 - P4' 1.000+02 
AI 3 - P4' \.000+63 
AI 4 - P4' 1.000+ B4 
AI - P4' 1.1)00+ 

C STIFFNESS MATRIX CONSTANT 
CONST - 2.Ooo'EX'P4'4.0oo'R"TORR/(l-NUXY"2) 

C 
C ZERO STIFFNESS AND P (AIDA) MATRICES 

0030 1-1,6 
0030J-I,6 
STIFF(I)-O.Ooo 
P(I) - 0.000 

30 CONTINUE 
C SlIT UP INTEGRATION OOUOlE LOOP 

00 100 1-1,3 
00 lOOJ-I,5 

C EVALUATE ELEMENTS OF [Al 
HR - AJ(I)/(R"2) 

C 
C 
C 

TImfA -Al(J) 
ST-S~N EtA) 
cr - ErA) 
0- TIlIIT -N 
02 - B'B 
B3 - 02'0 
84 - Bl'O 
B5 - 84'B 

Alii' - 0.000 AlI,2 - HR 
1,3 - 2.000' HR '0 
1,4 - HR' 6.Ooo+3.1)DO'B2) 
1 - HR~4.1)DO'B3+24.0oo'O) 
1 - HR' 5.oDO'84+60.oDO'B2) 
2,1 - cr RR 

A(2,2 - ~cr-ST)/TORR '2,3 - O2'C1"·2.000'O RR 
'2,4 - 'cr'3.oDO'02$/TORR 

- 'cr-4.o00'B3' /TORR 
- 'cr·5.1)OO'84' /TORR 
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c 
c 
c 

i~~ ~ ~l~~~~l~i~~~~g~~~i~~i~~~l~~ 
EVALUATE UPPER 'IRlANGLE S'I1FFNESS MATRIX. 
SEI' (mFF) - [mFF) PREVIOUS + CON!IT"WElGHI'S ' [PI 

DOsd K-I,6 
DO SO L-K,6 
SI1FF(K,L) - SI1FF(K,L)+CON!IT"Wl(I)'WJ(J)"P(K,L) 

SO coN11NUE 
100 CON'l1NUB 

C 
C FlU IN LOWER'IRlANGLE BY SYMMEIRY 

DO 300 1-1,6 
J - 6-1 
K - 7-1 
D0300L-I,I 

300 ~~lm SI1FF(L,K) 
c 
C 

C 

GMA11UX 
1,1 - ~.l454369261000 
1,2 - ~.Il38SS314219000'R 
1,3 - 0.l454369261000 
'2,1 - 7.000/16..000 
2,2 - O.ll490873llS3l00'R 
2,3 - G{2,l) 
3,1 - OA7'746482.93oDO 
'3,2 - I.oOO/&.oOOOR 
'3,3 - .(1(3,1) 
'4,1 - -I.oWiI836000 
'4,2 - ~.139lS49431000'R 
:4,3 - 0(4,1) 
S,I - ~.l29006l377000 
'S,2 - ~.lOl32l18360000R 
'S,3 - .(I(S,I) 
'6,1 - OA027im482llDO 
'6,2 - O.ll9OO6l3'7lIlDOR :6,3 - 0(6,1) 

c ~Jso/~[Gl 
D04S0J-l,3 
SG{l,I) - 0.000 
DO'45b 1:-1,6 
~ SG(I.J) - SG(l.J) + SI1FF(I,K)'O(K,J) 

C EVALIGrr 
DO 410 1-1,3 
DO 41OJ-I,6 

~70 GI'(I.J) - O(J,I) 

C JfPJ(il~<gI [SO) 
DOSOOJ-I,3 
SJ3(IJ) - 0.000 
DO:!IDCIK-l,6 
~ STl(IJ) - STl(IJ) + Gf(I,K)'SG(K,J) 

C 
C 
C 
C 

EVALUATE nIB DISPLACEMENTS 
SOLVE nIB BOUAl1ON IF} - [KJ {U} FOR U 
STORE FORCES IN U ARMY 
LBr F-l000 FOIl NOW 

C 

Utl~ • 1000.0 U2 ·0.0 
U 3 ·0.0 

CALL SOLVE (SD,U) 
PRINT" .----. 
PRINT ':'1AMBDA • ',TORR"THICK/R"2 

C PRINT',' Wl Ran W2' 
WRITE (6,'(9EI43)') U(l),U(2),U(3) 

C 
C EVALUATE mE STRESSES 
C FORM mE B MA1RIX AT POSmON ANGLE Prnf.TA 
C 

C 

C 

PRINT',' POS SIG TH SIG PH' 

H· 1.5"THICK 
DO 1000 lPOSN • 1,2 
H-H·THICK 
PRINT',' SURFACE • ',H 
PrnEfA - -5.0 
DO 900 rrHEfA -1,19 
PrnEfA • PrnEfA + 5.0 
PTHEfA - PrnEfA '3.14lS9Z7/180. 
PSI" - SINIPrnEfA) 
PCT & COSIPTHErA) 
HR - H/(Rl'2j-' 
B - PTItHrA· P4 
B2 - B'B 
m - B2'B 
B4 - m'B 
B5 • 84'B 

~
I'I & 0.000 

A 1,2 • HR 
A 1,3 - 2.000'HR'B 
A 1,4 & HR'~00+3.o00'B2) 

I • HR' 4.o00'B3+24.o00'B) 
1,6 • HR' S.oOO'84+6O.o00'B2) 
2,1 • PCT RR 

~2,2 -I'PCT-PSJ'){fORR 2,3 - 2'PCT-2.000'B' RR 
A 2,4 • B3'PCT'3.o00'B2~{fORR 

, - 84'PCT4.o00'B3' {fORR 
:2, - B5'PCT·S.oOO'84' {fORR 

C (B] - [AI [G] 
00 64Orr-l,2 
DO 640 rr-l,3 
BMAT(IT,11j - 0.000 
DO 640 Icr-I,6 

640 BMAT{IT,11j - BMAT(IT,11j + A{IT,ICf)'O(KT.rn 
C 
C EVALUATE STRAINS ~EP) • (B~[UJ 

EP(I) - BMAT(I,l}'U(1 +BMA'f 1,2)'U(2)+BMAT(I,3)'U(3) 
EP(2) - BMAT(2,I)'U(1 +BMAT 2,2)'U(2)+BMAT(2,3)'U(3) 

C 
C EVALUATE STRESSES lSIG} • (D] {EP} 

SCON - EX/(l»-NUXY' 2) 
SIO(I) - SCON'(EP(I)+NUXY'EP(2» 
510(2) - SCON'(EP(I)'NUXY + EP(2» 

C 
C NORMALISE STRESSES BY DMDING BY SIG80 

SIG80 - 3.D'R'IOOO.o/(3.14lS9Z7'TORR'THICK"2) 
SIO(I) - SIO(I)/SIG80 
510(2) - S10(2)/S1G80 
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mmrA - mmrA ' 180/3.14lS729 
POS - 90· mmrA 

900 ~~F10.3)') POS,sIG(I),sIG(l) 

1000 CONnNUE 
END 

c 
SUBROU11NE SOLVE (AMAT,CVECj 

C '" SEE APPENDIX 33.1'" 

c 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 

AJ,6 PROGRAM BEIAFLEX.FOR 
PROGRAM BElAFlBX 

TbiI program cva1ua1e1 tbe lkoti>iliIy fador of a 
oemi-toroidal bellows uoin& • finite element approach. 
Tangential dioplaeJement iDlerpolated by quintic polyDomial. 
Aaaumed m-.nt memb..."., exlenrion in IIltiaI d~ion. 
Tbe bellows otiUDaa matrix is cva1uated using 11&_ 
qu.dralllre, 3 polDII through tI1icl<IaI aDd S along tbe an:. 

C Written by DomId Madu:DZie, March 1989. 
C 
C NOll!. In tbil prognom: 
C nmI'A - MERIDIONAL (AXIAL) DIRECTION 
C PID - CIRCUMFERENTIAL (AXlSYMM.) DIRECTION. 

lMPucrr DOUBLE PRECISION (A·H,o.Z) 
DOUBLE PRECJS10N W1(3),Al(3),WJ(S),Al(S),A(2,6), 

1 P(4,.4),s11FF(4,.4),NUXY,G(6.4),Dlm., 
1 S'hIBL(I,l),AG(2,4),BMA T(2,4),BT( 4,2),0(2,2),08(2,4) 

C 
C IDpUl rollliDe: 1D1eractiYe. 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 

C 

MATERIAL PROPER'i1ES: YoUDg'. modulus, Poisson'. ratio. 
BEU..OWS GEOMEJRY: R - coJM>lution radiua, TORR - mean 
radius from symmetric lXiI, TWCK - wall tI1icl<IaI. 
Here act wIues of IICOmetJy parameten ..... pen. AI1ernatiYely 
aD iDput procedure or loop could be used. 

PRINT' ,1NPUf PIPE RADIUS' 
READ (6,') TORR 
PRINT~,1'lPERAD. -',TORR 
PRINT' ,1NPl!f CONVOUJTlON RADIUS' 
READ (6,')R 
PRINT~,'CONV.RAD -',R 
PRINT' ,1NPUf TWCKNIlSS' 
READ (6,') TWCK 
PRINT~:1HJCK. -',TWCK 
PRINT' ,'INPUf I!lASJ1C MOD: 
READ (6,') EX 
PRINT~,' e -',EX 
PRINT' ,'INPUf POISSON RATIO' 
READ (6,') NUXY 
PRINT~,'NU -',NUXY 

C CONS1TIVI1VE MA1RIX 

C 
1j

,l-I.o 
1,2 - NUXY 
2,1 - NUXY 
2,2 - 1.0 

WI • 0 S55S$555SSSSSS6 

W2 - 0 8888888888 8001)00 
W3 - WI 

C ABSCISSA 

C 

C 

A] - 0.174S966(924148300 
Al - 0.000 
Al _.A] 

WTl - 0.236)26885056189 
WI'2 - OA7I!628670499366 
Wf3 - 0.568888888890989 
WT4 • WI'2 
wrs· wn 
81 - '{).90617984S938664 
82 - .{).5384(9310105683 
83 - 0.000 
B4 - -82 
B5 • -BI 

C AcnJAL INTEGRATION UMITS: 
C THRO' THICKNESS H - -THICK/2 TO THICK/2. 
C ALONG MERIDIAN THErA - OTO PI/4 
C SUBSCRIPT I REFERS TO H. J TO THErA 

C 

C 

T - THICK/2 

WI~I~ - T'W!. Wl1 - T'W2 
Wl3 = WI(I) 

AI~ ~ • T'AI AI 2 • T'Al 
Al3 =T'A] 

~Ji=~3':4=/4.o00 
WJ 1 - 1'4'WI'2 
WJ 3 • P4'WT3 
WJ 4 • WJ2~ 

'fll~ ::;! :.oOO+B~ AI 1 - P4' l.ooo+B1 
AI 3 - P4' 1.000+83 
AI 4 - P4' 1.000+ B4 
AI = P4' 1.000+ 

C S11FI'NESS MATRIX CONSTANT 
CONST· 2.Doo'EX'P4'4.o00'R'TORR/(l-NUXY"2) 

C 
C ZERO S'fIFI'NESS AND P (AIDA) MATRICES 

DOlO 1=1,.4 
DO 30 J=I,.4 
mFF(lJ) = 0.000 

3OP&~ 
C 
C SET UP INTEGRATION DOUBLE UX>P 

DO 1001-1,3 
DO lOOJ-I,s 

C 
C EVALUATE B MATRIX 
C 
C ELEMENTS OF tAl 

H -Al(I) 
HR - AI(I)/(R"l) 
THErA - AI(J) 
ST - S1N(THEtA) 
cr - COS(1HErA) 
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0- THErA· P4 
B2 - 0'0 
83 - B2"0 
84 - 83'0 
OS - 84'0 

1,1 - 0.000 
1,2 - HR 
1,3 - 2.Ooo'HR'O 
1,4 - HR~6.0oo+3.o000B2) 

All - HR' 4.000'83+24.000'0) 
'1 - HR' S'ooo'84+6O'ooo'B2) 
'2.1 - cr RR 

A{2.2 - ~'cr-ST)(I'ORR '2.3 - cr·2.0000B' RR 
2A - 83'cr·3'oOOOB2' (I'ORR 

Ai - 84'cr-4.ooo'03~RR 
2,6 - os'cr.S.ooo'B4:m~RR 

C GMA1RIX 
1,1 - ~.24S43@2610DO 
1,2 - ~.D38S53142190oo'R 
1,3 - 0.24S43@2610oo 
2,1 - 7.000/16.000 
2.2 - O.ll49Oll738S20DO'R 
2.3 - 0(2,1) 
'3,1 - 0.04774648293000 
'3,2 - l.ooo/8.0000R 
'3,3 - .(1(3,1) 
'4,1 - -UI132118360DO 
'4,2 - ~.139lS494310000R 
'4,3 - 0(4,1) 
'S,I - ·U29006l311OOO 
'5,2 - ~.10132118360000R 
'S,3 - ..0(5,1) 
6,1 - 0..m76714820oo 
'6,2 - O.l29006l37101)()OR 
'6,3 - 0(6,1) 
) n'-I,6 

3S ~~G(n',I)+G(n',3» 

C 
C 
C 

AGMA1RIX 

~'!I, ii~UG) 
004011'-1,4 
AG(n'Jn - O.oDO 
0040JO'-I,6 

40 AG(n',IT) - AG(n',IT) + A(JT ,tcr)'G(JCI',IT) 
c 
c Pur lAG) INTO (B) 

0004Sn'-I,2 
00 4S 11'-1,4 

4S 0MAT(n',IT) - AO(n',IT) 
C 
C ADD11lRMTOlASTCOLOF[Bl 

0M.><~1,4) - BMA~I,4) + (RViJ5H)/k'R 
OM.>< 2A) - 01dA 2A) + ST RR 

C BY A11l'mAN POSE 0 B 
0047n'-1,2 
004711'-1,4 

47 BT(lI',lJ')-BMAT(n',IT) 
C 
C BVALUA11l mE (P) - [BJf [D) (B) MA1RIX 
C (DO) - (D) (8) 

00 SO IT-I,2 
DO SO If-l,4 
DB(n' .Tn • 0.0 
00 SO ICt-I,2 

SO DB(IT,IT) - DB(IT,IT)+D(IT,KT)'BMAT(KT,IT) 
C 
C IP) - (BfT (DB) 

006OtI'-l,4 
DO 60 If-l,4 
P(IT .Tn - 0.0 
DO 60 IIT-I,2 

60 peIT.Tn - peIT.Tn t BT(IT ,KT)'DB(KT,IT) 
C 
C EVALUATE SI1FFNESS MATRIX. 
C SET (STIFF] • [STIFF] PREVIOUS + CONST'WElGHTS ' [PI 

D07IlK-I,4 
DO 70 l-l,4 
STIFF(l(.l) • SI1FF(K.l)+CONST'W1(I)'WJ(J)'P(K.l) 

70 CONtINUE 
C 
100 CON11NUE 
C WRITE (6,'(4EI2.4)') «SI1FF(IT,IT),rr-l,4),IT-l,4) 
C 
C STATIC COND TO GEl' BELlOWS SI1FFNESS 

CALL REDUCE (STIFF,STBEl) 
C 

PRINT ','lAMBDA ·',TORR'THICK/R"2 
C STIFFNESS OF ST PIPE 

DElTA - R/(2'3.141S937'1'ORR'1HICK'EX) 
DElTA = DELTA' (R/CfHICK/2»"2 
DELTA - DElTA' 0.91000 

C FLEXIBlUIY FACTOR 
FLEX - I/(STBEl.(I,I)'DElTA) 
PRINT-REx ~I.FLEX 
PRINT':'--- ' 

1000 CONTINUE 
END 

C 
SUBROUTINE REDUCE (SE,RED) 

C··· SE'.B APPENDIX 3.2.1 ••• 

A3,7 PROGRAM BEIASTR.FOR 
PROGRAM BElASTR 

C ~ 10 eYaluaie !be IIOrmaIiied stress distribution in 
C Ie1Dl-toroidal bellows. _ on poiyDomia1 interpolation ot 
C taJ>&eDlial displacemeDl, with IIOWIIed CX>DIIaDl axial membrane 
C extension. 
C Bellows lIit1neos eYaluaied by Gaussian quadrature. 3 points 
~ !bro' tbidu><a, 5 ala", an:. 

C 
C 

C 

WrineD by Donald Mad<enzie, Marth 1989. 

IMPUcrr OOUBLE PRECISION (A·H,O-Z) 
DOUBLE PRECISION W1~,AI(3)'WJ(s),Al(s),A(2,6)' 
I P(4,4),sTIFF 4,4),NUXY 6,4 ,Dlm,STB 1,1 ,AG(2,4), 
2 BMAT(2A)~4,2),D(2.2) BP2A),U(4),sI~:B(2) 

C NOI'E. In Ibis program: 
C THETA - MERIDIONAl (AXIAL) DIRECTION 
C PIU - ClRC1JMF1lRI!I' (AXlsYMM.) DIRECTION. 



C IDpUl roUliDo: 1DIenoc:tiw:. 

~I~ -P4'r

oo
+m 

C ~ 2 - P4' 1.000+82 
C MATI!RlAL PROPER11ES: Yo"",'. modulUl, PoiIIoD', ratio. ~ 3 - P4' 1.000+83 
C BEUDWS GEOMHlRY: R - amvolUlioD rldiUl, TORR - me&D ~ 4 - P4' 1.000+ 84 
C ndi .. from IJIIIIIIeIriC .... , 11UCK - ...n thiduIaI. ~ • P4' 1.000+ 

C 
PRINT ',1NPUf PIPH RADIUS' C STIFFNHSS MATRIX CONS!'ANT 
READ ~6, 'l TORR c DO 1000 NTIME-I,20 
PRINI' ,'P PH RAD. -',TORR CONS!' • 2.000'EX'P4'4.000'R'l'ORR/(I·NUXY"2) 
PRINI' ',1NPUf CONVOumON RADIUS' C 

READ~W C ZERO STIFrNESS AND P (AIDA) MAlRICES 
PRINI', NV. RAD .', R DO 30 1-1,4 
PRINI' ','lNPUf11UCKNHSS' DO 30 J -1,4 
READ ~6,f.u11UCK STIH'(IJ) c 0.000 
PRINI',' CK. - ',nIlCK P&).O.OOO 
PRINI' ','INPUf HlAS11C MOD.' 30 NTINUE 
READ ~6,'~ EX C 
PRINT,' -',EX C SEf UP INTEGRATION DOU8LE LOOP 
PRINT ',1NPUf POISSON RATIO' DO 100 1-1,3 
READ~WUXY DO 100 J -1,5 
PRINI', -',NUXY C 

C C EVALUATE B MATRIX 
- 1.0 C 
-NUXY C EUlMENTS OF [AI 
- NUXY H - AJ(I) 

D 2,2 - 1.0 HR - AJ(I)/(R"2) 
C GHrS nIETA - AJI:t 

Wl • 0 SSSSSSSSSSSSSS6DO S!'-~ A) 
W2 -0 888888't89DO cr- ~A) 
1113 -Wl 8 = nIET ·P4 

>. C ABSCISSA 82 = 8'8 
Al - 0.~148300 8S - 82'8 

I A2 - 0.000 84 - 83'8 
\0 AI --Al 8S - 84'8 
lit C 1,1 - 0.000 

Wl'1 - 0.23692688SQS61111 1,2 • HR 
WJ'2 - 0;178628670499366 A 1,3 - 2.000'HR'8 
WT3 _09" '8e" 1,4 = HR~00+3.000'82) 
Wf4 - WJ'2 I = HR' 4.000'83+ 24.000'8) 
wrs - Wl'1 I, - HR' 5.000'84+60.000'82) 

C 2,1 - cr RR 
81 - -4.906I'l984S938664 2,2 - ~cr,ST)rroRR 82 - -4..5384<113101056&3 2,3 - 2'cr·2.000'8' RR 
83 - O.oDO 2,4 - 83'cr'3.o00'82~RR 
84 -·82 - 'cr -4'oDO'83' rroRR 
8S - -BI - cr-S'oDO'84' (l'ORR 

C ACTUAL INTEGRATION UMlI'S: C 
C 'I1IRO'11UCKNHSS H - ·11UCIC/2 TO nIICK/2. C GMATRIX 
C ALONG MERIDIAN nIETA - 0 TO~ 1,1 - -4.245436)261000 
C SUBSCRIPT I REFERS TO H, J TO A 1,2 - -4.D38SS314219000'R 
T-11U~ 1,3 - 0.245436)261000 

M~- 2,1 - 7.000/16.000 
M -T'W2 2,2 • O.D490873&S2000'R 
M -M(I) 2,3-0{~ 

AJ~rT'AI 3,1 - 0;1 00 
AJ 2 - T'A2 3,2 = I.oOO/8.DDO'R 
AJ -T'Al 3,3 -f}Nl C 4,1 - -1 I' 11836000 

;:'i'!'~/-
4,2 • -4.\S91S494310DO'R 
4,3 - 0{4,1) 

Wl 2 - P4'WJ'2 5,1 - -4,1290061377000 
Wl - P4'W!'3 5,2 - -4.10132J 18360DO'R 
Wl4 - Wl~2l 5,3 -~p 
Wl -WlI 6,1 - 0 6714821100 



~ 
~ 

~
6,2n - 0.129006l377000'R 
6,3 - G(6,I) 

IT-l,6 
15 <Nf~G(IT,I)+G(IT.3» 

C 
C 
C 

AGMA11UX 

~~~~WI 
004On'-IA 
AG(IT.TO - 0.000 
00 40 1Ct-1,6 

40 AG(IT)'I') - AG(IT)'I') + A{lT,KT)'G(ICf)'l') 
C 
C Pur IAGllm'O (HI 

004SIT-I,2 
004Sn'-IA 

4S BMAT(IT)'I') - AG(IT)'I') 
C 
C ADD TERM TO lAST COL OF [Bl 

BMAT~A) - BMAT~A) + (RFsH) fl.'R 
BMAT 2,4) - BMAT 2,4) + ST RR 

C EVAL AlETRAN EO B 
0047 IT-I,2 
0047n'-IA 

47 BT(n')'I')-BMAT(IT)'I') 
C 
C EVALUATE11!E[PI - [BIT [DIIB) MA11UX 

C Jg~ rt.>lf) 
OOSOn'-IA 
DB(IT.TO-O.o 
00 SO 1Ct-1,2 

SO DB(IT)'I') - DB(rr.m+D(IT,ICf)'BMAT(\CI')'I') 
C 
C IP) - IBTf [DB) 

0Ci 60 tr"-IA 
00 60 n'-IA 
P(n'.TO-O.o 
0060 ItT-I,2 

60 P(n')'I') - P(n')'I')+BT(IT,KT)'DB(ICf)'l') 
C 
C EVALUATE mFFNBSS MATRIX. 
C SET 1S'\1FF] - (SI1FF] PREVIOUS + CONST'WElGlITS • [P) 

00111 K-I,4 
0070L-IA 
mFF(X.L) - mFF(X.L)+CONST'Wl(I)·WJ(J)·P(K,L) 

70 coN11NOB 
C 
100 CON'l1NUE 

C 

C 

1
-1000.0 

U 2 - 0.0 
U 3 - 0.0 
U 4 - 0.0 

SOLVE (Sl1FF,U) 
PRINT ','lAMBDA - ',roRR '1lfICK/(R"2) 

C EVALUATE1llESl'RESSES 
C FORM 11!E B MA11UX AT POSmON ANGLE P11!ETA 

P11!ETA - -5.0 
C 

PRINT ',"lOP SURFACE' 
PRINT ',' POS SlG 1ll SlG PH' 

C 

c 

c 

H a IS'TIUa 
DO 1000 lPOS-I,2 
H a H-THICK 
PRINT' ,11 - ',H 
DO 900 rrHETA-I,19 
P1llET A - P1llET A + 5.0 
P1llETA - P1llETA·3.141S927/I~. 
PST - SIN(P1llETAI 
PCT a COS(P1llETA) 
HoT 
HR - 1l}(R"2) 
B a PTIlErA· P4 
B2 - B'B 
W - B2'B 
84 a W'B 
B5 - 84'B 

- O.oDO 
• HR 
• 2.DDO·HR'B 
• HR'~.000+3.0oo'B2) 
• HR' 4.0oo·W+24.0DO·B) 
- HR' 5.0oo·B4 +6O.000·B2) 
- PCT RR 
• !B'PCT.PS'I) (fORR - B2·PCT·2.D!>O·B' RR 
• B3'PCT-3.000'B2m(fORR 
= B4·PCT ... 'OOO·W· (fORR 
- B5·PCT·S.oOO·B4' (fORR 

C AGMATRIX 
C lAG) = IA) [G) 

00 640 IT-I,2 
DO 64On'=IA 
AG(IT.m = 0.000 
DO 640 JCr=I,6 

640 AG(IT)'I') - AG(IT)'I') + A(IT,ICf)'G(\CI')'I') 
C 
C PUT [AG) INTO (H) 

DO 64S IT-I,2 
DO 64SIT-IA 

64S BMAT(IT.JT) = AG(IT.JT) 
C 
C 

C 
C 

C 

ADD TERM TO u.sr COL OFnm1 
BMAT(lA) - BMAT(I,4) + (R-I fl.·R 
BMAT(2,4) - BMAT(2,4) + PsT RR 

EVALUATESTRAINS~EPI - ~[UJ 
EP(I) - BMAT(I,lj'U(l +BMA l,2j'U(2l+ BMAT(I.3)'U(3l 
EP(2) - BMAT(2,1 'U(I + BMAT 2,2 'U(2 + BMA T(2,3)'U(3 

C EVALUATESffiESSES lSIGI - [DJ (EPI 
SOON - EX/(J.G-NUXY· 2) 
SIG(lj- SOON'(EP(lj+ NUXY'EP(2)l 
SIG(2 • SOON'(EP(I 'NUXY + EP(2) 

C 
C NORMAUSE SffiESSES BY DMDlNG BY SIGBO 

SIGBO - 3.o·R·looo.of(3.14I.S927'TORR'1llICK"2) 

~I - SI~/SIGBO 
SI 2 • SI 2 SIGBO 

A - A • 1~/3.14lS729 
POS - 90 - P11!ETA 
WRrm (6,'(9F103)') POS,SIG(I),s1G(2) 
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APPENDIX 4. 

ANSYS USER ELEMENT CODE FOR ELEMENTS 

BELl, PBI, PB2 AND PB3, 



>. 
..0 
00 

A4.l ANSYS USER ELEMENT BELl SOURCE 
CODE. 

I'ROGRAM ANSYS 
C 
C ANSYS VERSION 4.3A 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 

........... ANSYS USER. El...lD.t.BNT CODE ............. . 
••••••• UNBAR ElASTIC BBLLOWS EI....E).(ENT ••••••••••• 

DONALD MACU!NZIB, JAN 1989. 

SOURCE CODE FOR A UNEAR ElASTIC 3-D BELLO'WS IlUlMENT 
SUBJECT 10 AXIAL FORCE LOADING. 

RASED ON 6 FOURRIER TERM COl!FF10ENT SOLlJIlON. 

IMPUcrr DOUBLE PREClSION (A·H,O-Z) 
EXTERNAL MAIN,51OPHR 
EXTERNAL ELSHFN 
CAllNNDIM 
CAllMAJN 
CAllSTOPER 
END 

A4.1.1 SUBROUTINE USEREL 
SUBROlJllNE USEREL (ITYP JPARM,KYSUB,KEY3D,KDOF,KUNSYM,KTRANS) 

c· .. ••••• DEFINE PARAMtrrERs FOR ANSYS USER ElEMENT ••••••••••• 
ll'mlGER IPARM(2II,12),KYSUB(9),ITYP )TYPE,KEY3D,KDOF,KUNSYM,KTRANS 

C 
C DEIllRMlNE lYPE OF IlUlMENT AND mEN BYPASS IF Nor USER IlUlMENT 

ITYPE - IPARM(rIYP,3) 
IF (ITYPE .HE. 100) GO to 100 

C 
C •• ••• ••••• SHI' 3-D KEY 

KEY3D -I 
C 
C •••••••••• DBFlNE DOF SET AT EACH NOPE •••••••••• 

KDOF a 14 
C 
C •• ••• ••••• SET UNSYMMHlRIC MA 1RIX KEY •••••••••• 

KUNSYM - 0 
C 
C DEFINE PATTERN FOR ELEMENT 10 GLOBAL -mANSFORMATION 

ICmANS - 3 
C 
C 

C 
C 

C 
C 

C 
C 

C 
C 

C 

•••••••••• DEFINE NUMBER OF NODES •••••••••• 
IPARM(rIYP,8)-2 

..... DEFINE NUMBER OF'mMPERATIlRES (DEL11lM,'mMPER) 
IPARM(lIYP,1I) ·0 

..... DEFINE NUMBER OF PRESSURES (PRESS) ....... 
IP ARM(rIYP,6) - 0 

..... SEf ZEROED VARIABLES (NOlTUEP) 
IPARM(rIYP,12) - 0 

..... DEFINE NUMBER OF REAL CONSTANTS FOR ELEMENT (RVR) 
IPARM(rIYP,IO) a 4 

C· .... DEFINE NUMBER OF VARIABLES 10 BESAVl!D (SVR) .... 
IPARM(lIYP,1) - IS 

C 
C ..... DEFINE NUMBER OF RO'WS IN ELEMENT MAlRICES (1CI1K) 

IPARM(lIYP,9)-6 
C c·········· SET ICEYTO 1DHN1UfY NON·UNEAR ELEMENT ••• 

IPARM(rIYPA)-O 
C 
C .......... SEfKEYFORmERMALIlUlMENT(KAN,.!) ..... 

IPARM(rrYP,l) - 0 
100 RImJRN 

END 

A4.1.2 SUBROUTINE USERPT 
SUBROlJllNE USERPT (INODE)TYPE,KSHAPE.NNODE) 

C .......... USER SUBROtmNE FOR ANSYS Ptar SHAPE ......... . 
C DEFINE ELEMENT SHAPE AND NUMBER OF NODES. FOR p[mTING 

[N11lGER [NODE(2II)JIYl'E,KSHAPE,NNODE 
C .. ·······BypASS IF NOT USER ELEMENT (1IYPE ... 100) ••••••••• 

[F (1TYPE .HE. 1(0) GO TO 100 
C ...... SEl.ECI' SHAPE TO BE PL.arJ1ID BY ShTllNG !<SHAPE ••••••• 

!<SHAPE - 2 
C SET NUMBER OF ACWAI. NODES ......... , 

NNODE - 2 
100 RErlJRN 

C 
END 

M.1,3 SUBROUTINE ST100 
SU8ROlJllNE STlOO (lEU<UM.fIl'P,KEUN,KELOlIT.NR.KTIK.ZS,L'ASS.DAMP. 
1 GSTIF,zsc) 

C····· .. S11FF'NEss PASS FOR 3-D BElLO'NS ELEMENT •••••••• 
C 

C 

C 

C 

C 

C 

C 

C 

EXTERNAL TRACK.GIITELD,PlJTEU),PROPIN .NOI'ITllI.,VZERO,MHTCH.lJSEERR 
[N11lGER [) .K.13)3.HFKEY 

[N11lGER [EU<UM,ITYP ,KEUN( 6).KELOUf( 6).N R,KTI K. 
1 KEYERR.lOUf,NSTEPS.KFSTLD,tITER,mME,NClJMIT,KRSTRT.[SPARE. 
2 Kl3,NPRPVL,MATST .K5,Kl6,[PROP ,KCPDS, 
3 K20,KA Y,MODEJSYM,KAHDJDEBUG,IXXX. 
4 ITYPE,MAT )ELEM,NROW JIYl'!llPWf JPRlNT.KTEM11' ,KeONCV .K8[CNV. 
5 KEYPLS,KEYCRP ,KEYSWL,KYSuH(9),K21 ,NODES(2D), EPAR(50) 
REAL ERRVAR(S) 

OOUBLE PRECIS[ON 
1 DPZERO,oPHALF ,oPONE,DP'IWO,oPTEN ,DTORAD,RADTOD, 
2 mEF,TIlNlF,1OFSET, DELTIM,TIME,TIMOLD.TIME2, TIMEJ,DELT2, 
3 ACEL,OMEGA,CGOMEG,CGLOC,oXXX, 
4 ELMASS,xCEmR. YCEN'IlUCENTR.TFCP ,sUBE){, ERPAR(2D), 
5 XYZEQ(2D,3),x(20),Y(2D),z(2II), ELVOL 

COMMON !STCOM! DPZERO,oPHALF ,oPONE,DP'IWO,oPTEN,DTORAD,RAD1OD, 
1 mEF,ruN1F,1OFSIrr, DELTIM,TIME,TIMOLD,TIME2,TIMEJ,oELT2, 
2 ACEL(3),OMEGA~GOMEG(6).cGLOC(3), DXXX(16), 
3KEYERR,10UT,N ,KFS1U>,rrI'ER,n1ME,NCUMIT,KRSrnTJSPARE, 
4 K13,NPRPVL,MATST ,KS,K16,IPROP(2D),KCPDS, 
5 K20,KA Y(IO),MODEJSYM,KAHD,lDEBUG(IO), IXXX(41) 

EQUIVALENCE (rIYPE,EPAR(ll), (MAT,EPAR(2», (IELEM,EPAR(S), 
I [lOW ,EP~)), (ITYPE,EPM(Il», (IPWf .EPAR(12», 

4 ICNV,EP I ),(KEYPLS,EPAR(181),(KEYCRP,EPAR(19», 
2 RINT,EPAR 13~, (KTEMTP ,EPA R~14) ,(KCONCV,EPAR(16», 

5 KEYSWl.,EPAR(2D», (KYSUB(I),EP :U». (K21,EPAR(30», 
6 DES(I),EPAR(3I» 

EQUIVALENCE (E.l.MASS,ERPAR(J», (XCENTR,ERPAR(2», 
1 (yCIOO"R,ERP~AR(3», (ZCENTR,ERl'AR(4», (TFCP ,ERPAR(S), 
2 (SUBEX,ERP 6 
EQUIVALENCE I ),xvzoo(I,1 ».(Y(I ),l{YZ.EQ(I,2»,(Z(1 ),xvZEQ{l,3» 

OOUBLE PRECISION 
I ZSOCI'IK.ICI'OO.zASS(ICI1K,1C1lK),zsc(ICI1K), 
2 ALIlN2,ALENG,ox,oY,oz,EX,DENS,NUXV 



~ 
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DOUBLE PRECISION 
1 RVR(4),svR(15), 
2 'IR(3,l),coN,ALl!NNI.sALPI,cALPI,sALP2,CALP2,U(l4O) 

C 

C 

DOUBLE PRBClSlON RAD,TORAD,1lIK,NCOR,I.AMBDA,BELEN,DPPI,LS4, 
1 AMAT(6,6),BVBC(6),cvBC(6),FU!X,SIlCMOM,VAL,Dl,TORAD3 

IIQUIVALENCE (RVR(I),RAD), (RVR(2),TORAD), (RVR(3),1lIK), 
1 (RVR(4),NCOR) 

C 

C 

C 

c 

I (SVR(5),ALl!NG , ( (6).0), (SVR(7),DY), (SVR(ll),DZ). 
IIQUIVALENCE ~~,BX)~2),Nuxy), (SVR(4),ALHN2), 

2 (SVR(9),C'VBC(1 ). ( 15) N) 

DPPI-3.14l31121WS111193oo 

CAll mACK(S,'ST100 1 

CAllGHmLD (IELNUM,ITYP,EPAR(I).ERPAR(I),coN,coN. 
I CON,coN.RVR(I),svR(I»)CY7B)(I.I).U(I) 

C 
C ..... INT1lAlJZl! V ARlABlES FlRST TIME 1lIRU IF NEEDED •••• 

IF (KFSlU> .EQ. 0) GO TO 100 
FORCE - DPZERO 
EPEl. - DPZERO 

100 CONTINUE 
C 

C 

CAll PROPEV ~1El.EM.MAT ,llYPE, I,O,EX .1) 
CAll PROPEV IELEM.MAT)TYPE,lO.o.DENS,I) 
CAll PROPEV IEl.EM.MAT)TYPE. 3,o,NUXY.I) 

UD CONTINUE 
C 
C •••••••••• VERIFY GOOMEIRY •••••••••• 

DX-X~t·nl~ DY-Y2·YI 
DZ- 2· I 
CON - "2 + DY"2 
ALEN2 - CON + DZ"2 
IF (ALEN2 .m. DPZERO) GO TO ISO • 
W1Um oour,2DOC) IELEM 

DlO FORM'AT(/' ... muwR .... /. ZERO LENGI1f ELEMENT ',15) 
KEYERR -1 

C 
C nus SUBROUTINE CAllIS USED TO PASS KEYERR TO COMl FOR NORMAL ABORTS 
C 

NFKEY -1 
CALL USEBRR (NFKEY) 
GO TO 990 

ISO ALENG - DSQRT(ALEN2) 
AU!NNI - DSQRT(CON) 

C 
C ......... CHECK BBLLOWS LENGIlI AGAlNSf TORAD AND NCOR 
C BElLOWS LENGI1f SHOUlD BE ALENG - 4'TORAD'NCOR 
C ACCEPT 1% ERROR 
C 

BELEN -4'TORAD'NCOR 
C 
C ..... CHECK LENGI1f.TORAD AND NCOR ARE VAllD .... 

IF (BELEN LT. 099'ALENG) GO TO 160 
IF (BELEN .Gr. 1.01·ALENG) GO TO 160 

C 
GO 1'0 180 

C 
160 WRrI1l(IOT,2001) IELEM 
2001 FORMAT(I' ... ERROR .... / ' lNV AllD LENGIlI.1'ORAD OR NCOR ',15) 

KEYERR - I 

C 

NFKEY -1 
CALL USEBRR (NFKEY) 
GO TO 990 

180 CONTINUE 

C 
SECMOM - (4'OPPI'RAD'(THK/l)"3)/3 

C 
C··· .. •••••••••• CALCULATB MASS AND CENTROID ....... . 

YCENTR - 1 + Y 1 'OPHALF 
ZCENTR - 1 + 1 'OPHALF 
XCENTR - ~~ + ~2~J.DPHALF 
ELMASS - 4' PPI' 2 'TORAD'RAD'TItK'NCOR'DENS) c ......... ~RN IF ERROR(S) OR CHECK RUN ......... . 
IF «NSrnPS .EQ. 0) .OR. (KEYERR.ti.O.I» GO TO 990 

c 
C·········· FORM 1R MATRIX •••••••••• 
C 
C rnETIl. MATRIX IS rnE lOCAL 1U GLOBAL CONVERSION MAllUX 

IF (ALENNI .Gr . .DOOI·ALENG) GOlD 200 
SAiJ>1 - DPZERO 
CALfI • DPONE 
GOlD 250 

200 SALPI • DYjALENNI 
CAI-PI • DX/ALENNI 

250 SALP2· DZ/ALENG 

c 

~~1{12 : ~~}/A~G 
TIl. 2.1 • .SALPI tAl 
TIl. 3,1 - -CAI-PI'SAI-P2 
TIl. 1.2 - SALPI'CALf2 
TIl. 2.2 - CALfI 
TR 3.2 •. SALPI'SALP2 
TR 1,3 - SALP2 

2.3 • DPZERO 
3,3 - CALP2 

C······· S'nFFNESS MATRIX ....... . 

c 

C 

c 

c 

IF (KEUN(I) .HE. I) GO 1'0 400 

lAMBDA· rnK'RAD/lURAD"2 
LS4 m (lAMBDA "2)'4 

BVEC~I ~ 3.14l311oo/4 
BVEC 2 - 2.000/3.01'>0 
BVEC m 4.o~IS.oDO 
BVEC 4 - 6.000 3SDDO 
BVEC =.s.o /63Doo 
BVEC = 10.oooj99Doo 

C SOL VB SIM IiQUNS USING SUBROUJ1NE CVECSOL 
C 1NlIlAll. Y IiQUA1E CVEC lD BVEC FOR SUB CAll 

DO 190 1-1,4 
190 CVEC(I)-BVEC(I) 

C 
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CA1.l. CVI!CSOl.(AloCAT(l,l),cvBC{l» 
C 
C EVALUA'mVAL: VAL - {B.C 

VAL - (BVBC(1)"CVBC(1)+8 2 "CVEC(2)+1IVEC(3)"CVEC(3) 
1 +BVBC(4)"CVBC(4)+BVBC(S) (S)+1MiC(6)ocVac(6» 

C 
c SlIT UP STIFfINIlSS MATRIX AT END lIN BLBMIlNT COORDINATES 
C 
C EVALUA'mrnEMATI!RlALCONSTOI 

TORAD3-TORAD"3 
~NUXY'"2)oroRAD3/(6"HX'SIlCMOM) 

I - I/CNcOR'4'OloVAL) 
CALL vmao (ZS(I,l),36) 

C 
ZS(I,I)- STCON 

C 
C CONVERT 3 BY 3 MATRIX FROM ElEMENT TO GLOBAL COORDINATES. 
C 

CALL MUTCH ('m(I,I),ZS(I,I), 3JrnX. 3) 
C 
C FIll otrr 1liE COMPLETE 6 X 6 MATRIX FROM 1liE COMPUI'ED 3>0 MATRIX 

003001 - 1,3 
13-1+3 
00300J-I,3 
13-J+3 

1,13 - -ZS(I,J i~
--ZS(I~ 

ZS 13,13) - ZS(l 
300 N11NUE 
C Sgr KEY llIAT MATRIX WAS INDEED COMPUTED. 

KELOtrr(I) - I 
C 
C ••••••••• MASS MATRIX ••••• 
C SIMPl£ LUMPED MASS MATRIX 
C 
400 IF (KEUN(2) .tIE. J) GO 1'0 IlOO 

IF (DENS .EQ. DPZERO) GO TO IlOO 
CAlL VZBRO (ZASS(I,i),36) 
ZASS(I,I - ~/2 

C FIll oil,: I2XI2 MASS MATRIX 

i~-il'l! 3,3 - 1,1 
4,4 - 1,1 

:lASS S - 1,1 
- 1,1 

C 
CALL MHrCH(ZASS(I,1 ),ZS(l,1 ),6,IrnK,6) 

1IOO~~hil 
c 
990 CALL PtrrELD (IELNUM,EPAR(I ),ERPAR(I),coN,svR(I» 
c PtrrELD RESroREs DATA BACl(TO FIl..E2 

CALL TRACK( lS,'STlOO ') 
REnJRN 
END 

SUBROUTINE CYECSOL 
SUBROtrrINE CVECSOL(AMAT,CVEC) 

C PROG TO SOLVE SYMM MATRICES BYrnE GAUSS EUM. MEnlOD. 
C REF. BREBBlA/FERRAN'm PROG13 
C 
C SOLVES EQUN. (AI (c) - (B) FOR (c) 
C 

IN'ffiG£R I,NEQ,J,K,L,Kl,NEQI 
OOUBl£ PRECISION AMAT(6,6),BVEC(6),CVEC(6),CVAL 

C 
C INmALLY EQUA'm BVEC TO CVEC 
C NO OF ELEMENTS IN ARRAY - NEO 

NEQ-6 
C 

DO 1I-1,NEQ 
1 BVBC(I) -CVEC(I) 
C 

NOOI-NI1O-1 
DOl00K-I,NEQ1 
CVAL-AMAT(K,K) 
Kl-K+I 
DO 11 J - Kl,NEQ 

11 AMAT(JJC)-AMAT(K,J) 
I~CVAL)-IBO)4,4,'7 

~ FORMA~ .~ •• SINGUlARITY IN ROW',I5) 
001'0300 

C 
C DIV ROW BY DlAG COEFl' 
C 
7 008J~Kl,NEO 
8 AMAT(K,J) -AMAT(K,J)/CVAL 

CVEC(K) -CVEC(K)/CV AL 
C 
C EUMINATE ROW UNKNOWN X(K) FROM ROW I 
C 

00 10 I-Kl,NEO 
CVAL-AMAT(I,K) 
D09J~I,NEO 

9 AMA~I,I).AMAT(I,I)-CVAL'AMAT(K,J) 
10 CVEC I)-CVEC(I)-CVAL'CVEC(K) 
100 CO NUE 

C 
C COMPUTE LAST UK 
C 

IF(ABS(AMAT(NEO,NEO»-IB-6)I,I,IOI 
101 CVEc(NEO) -CVEC(NEQ)/AMAT(NEO,NOO) 

C 
C APPLY BACKSUB 1'0 COMPUTE REMAINING UKS 
C 

DO 200 L-I,NOOI 
K-NEQ-L 
Kl-K+l 
00 200 J = Kl ,!'lEO' 

200 CVEC(K) =CVEC(K)-AMAT(K,J)'CVEC(J) 
300 COI'ITlNUE 

END 

A4.1.4 SUBROUTINE SRIQ() 
SUBROlmNE SRloo (lELNUM,ITYP,KELOtrr ,ELVOL,JcrlK,ZS,zASS,ZSC) c··· .. ···· ST'RESS pASS FOR 3-D BElLOWS ELEMENT •••••••••• 

C 

C 

C 

C 

C 

EXTERNAL TRACK,GEfELD,PUTElD,sRPLT,MAXV 
INTEGER IPLTAY(6),1,J,IPl,JP3,NEQ 

INTEGER IELNUM,ITYP,KEUN(6),KELOtrr(6),!'IR,ICIlK, 
1 KIlYERR,IOtrr ,NSTEPS,KFSnD,ITTER,I'IlME,NCUMIT,KRSI'RT )SP ARE, 
2 Kl3,NPRPVL,MATST .KS.K16,IPROP ,KCPDS, 
3 K20,KAY,MODE,lSYM,KAHD,lDEBUG,IXXX, 
4 ITYPE,MAT ,IEUlM,NROW,lTYPE,lPLOT )PRlNT,KTEMTP,KCONCV ,KBICNV, 
S KEYPLS,KEYCRP ,KEYSWL,KYSUB(9),K21,NOOES(20), EPAR(SO) 

REAL ERRVAR(S) 

OOUBLE PRECISION 
I DPZERO,DPHALF,DPONE,DPTWO,DPTEN,DTORAD,RADTOD, 
2 TREF,TUNlF,TOFSET, OELTIM,11ME. TIMOLD,TIME2,TIME3,DELT2, 
3 ACEL,OMEGA,CGOMEG,cGLOC,DXXX, 
4 ELMASS.xCENTR,YCEN'm,ZCENTR,TFCP,sUBEX, ERPAR(20), 
S XYZEQ(20,3),x(20),Y(20).z(20), EL VOL 

COMMON /SfCOM/ DPZERO,DPHALF,DPONE,DPTWO,DPTEN,DTORAD,RADTOD, 
1 TREF,TUNIF,TOFSHr, OELTIM,TlME,TIMOLD,TIME2,TIME,DELT2, 
2ACEL(3),OMEGA(6),CGOMEG(6),CGLOC(3), DXXX(16), 



~ ..... 
o ..... 

c 

lltl!Yl!RR,lOUl' ,NS'lllPS,ICFSIU),lTI'ERJl1ME,NCUMlI',lCRS'ltO',ISP AlU!, 
4lCJ3,NPlU'VL,MATST,ltS,lQ6,lPRDP(:IO),lCCPDS. 
S lCO,ICAY(10).MOI>Il.1SYM.KA,lDE8UG(lO). 1XXX(41) 

BOUIV ALENCE ~1!,EPAR(1». (MAT ,EPAR(2». (IElEM,EPAR{S». 
1 OW,EP • (ITYPB,EPAR{lin. ( )1',EP"AR(12 ). 
2 PRlNI',EP~ ~ (KmMTP ,EP~E4 • (KCONCV~AR{16». 
4 lCNV,EPAl'{1 ).(KEYl'l.S,EPAR{1 Il.(JCHVCRP,EPAR{19)). 
5 AR{:IO». (KYSUB(1),EP 2.1». (K21,EPAR{30». 
6 DBS(I),EPAR(31) 

C 

1 (YCENl'R,ERP ». (ZCIlN'I1U!IiU'AR{ 4». (IR:P .E.RP AR(S», 
EQUIVALENCEFSS.BRPAR(I». (XCENl'R,ERPAR(2)). 

2 (SU1IBX,ERP AR{ ) 
C 

EQUJV AI.»lCE (X(l ),lCY7J'lQ(I,l)).(Y(l ),xYZEQ(l,2) ).(Z( 1 ),xYZEQ(1,3» 
C 

ooUBLB PRECISION 

~~~~.DENS 
C 

DOUB[£ PRBC1S10N 
1 RVR(4),svR(lSl, 
2 U(14),POS'I1>(19),CON 

C 

C 

C 

C 

C 

ooUB[£ PRBC1SION RAD,TORAD,rnK,NCOR,LAMBDA,DPPI,LS4, 
1 CVF.C(6),CONSTI.CONST2,CONSU,sIG11i,sIGPHO,sIGPH9,TR(6.6), 
2 FBU!M(6),DUMMY( 6),ETA( 11) ,ANG[£, 
3 BMAT(2,6),UC(6),EP(2),s1G(2),D(2,2) 

IlQUJVAI.»lCE (RVR(I),TORR), (RVR(2),R), (RVR(3),TH1CK), 
1 (RVR(4),NCOR) 

IlQUJV AI.»lCE ~SVR(I),EX)ruSVR(2),Nuxy), (SVR(4),ALEN2), 
1 (SVR(s),ALENG ,(SVR(6).D ,(sVR(7).DY), (SVR(8).Dz), 
2 (SVR(9),cvEC(1 ).(SVR(lS) 101) 

DPPI- 3.14l!i926S3S811l93DO 

CAll TRACK (S.'SRlOO ') 
CAll VZERO{TR{l.I),36) 

C 

C 

C 

CAll GEI'El.D (\ELNUM,rrYP ,EPAR(l).E.RPAR(I),CON,CON, 
1 CON,coN,RVR(l),svR(I),xyzEQ(I,l),U(l)) 

OPEN (UNrr -40,F1LI! - '81lLRES' ,sTATUS· 'NEW') 

C D~~tm~~tFLLO~ WS FORCE FROM DISPlACEMENT RESULTS 

DELY - U -U 2 
DBLZ - U -U 3 
DELTA - ELX"2tDBLY"2tDBLZ"2) 

C F-KD 

C 

C 

FORCE - S1CON'DELTA 
WRrm (40.') 'FORCE' 
WRrm (40.') FORCE 

PRlNI",' POSN. SIGAXIAL SIGHOOP' 

C FOR INSIDE SURF, ZEfA - T 12 
C FOR OUTSIDE, ZEfA - -T 12 

ZEfA--mICK/2. 
POS --S.o 
00 2SO n..oc-I,19 
POS - POS tS.o 

~ =~POS'~13JZ7/11Jl' 
PC2 - '2.~ PC3 - '3. 
PC4 - '4. 
res - '5.) 
PC6 - cos(pos"6.) 

C 

C 

C 

PC7 _ii'7'~ PC8 - POS'&' 
peg • "9. 
PC10 - '10.) 
PCl1 • '11.) 

- ·ZEfA·PCI/R 
- ·ZEfA·2. 'PC2/R 
• ·ZEfA·4··PC4/R 
- ·ZEfA·6. 'PC6/R 
• ·ZEfA·&,·PCS/R 
• ·ZEfA·IO.·PCIO/R 
- ·PCI·PCI·R·5/TORR 
· .!PC3/3. + 1.)·R· 5/TORR 
-. PCS/S. + PC2/3. 'R'5/TORR 
- . PC7/7. + PC4/5. 'R' 5/TORR 
-. PC9/9.+PC6 7. 'R'5/TORR 
-. PClI/11.+~;9')'R'5/TORR 

DCON - EX/(I.-NUXY"2) 

~
I'I~ - ocON D 1,2 - NUXY'OCON 

D 2,1 - NUXY'OCON 
2,2 - DCON 

002401-1,6 
UC(I) - CVEC(I)·FORCE'(I.·NUXY"2)'R"2/ 

'" (EX'3.l41S9'1'ORR'lliICK"3) 
240 CONTINUE 

C (EP) - [BI IC) 
EP(I) - ElMAT(I'l~'Uc(I)+BMAT(1.2~'Uc(2)+BMAT(I,3~'Uc(3) 
I +ElMAT(I,4)'UC 4\ + BMAT(I,s)'UC S)+BMAT(I,6)'UC 6) 
EP(2) - BMAT(2,1 IUC(1)+BMAT(2,2 'UC(2)+BMAT(2,3 'UC(3) 

I +IIMAT(2,4)'UC 4)+BMAT(2,S)'UC S)+BMAT(2,6)'UC 6) 
C 
C EVALUATE!ITRESSES ISIGl : [D~{EP} 

SIG(I) - (D(I,l)·EP(I)+O(l.2 ·EJ'(2) 
SIG(2) • (D(2,I)'EP(l)+D(2,2 'EP(2) 

C . 
POS • POS' I1Jl/3.l41S729 
WRITE (40,'(9Fl2.3)') POS,s\G(f),s1G(2) 

2SO CONTINUE 
C 
300 CONTINUE 
C 
C ...... WRITE POSfDATA F1lE ..... .. 
350 IF (IPWf .NE. I) GO TO 900 
C ••••• NUMBER OF FORCES (LEVEL 1) ••••• 

IPLTA Y(2) = 3 
C .~ ... NUMBER OF !ITRESSES (lEVEL 2) ..... 

lPLTAY(3\ = I 
C ... 1. NUMBER OF TOTAL SAVED (LEVElS 1,2, AND 3) ..... 

lPLTAY(4) • S 
C .~ ... SAVEGEOMEl'RY FOR CONTOURS (O,NO I,VES) ..... 

lPLTAY(6) • 0 c······ )IotJr POSTDATA INFORMATION INTO POS1D ...... 

a
l~.SIGrn 
2 - SIGPHO 
3 • SIGPH9 

IF (K21 .I.E. 4) GO TO 400 
IPLTAY(4) = 7 

= EPrn a 'EPEL 

400 CO UE 
C 
C ..... PUT PLTARY INFORMATION ONTO ALE 12 ....... 

CAll SRPLT~,rrYP ,NROW ,MAT,IOO,2,U(I),NODES(I)XYZEQ(I,I), 
llPLTAY(l),POS' 1» 

900 CAll Ptll'EU> UM,EPAR(I).E.RPAR(I),CON,5VR(I» 
C PUI1lLDRBS1O DATABAcKTOFILE3 
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A4.2 ANSYS USER ELEMENT PBI 
PROORAM ANSYS 

C 
C ELEMENT PB2 
C •••••••••••• 
C ANSYS USER El.EMENJ' CODE FOR PIPE BEND ELEMENT ELEMENT 
C 
C BASIlD ON VlASOV 1HIN WAlL CIRC CURVED BEAM SOLunON 
C wrm SUPERPOSED VON KARMAN OVAUSAnON: 31/P ANS 3 OIP MODES. 
C 
C CLOSED FORM INI"EGRAnON FOR S11FFNESS MA11UX. 
C MATRIX SfAnCALLY CONDENSED TO GIVE FINAL 12z12 S11FFNESS MA11UX. 
C 
C DONAU> MACKENZIE JAN 1919 
C 
C ANSYS VERSION 43A 

C 

lMPucrr DOUBLE PRECISION (A-H,O-Z) 
EXnlRNAL MAIN,sTOPER 
EXnlRNAL ELSHFN 
CALLNNDlM 
CALL MAIN 
CALL STOPER 
END 

A4.2.1 SUBROUTINE USEREL 
SUBROunNE USEREL (ITYI' ,1PARM,KYSUB,KEY3D,KOOF ,KUNSYM,lClRANS) 

INI"EGER IPARM(20.12),KYSUB(9).ITYP .JTYPE,KEY3D,KOOF,KUNSYM,lClRANS 
C·· .. DIDllRMINE TYPE OF EUlMENT AND 1HEN BYPASS IF Nor USER ELEMENT .. •• 

lIYPE - IPARM(ITYP,3) 
IF (1IYPE .NE. 100) GO to 100 

C 
C 

C 

•••••••••• SHf 3-D KEY •••••••••• 

KEY3D - 1 
.......... DEfINE DOF SlIT AT EACH NODE 

KDOF - 0 
C· •••••••••• SET UNS'YMMETRlC MATRIX KHY 

C 
C 

C 

KUNSYM -0 

••••• DEfINE PATTERN FOR RU!MENT TO GLOBAL TRANSFORMAnON ••• 
JORANS - 2 •••••••••• DEFINE NUMBER OF NODES •••••••••• 
IPARM(ITYP,s)-l 

C ..... DEANE NUMBER OF 1llMPERATURES (DELTEM,1llMPER) ...... 

C 
C 
C 

IPARM(ITYP,ll) - 2 

••••• DEFINB NUMBER OF PRESSURES (PRESS) ••••••• 
IF 1lU!RMAL ANALYSIS, TWO nMES NUMB8R OF CONVECllON SURFACES 

IPARM(ITYP,6) - 1 
C ..... Sm' 2EROED VARIABLES (NOITUEP) 

IPARM(I1YI",ll) - 0 
C ..... DEf1NE NUMBER OF REAL CONSfANl'S FOR RU!MENT (RVR) ........ 

IPARM(ITYP,lO) - S 
C 
C ..... DEFINE NUMBER OF VARIABLES 10 BE SAVED (SVR) ••••• 

IPARM(ITYP ,7) - 2S4 
C ..... I>Ilf1NE NUMBER OF ROWS IN ELEMENT MATRICES (ICIlK) ..... 

IPARM(nYJ',9) - 12 
C •••••••••• SET KEY TO 1DEN11FY NON·UNEAR El...EMENT •••••••••• 

IPARM(ITYP,4) - 0 
C .......... SIn" KEY FOR THERMAL ELEMENT (1CAN,-l) 

IPARMClIYP,l) - 0 
100 RImJRN 

END 

A4JJ SUBROUTINE USERPT 
SUBROunNE USERPT (lNODE)TYPE,KSHAPE,NNODE) c·········· USER SUBROi!nNE FOR ANSYS Pl.DT SHAPE ......... . 

C DEFINE ELEMENT SHAPE AND NUMBER OF NODES, FOR PwrTING 
INTEGER INODE(20),1IYPE,KSHAPE,NNODE 

C ·········BypASS IF Nor USER ELEMENT (nYPE >=- 100) ••••••••• 
IF (JTYPE .NE. 100) GO 10 100 

C· .... • SEI..ECI" SflApE 10 BE PLOITED BY SETI1NG KSHAPE ....... 
KSHAPE - 2 

C SEf NUMBER OF ACTUAL NODES .......... 
NNODE - 2 

100 RETURN 
END 

C 

A4.2.3 SUBROUTINE STlOO 
SUBROtmNE STlOO (IELNUM.ITYP ,KEUN,KELOUT ,NR,K1lK,ZS, 
I ZASS,DAMP,GsnF,zsc) 

c······· snFFNESS PASS FOR PIPE BEND ELEMENT ElEMENT ........ . 
C CLOSED FORM S11FFNESS MATRIX 
C 
C 

IMPUCIT DOUBLE PRECISION (A·H,().Z) 
C 
C -- DEClARE EXTERNAL SUBROunNES AND FUNCI10NS --_. __ .

EXTERNAL TRACK,GEfELD,PUTELD'pROPEV ,NONTBL, VZERO,MIITCH,USEERR, 
I MATXV .MAXV,TRSUB,MAXB,MATXB)NVM,REDUCE 

C 
C ---- COMMON BLOCK DEClARATIONS ----
C STANDARD STlOO INTEGER V ARlABLES ASSOCIATED WITH COMMON: 

C 

INTEGER 1ELNUM,ITYP,KEUN(6),KELOUT(6),NR,K1lK, 
I KEYERR,lOUT ,NSTEPS,KFS1U>,l1TER.mME,NCUMIT,KRSTRT )SPARE, 
2 K13,NPRPVL,MATST ,KS,Kl6)PROP ,KCPDS, 
3 K20,KA Y,MODE,ISYM,KAHD,lDEBUG,IXXX, 
4 rrYPE,MAT ,1ELEM,NROW ,1IYPEJPLOT ,1PRlNT,KTEMTP ,KCONCV ,KBICNV, 
5 KEYPLS,KEYCRP ,KEYSWL,KYSUB(9),K2I,NODES(20), EPAR(50) 
REAL ERRVAR(S) . 

C STANDARD STlOO DOUBLE PRECISION VARlABLES ASSOCIATED WITH COMMON: 

C 

DOUBLE PRECISION 
I DPZERO,DPHALF,DPONE,DP'IWO,DPTEN.D1ORAD,RADTOD, 
2 TREF,1l1NlF,1OFSEf, DELTIM,l1ME,l1MOLD,nME2, llME3,DELTl, 
3ACEl.,OMEGA,CGOMEG,CGLOC,DXXX. 
4 ELMASS,xCENTR. YCENfR,ZCENTR.1FCP ,sUBEX, ERPAR(20), 
5 XYZEQ(20,3),x(20),Y(20),z(20), ELVOL 

C snoo COMMON BLOCK: STCOM 

C 

COMMON iSTCOMJ DPZERO,DPHALF ,DPONE,DP'IWO,DPTEN,DTORAD,RADTOD, 
I TREF,ruNIF,1OFSEr, DELllM,l1ME,l1MOLD,nME2,l1ME3,DELTl, 
2ACEL(3),OMEGA~MEG(6).CGLOC(3), DXXX(16), 
3KEYElUUOUT,N ,KFS1U>,ITIER,l11ME,NCUMIT,KRSrRT,lSPARE, 
4 K13,NPRPVL,MATST ,KS,Kl6,1PROP(20),KCPDS, 
5 K20,KA Y(IO).MODE,ISYM,KAHD,lDEBUG(10), 1XXX(41) 

C OOUNALENClNGOFSTCOMVARlABLES 

C 

EQUNALENCE (nYJ'E,EPAR(I)). (MAT .EPAR(2)), (IELEM.EPAR(5». 
l;OW.EPm?»' (JTYPE,EPM(li», (IPLOT .EPAR(12», 
2 PRINT.EP 13) ,(ICI"EMTP.EPAR(14 • (KCONCV.BPAR(16 , 
4 ICNV.EP I~), (KEYPLS.EPAIim~), (KEYCRP .EPAR(19~~, 
5 KEYSWL.EPf!»' (KYSUB(I).EPAii'(il», (IC2I,EPAR(30», 
6 NODIlS(1l.EP) 31) 
EQUIV AI»ICE SS,ERPAR(I », (XCENTR,ERPAR(2». 
I (YCEN'IR.ERP », (ZCENIR.EIU' AR(4», (TFCP ,ERP AR(S), 
2 (SUBEX,ERP 
EQUIVALENCE l),xvzEQ(I,I»,(y(I),xvZEQ(I.2».(Z(1 ).xYZEQ(I,3» 

C USER DEFINED VARlABLES -----
C INTEGER. REAL AND DOUBLE PRECISION V ARlABLES DEFINED HERE BY USER 
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C 
C DIlClARE INTEGER VARIABLES: 

C 

JNI1!GER U,lC,D,I3,16,J6,lJ'(o4),NSTR,NUM,KDEMO,NFKEY, 
I 1CI,1CO,lJ,LO 

C DIlClARE DOUBLE PREClSION VARIABLES: 

C 

DOUBLE PRECISION ZS(lC11K,1C11JC),2ASS(JCI1K,1C11JC), 
a:a:rR(I2,12),zs'I1lMP{12,12), 
I U l40 ,PR 4 ,EX,AlJ'X,NUXY ,DIlNS,ALI:lN2,ALENG,Dx,DY,DZ, 
2 ,~~~N,Avm1!M,TRPROP(7),MPROP(I),IDPROP(I),DPPI, 
3 BRAD,A1.P~,11I1CK,PH1,RVR(S),svR(2S4) 
DOUBLE PRECISION ZSl(6,6),zso(6,6),BI(6,12),8I(6,6),B2(6,6), 

2 CA,SA,CMI,c2A,S2A,C2MI,'l\UGI,'hUG2, 
3 AREA,POU.tOM,sECMOM.m,GJ,RAll0,D,8,DMI,DM2, 
4 DTBRMI,D'I1!RM2,D11!R,NR1NV,V,B11lRMI,BTERM2,BB,BMI,BTERM3, 
S BTERM4,H,coN!IT,11IDIS(12) 
DOUBLE PRECISION CONOV,PRA,BRT2,ZSOV(3,3),zscuP(6.3), 
I CUPMAT(6.3),zsFUU.(9,9),VAU{11),VALO{ll),'I1lMP(12) 

C - USER EQUIVALENCING OF REAL AND SAVED VARIABLES (Rva, SVR)
C 
C EQUIVALENCE REAL VARIABLES RVR(): 
C BRAD-BEND RAD, ALPHA-BENDANG'I.E, PRAD-PlPl! RAD, 11UCK-WALL TIlle. 
C PID-ORIENTATION ANGLE 

C 

EQUIVALENCE (RVR{I),BRAD), (RVR{2),ALPHA), (RVR{3),PRAD), 
I (RVR(04),THICK), (RVR(S),PHI) 

C EQUIVALENCE SAVED VARIABLES SVR(): 

C 

EQUIVALENCE (SVR(1 ),81(1,1 )),(SVR(37),lI2(I,I)), 
1 (SVR(73),VAU(I», (sVR(84),P'ROP(I), (SVR(88),TR(I,I», 
2 (SVR(232),VALO{I}), (svR(243),THDIS(I» 

C ---EQUIVALENCING OF MATERlAL PROPERTIES -
EQUIVALENCE (PROP(I).EX), (PROP(2),ALPX), (PROP(3).NUXY), 

1 (PROP(4),DENS) 
C 

CALL TRACK(S,'SflOO') 
C 
C - READING J,N El.EMEl-rf INFORMATION: SUBROUTINE GIITELD
C 

CALL GIITELD (IELNUM,ITYP ,EPAR(I).ERPAR(l),CON,TEMPER(I), 
1 CON,coN,RVR(I),svR(I),xvzEQ(I,l),U(l)) 

C 
C CONVERT BEND AND ORIENTATION ANGLES TO RADIANS. 

C 

DATA OPP1/3.1413926SlS81n93OO / 
Pm - PID'OPPI/I80.oDO 
ALPHA - A!.PHA'OPPI/I80.oDO 

C - READING IN ELEMENT MATERlAL PROPERnE:S: SUBROllTlNE PROP!!V -
C 
C SHT UP JNI1!GER ARHA Y FOR ACCESSING MATElUAL PROPER11ES 

DATA 1J' 11,2, 3,10/ 
C 

AVEI1!M - DPHALP(l'EMPER(I) + TEMJ'ER(2}) 
C 

CALL PROPllV (IEU!M,MAT ,JIYPE,IJ'(I),A VIITEM,PROP(I).-I) 
C 
C ----GIlOMHIRY VAUDrrY CHECK ---
C 

DX -~i-jJIJ OY-Y2-YI 
OZ - 2 - 1 
CON - 002 + Oyoo2 
ALENl - CON + OZOOl 
IF (ALEN2 .G[~O.o GO TO ISO warm (lOUJ'..., IEU!M 

:IlOO I'ORMAT (':i U!NG11I ELEMENT ,IS) 
KEYERR -1 

C 

NFKEY -I 
CALL USBERR (NFKEY) 
GO TO 990 

W1UI1! 

USEERR 

ISO CONTINUE 
C 
C 
C 
C 

C 

----CALCULATE MASS AND CENTROID ----

X~-BaE~~} ~3C F~)'DP~ FORS1RAIGlIT BEAM 
YCENTR - I + Y 2 )'OPHALF 
ZCEN1R = I + 2 'OPHALF 
AREA - 2'OP 'P ICK 
AFUJ - DPPI'CPRAD-(THlCK/2))OO2 
ELMASS - (DENS' AREA + OEN5F1.' AFLU)'BRAD' ALPHA 

C ----END OF CHOCK RUN OR ERROR OETECl1ID --
C 

IF «N!ITEPS.EO. 0) .OR. (KEYERR.EO.I» GO TO 990 
C 
C -- !!VALUATE THE ELEMENT TRANSFORMATION MATRIX --------
C TRANSFORMATION MATRlXTR IS !!VALUATED IN THE USER DEFINED 
C SUBROUTINE TRSUB. INFORMATION REQUIRED TO CALCULATE MATRIX VALUES 
C IS PASSED IN BY ARHA Y TRPROP. 
C 

C 

TRPROP~=DX TRPROP 2 =DY 
TRPROP 3 =DZ 
TRPROP 4 = PHI 
TRPROP =ALPHA 
TRPROP 6 -CON 
TRPROP. -ALEN2 

C ZERO THE TR MATRIX. 
CAll VZERO (TR(I,I),I44) 

C 
CAll TRSUB (TR,TRPROP) 

C 
C --- !!VALUATE THE ELEMENT STIFFNESS MATRIX -----. 
C ELEMENT CB2. 
C CURVED CYUNDRICAL THIN WALLED BEAM ELEMENT STIFFNESS MATRIX 
C CLOSED FORM STIFFNESS MATRIX 
C 
C CHECK MATRIX IS REQUIRED. 

C 

IF (KEUN(1) .NE. I) GO TO 400 
CAlL \'ZERO (ZS(I,l),I44) 

C !!VALUATE CONSTANTS AND TRIG FUNCTIONS. 

C 

CA • COS(ALPHA) 
SA - SIN (ALPHA) 
CMI - cA-l.o 
ClA· COS(2.0'ALPHA) 
SlA - SIN(2.0'ALPHA) 
OMI • ClA-I.D 
TRlGI ·2.O'ALPHA-SlA 
TRIG2 = 2.O'ALPHA+SlA 

AREA = 2.O'OPPI'PRAD"1lIICK 
POLMOM - AREA 'PRAD"2 
SECMOM • POLMOM/2.0 
EI - EX'SIlCMOM 
GJ • EX'POLMOM/(2.0+2.0'Nuxy) 

C 
RATIO - g'RAD/BRAD)OO2 
o - RATI '/2.0 
B - 2.O'E1/(E1+GJ) 

C 

C 

OMI -1,0-0 
DW - 1'o-2.0'D 
D1'ERMI - 2.O'DMI/BRAD 
D'IllRM2 - ALPHA'SA+OW'CA 
D'I1lRM3 - -ALPHA 'CA + DW'SA 

NRINV - -1.D/BRAD 
V - If(2.0'(I.o+NUXY) 

C 
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e 

c 

BB 5 B"2 
BMI S1.II-B 
IlTERMI - {2.G-B)"2 
BTERM3 - -ALPHA'SA+CA'BMl) BRAD 
IITBRM4 - ALPHA'CA+SA'BMl)YBRAD 

H - 1.0+ RAnO/2.D 
CON!rr - mJBRAD"3 
CON!rr - CON!rr/(l.G-NUXY"2) 
CONOV - CONst"ALPHA/RA1iO 

C '" IN PLANE S11FFN13SS MA11UX '" 
C 
C EVALUA11l rBI] - [ell 

CAlL VZl!RO (111(1,1),12) 
e 

C 
C INVERTBI 

CAlL 1NVM(BI,oEflA6'.12) 
C 
C BQUA11l FlRSl'6X60F BI wrm Bl 

DO 322 1-1,6 
DO 322 J-l,6 

322 Bwn - 8Ia) 
e OPIlNFILI! OON..DAT FOR SI'ORING STRESS RESULTS 

OPEN (UNlJ'-40.f11B-'PB2RES',STAnJS-'N£W') 
C 
e EVALUA11l ZSI - IN-PLANE IN11lGRAL MA1RIX 

CAlL VZIlRO(ZSI(I,l),36) 
C 

- CON!rr'ALPHA 
- CONSI'"2.D'CMl 
- CON!rr'2.D'SA 
- ZSI(I,3) 
- coNWH'11UGl 
- CONSI'"H'CZMl 

-~1 - ZSI 
- H'TRJG2 

C 
e EVALUA11l1/P S11FFN13SS [ZSI)5[81)1ZSI) [BI) 

CAlL MHI'CH(BI(I,I),zsI(I,I),6A6) 
e 
C EVALUA11l OVALISAnON MA11UX v;A)V 

CAlL VZJlRO(ZSOV(l,l),9) 
C 

PRA - PRAD"4 
8RT2 - (BRAD'1lfl~"2 
ZSOV(l,l) - CONOV' .D'8RT2/(4.o'PRA) + s.o/&.o) 
ZSOV(I.2) - CONOV' .0 /l2lJ 

ZSOV 2,2 - CONOV' .o'BRTl/(4.o'PR4) + 17.0/32.0) v;A)V!2.
1! = v;A)V(1':b 

v;A)V 2,3 - CONOV .o/32.D 
ZSOV 3.2 = v;A)V 2,3 
ZSOV 3,3 - CONo~,ll225.0'BRT2/(I2.D'PR4) + 37.0/72.0) 

e 
C EVAWA11l nlE IN PLANE COUPUNG MATRIX ZSCUP 

CALL VZERO(ZSCUP(I,I),18) 
CALL VZERO(CUPMAT(I'I~)'1I18 

e 
C 

CONIPC = CON!rr' 3.o'ORAD (2.0·PRAn) 
CUPMA~l'li ~ CONIPC'{- HA/2.0) 
CUPMAT 3,1 - CONlPC' l.O-CA) 
CUPMA S,I - CONlPC' -SA) 

CALL MATXB (Bl(I,I),CUPMAT(I,l),zscUP,6,6,6,6.3,6) 

C FILL IN 9X9 lIP MATRIX ZSFUll 
003151=1,6 
00325J 51,6 

315 ZSFUlL(IJ) = ZSI(I) 
003261=1,6 
00 326 J=I,3 
JP6 = J+6 

326 ZSFUlL(lJP6) = ZSCUP(IJ) 
003271=1,3 
IP6 = 1+6 
00327 J-l,6 

327 ZSFUlL(lP6,J) = ZSCUP(J) 
003281=1.3 
IP6 = 1+6 
00 328J=I.3 
JP6 = J+6 

328 ZSFULL(IP6,JP6) • ZSOV(I) 
C 

c 
CALL VZERO(ZSI(1,I).36) 
CALL RFDUcE (ZSFULL.zsI) 

C EQUATE NON-ZERO 11lRMS FROM u.sr 3 ROWS OF ZSFULL Al'TER 

C V~UIC!,'l~~i.nll~ARRAYVALI VALl 2 - ZSFU ). 
VALl 3 - ZSFU .3 
VALl 4 - ZSFU ,4 
VALl - ZSFU 
VALl - ZSFU 7 
VALl - ZSFU , 
VALl 8 = ZSFIJ ,8 
VALl - ZSFIJ 8,8 

~~ :I! : ~lli9,9l 
C 
C 
C '" OUT OF PLANE snFFNESS , .. 
C 
C EVALUATE BI - C2 
C 
C CALL VZERO(BI(I,I),72) 
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C 
~~

- AlJ'HAOCA/BRAD 
BI S,3 - SA/BRAD 
BIS~ -~'SA/BRAD 
BI 6,1 - SA'NRINV 
Bl6,2-1I'I1!RM3 
BI 6,3 - CAIBRAD 

6,4-Bl1!RM4 
BI - NIUNV 

C INVBIITBI 
C 

CAll. 1NVM(BI,DEflM12) 
C EQUATEFlkST6X60FBlTOBl 

003321-1,6 
DO 332J-l,6 
~ B2(l,J) - BI(1,J) 

C EVALUATE ZSO - OIP IN'I1lGRAL MATRIX 
CALL VZERO(ZSO(I.I),36) 

C 

C 
I~ 
-CONST"El'0.25"1'R1Gl+BB'Y'OS"1'RIG2) 

~ - CONST" B·YOO5-B1l!RM1·O.2S)·(I-C2A) 
- CONST" 'B'Y'SA 

4,2 - ~) 
4,4 - ~(B'l'ERM1·0.25"1'R1G2+BB'Y'OS"1'RIGl) 
• - CONST"2"B'Y'(I-CA) 
6,2 -~) 6,4 - 4,6) 

- CO 2.O"AlJ'HA·Y 

C EVALUA'IE OJP S'I'IFFNESS [ZSO)= [BIIlZSO) [BI) 
C CALL MHI'CH(B2(I,1).zsO(I.I),6,6,6) 

C EVALUA'IE mE OlJl' OF PlANE COUPUNG MATRIX ZSCUP 
CALL VZERgZSCUP(I.1l,IB) 
CALL VZER CUPMAT(I,I),1B) 
CONOPe - NSf • 3.o"BRAD{(4.o·PRAD)·(2.0-B) 
CUPMAT(2,I) - CONaPC"(CA- b) 
CUPMAT(4,1) - CONOPC"{SIU 

C 
CALL MATXB (B2(I,I),CUPMAT(I,I):z.scuP M6,6,3,6) 

C 
C ALL IN 9X9 lIP MATRIX ZSFUU 

003351-1,6 
00 335J-I,6 

33S ZSFUIUl.J) - ZSO(I,J) 
00 3361-1.(!" 
DO 336J-l,3 
JP6 - 1+6 

336 ZSFULL(l,JP6) - ZSCUP(l,J) 
oon7l-l.3 
IP6 - 1+6 
00 337J-l,6 

337 ZSIVLL(IP6,J) - ZSCUP(J,I) 
003381-},3 . 
IP6 - '+6 
00 338J-I,3 
JP6 - 1+6 

138 ZSFUll(IP6,JP6) - ZSOY(1,J) 
C 

C 
C 

~~~) 

C EQUATE NON-ZERO 11lRMS FROM lASf 3 ROWS OF 9X9 zsruu 

C~IBr~~Yv= 

C 

Y~.ZS~~ V B = ZSFU 7.8 
V 9 = ZSFU 8,8 
VI) = ZSFUU(B ) 
V 11) = ZSFUU.(9,9) 

C ASSEMBLE FUlL 12d2 REDUCED Sl1FFNESS MATRIX 
C lIP TERMS IN I-J ODD lOCATIONS, OIP TERMS IN EVEN 
C 
C ZEROZS 

CAlL VZERO (ZS(I,I},I44) 
DO 360 1-1,6 
KO = 2'1-1 
1CE·2·1 
00 360J=I,6 
LO ·2·J-l 
u;: - 2"1 

~
KO,LO} • ZSI(IJ} 
KE,LE) • ZSO(I,J} 

360 )N1lNUE 
C 
C ---STIFFNESS MATRIX TRANSFORMATION ------
C ELEMENT MATRICES ARE TRANSFORMED TO TIlE GLOBAL CO-ORD. 
C SYSfEM BY THE ANSYS SUBROUTINE MHI'CH. 

CAlL MHI'CH (TR{I,I},ZS(l,I},ICIlK,KTIK, 1011{) 
C 
C SlIT KEY THAT MATRIX WAS COMPlITED. 

KELOlJI'(l) - 1 
C 
400 CONTINUE 

C 
C -- EVALUA'IE ELEMENT LOAD VECroR-
C 
C CHECK MATRIX IS REQUIRED. 
800 IF (XEL1N(5) .NE.I) GO TO 990 

C 

C 

C 

C 

C 

CALL VZERO (TEMP(ll,12) 
CAlL VZERO (ZSC(I}.i2) 

ZSC(3) = BRAD'AU'X'(AVErEM-TREFj 
ZSC(~ - ZSC(3} 

CAlL VZERO (TEMP(I},12) 

CAlL MATXV{TR{I,I},zsc(I),1EMP,12,12} 

00 &131-1,12 
niDIS(1} - 'mMP(ll 

.m 'mMP(1) - -TEMP I} 
C 

CALL VZERO (ZSC(I},12) 
C 

CAlL MAXV(ZS(I,l),'mMP(I),zsc,12,12} 
C 
C SlIT KEY THAT MATRIX WAS COMPlITED. 

KELOIJI'(5) - I 
C 
C --OUTPlJI' ELEMENT DATA TO flU;: 12 -----
C ELEMENT DATA IS OUTPlJI'TO flU;: 12 BY niE SUBROUTINE PlJIliLD. 
C STANDARD: 
990 CAlL PUTIllJ) (JELNUM,EPAR(I },ERPAR(I),CON ,sVR(I» 
C 

C 

CAlL mACK( IS,moo 1 
RElURN 
END 
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SUBROUTINE REDUCE 
SUBRounNE REDUCE (SIl,RED) 

C 
C STATIC CONDENSATION OF STIFFNESS MATRICES 
C REDUCES lIP AND OIP 9z9 MAlRICES TO (oc6. 
C BASED ON GAUSSIAN EUMlNATION: REF. COOK. 
C 
C NO REDUcnON OF FORCE VECTOR REQUIRED AS NODELESS 
C DOF HAVE Zl!RO CORRESPONDING GIlNERAUSED FORCES. 
C 
C FUll., SYMMEJRlC STIFFNESS MAtRIX SE. 
C CONDENSATION OPERATIONS ON LOWER TRIANGLE OF SE. 
C SJZE OFFUU. MATRIX - NSIZE 
C NUMBER OF OOFTO BE REDUCED - NUM. DOF TO BE REDUCED 
C STORED IN LAST NUM DOF. 
C 

C 

IMPUCIT DOUBLE PRECISION (A·H,Q.Z) 
DOUBLE PRECISION SE(9,9),RED(6,6) 

NSIZE - 9 
NUM -3 

C CONDENSA110N OF LOWER TRIANGLE OF SE. 
DO 30 K-I,NUM 
lL - NSIZE·K 
KK-lL+I 
D020L-I,lL 
IF CSE(KK.L) .EO. 0.0) GO TO 20 
DUM - SE(ICK.L) ISE(KK.KK) 
DOIOM-I,L 

10 SE(L,M) - SE(I.,M) . SE(KK,M)'DUM 
20 CON'nNUE 
30 CONTINUE 

C FIlL IN mE UPPER TRIANGLE BY SYMMETRY. 
DO -40 K-I,lL 
DO-40L-I,K 

-40 SE(L,K) - SE(K,L) 
C 
C EQUATE FffisT 6 ROWS AND COLUMNS OF SE TO RED 
C RED IS mE REDUCED IN·PLANE MAtRIX 

DO SO 1-1,6 
DO SO J-I,6 

SO~-SE(l,I) 

END 
C 

SUBROUTINE TRSUB 
SUBROl1l1NE TRSUB ('IR,1RPROP) 

C 

C 

C 

C 

C 

IMPUCIT DOUBLE PRECISION (A-H,o.Z) 

ElCI1!RNAL VZIlRO,MAXB,MATXB 

DOUBLE PRECISION T(3,3),TI(3,3),TJ(3,3),1R(12,12), 
I rnETA(3,3),TRPROP(7),ox,oy,oz,phl,ALPHA,CON,ALEN2, 
2 SALPl,5ALP2.SAl.P3,cALPI,cALP2,CA1.P3 

DX-1RPROP~1 
DY-1RPROP 
DZ-1RPROP 
PHJ-1RPROP(4) 
ALPHA-TRI'ROP(S) 
CON -1RPROP(6) 
Al..EN2-1RPROP(7) 

CAlL VZIlRO 1\(1,1),9) CAlL VZIlRO mwl'l ,9) 
CAlL VZIlRO 1,1),9) 

CAlL ¥ZERO (£J(I,I),9) 
C 

ALENG • SQRTCALEN2) 
ALENNI - SQRT(CON) 

C 
IFCALENNI.GT .. OOOI'ALENG) GO TO 200 
SALPI - 0.0 
CALFI - 1.0 
GOT02S0 

200 SALPI - DY/ALENNI 
CALFI - DX/ALENNI 

2SO SALP2 - Dt/ALENG 
CALP2' ALENNI/ALENG 
SALP3 = SmPH!) 
CALP3. PHI 

C TDF[~~I'~ STRAIGHT BEAM 3X3 TR MATRIX 
T 2,1 - -CALPI'SALP2'SALP:l-SALPI'CALP3 
T 3,1 - SALPI'SALP3-CALPI'SALP2'CALP3 
T 1,2 • SALPI'CALP2 

2,2 - CALFI'CALP3-SALPI'SALP2'SALP3 
T 3,2 • -CALPI'SALP:l-SALPI'SALP2'CALP3 
T 1,3 • SALP2 
T 2,3 • CALP2'SALP3 
T 3,3 = CALP2'CALP3 

C NE CURVE-STRAIGHT BEAM NODE ROTA110N MATRIX mETA 

mETA 3,1 • SIN(ALPHA/2) 
mETA 2,2 • 1.0 
mETIA'lt= COS(ALPHAj2) 

mETA 1,3 • -(fHETA(3,1» 
mETA 3,3 • THETA 1,1) 

C MUL L T MA~ BY mETA AND THETA TRANSPOSE RESP TO GhT 3X3 
C NODAL TR MATRICES TI AND TJ. 
C SUBROUTINES A11MB AND A11MB USED FOR MULT. 
C 
C MAX8 AND MATXB ARE ANSYS IN·HOUSE MATRIX ROUTINES. 

CAlL MAX8(fHETAO,I),T(I,I),11(I,I),3,3,3,3,3,3) 
CAlL MA TXB(THETA(I,I),T(I,I),TJ(I,I),3,3,3,3,3,3) 

C 
C AlL OUT 12X12 TR MATRIX FROM 11 AND TJ 

DO 2flO 1=1,3 
13=1+3 

D02flOJ=I,3 
13=Jt3 =,1)=TICI,I) 
13,13) = n(l,/) 

2flO CO UE 
DOZlOI=I,3 

16·1+6 
J9 • 1+9 

DOZ1OJ=I,3 
J6=1+6 
J9=J+9 

E -TJ(I,I) 
TR 19,19 - TJ(I,I) 

ZlOCO E 
END 

SUBROUTINE INYM 
SUBROUTINE JNVM(A,D,N,NX,MX) 

C 
C THIS PROGRAM COMPUTE THE INVERSE OF A MATRIX 
C USING mE GAUSS EUMINATION METHOD 
C 
C A : RECTANGULAR ARRAY OF SIZE N X 2N 
CD: DETERMINANT 
C N:ORDEROFA 
C NX:ROW 
C MX;COWMN 
C 
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IMPucrr DOUBLE PRECISION (A-H,O-Z) 
DIMENSION A(NX,MX) 
NMI-N-l 
NPI-Ntl 
N}Q-N'2 

C . 
C Pur A UNrrMA'I1UX lNTHEARGUMEN'Il!D PART OF A 
C 

C 

D02I-l,N 
IPN-I+N 
DOIJ-l,N 
JPN-J+N 

1 A(I.JPN)-O.o 
2 A{1,JPN)-1 

C APPLY THE BUMlNATION PROCESS 
C 

DO 10 K-l,NM1 
KPI-Kt1 

C-~ IF (. l.oE-IO) 3,3,8 
3 oo6J- I,N 

IF (ABS(A(J,K))-1.oE-IO) 6,6,4 
4 DOSL-K;NX2 

C-A(X,L) 

~
K,L -A(J,L) 

S A(J,L-C 
C-A 

8 
6 CONTINUE 
7 WRrI'E(6,6999) K 

0-0.0 
G<JI'O IS 

8 D09J-KPI,NX2 
9 A(K,J)-A(K,J)/C 

DO 10 r-KPl,N 
C-A(I,K) 
DOIOJ-KPI,NX2 

10 A(I,J)-A(I.JH=·A(K,J) 
IF (ABS(A(N,N)-I.oE-I0) 1,7,11 

11 00 12 J -NP1,NX2 
12 A(N,J) -A(N,J)/A(N,N) 

C 
C APPLY THE BACKSUBSITIUIlON PROCESS 
C 

DO 13L-I,NMI 
K-N-L 
KPI-K+I 
DO 131-NP1,NX2 
DO 13J-KP1,N 

13 A(K,I) -A(K,I)-A(K,J)' A(J,/) 
C 
C PUr THE INVERSE IN THE FIRST N X N POSmONS 
C 

DO 141-1,N 
DO 14J-l,N 
JPN-J+N 

~~A{1,IPN) 
_ ~RMAT(24H •••• SlNGIJlARffY IN ROW,I2) 

A4.2.4 SUBROUTINE SRl00 
SUBROUTINE SRlOO (IELNUM,rrYP,KELOur ,ELVOL,lCl1K,ZS,ZASS,zsc) 

C 
C········· SI'RESS PASS FOR ~D ELBOW El...EMENT •••••••• 
C 

IMI'LIClf DOUBLE PRECISION (A-H,O-Z) 
mcIERNAL TRACK,GEIllLD,PU'l1!LD,sRPLT,MAXV,VZERO 
IN11lGER IPLTAY(6),IEP 

c 
C····· START STCOM STORAGE ....... . 

C 

C 

C 

C 

C 

C 

C 

C 

INTEGER IEllIUM,ITYP ,KEUN(~f.WlIT(6),NR,KI1K, 
I KEYERR.lOlIT ,NSfEPS,KFSIll) ,mME,NCUMIT,KRSTRT JSP ARE, 
2 K13,NPRPVL,MA TST ,KS,I06)PROP ,KCPDS, 
3 K20,KA Y,MODEJSYM,KAHDJDEBUG,IXXX, 
4 rrYPE,MAT ,1ELBM,NROW ,lTYPEJPLOf JPRlNT,KTEMTP ,KCONCV,KBICNV, 
S KEYPLS,KEYCRP ,KEYSWL,KYSUB(9),K21,NOOES(20), EPAR(SO) 
REAL ERRVAR(S) 

DOUBLE PRECISION 
I DPZERO,DPHALF ,DPONE,DPTWO,DPTEN,DTORAD,RAOTOD, 
2 TREF,TUNIF,TOFSEf, OELTIM,TIME, TIMOLD,TIME2,TIME3,DELT2, 
3 ACEL,OMEGA,CGOMEG,CGLOC,DXXX, 
4 ELMASSXCENTR, YCENTR,ZCENTR,TFCP ,sUBEl(, ERPAR(20), 
S XYZEQ(20,3)X(20),Y(20).z(20), ELVOL 

COMMON ISTeOM! DPZERO,DPHALF,DPONE,DPTWO,DPTEN,DTORAD,RADTOD, 
I TREF,TUNIF,TOFSEf, OELTIM,TIME, TIMOLD,TIME2, TIME3,DELT2, 
2ACEL(3),OMEGA(6),CGOMEG(6),CGLOC(3), DXXX(l6), 
3 KEYERR,IOlIT ,NS1'EPS,KFS1U>,I1TER,mME,NCUMrr,KRSTRT ,1SPARE, 
4 Kl3,NPRPVL,MATST ,KS,I06,lPROP(20),KCPDS, 
S K20,KAY(10),MODEJSYM.KAHDJDEBUG{10), 1XXX(41) 

EQUIVALENCE (rrYPE,EPAR(I», (MAT,EPAR(2)), (IELBM,EPAR(5), 
1 !NROW,EP~7), (JTYPE,EPAR(ll)), (IPLOf,EPAR(J2)), 
2 IPRlNT,EPAR 13~, (ICI'EMTP ,EPAR(14)~' (KCONCV ,EPAR(16)), 
4 KBICNV,EP (1), (KEYPLS,EPAR(181), (KEYCRP ,EPAR(19», 
S KEYSWL,EPAR(: », (KYSUB(I),EPAR il)), (K2I,EPAR(30)), 
6 NODES(I),EPAR(31» 

1 (YCENTR,ERP 3», (ZCENTR,ERPAR(4», (fFCP,ERPAR(5), 
EQUIV ALENCE~ELMASS,ERPAR(I))' (XCENTR,ERP AR(2», 

2 (SUBEX,ERPAR(6 ) 
EQUIVALENCE (X(I)xYZEO(I,I»,(y(I)xYZEO(I,2»,(Z(I)xYZEO(I,3» 

DOUBLE PRECISION 'UPO' 
1 ZS(KTIK,KTIK),ZASS(KTIK,IcrlK),ZSC(KTIK), 
2 BRAD,ALPHA,PRAD,'nnCK,PHI,EX,ALPX,NUXY ,DENS,DPPI,PROP(4), 
3 RVR(S),svR(2S4)'pRESS(I),BJ(6,6),B2(6,6), 
4 TR(12,!2),U(:1A),POSTD(20lliCON.AI(6),BI(2.9),DMATI(2,2), 
5 SMl~,9),DOF1(9)'VAU(11 ,EP~2),sIGWJ2),ULOC(12)' 
6 DO 9l,sMO(3,9),oMA (3,3 .A2(3, ,8O(3,9),8OB(3,6), 
7 V 1 ),EPO(3),sIGO(3),s1 3),sFA ;ntDIS(12) 

EQUIVALENCE (RVR(I),BRAD), (RVR(2),ALPHA), (RVR(3),PRAD), 
1 (RVR(4),1HICK), (RVR(S),PHI) 

EQUIVALENCE (SVR(1),Bl(1,I»,(SVR(37),B2(I,l», 
1 (SVR(73),VAU(i»), (sVR(8oi),PROP(I», (SVR(88),TR(J,J)), 
2 (SVR(232),VALO(I», (SVR(2A3),THl>1S(1» 

C EQUIVALENCE MATERIAL PROPERTIES PROPO: 

C 

C 

C 

EQUIVALENCE (PROP(I),EX), (PROP(2),ALPX), (PROP(3),Nuxy), 
1 (PROP(4),DENS) 

DATA OPPI 13.14lS926S3589'J93DO I 

CALL TRACK (5,'SR100 ') 
CALL GEfELD (lELNUM,rrYP ,EPAR(I),ERPAR(I),CON,CON, 

1 PRESS(I),CON.RVR(I),5VR(I)xYZEO(1,I),U(1» 

~ ~~~~~STRESS PASS~~~~~~ 
C STRESSES ARE EVALUATED AROUND CIRC AT B011i NODES 
C 
C EVALUATE lIP CONSITIUI1VE MATRIX [DMATI] 

CALL VZERO (DMATI(l,l),4) 
DCON - EX/(I.G-NUXY"i) 
DMATI~I,1~ • DCON 
DMATI 1,2 - DCON'NUXY 
DMATI 2,1 • DMATI(I,2) 
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DMATI(2,2) - OCON 
c 

CAll. VZERO CDMATO(I,I),9) 

DMA:;'I! - OCON DMA: 1,2 - OCON"NUXY 
DMA: 2,1 - DMATO(I,2) 
DMA: 2,2 - OCON 
DMA: ,3 - OCON'(I-NUXY)/2 

c 
C BVALUATE LOCAL DISPlACEMENT VECTOR ULOC (IN LOCAL CSYS) 
C 
C SUB1RACf THHRMAL DISPlACEMENTS AS OBTAlNIID FROM DIRECT 
C S11FFNESS PROCIIDURE IN moo 
C 

DO 101-1,12 

10 ~~THDIS(I) 
C 

CAll. MAXV (TR(I,I),U(I),ULOC,12,12) 
c c······· RECOVER NODEl..ESS OOF .•••••••• 
e IN-PlANE DOF 
e SMl CONTAINS lAST 3 ROWS OF lIP ZSFUll AFfER CONDENSATION 

CAll. VZERO (SMI(l,l),27) 

e 

SMI 1,1 - VAll~l' 
SMI 1,2 - VAll 2' 
SMl 1,3 - VAll 3' 
SMII", -VAll4 
SMlI -VAll 
SMlI -VAll 
SMII, - VAll 
SMII,8 - VAllfi' 

~~g~ :~~~Lb 
SMI 3,9 - VAll ll~ 
SMI 2; - SMl(I,8) 
SMI 3 - SMl(2,9) 

e DOFI - lIP DOF IN LOCAL CSYS. 
e THE KNOWN (BEAM) DOF !ITORIID IN FIRST 6 ROWS. 
e NODELESS DOF RECOVERED AND !ITORIID IN lAST 3. 

C 

f:M~~~Roaxr(I),9) DOFI 2 _ ULOc(J) 

DOFI - ULOC 
DOFI4 - ULOC 

gg;:1: 11) 

D030J-l,3 
JJ - 6+1 
DUM - 0.0 
K -JJ-I 
0020L-l,K 

20 DUM - DUM + SMJ(J,L)'DOFI(L) 
30 OOFl(JJ) - (0.0 - DUM) ISMl(J,JJ) 
e 
e our OF PlANE DIlGIU!ES OF FREIIDOM 
C 

C 

e 
SMO(2,7) • SMO(I,8) 
SM0(3,8) • SMO(2,9) 

C OOFO· OIP OOFiN LOCAL CSYS. 
e TIlE KNOWN (BEAM) DOF !ITORED IN ~lRSf 6 ROWS. 
e NODELESS DOF RECOVERED AND SIORED IN lAST 3. 

C 

oom~ D ULOCj2l 
DO 2· ULOC4 
00 3· ULOC 6 
DO 4 ~ ULOC 8 
00 - ULOC 10) 
00 6· ULOC 12) 

OOSOJ-I,3 
JJ ·6+J 
DUM - 0.0 
K· JJ-I 
D04OL-I,K 

40 DUM· DUM + SMO(J,L)'OOFO(L) 
so DOFO(JJ) - (0.0 - DUM)/SMO(J~J) 
e 
C < < < < < < < SET UP LOOP FOR SfRESS AND STRAIN I;VALUATION > > > > > > > 
C 

C 

RATIO: (PRAD/BRAD)"2 
D· RATIb/2.0 
B: (2'(I+Nuxy)/(2+Nuxy) 
OPCbN ~ PRAD/(BRAD"2) 

C PHIB IS TIlE MERIDIONAL ANGLE FOR STRESS EVALUATION 
PHlB : -ALPHA 

C 

00 2000 JJNODE : 1,2 
PHIB : PHlB + ALPHA 

WRfIll

1
4O, '! 'ELEMENT' WRfIll 40,' IELNUM 

WRfIll 40,' 'NODE' 
WRfIll 40,' JJNODE 

C SURF· -I INNER, 0 MIDDLE, + I OlITER 
SURF· 1.0 
SFACf: 1.0 

C 
WRfIll (40,') 'TIIETA SIG(PHI) SIG{THETA) TAU SIGE' 

C LOOP lEI' EvALUATES STRAIN/STRESS AT LOCATIONS AROUND Cllte 
C AT CURRENT NODAL LOCATION. 
C 

C 

C 

C 

TIIETA • -10.0 

00 lOOIEP·I,36 

TIlETA = TIIETA + 10.0 
TIIETA • TIIETA' DPPl/lBO.O 
PHlB - PHlB ' DPPI/I80.o 

C········· IN PlANE S1RESS AND SIRAlN ••••••••••• 
C 
C 
C 

C 

EVALUATE IN PLANE B MATRIX 
liP A MATRIX, Al. (MULT BY 1lffi I/R USUAllY OUTSIDE TIlE BRACKETS) 

CAll VZERO (Al(I),6) 
cr-=HrA) 
Sf - SIN ETA) 
CP - PHIB) 
SP - SIN(pHlB) 
CONSf - PRAD'cr IBRAD 

I I - -CONSf/BRAD 
Al 3 -~+CONST)'2.0'SP/BRAD 
Al • D+CONST)'-2.O"cP/BRAD 

0(81(1,1),18) 

C EVALUATE liP rBI] MATRIX 
C BENDING coN'tRJlIunoNS-FIRST 6 COLUMNS.: [BI] • I/R [AI][BI] 
C ONLY ROW lIS POPULATED: 

00101-1,6 
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'70 B&5~I)'Bl(I,1) + Al(3)'Bl(3,1) + Al(S)'Bl(S,l) 

C 
C pur liP OV. MATRIX IN u.sr 1HREE COLUMNS OF BI 

B~I~ -ja 2.O'lHET] + O.s'ST"SIN(2.O'lHETA»/BRAD 
BI 1 - cr 4.o'1HHTA + O.2S'ST"SIN(4.o'1HETA)/BRAD 
BI 1,9 - cr 6.O'lHETA 
1 + (1.D/6.0)'ST"SI (6.0'lHET ~»/BRAD 

c cHOOSE INNER, MIDDLE OR ()lJI1!R SURFACE FOR STRESS EVALUATION 
BI~2;~ - SlIRF'-3.o'1HICK/2.O'cos(2.O'lHETA)iPRAD"2 
BI 2,8 - SlIRF'-lS.D"J1{Ic:ic:/2.O'COS(4.o'1HETA /PRAD"2 
BI 2,9 - SlIRF'-3S.D"J1{ICK/2.O'alS(6.0'lHETA /PRAD"2 

C 
C EVALUATES'ffiAINS {BPI} - [81] {OOl'l} - (BPI(PHI) EPI(THEI"A)} 

CAll. MAXV (BI(I,l),ool'l(l),EPI,2,9) 
C 
C EVALUATE STRESSES {SIGI} - [01 {BPI} - (SIOI(PHI) SIOI('I1IETA)} 

CAll. MAXV (DMATI{1,I).EPf(l),sIGI,2,2) 
C EVALUATE!rnUlssFACI'OR - SIGI/CMR/I) 

SIGI(ll- SlOl(I)'SFACI" 
S10I(2 - SIGI(2)'SFACI" 

c 
C······· our OF PLANE STRESS AND STRAIN •••••••• 
C 
C EVALUATE O/P B MATRIX BO 
C O/P A MATRIX A2. MULT BY PRAD/(BRAD"2) USUALLY OUTSIDE BRACKEfS 

;CAIf~~~~):J~~W6PCON 
c 

1,4 - (2.0-B)'CP'ST"OPCON 
3,2 - S'CP'OPCON 
3,4 - B'SP'OPCON 

-OPCON 

CAll. VZIlRO (BOB(I,I),18) 
CAll. MAXB (A2(I,I),B2(l,i),BOB,3,6,3,3,6,6) 

C Pur BOB IN HRST 6 COUlMNS OF BO 
CAll. VZIlRO (80(1,1),27) 
00 80 1-1,3 
00801-1,6 
BO(I,J) - BOB{I,J) 

80 CON11NUE 
C EV ALVAn! OV ALlSATION B MATRIX IN u.sr 3 COLS. OF BO 

~
1~ -lcrSlN~2.O'THETAl- 0.s'ST"alS(2.0'1HETA»/BRAD 
I - crSIN 4.o'1HETA - O.2S'ST"COS{4.o'lHETA»/BRAD 
1,9 - CT'SIN 6.O'1HETA 

C 1 - ( .0 6.0) ST"alS(6.O"I1IHTA»/BRAD 

~
2,~ - SlIRF'-3.o'1HICK/2'SIN(2.O'1HETA)iPRAD" 2 
2,8 - SlJRFO-lS.D'1HJCK/2'SIN(4.o'1HETA /PRAD"2 
2,9 - SlJRF"-3S.o'1HJCK/2'SIN(6.O"I1IHTA /PRAD"2 

C ALUATES'ffiAINS {EPa} -}J:t} {OOFO} - (EPO(PHI) EPO('I1IHTA) GAMMA} 
C CAll. MAXV (BO(I,I),ooFO(I) ,3,9) 

C EVALUAn! STRESSES {Sloo} - (Dl{EPO) - (SIGI(PHI) SIOI('I1IHTA) TAU} 
CAll. MAXV (DMATO(I,I),EPO{I),sIGO,3,3) 

C EV ALVAn!!rnUlss PACI'OR - Sloo/CMR/I) 

SI~~ - Sal~'SFACI" SI 2 - 51 2 'SFACI" 
SI - 'SFACI" 

C 
THErA - THErA'I80.o/DPPI 

C WRlI'E (40,'(6I'l0.2)') tHETA.sIGO(I),sIGO(2),sloo(3) 
C 
C 

C 

EVALUAn!TOI"AL ~UMMED) STRESSES 
SI 1 -SIOII +SI I 
SI%21 - SIGlh~ + SI 2l SIaM - SlGO(!) 

C VON MISE STRESS 
SlOE - ((SIG(I}SIG(2))"'2 + SIG(1)"2 +SIG(2)"2) 12.0 
SlOE - DSQRT(SIGE + 3'SIG(3)'~2) 
WRI11! (40,'(SFl63)') THErA,SlG(I),s1G(2),s1G(3),sIGE 

100 CONTINUE 
C 

PHIB - PHIB·IIKl.o/DPPI 
2000 CONTINUE 

C 
IF (IPLOf .NE-I) GO TO 900 

C ..... NUMBER OF FORCES (LEVEL 1) ..... 
IPLTAY(2) = 12 

C .~... NUMBER OF STRESSES (LEVEL 2) ..... 
IPLTA Y(3l = 4 

C ."t. NUMBER OFTOI"AL SAVED (LEVELS I, 2,AND3) 

C IPLTA'!{!t= ~VE GEOMETRY FOR CONTOURS (O,NO I,YES) 
IPLTAY(6) = 0 

C 
c······ Pur POSTDATA INfoURMAll0N INTO POS1D •••••• 
C 
C ..... PUT PLTARY INFORMATION ONTO FILE 12······· 

CALL SRPLT (IELEM,ITYP ,NROW ,MAT,IOO,2,U(1 ),NODES(1 ),xvZEQ(I,I), 
IIPLTAY(l),POSID(l» 

900 CAll. ptlTELD (IELNUM,EPAR(l),ERPAR(I),CON,sVR(I» 
C PurELD RESTOREs DATA BAcKTO FILE3 

CALL TRACK( l5,'SRlOO '} 
RHTURN 
END 
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A4.3 ELEMENT PB2 ANSYS USER ELEMENT 
SOURCE CODE 

C ELEMENT PB2 
C •••••••••••• 
C ANSYS USER El.EMENT CODE FOR PIPE BEND ELEMENT El.EMENT 
C 
C BASED ON VlASOV '\1UN WAl.l. CIRC CURVED BEAM SOLU1l0N 
C wrm SUPERPOSED UNEAR OVAlJSA110N: 31/P AND 3 O/P MODES. 
C 
C CLOSED FORM lNTEGRA110N FOR BEAM S11FFNESS MATRIX. 
C NUMERICAL lNTIlGRA110N OF OVAlJSA110N AND COUPUNG MAlRlCES. 
C MA11UX STA11CAlLY CONDENSED 10 GIVE FINAL 12xl2 S11FFNESS MA1RIX. 
C 
C DONALD MACKENZIE OCT 1_ 
C 
C ANSYS VERSION 43A 

C 

C 

C 
C 

C 

C 

C 
C 

C 

C 

C 
C 
C 

C 

C 

C 

IMPUcrr DOUBLE PRECISION (A-H,O-Z) 
EXTERNAL MAIN,sTOPER 
EXTERNAL ELSHFN 
CAlLNNDIM 
CAlL MAIN 
CAlLSTOPER 
END 

A4.3.1 SUBROUTINE USEREL 
SUBROUIDIE USEREL (1TYP ,lPARM,KYSUB,KEY3D,KDOF,KUNSYM,IcrRANS) 

lNTIlGER IPARM(20,12),KYSUB(9),ITYP,lTYPE,KEY3D,KDOF,KUNSYM,IcrRANS 
•••• DErrERMlNETYPE OF ELEMENT AND THEN BYPASS IF NOT USER ELEMENT 
1fYPE - IPARM(1TYP,3) 
IF (1fYPE .NH. 100) GO 1'0 100 

•••••••••• SEI' 3-D KEY •••••••••• 
KEY3D - I 

•••••••••• DEFINE DOF SEf AT EACH NODE .......... . 
KDOF - 0-

• ••••••••• SHr UNSYMMEl'RlC MATRIX KEY •••••••••• 
KUNSYM - 0 

..... DEFINE PATmRN FOR ElBMENTTO GLOBAL TRANSFORMA110N 
ICIRANS - 2 

•••••••••• DEFINB NUMBER OF NODES ......... . 
IPARM(rrYP,8) - 2 

..... DEFiNE NUMBER OF TEMPERATURES (DEL1llM,TEMPER) ...... 
IPARM(rrYP ,II) - 2 

••••• DBFlNB NUMBER OF PRESSURES (PRESS) ••••••• 
IF 1HERMAL ANALYSIS, 'lWO 11MES NUMBER OF CONVECTION SURFACES 

IPARM(rrYP.tIl - I 
..... SEt 2:ERoED VARIABLES (NOflUEP) 

IPARM(rrYP,12) - 0 
..... DEI'JNE NUMBER OF REAL CONSTANI'S FOR BU!MENT (RVR) • 

IPARM(rrYP,IO) - S 

C ..... DEFINE NUMBER OF V ARlABLES TO BE SAVED (SVR) ..... 
IPARM(rrYP,7l - 364 

C ..... DEf1NE NUMBER OF ROWS IN ELEMENT MAlRlCES (1CIlK) .. 
IPARM(rrYP,9) - 12 

C •••••••••• SHI' kEY 10 1DEN11fY NON~UNEAR ELEMENT ••••• 
IPARM(rrYP,4)-O 

C .......... SHfKEYFOR'lHERMALELEMENT(KAN,-I) 
IPARM(rrYP,l) - 0 

100 REnJtlN 
END 

A4.3,2 SUBROUTINE USERPT 
SUBROU1lNE USERYf (lNODE,lTYPE,KSHAPE,NNODE) 

c·········· USER SUBRotrnNE FOR ANSYS PLOI' SHAPE •••••••••• 
C DEFINE ELEMENT SHAPE AND NUMBER OF NODES, FOR PLCYITJNG 

IN"rnGER INODE(20)JIYPE,KSHAPE,NNODE 
C ·········BypASS IF Nor USER ELEMENT (lTYPE :Ie 100) ••••••••• 

IF (rrYPE .NE. 100) GO TO 100 
C······ SELECI' SHAPE TO BE Pl....OTT'ED BY SEnlNG KSHAPE ••••••• 

KSHAPE ~ 2 
C .......... SET NUMBER OF AcruAL NODES 

NNODE·2 
100 RE11JRN 

C 

END 

A4.3,3 SUBROUTINE ST100 
SUBROUTINE STlOO (IELNUM.ITVP ,KEUN,KEWUf ,NR.ICIlK.ZS. 
I ZASS,DAMP,GS11F ,ZSC) 

C······· STIFFNESS PASS FOR PIPE BEND ELEMENT ELEMENT ••••••••• 
C CLOSED FORM BEAM S11FFNESS MATRIX 
C NUMERICAL INTEGRA110N OF OVAUSA110N AND COUPUNG MATRICES. 
C 

IMPUcrr DOUBLE PRECISION (A-H,O-Z) 
C 
C --- DEClARE ElCfERNAL SUBROUTINES AND F1JNCTIONS -----

ElCfERNAL TRACK.GEfELD'plJTEU).PROPEV ,NONTBL.VZERO,MHTCH.USEERR. 
I MAXV,TRSUB,MAXB,MATXB,lNVM,REDUCE,lN"rnG 

C 
C ---COMMON BLOCK DECLARATIONS ----------
C STANDARD STlOO INTEGER VARIABLES ASSOClA1lID WITH COMMON: 

C 

IN"rnGER IELNVM.ITVP.KEUN(6),KEWUf(6).NR.K1lK, 
I KEYERR,lOUf,NS1llPS,KFSTLD,lTI'ER,lTIMIl.NCUMIT ,KRSTRT,ISPARE. 
2 Kl3,NPRPVL.MATST ,KS,Kl6JPROP ,KCPDS, 
3 K20,KA Y ,MODE,lSYM,KAHD,lDEBUG,lXXX, 
4ITVPE,MAT,lELEM,NROW.,JTYPE,lPWf,lPRlNT,lCfEMTP,KCONCV,KBICNV, 
5 KEYPLS,KEYCRP ,KEYSWl.,KYSUB(9),K2I,NODES(20). EPAR(SO) 
REAL ERRVAR(S) 

C STANDARD STlOO DOUBLE PRECISION VARIABLES ASSOCIATED WITH COMMON: 

C 

DOUBLE PRECISION 
I DPZERO,DPHALF,DPONE,DPTWO,DPTEN,DTORAD,RADTOD, 
2 TREF,TUNlF,TOFSET, DELTIM,TIME,TIMOW,11ME2,TIME3,DEL1'2, 
3 ACEL,OMEGA,CGOMEG,CGLOC,DXXX, 
4 ELMASS.xCENTR. YCENTR.ZCENTR.1FCP ,sUBEX, ERP AR(20), 
S XYZEO(20,3),x(20),Y(20).z(20), ELVOL 

C STlOO COMMON BLOCK: STCOM 

C 

COMMON /STCOM/ DPZERO,DPHALF.DPONE,DP'IWO,DPTEN,DTORAD,RADTOD, 
1 TREF,TUNIF,TOFSET, DELTIM,TIME.TIMOW,11ME2,TIME3,DELT2, 
2ACEL(3),OMEGA(6),CGOMEG(6Jf~(3), DXXX(I6). 
3 KEYElUUOUf,Nsmrs,KFSTLD ,rrtME,NCUMIT ,KRS'i'RTJSPARE. 
4 Kl3,NPRPVL.MATST ,KS,Kl6,lPROP(20),KCPDS, 
S K20,KAY(IO),MODE,lSYM,KAHD,lDEBUG(IO). lXXX(41) 

C EQUIVALENCING OF STCOM VARIABLES 

C 

EQUIVALENCE ~ITVPE.EPAR(I»' (MAT,EPAR(2». (IELEM,EPAR(S). 
I !NROW,EP~ ,(1IYPE.EPAR(i!», (IPWf,EPAR(12l), 
2 lPRlNT,EP 13, (1CIEM'l1' ,EPAR(14) • (KCONCV;Ei'AR 16 • 
4 KBICNV,EP 1lJ<), (KEYPLS,EP.Jt:~~), (KEYCRP.EPARh9~~, 
5 KEYSWL,BPAR(~», (KYSUB(I).EPAR(2I», (K2I.EPAR(30», 
6 NODES(I).EPAR(31») 
EQUlVA1l!NCErSS,ERPAR(I», (xCENTR,ERPAR(2», 

1 (YCEN'IR,l!RP 3», (ZCEN1R,ERPAR(4». (TFCP,ERPAR(S). 
2 (SUBEX,ERPAR(6) 
BQUIV ALENCE (X(I ),xvzoo(I,I) ).(Y(I ),xvzEQ(I,2) ),(Z(I »)(YZllO(I,3)) 

C USER DEFINED VARIABLES -----
C IN"rnGER, REAL AND DOUBLE PRECISION V ARlABLES DEFINED HERE BY USER. 
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C 
C DEClARE ImllGER VARIABLES: 

C 
C 

IN'I1!GER I)J(,I3.13,16,J6,l.P(4),NSTR,NUM,KDEMO,NFKEY, 
1 KI,KO,lJ.LO 

DEClARE DOUBU! PRECISION VARIABLES: 
DOUBLI! PRECISION ZS(1CI'lKJCI1K),7.ASS{IcrIIUCIK), 
.tE,TR(12,12), 
1 U :MIl ~ P 4 ;EX.ALPX.NUXY ,DENS.AUlN2.ALENG,Dx,oy.oz, 
2 ,~:~~N,AVErnM,TRPROP(7),MPROP(l).lDPROP(I).oPPI, 
3 BRAD.All'~,1HICK,PHI.RVR(S),svR(364) 
DOUBU! PRECIS10N ZSI(6,6),ZSO(6,6),Bl(6,12),BI(6,6),B2(6,6), 
2 CA,SA,CMl.C2A,S2A,C2!dl,1'RIGl.'hUG2, 
3 AREA,POUfOM,sECMOM.EI.GJ,RATIO,D,B,DMl,DM2, 
4 DTERMl,l1l'l!RM2,D'l',NRINV.V.B1'ERMl,BTERM2,BB,BM1.BTERM3, 
S B'IERM4,H,CONSI' 
DOUBU! PRECISION CONOV,PR4,BRT2,ZSOVl(6,6),cpINn(6,6), 
1 ZSCUP(6,6).zsFUll(12,12),7.S0VO(6,6), 
2 CPlNI'O(6,6),sUBDAtA(6),sMl(6,12),sMO(6,12) 

C 
C - USEREQUlVALENClNG OF REALANDSAYEO VARIABLES (RVR. SVR)
C 
C 
C 
C 

C 

EQUNALENCE REAL VARIABLES RVRO: 
BRAD-BEND RAD, ALPHA-BENDANGlB, PRAD~PIPE RAD, rnICK~WAlL rnK. 
pm-ORIENTATION ANGlE 
EQUIVALENCE (RVR(l),BRAD). (RVR(2),AlPHA), (RVR(3)~RAD), 

1 (RVR(4),nIJCK). (RVR(S),PHl) 

C EQUIVALENCE SA YEO VARIABLES SVRO: 

C 

EQUIVALENCE (SVR(l),Bl(l,l»,(SVR(37).B2(l,l», 
1 (SVR(73),sMI(l.l», (SVR(I4S).PROP(I», (SVR(I49),TR(l,I», 
2 (SVR(2!I3),sMO(l» 

C ---EQUIVALENCING OF MATERIAL PROPERTIES-
EQUIVALENCE (PROP(I).EX), (PROP(2),AU'X), (PROP(3),Nuxy), 

1 (PROp(4),DENS) 
C 

CAlL'lllACK(S,'STlOO') 

~ - READING IN ELBMENT INFORMATION: SUBROIJJ'INE GHIllLD - • 
C . 

C 

CAlL GEI'I!LD (IELNUM,ITYP ,EPAR(l).ERPAR(I),CON,TIlMPER(l). 
1 CON.ooN,RVR(l),svR(l),xvzBO(l.l ),U(l)) 

C CONVERT BEND AND ORIENTATION ANGLES TO RADIANS. 

C 

DATA DPPI/3.14l3J26S3S8!1793DO I 
PHl - PHl'OPPI/lllO.oOO 
ALPHA - A!.PHA'OPPl/lllO.DDO 

C - READING IN BlJlMEI-(I' MATERIAL PROPER11ES: SUBROUTINE PROPEV -
C 
C SEr UP lNTBGER ARRAY FOR ACCESSING MATERIAL PROPER11ES 

DATALP /l,2,3JOI 
C 

AVEmM - DPHA.1.F'(TEMPER(l) + TIlMPER(2» 
C 

CAll. PROPEV (IELEM,MAT ,lTYPE,LP(l),AVETIlM,PROP(l),4) 
C 
C GE'OME1RYVAUDrrYCHECK----
C 

DX-~~'~l} DY-Y2 ·YI 
DZ - 2· 1 
CON - "2 +- DY··2 
ALEN2 - CON + DZ"2 
IF lALEN2.Gr. O.D~GO TO 1SO 
WItm! (IOUf,2000 IELEM 

:IlOO FORMAT ('ZI3R U!N<iIH ELEMENT' ,IS) 
ICEYERR -l 
NFXBY -I 
CAll. USEIlRR (NFKEY) 
GOT09\lO 

C 
150 CONTINUE 

C 
C CALCUlATE MASS AND CENTROID ----
C 
C snlL TO BE DONE: EXIsnNG IS FOR STRAIGIIT BEAM 

XCENTR = ~l~ +l2~DPHALF YCENTR = 1 + Y 2 'DPHALF 
ZCENTR = 1 + 2 'DPHALF 
AREA = 2'DP I'P ICK 
AFLU = DPPI'(PRAl).(THICK/2»"2 
ElMASS - (DENS'AREA+DENsFl.'AFLU)'BRAD'ALPHA 

C 
C END OF CHECK RUN OR ERROR DEfECTED ......... -
C 
C IF «NSTEPS.EO. 0) .oR. (KEYERR.EQ.l» GO TO 990 

C '-- EVALUATE mE ELEMENT TRANSFORMATION MATRIX ... - ...... ' 
C TRANSFORMATION MATRlXTR IS EVALUATED IN mE USER DEFINED 
C SUBROUTINE TRSUB. INFORMATION REQUIRED TO CALCUlATE MATRIX VALUES 
C IS PASSED IN BY ARRAY TRPROP. 
C 

c 

TRPROP i=DX TRPROP 2 -DY 
TRPROP 3 ·DZ 
TRPROP 4 -PHI 
TRPROP -ALPHA 
TRPROP 6 =CON 
TRPROP =ALEN2 

C ZERO mE TR MATRIX. 
CAlL VZERO (1R(I,I),I44) 

C 
CAlL TRSUB (1R,TRPROP) 

c 
C -.-- EVALUATE THE ELEMENT SOFFNESS MATRIX ---
C ELEMENT CB2 
C CURVED CYUNDRlCAL THIN WALLED BEAM ELEMENT STIFFNESS MATRIX 

~ W~~~D COUPUNG MATRICES NUMERICAlLY INTEGRATED 
C IN SUBROUTINE INTEGRATE. 
C 
COPEN FlLl! MAT .oAT FOR MATRIX PRlNTOlIT 

OPEN (UNIT =40,FIlE = 'PB4RES'.sTA 111S = 'NEW') 
C CHECK MATRIX IS REQUIRED. 

C 

IF (lCEUN(1) .NE. I) GO TO 400 
CAll vzERO (ZS(l,l),I44) 

C SET UP ARRAY SUBDATA wrrn REQD. SUBROUTINE INFO 

C 
C 
C 

SUBDAT~~ - BRAD SUBDAT 2 - ALPHA 
SUBDATA 3 - PRAn 
SUBDATA 4 - THICK 
SUBDAT - EX 
SUBDAT. - NUXY 

CAlL VZER ZSOVO(l,I),36) 

'INTEG' EVALUATES liP AND OlIT OIP OVAUSAll0N SOFFNESS 
MATRICES, AND liP AND OIP COUPUNG INTEGRAL MATRICES. 

CAlL VZER~ZSOVI(I,l),36) 

CAll. VZER CPIN11(l,ll,36) 
C CAlL VZER CPINTO(I, ),36) 

C CAlLlNTEG (ZSOVl,zsoVO,CPINn,CPINTO,sUBDATA) 

C EVALUATE CONSfANl'S AND TRIG FUNCTIONS. 
CA - COS(ALPHA) 
SA - SIN(ALPHA) 
CMl - cA·l.D 
QA - COS(2.Q'ALPHA) 
S2A - SIN(2.D' ALPHA) 
C2MI - QA·I.D 



~ ..
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c 

c 

'I1UGl - 2.0' AU'HA-S2A 
'I1U02 - 2.O'AU'HA+S2A 

AREA - 2.O*OPPI'PRAD*THICK 
POU40M - AREA 'PRAD"2 
SJ3(:MOM - POU40M/2.0 
EI - EX'SBCMOM 
OJ - EX'POU40M/(2.0+2.O*Nuxy) 

RAno - (PRAD/BRAD)"2 
o - RAno/2.0 
B - 2.O*EI/(E1+GJ) 

C 

c 

c 

C 

c 

OMI - J.G-O 
DM2 - J.G-2.O*D 
IYI'ERMI - 2.O*DMI/BRAD 
IYI'ERM2 - ALPHA'SA+ DM2'CA 
D11!RM3 - -AU'HA*CA+DM2'SA 

NRINV - -loO/BRAD 
V - 1/(2.O*(loO+NUXY) 

BB - B"2 
BMI - l.G-B 
BTERMI - ~2.G-B)"2 
BmRM3 - -ALPHA'SA+CA'BMI)/BRAD 
B1'BRM4 - ALPHA'CA+SA'BM1)/BRAD 

H - loO+RAnO/2.0 
CONST - EI/BRAD"3 
CONST - CONST/(I.G-NUXY··2) 
CONOV - CONst"ALPHA/RATlO 

C··· IN PlANE SIlFfNESS MA11UX ••• 
C 
C EVALUATEIBIl - [C11 

CALL VZERO (SI(I,I),12) 
C 

C 
C INVIlKfBI 

CALL \NVM(B1,DE11,6,6,12) 
C 
C EOUATEFlRST6X60FBlWIDl Bl 

00 322 1-1,Ii 
00 322 J-l,6 f2 81(1,J) - BI{I,J) 

C EVALUATEZSI -IN-PlANE\N'I1lGRALMA1RIX 
C CAlL V7J!R0(ZSI(I,I),36) 

C 

ZSlii : CONST" ALPHA 
ZSI 1,3 - CONST"2.0·CMl 
ZSI I • CONST"2.0·SA 
ZSI 3,1 - ZSI(I,3) 
ZSI 3,3 - CON~H"TRiGl 
ZSI • CONST"H*C2MI 
ZSI 5,1 - ZSI(I~ 
ZSI 5,3 • ZSI(3 
ZSI 5 - CON H"TRi02 

C EVALUATEI!P STIFFNESS [ZSI]-[BII1ZSI11BI) 
CAll MIITCH(BI(I,I),zsI(I,I),6.6.6) 

C 
C EVALUATEI/PCOUPUNGSTIFFNESS 

CAll VZERO(ZSCUP(I,I).36) 
CAll MATXB (BI(I,I),CPlN1l(I,I),zscuP ,6,6,6,6,6,6) 

C 
C AlliN 12X121/P MA11UX ZSFULL 

CAll VZERO(ZSFUll(I,I),I44) 
00 315 1-1,6 
00 315 J-l,6 

315 ZSFUll(I,J) • ZSI(I,J) 
C 

003261-1,6 
00 326J-I,6 
JP6 - J+6 

326 ZSFUll(IJP6) - ZSCUP(IJ) 
c 

003Z71=1,6 
IP6 = 1+6 
003Z7J'I,6 

3Z7 ZSFUll(IP6.I) = ZSCUP(J) 
C 

003281-1,6 
IP6·1+6 
00328J.l,6 
JP6=J+6 

328 ZSFUlL{IP6JP6) = ZSOVl(IJ) 
c 
c 

c 
CALL VZERO(ZSI(l,I).36) 
CAll REDUcE (zSFUll.ZSI) 

C EQUATE u.sr 6 ROWS OF ZSFUll AFTER 
C REDUcnON 10 TIlE ARRAY SMI 

CAll VZERO (SMl(I,I),72) 
00330 1=1,6 

1P6 - 1+6 
00 330 J = 1,12 

330 SMI(I,J) = ZSFUlL{IP6J) 
C 
C··· our OF PlANE STIFFNESS ••• 
C 
C EVALUA11lBI - C2 
C 

c 
CAll VZERO(BI(I,I),72) 
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C 

Blli- SA/BRAD BI S,4 - AlPHA °SA/BRAD 
BI 6,1 - SA °NRINV 
B16,1-11'mRM3 
BI 6,3 - CA/BRAD 
BI 6,4 - B'I1l.RM4 
BI - NRINV 

C INVERTBI 
C 

CAll INVM(BI,DETI,6,6,12) 
C BQUA1E FIRsT 6X6 OF Bt TO B2 

003321-1,6 
00 332J-l,6 

332 B2(1,J) - BI(I,I) 
C 
C 

C 

C 

EVALUA1E ZSO - O/P IN'I1l.GRAL MATRIX 
CAll VZERO(ZSO(I,I),36) 

11
-CONSfOElo0.2S-nuGl+BBOvoO.s-nuG2) 

2,4 - CONsr- BovoO.5-BTBRMloO.2S)°(I-C2A) 
- CONSfO BOVOSA 

4,2 - ZSO(2,4 
4,4 - CON~(B'Il!RMl00.2S-nuG2+ BBovoO.s-nuGl) 
4 - CONSfOiOBOVO(I-CA) 

6,1-= 6,4 - 4 
- CON 200ALPHAoV 

C EVALUA1E OIP S11FFNESS (ZSO] ~[BI]'[ZSO] [BI] 
CAll MHI'CH(B2(I,I),2'SO(I,I),6,6.6) 

C 
C EVALUA1ETIlEOUTOFPIANECOUPUNG MATRIX ZSCUP 

CAll VZERO(ZSCUP(I,I),36) 
CAll MATXB (B2(1,l),CPINTO(I,I),zscuP,6,6,6,6,6,6) 

C 
C RLL IN 9X9I/P MATRIX ZSFULL 

CAll VZERO(ZSFUU(I,I),I44) 
po 33S 1-1,6 
Do 33SJ-l,6 

33S ZSFUU.(I,IJ - ZSO(I,J) 
C 

003361-1,6 
00 336J-l,6 
JP6 - J+6 

336 ZSFUlL(l,IP6) - ZSCUP(I,J) 
C 

00 3371-1,6 
IP6 - 1+6 
00 337J-l,6 

337 ZSFUlL(lP6,J) - ZSCUP(J,I) 
C 

003381-1,6 
IP6 - 1+6 
00 338J-l,6 
JP6 - J+6 

338 ZSFUU.(IP6,JP6) - ZSOVO(J,J) 
C 

CAll VZERO(ZSO(I,I).36) 
CAll RHDucB (ZSFUlL,ZSO) 

C 
C BQUA1E lAST 6 ROWS OF ZSFULL 
C AFI1lR RHDUcnON TO 11fE ARRAY SMO 
C 

CAll VZERO (SM0(1,1),72) 
OOlSO 1-1,6 

IP6 - 1+6 
00 lSO J -1,12 

lSO SMO(I.J) - ZSFUU(IP6,J) 
C ASSEMSU! FULL l2I12 REDUCED S11FFNESS MATRIX 
C lIP 'J1lRMS IN I·J ODD LOCATIONS, O/P 'IERMS IN EVEN 
C 

C ZEROZS 
CAlL VZERO (ZS(I,I),I44) 
003601-1,6 
K.O - 2°1.1 
KE - 2°1 
00360J-I,6 
W - 2°J·1 
LE - 2°J =0,1.0) - ZSI(I,I) 

- ZSO(IJ) 
360 I'mN E 
C 
C --- S11FFNESS MATRIX lRANSFORMATION ----..... --
C ELEMENT MA1RJCES ARE TRANSFORMED TO 11fE GWBAL CQ.ORD. 
C SYSTEM BY 11fE ANSYS SUBROUTINE MIITCH. 

CAll MIITCH (TR(I,I),zs(I,I),ICI1K.K1lK,ICI1K) 
C 
C SET KEY 1lIAT MATRIX WAS COMPUTED. 

KEWUT(I) -I 
C 
400 COI'mNUE 
800 COI'mNUE 

C 
C '--OUTPUT ElEMENT DATA TO RLE 12 ... _.--._---
C ELEMENT DATA IS OUTPUT TO FILE 12 BY 11fE SUBROUTINE PUTELD. 
C 
990 CAll PUTElD (IELNUM.EPAR(I),ERPAR(I),CON,SVR(I» 
C 

CAll TRACK( 15,'SflOO ') 
RETURN 
END 

SUBROUTINE INTEG 
SUBROUTINE INTEG (STOI,sroo$fCUPI,srcUPO,sUBDATA) 

C 
C NUMERICAL INTEGRATION ROUTINE FOR IN PlANE AND 
C OUT OF PlANE OVAUSATION AND COUPUNG STIFFNESS /dA1RJCES. 
C 
C INTEGRATB11fRO'11fICKNESS: 3 POINT RULE 
C IN'I1l.GRATE AROUND ClRC.: 24 POINT RULE 
C IN'I1l.GRATE AWNG AXIS: S POINT 
C 

C 

IMPUCIT OOUBLE PRECISION (A-H,O-Z) 
EXTERNAL MAXB.MATXB,VZERO 
OOUBLE PRECISION 
'" A1(3),Wl(3).AJ(24),WJ(24),BI(=2.3I),o 2,2),oBI(2,6), 
1 B'IDBI(6,6),BN1'(6,1),NUXY ,srotl6, , 
2 ~2,3§BO(2,6),BtoBO(6,6) 6,6), 
3 , ,AMATI(6,1 , 
4 Ii. ~1(6,6 ~PI(6,6)kUP(3,3),DO(3,3),AMATO(6,3), 
S DBCUPN(3,6),ATDBO(6.6)$fCUpo(6,6),sOBDATA(6), 
6 N(3,6).BN(2.6),NI,N2,BCUPN(3,6) 

C READ IN ELEMENT PROPERTIES 
BRAD - SUBDATA(I) 
ALPHA- SUBOATA(i) 
PRAD - SUBDATA(3) 
THICK - SUBDATA(4) 
EX - SUBDATA(S) 
NUXY - SUBDATA(6) 

C WEIGHTS AND ABSCISSAS 
C 
C 3 POINT RULE: INTEGRATION UMITS + t- 1 

C 

A1~I~ - -O.174S96669241483 Al2 - 0.0 
Al 3 - 0.774!l96669241483 

Wlil~ ,., 0 S5SS15SSSSSSSS3 
WI 2 - 0 888888ft888Ct88!) 
WI 3 - 0 sssS5SSS£SSSS53 
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e 
e 14 POINI' RULE: IN'mGRA110N UMITS 0 TO 2 PI 
e ABSCISSA 

DATA (Al(I),1-1;JA)/ 
10.015119194302676 , 0.al9392S82916506 , 0.193916213993074, 
20.3S683614S97143S , 0.s6S4ll)43859896 , 0.816423930689125, 
3 U05S463979'10765 , 1A28100S661S09S1 , 1.7781901SlOIII124, 
4 2.!S1lIS688S7lOOS, 2.5411'7.50239040II7 , 2.9403S19!I9944m, 
S 3.3428333180SS227 , 3.74201028409S'J13 ,4.13132842222!l942, 
64.s0439S1S0910876 ,4.&SS084741849049 ,S.I7763891002923S, 
7 SA667613m10B7S ,S.71'7'10481P1OI024 ,S926'349162028S6S, 
8 ~, 6.2Ql7P212S0834 , 6.268065Sl3IP73l4/ 

e WElGHI'S 

e 
e 
e 

DATA (WJ(I),1-I;JAl/ 
I o.o387111161i8096i , O.089<i3400092S0 ,O.I39101676S26740, 
20.186291998762931 , 0.2304247671977(9 ,0.2707743783IS8S4, 
30.30667804034366 , 0.33754612!1710109 ,0.362871758252947, 
40.3822390639S8ti ,0.39S33Oll284S721 ,OAOI9296J4667374, 
S OAOI929(94C!67374 , 0.39S33Oll284S721 ,O.3ll2:23\10639S, 
6 0.3628717S82S2947 ,0.33754612!1710109, 0.30667804034366, 
70.27077437831S8S4 ,0.2304247671977(9 ,0.186291998762931, 
80.139101676S26740 ,O.089<i3400092S0 ,0.ll3877111688l962/ 

S POINI' RULE: INTI!GRA110N UMm; + /- I 
ABSCISSA 

cLf§ 
e 
e 
e 

~
I - 0.23692688S0S6181 

2:g~~ 
4 - 0.4711628670499366 

- 0.2369268850S6181 

CONVERT ALPHA TO RADIANS 

e CONVERT 1HRQ' 1ll1CKNESS POINTS TO AcruAL INTEGRA110N UMITS 
T -1ll1CK/2.0 
00 10 1-1,3 
MO) - Al(l)'" 

10 WI(I) - Wi'(I)'" 
e 
e CONVERT AXIAL POINTS TO AcruAL INTEGRA110N UMITS 

ALP - ALPHA/2.0 
00 20 1-105 
AK(l) - ALPO(1+ AK(I» 

20 WK(I) - ALP"WK(!) 
e 

DCON - EX/(I.G-Nuxyo'2) 
e CONS'I'l1t111VB MA1RlX - LEA VB OUT DCON 

1,2 - NUXY 
2,1 - NUXY 
2,2 - 1.0 Ii
,!-I.o 

e ~ FOR OV AND CUP S'I1FFNESS 
CONOV - DCON°BRAD"PRAD 
CCUPI - DCON"PRAD 
CCUPO - DCQN°PRADoo2/BRAD 

e SEJ' UP INTEGRATION DOUBlE LOOP 11fRO' 1ll1CK 8£ ROUND CIRC 
C 

C 

e 

CAU.. VZIlRO 1,1) 
CAU.. VZIlRO ~srol(I'll,36) 

CAU.. VZIlRO ~I(I,~) 
CAU.. VZIlRO STCUPO(I,I),36) 

003001-1,3 
00 300 J -1,24 
00300 K-I,s 

C M*~ 11fRO'11fICK LOCA110N H C Al a ROUND ClRe POSN. 11fHfA 
C = AXIAL POSN PHIB 

H· (I) 
11fHfA - Al(S) 
PHiB - AK(K) 

C 
C UNIlAR SHAPE FUNCIlON MATRIX 

NI - 1.0 - PHiB/AlJ'HA 

C 

c 

N2 = PHm/ALPHA 

~i~'1 ~O(N(I,I),18) 
N 104 • N2 
N 2,2 - NI 
N - N2 
N ,3 = NI 
N 3,6 = NZ 

Cf = COS(11fHfA) 

Cf2 = W2.0"THHfA~ Cf4 - COS 4.o011fHfA 
Cl'6 = COS 6,OO11fHf A 
Sf = SIN('l1{HfAl 
Sf2 • S~t2.0"THHfA~ Sf4 = SIN 4'o'11fHfA 
Sf6 - SIN 6.D011fHfA 

C···· IN PLANE OVALlSATION •••• 
C EVALUATE [NJIlBJIlD][B][N), MULT BY (Wl(I)'WJ(J» AND ADD TO LAS!' 
C VALUE: [srtFF] =[S11FF) + [B'IDBJ WI WJ 
C 

CAll VZERO (BI(I.I),6) 
C [BIJ 

BI~I'I~ = ~CT"Cf2+05.sr-Sf2~BRAD BI 1,2 = CT"Cf4+0.2S'sr-Sf4 jBRAD 

C 

C 

BI 1,3 = CT"Cf6+(1.O/6.D)' Sf6)jBRAD 

R2 = PRAD"Z 
BI~2,ll = -3.0'H·Cf2/R2 
BI 2,2 = -IS'o'H'Cf4jR2 
BI 2,3 • -35.o·H·Cl'6/R2 

CAll VZERO N 1,1).12) 
C EVALUATE[~Nl 

CAll MAXB I(IS),N(I,I).BN.2,3.2.2,6,3) 
C 
C EVALUATE [BN'I1 = TRANSPOSE OF [BN) 

CAll VZERO (BN'i'(I,I),IZ) 
00 30 IT-I,2 
00 30 JT-I,6 

30 BNT(JT,lT) = BN(ff,lT) 
C 
C EVALUATE [DBI1=lD][BN] 

CAll VZERO (DBI( ,1),12) 
CAll MAXB (O(I,I).BN(l,I).DBI,2,2.2.2,6,2) 

C 
C EVALUATE [BTDBI] = [BNJI' [OBI) 

CAll VZERO (B'IDBI(I,I),36) 
CAll MAXB (BNT(I,I),DBI(I,I),B'IDBI,6,2,6,6.6,2) 

C 
e EVALUATE S11FFNESS MATRDl 
C [SfOI] - [SfOI) PREVIOUS + CONOV'WElGHTS • [PI 

OO'lllIcr-I,6 
OO'lllL-I,6 

'lIl SfOI(lcr.Ll - SfOI(KT.L) + 
8£ CONOV·WI(I)·WJ(J)·WK(K)·B'IDBI(KT.L) 

C C·· .. OUT OF PLANE OVAlJSA110N .... 

C ~ VZERO (80(1,1),6) 
BO(llj- (CT'S'f2.45·S'1'"Cf2)jBRAD 
BO(I~ - (CT'Sf4-4.2S·sr-CT4)jBRAD 
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C 

C 

80(1,3) - (CI'"~I.o/6.0)'S1'"Cl'6)/BRAO 

R2 - PRAO"2 

5
2,1~ - -3.G"H"ST2/R2 
2,2 - -lS.G"H'ST4/R2 
2,3 - -3S.G"H'ST6/R2 

CALL VZIlIlON(I,1 ,12) 
C EVALUATE 1r!N] 

CALL MAXB 1,1)~(I,I),BN,2,3,2,2,6,3) 
C 
C EVALUATE IBN'\1 - 'lRANSPOSB OF [BNI 

CALL VZIlIlO (Btotr(I,I),l2) 
00 13OIT-1,2 
00 13Orr-l,6 

130 BNT(rr,lT)-BN(IT,IT) 
C 
C 

CALL VZl!RO (0 1,1),12 
C EVALUATE IDBO~IDIlBNI 

CALL MAXB ~1,l) (1,1~.DBO,2.2,2,2,6,2) 
C 
C EVALUATE IB'IDBOI - (BNJI' (DBO) 

CALL VZl!RO (BrDBO(I,I),36) 
CALL MAXB (BNT(I,I).D8O(I,I),B'I1>BO,6,2,6,6,6,2) 

c 
C EVALUATE S11FFNESS MATRIX. 
C ISTOOI - (STOOl PREVIOUS + CONOV'WEIGHTS ' [BrDBOI 

00 170)cr-J,6 
00 170 L-l,6 

170 STOO(ICI',L) - STOO(ICI',L) + 
... CONOVov/r(I)"W1(J)'WK(K)'BTD8O(1CI',L) 

C 
C 
C· .. • IN PlANE COUPUNG IN'IRiRAL MA nux .... 
c EVALUATE~&JrAMAmi[DI [BI) [NI, MUILT BY ~~)'WJ~'WK(K) 
~ ANDADD VAL' [S11FF) - [STIFFJ + [ IWI JWK 

C 

C 

EVAL~ATE l1]T(DBI) 
SP - SIN 
CP- ) 

C 'lRANSPOSE OF IN PLANE AMAT: AMA'l1 
C 

SMAlLD - (PRAO/BRA01"2/2.G 
RcroR - PRAD'Ci'/BRAt> 
CALL VZIlIlO (AMA'n(I,1),12) 

AMA'l1{I'I~ - -acroR 
AMA'l1 3,1 - 2.O'(SMALLD+Rcro~'SP 

C AMA'l1 5,1 - -2.o'(SMALLD+RCI'O )'ep 

C EV ALUA'l1! [A1]T (DBI) 
CALL VZIlIl()(A'l'DBI(I,J).36) 
CALL MAXB (AMA'l1(I,1).DlIl(I,I),AIDBI,6,2,6,6,6,2) 

C 
C EVALUATE INTBGRAL MATRIX. 
C ISTCUPIJ - [STCUPI) PREVIOUS + CCUPl'WEIGHTS • [PI 

00 200 K.1' -1,6 
00 200 LT-l,6 

200 STCUPI(ICI',LT} - STCUPI(ICI',LT)+ 
1 CCUPI'WI(I)'WJ(J)'WIt(K)' AIDBI(ICI',LT) 

C 
C .... our OF PLANE COUPLING INTEGRAL MATRIX .... 
C nmo/P MATRICES ARE LARGIlR THAN lIP DUE TO TORSION 
C OIP OONS'ITn1I1VB MATRIX 

CALLi,lVZllll

1

- IDO (00(1,1),9) 

1,2 - NUXY 
2,1 - NUXY 
2,2-U 

- (I-NUXYl/2.G 
C 

C - O/P COUPLING [BIIS 3X3. 
C OIP [BI FOR coupON· [SCUPI 

CALL VZERo (BCUP(I,I),9) 
00210 IT - 1,2 
00 210 IT ~ 1,3 

210 SCUP(IT,IT) - BO(IT,IT) 
C IAMATolT 

CALL VZllRo (AMATO(I,I),18) 
SMALLB - (2'(I+NUXY)!(2+NUXY) 

C 

C 

AMA~2,I! ' -(2.(}.SMALLB)'SP'ST AMA 4,1 = (i.o-sMALLB)'CP'ST 
AMATO 2,3 - 5MALLB'CP 
AMA 4,3 = SMALLB'SP 
AMATO 6,3 = 1.0 

CALL VZERO BCtJ'P}; 1,1),18 
C EVALUATE/SCUPlIN~ 

CALL MAXB (~UP(l,l ,N(I,I~,BCUPN,3,3,3,3,6,3) 
C (00) IBCUP) 

CALL VZERO (DBCUPN(1.l),18) 
CALL MAXB (DO(I,I),BCUPN(I,I),DBCUPN,3,3,3,3,6,3) 

c 
C EVALUA'l1!/AOrrIDBCUPNI 

CALL VZERO (AIDOO(I,l),36) 

C 
C 
C 

CAll MAXB (AMATO(l,I).DBCUPN(J.J).AIDBO.6,3,6.6.6,3) 

EVALUATE INTEGRAL MATRIX. 
ISTCUPOI = ISTCUPO] PREVIOUS + CCUPO'WEIGHTS • IPI 

00 240 !IT=1,6 
0024OLT=I,6 

240 STCUPO(ICf,LT) = STCUPO(ICf,LT)+ 
1 CCUPO'\\I](I)'WJ(J)'WK(K)'ATD80(KT,LT) 

C 
300 CON'l1NUE 

C END OF NUMERICAL INTEGRA'l10N LOOP 
RE1URN 
END 

C 

SUBROUTINE REDUCE 
SUBROUTINE REDUCE (SE.RED) 

C 
C STA'l1C CONDENSA'l10N OF snFFNESS MAlRICES 
C REDUCES lIP AND O/P 12x12 MAlRICES T06x6. 
C BASED ON GAUSSIAN EL1MINA'l10N: REF. COOK. 
C 
C NO REDUcnON OF FORCE VECTOR REQUIRED AS NODELESS 
C DOF HA VB ZERO CORRESPONDING GENERAUSED FORCES. 
C 
C FUu.. sYMME'IRlC S'l1A'NESS MA 1RlX SE. 
C CONDENSA'l10N OPERA'l10NS ON LOWER 1RIANGLE OF sa 
C SIZE OF FULL MA1RlX - NS/ZE 
C NUMBER OF DOF TO BE REDUCED = NUM. DOF ro BE REDUCED 
C STORED IN LAST HUM OOF. 
C 

C 

lMPucrr DOUBLE PRFCISION (A-H,O-Z) 
OOUBLE PRFCISION SE(12,12),RED(6,6) 

CAll VZIlRO (RED{l,I),36) 
NS/ZE = 12 
NUM _6 

C CONDENSA'l10N OF LOWER TRIANGLE OF SE. 
DO 30 K-I,NUM 
LL - NS/ZE-K 
KK-LL+I 
00 20 L-l,LL 
IF (SE(KK,L) .EO. 0.0) GO TO 20 
DlfM - SE(ICK,L)/SE(KK,KK) 
OOlOM-l,L 



~ ...... ...... 
-....) 

10 SE(L,M) = SE(L,M) • SE(KK,M)'DUM 
20 CON'nNUE 
30 CONl1NUE 
C F1LL IN nil! UPPER TRIANGLE BY SYMMRIRY. 

DO 40 K -1,1L 
D040L-l,l{ 

40 SE(L,K) - SE(K,L) 
C 
C EQUA1E FIRST 6 ROWS AND COLUMNS OF SE TO RED 
C RED IS nil! REDUCED IN·PLANE MA'I1UX 

DO SO 1-1,6 
DOSOJ-I,6 

SO~-SE(I,) 

END 
C 

SUBROUTINE TRSUB 
SUBROunNE TRSUB (TR,TRPROP) 

C 
IMPucrr DOUBLE PRECISION (A·H,O-Z) 

C 

C 

C 

C 

C 

C 

EXTERNAL VZERO,MAXB,MATXB 

DOUBLE PRECISION T(3,3),TI(3,3),TJ(3,3),TR(I2,12), 
I THETA(3,3),TRPROpm,ox,oy,oz,pHI,ALPHA,CON,ALEN2, 
2 SAUI,sAIl'2,SA.LP3.tALPI,CALP2,CALP3 

DX~TRPROPg~ DY-TRPROP 2 
DZ-TRPROP 
PHI-TRPROP( 4) 
ALPHA-TRPROP(S) 
CON -TRPROP(6) 
ALEN2-TRPROP(7) 

CALL VZERO ~'1 ,9) 

CALL VZl!RO (1,1),9 
CALL VZERO ~.1),9) 

CALL VZI!RO J(I,I),9 

ALENG - SORT(ALEN2) 
ALENNI - SORl'(CON) 

IF (ALENNI .Gr • .0001·ALENG) GO TO 200 
SAUl - 0.0 
CALPI - 1.0 
GOT02S0 

200 SAUl - D~ALENNI 
CALPI - DX ALENNI 

2SO SAl.P2 - DZ/ALENG 
CAIJ'2 - AUiNNI/ALENG 
SALP3-~~ 

C l~ru:=.t1t:r'smAlGHT BEAM 3X31R MATIUX 2,1 - -CALPI "SAl.P2·SALP3-SALP1·CALP3 
T ,I - SALPI "SAlJ'3-CAU'1'SAlJ'2"CALP3 

1,2 - SALPIOCAIJ'2 
2,2 - CALPIOCAJ..P3-SALPI·SA!.P2·SALP3 

,2 - -CALPI'SALP3-SAU'IOSAlJ'2"CALP3 
1,3 - SAl.P2 
2,3 - CAlJ'2"SALP3 

,3 - CAlJ'2"CALP3 
C 11fE[~I,1~~~ BEAM NODE ROTATION MATIUXTHETA 

11fE[ ,1 - S1N(ALPHA/2) 
11fE[ - 1.0 
11fE[ 1,3 - -mmTA(3,1» 
nun: - nmrA(I.I) 

C MULTIPLY T MATIUX BY THETA AND THETA TRANSPOSE RESP TO GET 3X3 
C NODAL TR MATRICES TI AND TJ. 
C SUBROUTINES ATIMB AND ATIMB USED FOR MULT. 
C 
C MAXB AND MATXB ARE ANSYS IN·HOUSE MATIUX ROUTINES. 

CALL MAXB(THETA(I,I),T(l.1),TI(I,I),3,3,3,3,3,3) 
CALL MATXB('mETA(I,I),t(l,I),TJ(I,I),3,3,3,3,3,3) 

C 
C F1LL OUT 12X12 TR MATIUX FROM TI AND TJ 

DO 260 1-1,3 
13-1+3 

DO 26OJ-I,3 
13-J+3 

TR~') - TI(I,) 
TR 13,)3) = 11(1,) 

260 CO NUE 
DO 2'10 1-1,3 

16 - 1+6 
19 - 1+9 

DO 2'1OJ=I,3 
J6=J+6 
19=1+9 

TR~,1~ = TJ(I,I) 
TR 19,19 = TJ(I,I) 

2'10 CO UE 
END 

SUBROUTINE INYM 
SUBROUTINE INVM(A,D,N,NX,MX) 

c 
C THIS PROGRAM COMPUfE THE INVERSE OF A MATRIX 
C USING THE GAUSS EUMINATION METHOD 
C 
C A: RECTANGULAR ARRAY OF SIZE N X 2N 
CD: DETERMINANT 
eN: ORDER OF A 
C NX:ROW 
C MXiCOLUMN 
C 

C 

IMPUCIT DOUBLE PRECISION (A·H,O-Z) 
DIMENSION A(NX,MX) 
NMI-N·I 
NPI=N+! 
NX2=N'2 

C PUT A UNIT MATRIX IN THE ARGUMENIlID PART OF A 
C 

C 

D021-1,N 
IPN-I+N 
DO I J-I,N 
JPN=1+N 

I A(1,lPN) - 0.0 
2 A(I,JPN)-I 

C APPLY THE EUMINATION PROCESS 
C 

DO 10 K=I,NMI 
KPI-K+l 

:i,.-(1kK.fl.1.0E-IO) 3,3,8 
3 D06j~nl,N 

IF (ABS(A(J,K)-1.0E-IO) 6,6,4 
4 DOSL-K;NX2 

C-A(K,L) 

S MJ,L =C 
A(K.L~A(J,L) 

~8 
6 CONTINUE 
7 WRITE( 6,8199) K 



~ 
~ 
~ 
00 

0-0.0 
GOfOlS 

8 D09J-KP1,NX2 
9 A(K,J)-A(X.J)/C 

DO 10 ( - KPl,N 
C-ACl,K) 
DO 16J-KPI,NX2 

10 A(I,J) - A(I,J)-C' A(IC.J) 
IF (ABS(A(N.N)-I.oB-I0) 1,7,11 

11 00 12 J - NP1,NX2 
12 A(N,J)-A(N,J)/A(N,N) 

C 
C APPLY nIB BACKSUBS1TIUI10N PROCESS 
C 

D013L-l,NM1 
K-N-L 
KPI-K+l 
DO 131-NPI,NX2 
00 13J-KP1,N 

13 
C 

A(K,I) -A(K,I)-A(IC.J)· A(J,l) 

C 
C 

Pur nIB 1NVERSB IN 1lfB F1RSf N X N POSmONS 

00 141-1,N 
DO 14J-l,N 
JPN-J+N 

~~~A(I,IPN) 

(J}IJ9 FORMAT(2AH •••• SINGUlARITY IN ROW)2) 
BND 

A4.3.4 SUBROUTINE SR100 
SUBROUfINB SRlOD (1BLNUM,ITYP,KELOur ,ELVOL,lCI1K,ZS,zASS,zsc) 

C c········· !n'RESS PASS FOR 3-D CYL BEAM Hl..EMENT •••••••• 
C 

c 

IMPUcrr DOUBLE PRECISION (A-H.O-Z) • 
BlCJ1lRNAL lRACK,GBTELD,Pl1tBU>,sRl'LT,MAXV,VZERO 
IN11!GER IPLTAY(6),IEP 

C····· START SJ'COM STORAGE •••••••• 

c 

C 

c 

C 

IN11!GBR 1BLNUM,rrYP,KBUN(6),KELOur(6),NR,ICIlK, 
1 KBYERR,JOur,NSl1lPS,KFS'Il.D,rrrBR.I11ME,NCUMrr,KRSTRT,lSPARB, 
2 K13.NPRPVL.MATST ,ICS,K16,lPROP ,KCPDS, 
3 IOO,KA Y ,MODE,ISYM,KAHD,lDFBUG,lXXX, 
.. rrYPll,MAT ,IEU!M,NROW ,1IYPB,JPLOT ,lPRINT,JCIEMTP ,KCONCV ,KBICNV, 
S KBYPLS,lCBYCRP ,KBYSWI.ICYSUB(9),lC21,NODBS(20), BPAR(SD) 
REAL BRRVAR(S) 

DOUBLE PRECISION 
IDPZERO,DPHAlP,DPONB,DPTWO,DPTBN,DTORAD,RADTOD, 
211mF,TUNIF,TOFSHr, DBLllM,nME,11MOLD,11MH2,TIME3,DBLT2, 
3 ACBL,OMEGA,CGOMBG,CGLOC,Dxxx, 
.. BLMASS,xCBNTR. YCBNTR.ZCBNTR.TFCP ,sUBBX, BRPAR(20), 
S XYZI!Q(20,3),x(20),Y(20),z(20), BLVOL 

COMMON IsrcoMI DPZERO,DPHAlP,DPONB,DPTWO,DPTBN,DTORAD,RADTOD, 
1 11mF;ruNIF,TOFSEr, DBL11M,l1ME,l1MOLD,l1MB2,l1ME3,DBLT2, 
2ACBL(3),O~~MBG(6),CGLOC(3), DXXX(I6), 
3 KBYERR,lOur ,KFS'IU),ITI1lR,J1lMB,NCUMlf,KRSTRT ,lSPARB, 
.. K13,NPRPVL,MATST ,ICS,K16,lPROP(20),KCPDS, 
S IOO,KAY(IO),MODE,ISYM,KAHD,IDIlJIUG(IO), !XXX(41) 

EOUlVALBNCB~E,BPAR(I»' (MAT ,EPAR(2», (IELEM,EPAR(S), 
1 NROW,EP ,(JTYPE.BPAR(li», IPLOT,EPAil(12», 
2 1PR1NI',EP , (JCJmlI1' ,EPAR(I ,(KCONCV,BP. 1 , 
.. ICNV~~I ),(KBYPLS,EP~l&~)'(KBYCRP.BP~h~~, 
S 1U(2il», (KYSUB(I),EPAR(21)), (K21,EPAR(3D», 
6 0DIlS(1),EPAR(31» 

C 

C 

C 

1 (YCEN'IR,ERP 3», (ZCENTR.EIU' AR(4», (TFCP,ERP AR(S), 
EOUIVALENiBLMASS,ERPAR(l», (XCBNTR,ERPAR(2», 

2 (SUBEX,ERP 6 ) 
EOUIVALENCB l)xYZEQ(l,I»,(Y(1)xYZEQ(l,2»,(Z(l),xyZEQ(I,3» 

OOU8LE PRECISION 
I ZS(lCI1K,lC1lK),zASS(ICI1K,lC1lK).zsc(lrnK). 
2 BRAD,ALPHA,PRAD,THICK,PHI,EX,Al.1'X,NUXY ,DENS,DPPI,PROP(4). 
3 RVR(S),svR(364),PRESS(I ).81 (6,6).82( 6,6~' 
4 TR(I2,i2 ,U(2A),I'OS1D(20),CON,AI(6).B1 2,12),DMAll(2,2). 
S sMl 6,12 ,DOF1(12).BP1(2),sIGI 2 ,U'LOC 12), 
6 DO~h~j,sMo(6,12),DMATO(~~),A2(3'6 ,80(3.12),808(3.6). 
7 BPO(3),slG0(3),s1G(3).8N(2,6),8OVI(2,3),8OVO(2,3),N(2,6). 
8Nl,N2 

EQUIVALENCE (RVR(I).8RAD), (RVR(2).ALPHA), (RVR(3),PRAO), 
I (RVR(4),THICK), (RVR(S),PHI) 

C EQUIVALENCE SAVED VARJABLES SVRO: 

C 

EOUIVALENCE (SVR(I),BI(I,I»,(SVR(37).lI2(I,I», 
1 (SVR(73),sMI(I.I», (SVR(I4S),PROP(I», (SVR(149),TR(I,I», 
2 (SVR(293),sMO(I» 

C EQUIVALENCE MATERIAL PROPBRllES PROPO: 

C 

C 

C 

EOUIV ALENCE (PROP(I),EX), (PROP(2).ALPX), (PROP(3).NUXY), 
I (PROP(4),DENS) 

DATA DPPI/3.l41S926S3589'l93DD / 

CAlL TRACK (5,'SRlOO') 
CAlL GBTELD (IELNUM)TYP ,EPAR(I),BRP AR(I).CON,CON, 
I PRESS(I),CON,RVR(I),sVR(I),l{YZEQ(I,I),U(1» 

C CONVERT ALPHA TO RADIANS 
ALPHA - ALPHA·DPPI/I80.o 

C 
C • STRESSPASS~ 

C STRESSES ARE BVALUATBD AROUND ClRC AT 00I1I NODES 
C 
C BVALUATB 1/'1 CONS1111JTIVB MATRIX [DMAll) 

CAlL VZBRO (DMAll(l,l)A) 
DCON - BX/(I.G-NuxY"i) 

c 

C 

DMAll~l'll- DCON DMAll 1,2 - DCON'NUXY 
DMAll 2,1 - DMAll(I,2) 
DMAll 2,2 - DCON 

CAlL VZBRO (DMATO(I,I),9) 

D~i'l! -DcoN DMA 1,2 - DCON*NUXY 
DMA 2,1 - DMATO(I,2) 
DMA 2,2 - DCON 
D~ ,3 - DCON'(1-NUXY)/2 

C BVALUATB LOCAL DISPI.ACEMENT VECfOR ULOC (IN LOCAL CSYS) 
C FROM GLOBAL DISP. VECfOR U. 

CAlL MAXV (fR(1,l),U(!),ULOC,I2,12) 
C C······· RECOVER NODELESS OOF .•••••••• 
C IN-PLANS DOF 
C SMI CONTAINS LAST 6 ROWS OF lIP ZSFULL AFTER CONDENSATION 
C 
C OOFI - lIP OOF IN LOCAL CSYS. 
C TIlE KNOWN (SHAM) DOF STORED IN FIRST 6 ROWS. 
C NODEUSS OOF RECOVERED AND STORED IN LAST 6. 

~!~~ugo~FI(I),9) OOFI 2 - ULOC 3 
OOFl3 - ULOC 
DOFl4 - ULOC 
OOFI • ULOC9 
OOFI - ULOC 11) 



~ --\0 

C 
C RECOVERY ALGORITIIM 

0030J-1,6 
JJ - 6+J 
DUM - 0.0 
K-JJ-1 
00 20 L-I,K 

20 DUM - DUM + SMl(J,L)'OOFl(L) 
30 OOFl(JJ) - (0.0 - DUM)/SMl(J,JJ) 
C 
C Ouf OF PlANE DEGREES OF FREEDOM 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 

C 

SMO CONTAINS lAST 6 ROINS OF OIP ZSF1J1L AYlER CONDENSATION 
OOFO - OIP OOF IN LOCAL CSYS. 
nm KNOWN (BEAM) OOF STORED IN FlRST 6 ROWS. 

~OmDBlJlSS~1 : mDOF 

~~ AND S1'ORED IN lAST 6. 
00 3 - ULOC 
00 4 - ULOC 
00 -ULOCI) 
00 - ULOC U) 

C RECOVERY ALGORITIIM 
OOSOJ-I,6 
JJ - 6+1 
DUM - 0.0 
K - JJ -I 
00 40 L-I,K 

40 DUM - DUM + SMO(J,L)'OOFO(L) 
SO OOFO(J1) - (0.0 - DUM)/SMO(J.JJ) 

C 
C AlL NODAL AND NODElESS OOF NOW EVALUATED. 
C 
C < < < < < < < SET UP LOOP FOR STRESS AND STRAIN EVALUATION> > > > > > > 
C 
C LOCATION: NODE I 
C PHIB IS nm MERIDIONAL ANGLE FOR STRESS EVALUATION 
C 

C 

RATIO - (PRAD/BRAD)"2 
D - RATIO/2.D 
B - (2'(I+Nuxy)/(2+Nuxy) 
OPCON - PRAD/(BRAD"2) 

PRINI' ','lNPuf SURFACE FOR STRESS CALCS' 
PRINI' ','-1 - INNER' 
PRINI' ','0 - MlDDUl' 
PRINT *,'1 • OlllER' 
READ (s,') SURF 

C 

C 

PRINI' ','lNPuf STRESS NORMALISATION FACfOR' 
READ (S,') SFACI' 

C LOOP IEP EVALUATES STRAIN/STRESS AT LOCATIONS AROUND ClRC 
C AT NODE I,IN S11lPS OF 10 DEGREEs. 
C HERE, FOR DEVELOPMENT 'IllSTS, IN-PlANE STRESSES EVALUATED. 

WlUIB (40,') , 1HEJ'A SIGPHJ SIGTH TAU' 
1HEJ'A - -10.0 
00 100 1EP-1,36 

C 
mETA - 1HEJ'A + 10.0 
1HEJ'A - 1HEJ'A' DPPI/I80.o 

C 
C········· IN PLANE STRESS AND STRAIN ••••••••••• 
C 
C EVALUATE IN PLANE B MATRIX 
C lIP A MATRIX,Al. (MULT BYnm I/R USUAlLY OurslDE TIfE BRACKEI'S) 

CAlLEO A1(1),6) 
CT - A) 
ST· SIN A) 
CP - 1,0 
SP - 0.0 

CONST = PRAD'CT IBRAD 

iilit
1 - .caNST IBRAD 

Al -~+CONST)'2.0'SP/BRAD 
AI • D+CONST)'-2.0'cP/BRAD 

0(81(1,1),24) 
C 
C EVALUATE lIP rBn MATRIX 
C BENDING cON'i'RllnmoNs-FlRST 6 COLUMNS. : [BI] ~ I/R [AI] [BI] 
C ONLY ROW I IS POPULATED: 

00 'JO 1-1,6 
BI(I) • AI(I)'BI(I)+AI(3)'BI(3)+AI(S)'BI(5) 

7U CONnNUE 
C 
C PUT lIP OV. MATRIX IN lAST SIX COLUMNS OF BI 

BI[I'~ 1CT'COS~2.0'TIfEfAl + 05'ST'SIN(2.0'TIfEfA))/BRAD 
BI 1,8 • CT'COS 4.0'TIfEfA + 0.2S'ST'SIN(4.o'TIfEfA»/BRAD 
BI 1,9 • CT'COS 6.O'TIfEfA 
I + (1.01 )'ST'S (6.0'TIfEfA»/BRAD 

C 
BI[2,~ ~ SURF'-3.0'TIfICK/2.0'COS(2.0'TIiEfA)~PRAO"2 
BI2,8 • SURfo~-15.0'TIfICK/2.0'COS(4.o'TIiEfA IPRAD"2 
BI 2,9 = SURF'-35.o'TIfICK/2.0'COS(6.o'TIiEfA IPRAD"2 

C 
C EVALUATESTRAlNS {BPI} ~ [BI] {OOFl} = {EPI(PHI) BPI(TIIEfA)} 

CALL MAXV (BI(I,I),DOFI(I).EI'1.1.12) 
C 
C EVALUATE STRESSES {SIGI] = [01 {EPI} = {SIGI(PHI) SIGI(TIIEfA)} 

CALL MAXV (DMATI(I,I),EPI(I),sIGI,2,2) 
SIGI(I) • SIGI(I)/SFACT 
SIGI(2) = SIGI(2)/SFACT 

c c······· our OF PlANE STRESS AND STRAIN •••••••• 
C 
C EVALUATEO/PBMATRlXBO 
C O/P A MATRIX A2. MULT BY PRAD I(BRAD"2) USUALLY OUTSIDE BRACKETS 

CALL VZERO (A2(I,I),IS) 

C 
~

I~ ~ -(2.(}.S)'SP'S'r'OPCON 
1,1 ~ (2.O-Bl'CP'ST'OPCON 
3,2 =_B'CP'OPCON 
3,1 = B'SP'OPCON 
3 = OPCON 

CALL VZERO (BOB(I,I),IS) 
CALL MAXB (A2(I,I),B2(I,1),BOB,3,6,3,3,6,6) 

C 
C PUT BOB IN FlRST 6 COLUMNS OF BO 

CALL VZERO (80(1,1),36) 
00801-1,3 
00 IIlJ~l,6 
BO(IJl - BOB(IJ) 

80 CON11NUE 
C NODE I 
C EVALUATEOVAllSATlON B MATRIX IN LAST SIX COLS.OF BO 

~
l'~ - {CT'SIN~2.DonmTA~ - 05'ST'COS(2.0'TIfEfAl)/BRAD 

BO 1,8 - CT'SIN 4.o'TIfETA - O.2S'SI"COS(4.o'TIfEfA)/BRAD 
1,9 = CT'SIN 6.O'TIfETA 

1 - ( .0 6.O)'SI"COS(6.GonmTA»/BRAD 
C 

C 
!8{2,~ - SURF'-3.o'TIflCK/2.0'SIN(2.D'TIfEfAl~PRAD"2 

2,8 = SURF'-15.o'11UCK/2.0'SIN(4.o'TIfEfA IPRAD"2 
2,9 ~ SURF'-35.o'TIiICK/2.0'SIN(6.0'TIfEfA IPRAD"2 

C EVALUATE STRAINS {EPO} = [BO] {OOFO} • (EPO(PHI) EPO(TIIEfA) GAMMA} 
CALL MAXV (80(1,1 ),ooFO(I),EPO,3,12) 

C 
C EVALUATE STRESSES &[OJ {EPO} = (SIGI(PHI) SIGI(TIIEfA) TAU} 

CALL MAXV (DMATO(I,I I ,5IGO,3,3) 
C REMOVE 'C' FoR O/P 

C SI 2 - SI 2 /SFACT C SI~li - SI~i/SFACT 
C SI 3 - SI /SFACT 
C 



~ 
~ 

~ 

mEfA - mErA·U10.o/DPPI 
C 
C IN-PlANE S'lRESSES: 

WRITE (40,'(4F163)') mErA,SlOI(1),sIGl(2),s1G(3) 
100 CON'IDolUE 

C 
IF (JPLOI' .NE. I) GO TO 900 

C ••••• NUMBER OF FORCES (LEVEL I) ••••• 
IPLTAY(2) - 12 

C .~ ••• NUMBP.ROFSTRESSES(LEVEL2) ..... 
IPLTAY(3' - .. 

C ... 1. NUMBEROFTOTALSAVED(U!VELSI,2,AND3) 
IPLTAY(4) - 20 

C .~ ••• SAVE OEOMHl'RY FOR CONTOURS (O,NO I,YES) 
IPLTAY(6) - 0 

C 
C······ Pur POSI'OATA INFORMA110N INTO POSTD •••••• 
C 
C····· PUT PLTARY INFORMATION ONTO FIlE 12 ...... . 

CALL SRP~:r ELEM,ITYP,NROW ,MAT,IOO,2,U(I),NODES(I),xYZEO(I,I), 
IIPLTAY(1),POS' I» 

900 CALL pttmu> UM,EPAR(I),ERPAR(l),coN,svR(I» 
C ptJl1!U) DATA BACl(TO FII.ID 

CALL TRACK( lS,'SRlOO ') 
REnJRN 
END 



~ ...... 
N ...... 

C 
C 

A4.4 ANSYS USER ELEMENT PB3 
PROGRAM ANSYS 

ELEMENTPB3 ............ 
C ANSYS USER IllllMENT CODE FOR PIPE BEND EUMENT 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 

C 

C 

C 
C 

C 

C 

c 
C 

C 

C 

C 
C 
C 

C 

C 

C 
C 

BASED ON VlASOV11UN WAlL ClRC CURVED BEAM SOLUOON 
AND PIECEWISE QUIN'J1C POLYNOMIAL OVAUSATION. 

MA1RIX STATICALLY CONDENSED TO GIVE F1NAL 12Il2 S'IlFFNESS MATRIX. 

DONALD MACKENZIE OCT 1_ 

ANSYS VERSION 4311. 
lMPucrr DOUBLE PRECISION (A-HP-Z) 
ElCI1!RNAL MAIN,STOPER 
ElCI1!RNAL ELSHFN 
CALLNNDIM 
CALL MAIN 
CALL STOPER 
END 

A4A.l SUBROUTINE USEREL 
SUBROUTINE USEREL (ITYP ,IPARM,lCYSUB,lCEY3D,KDOF,KUNSYM,IcrRANS) 

INTEGER IPARM(20,12),lCYSUB(9),ITYP ,lTYPE,KEY3D,KDOF,KUNSYM,IcrRANS 
.... DHnlRMINETYPE OF I3l.EMENT AND 1HEN BYPASS IF NOT USER ELEMENT' 
1IYPE - IPARM(n'YP,3) 
IF (1IYPE .HE. 100) GO to 100 

••••• ••••• SET 3-D KEY ......... . 
KEYJD -I 

•••••••••• DFFINE IX>F SET AT EACH NODE .......... . 
KDOF - 0 

•••••••••• SEI' UNS'YMMHI'RlC MATRIX KEY 
KUNSYM'- 0 

..... DEFINE PATmaN FOR ELEMENT TO GLOBAL TRANSFORMATION 
ICffiANS - 2 

•••••••••• DBI'lNE NUMBER OF NODES ......... . 
IPARM(n'YP,8) - 2 

..... DBFrNE NUMBER OF lEMl'ERAruRES (DELTEM,TEMPER) ...... 
IPARM(ITYP,lI) - 2 

••••• D'BFINE NUMBER OF PRESSURES (PRESS) ••••••• 
IF1HERMALANALYSIS,1WOnMES NUMBEROFCONVECllON SURFACES 

IPARM(n'YP,6) - I 
..... SRI' :2:.EROED VARlABLES (NOmJEP) 

IPARM(ITYP,12) - 0 
..... DIlPJIoIE NUMBER OF REAL CONSTANTS FOR ELEMENT (RVR) ... 

IPARM(ITYP,lO) - s 

..... DIlFINENUMBER OF VARlABLES TO BE SAVED (SVR) ..... 
IPARM(ITYP,7l - 2S3 

C ..... DI3J01NE NUMBER OF ROWS IN ELEMENT MA11UCES (1CI1K) .... 
IPARM(n'YP,9) - 12 

•••••••••• SEr KEY TO IDEN'I1FY NON-UNEAR EUMENT ••••••• C 
IPARM(n'YP,4) - 0 

C .......... SET KEY FOR 1HERMAL ELEMENT (KAN,-I) 
IPARM(ITYP,l) - 0 

100 RB111RN 
END 

A4,4.2 SUBROUTINE USERPT 
SUBROIlnNE USERPT (lNODE,TfYPE,KSHAPE,NNODE) c·········· USER SUBROUnNE FOR ANSYS PlDf SHAPE •••••••••• 

C DEFlNE ELEMENT SHAPE AND NUMBER OF NODES. FOR PL0111NG 
IJmlGER INODE(20),lTYPE,KSHAPE,NNODE 

C • .. • .. ···BypASS IF NOT USFR ELEMENT (nYPE • 100) ••••••••• 
IF (1IYPE .NalOO) GO TO 100 

C ...... SELECT SHAPE TO BE PLOTrED BY SEfI1NG KSHAPE ...... . 
KSHAPE - 2 

C .......... SET NUMBER OF ACJlJAL NODES 
NNODE = 2 

100 RETURN 

C 

END 

A4.4.3 SUBROUTINE STlOO 
SUBROIlnNE moo (IELNUM,ITYP ,KELlN,KEL01JI' ,NR,lCI1K,ZS, 
I ZASS,DAMP,GSI1F,2SC) 

c·· .. ··· S11FFNESS PASS FOR PIPE BEND ELEMENT PB3 ........ . 
C 

IMPUcrr DOUBLE PRECISION (A·H,O-Z) 
c 
C --DEClARE EXTERNAL SUBROIlnNES AND FUNCTIONS -._.

EXTERNAL TRACK,GETELD,PlJI'ELD,PROPEV ,NONTBL.VZERO,MHTCH,USEERR, 
I MATXV .MAXV,TRSUB,MAXB,MATXB,lNVM,REDUCE 

C 
C ---- COMMON BLOCK DEClARATIONS ------
C STANDARD 51100 IJmlGER V AR1ABLES ASSOCIATED WI1lI COMMON: 

lJmlGER lELNUM,ITYP ,KEl.1N(6),KELOIIT(6),NR.K11K. 
I KEYERR,lOIJl',NSfEPS,KFSTl.D,/TrER,mME,NCUMIT,KRS1RT ,lSPARE, 
2 Kl3,NPRPVL,MATST .KS,KI6,lPROP ,KCPDS, 

C 

3 KlO,KA Y,MODE,ISYM,KAHD,lDEBUG,lXXX. 
4 ITYPE,MAT .IELEM,NROW ,ITYPE,lPLOT ,lPRlNT,KTEMTP ,KCONCV,KBICNV, 
S KEYPLS,KEYCRP ,KEYSWL,KYSUB(9),K2I,NODES(20), EPAR(SO) 
REAL ERRVAR(S) 

C STANDARD 51100 DOUBUl PRECISION VARIABLES ASSOCIATED WITH COMMON: 
DOUBLE PRECISION 
I DPZERO,DPHALF,DPONE,DP'lWO,DPTEN,DTORAD.RAD'fQD. 
2lREF,1l1NIF,TOFSET, DELTIM,TIME,TIMOLD,TIME2.TIME3,DELT2. 
3 ACELOMBGA,CGOMEG,CGLOC,oxxx. 
4 ELMASS.xCEN1R, YCENTR,ZCENTR,TFCP ,sUBEX, ERPAR(20), 

C S XYZIlQ(20,3),x(20),Y(20),Z(20), ELVOL 

C STlOO COMMON BLOCK: STCOM 

C 

COMMON ISfCOMI DPZERO,DPHALF,DPONE,DP'lWO,DPTEN,D1'ORAD,RAD1'OD, 
I lREF,ruNlF,1'OFSEr, DELTIM,TIME, TIMOLD,TIME2.TIME3,DELT2. 
2ACEL(3),OMEG~~MEG{6).CGLOC(3), DXXX(16), 
3~IIT,N ,KFSIU>,TI1llR.1I'IME,NCUMlf.KRSiRT,lSPARE, 
4 Kl3,NPRPVL,MATST .KS,KI6,lPROP(20),KCPDS, 
S KlO,KA Y(IO),MODE,ISYM,KAHD,IDEBUG(IO), 1XXX(41) 

C EQUNALENCINGOFSTCOMVARlABLES 
EQUIVALENCE (ITYPE,EPAR(I)), (MAT ,EPAR(2)), (IELEM,EPAR(5)), 
I OW ,EP~», (IIYPE,EPAR(lI», (IPLOr ,EPAR(12ll, 
2 RlNT,EP 13~, (lCI'EMTP,EPAR~14) ,(KCONCV,EPAR(16)), 
4 KBICNV,EP (I), (KEYPLS.EPAR(181), (KEYCRP,EPAR(19», 
S ~)' (KYSUB(I),EP 21», (K2I,EPAR(30)), 
6 NODES(I),EP 31) 
EQUIVAIlINCE SS,ERPAR(I», (XCENTR,ERPAR(2l), 
1 (YCENTR.ERP », (ZCEN'llUlRPAR(4», (lFCP .ERP.AR(S), 
2 (SUBI!X,ERPAR(6) 
EQUIVALENCE (X(I ).xYZEO{I,1 »,(y(1 >,xvZOO(I,2) ).(Z(l ).xYZEO{I,3» 

C 
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C USER DEFINED VARIABLES ----
C 00'IlGER, REAL AND DOUBLE PRECISION VARIABLES DEFINED HERE BY USER. 
C 
C DEClARE OO'IlGER VARIABLES: 

C 

OO'IlGER 1,J,K,I3,J3,16,.J6,U'(4),NSTR,NUM,KDEMO,NFKEY, 
1 KI,KO,lJ,LO 

C DEClARE DOUBLE PRECISION VARIABLES: 

C 

DOUBlE PRECISION ZS(ICI1K,1rnK),zASS(ICIlK,lCI1K), 
.t E,1R(12.12),zs'I1!MP{l2.IZ), 
1 U Z40,PR P 4 ;mc.ALPX,NIJXY ,DENs,A1JlN2,AlENG ,DX,DY ,Dz, Z~ ,~~~N""VETEM,TRPROP('7).MPROP(I),lDPROP(I),DPPI, 
3 BRAD,AU'~,nuCK,PIU,RVR(S).wR(2S3) 
DOUBLE PRECISION ZSI(6,6l,zsoc6,6l,BI(6,12),Bl(6,6),B2(6,6), 
Z CA,SA,O,U,G2A,S2A.C2MI,1\UGl,11UG2. 
3 AREA,POLMOM,sBCMOM,EI,GJ,RATIO,D,B,DMl,DM2, 
4 D'mRMI,DI'ERM2,IJ11!R,NRINV,V,llTERMI,B'J1l.RM2,BB,BMI,IITERM3, 
S 1I'mRM4,H,coNST 
DOUBlE PRECISION CONOV ,PR4,BRT2,ZSOV(2,2),zscuP(6,2), 
I CUPMAT(6,2),7.SFUU(8,8),8Ml(2,8),sMO(2,8) 

C - USER BQUIVAlENCING OF REAL AND SAVED VARIABLES (RVR, SVR) -' 
C 
C BQUlVAlENCE REAL VARIABLES RVR(): 
C BRAD-BENDRAD, ALPHAzBENDANGLE. PRAD=PIPERAD, TIUCK=WALLTIlK. 
C PIU-ORlENJ'ATION ANGLE 

C 

BQUIV AlENCE (RVR(I),BRAD), (RVR(2),ALPHA), (RVR(3),PRAD), 
1 (RVR(4),nuCK}, (RVR(S),PHI) 

C EQUIVAlENCE SAVED VARIABLES SVRO: 
EQUIVAlENCE (SVR(~I ),B,Bl l,l)),(SVR(37),B2(I,I)), 
I (SVR(73),PROP(I», (SVR ,'!'R(I,I)), 
2 (SVR(221),8Ml(l,l», ( ,sMO(I,l» 

C 
C ---BQUIVAlENCING OF MATERIAL PROPERTIES-

EQUIVAlENCE (PROP(I),EX), (PROP(2),ALPX), (PROP(3),Nuxy), 
I (PROP(4),DENS) 

C . 
CALL 'lRACK(S,'STlOO1 

C 
C - READING IN E1..EMENT INFORMATION: SUBROUTINE GEI1lll> -
C 

C 

CALL GEI1!lD (1El.NUM,ITYP ,EPARlI),ERPAR(I),CON,TEMPER(I), 
I CON,coN,RVR(I).wR(I),xyzBQ(I,i),U(1)) 

C OPEN FIlE PB3RES,DAT FOR OUTPUT OF ELEMENT INFORMATION 
C RBOU1RED AT DEVELOPMENT STAGE. (IN nus FINAL DEVELOPMENJ' 
C VERSION ONLY S'I1UlSS DISTRIBUTIONS AT NODI! I WRrITI!N TO FILH). 

OPEN (UNlf-40,FILB-'PB3RES',STAruS-'NEW')C 

C CONVERT BEND AND ORlENJ'AnON ANGLES TO RADIANS. 

C 

DATA OPPI /3.141!l926S3S11!179DO I 
PIU - PlUoDPPl/l80.oDO 
ALPHA - ALPHAoDPPl/I80.oDO 

C - READING IN E1..EMENT MATERIAL PROPERTIES: SUBROUTINE PROPEV -
C 
C SET UP INI1lGER ARRAY FOR ACCESSING MATERIAL PROPERnES 

DATA LP 11,2. 3,10/ 
C 

AVETEM - OPHAl.F'('I1lMPER(l) + TEMPER(2» 
C 

CALLPROPEV(IEUlM,MAT,J'IYPE,IJ'(I) .... VEl1lM,PROP(I).4) 
C 
C OBOMEIRY VAllDnY CHECK----
C 

DX-~['~IJ DY-Y2 ·YI 
DZ- 2· 1 
CON· ··2 + DY··2 
AlENz - CON + Ozo·z 

IF (ALEN2 .GT. O.O~GO TO ISO 
WRITE (IOUT,2000 IELEM 

2000 FORMAT ('ZER lENG1l-I ELEMENT ,IS) 
KEYERR -1 

C 

NFKEY -I 
CALL USEERR (NFKEY) 
GO TO 990 

ISO CONTINUE 
C 
C CALCUIATIl MASS AND APPROX. CENTROID .. ---.. 
C 

~= : ~tl :]v ~ll:g~::lli 
ZCENIR = ~z l~ + 2~1·DPHALF 
AREA = 2·0P I·P "TIlICK 
AFLU = DPPI·(PRAD-(TIlICK/2W·2 
ELMASS - (DENS·AREA+oENsFL·AFLU)·BRAD·ALPHA 

C 
C ----END OF CHECK RUN OR ERROR OETECfED ---. 
C 

IF «NSTIlPS .EO. 0) .OR. (KEYERR.EQ.l» GO TO 990 
C 
C --- EVALUATIlTIlE ELEMENT TRANSFORMATION MA1RIX ----. 
C TRANSFORMATION MA1RIX TR IS EVALUATED IN TIlE SUBROUTINE TRSUB. 
C INFORMATION REQUIRED TO CALCUlATE MA1RIX VALUES IS PASSED IN 
C BY ARRAVTRPROP. 
C 

C 

TRPROP~l =ox TRPROP 2 -OY 
TRPROP =oz 
TRPROP 4 =PHI 
TRPROP ~ALPHA 
TRPROP 6 -CON 
TRPROP =ALEN2 

C ZERO 'IllE TR MA1RIX. 
CAlL VZERO (TR(1,l),144) 

C 
CAlL TRSUB (TR,TRPROP) 

C 
C ---EV ALUATIl 'IllE ELEMENT STIFFNESS MATRIX --
C 
C ....... BEAM BENDING •••••••• 
C 
C CLOSED FORM STIFFNESS MA1RIX 
C 
C CHECK MA1RIX IS REQUIRED. 

C 

IF (KEUN(!) .NE.1) GO TO 400 
CAlL \'ZERo (ZS(l,l),I44) 

C EVALUAm CONSTANTS AND TRIG FUNCTIONS. 

C 

CA ~ COS(ALPHA) 
SA - SIN(ALPHA) 
CMI - cA·I.o 
C2A - COS(2.0°ALPHA) 
S2A - SIN(WALPHA) 
aMI - c2A.1.O 
TRlGl - WALPHA·S2A 
TRlG2 - WALPHA+S2A 

AREA - WOPPI·PRAD"TIlICK 
POUfOM - AREA·PRAD··2 
SECMOM - POUfOM/2.0 
III - EX·SECMOM 
GJ - EX·POLMOM/(2.0+2.0·Nuxy) 

C 
RAno - (PRAD/BRAD)··2 
o - RAno/2.0 
B - WIlI/(1lI +GJ) 

C 
DMI zl.O-D 
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c 

c 

c 

C 

ow - 1.G-2.O·0 
DTBRMI - 2.O"0MI/BRAD 
DTBRM2 - ALPHAOSA+OWOCA 
DI1!RM3 - ·ALPHA·CA. + OW·SA 

NRJNV - ·1.0/BRAD 
V - 1/(2.0"(1.0+ NUXY) 

BB - B··2 
BMI - I.G-B 
B11lRM1 - {2.()'B) •• 2 
8'I1lRM3 - ·ALPliA·SA+CA.·BMl)/BRAD 
B'I1!RM4 - ALPHA·CA.+SA·BMl)/BRAD 

H - l.o+RAnO/2.O 
CONST - EI/BRAD··3 
CONST - CONST/(I.G-NUXY··2) 
CONOV - coNS!" ALPHA/RAnO 

C ···iN PIANES11FFNESS MA11UX ••• 
C 
C 
C 

C 
C 

C 

BVALUA1llIN·PIANE OISPlACEMENT FIElD CONSTANTS, 
MA11UX[Bll -lNV.[Cl) 

CAlL VZERO (81(I,I):n) 

C INVERTBI 
CAlL INVM(BI,DJm,6,6,12) 

C 
C OOUA1ll FIRST 6X6 OF BI wrrn BI 

003221-1,6 
00 322J-l,6 

322 Bl(1,J) - 81(1,1) 
C 
C BVALUA1llZSI- MA11UXOFIN·PlANE1NTBGRALS 

CAlL VZIlRO(ZSl(I,I).J6) 
C 

C 

ZSII~ - CONST"ALPHA 
ZSI 1,3 - CONST"2.QOCM1 
ZSI 1 - CONST"2.O"SA 
ZSI ,I - ZSI(I,3) 
ZSI ,3 - coNs1"UO'I'RIGl 
ZSI - CONST"HOC2M1 
ZSI S,1 - ZSI~1 
ZS S,3 - ZSI(3 
ZSI S - CO H'11UG2 

C EVALUA1ll1/P STIFFNESS [ZSI)-(81)'(ZSI) [Bl) 
CAlL UHl'CH{Bl(l,l),Z8I(l,l),6M) 

C 
C EVALUA1ll0VAUSATION MATRIX ZSOV AND IN PLANECOUPUNG 
C IN1llGRAlS [ZSCUPllN SUBROlmNE OVAl.. 

CALL OVAL (pRAD,BRAD,llllCK,ALPHA,EX,NUXY ,zsoV,CUPMAT) 
C 
C EVALUA11lCOUPUNGSTIFFNESS 

CALL MATXB (Bl(I,I),CUPMAT(I,I),zscUP,6,6,6.6,2,6) 
C 
C ASSEMBLE _IN·PLANE STIFFNESS MATRIX 

00 3251-1,6 
00 325 J-I,6 

325 ZSFUlL(I,I) _ ZSI(I,I) 
003261=1,6 
00 326J=I,2 
JP6 -1+6 

326 ZSFUIL(I,IP6) = ZSCUP(I,I) 
C 

003Z71=1,2 
1P6 = 1+6 
003Z7J-l,6 

3Z7 ZSFUIL(IP6,J) = ZSCUP(J,J) 
00 3281-1,2 
00328J-l,2 
1P6·1+6 
JP6 _ 1+6 
ZSFULL(IP6,JP6) = ZSOV(I,J) 

328 CONTINUE 
C 
C 

C 
C 
C 

STATICAllY CONDENSE liP STIFFNESS TO 6x6 MATRIX ZSI 
CALL VZERO(ZSI(J,I).J6) 
CALL REDUcE (zSFUlL,ZSI) 

STORE ELEMENTS OF REDUCED ZSFUll. ROOUIRED FOR D.OF 
RECOVERY iN SRl00 

003301-1,2 
1P6 - 1+6 
00 33OJ-l,8 

330 SMI(I,I) - ZSFULL(IP6,J) 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 

C 

••• OUT OF PlANE STIFFNESS MATRIX ••• 

EVALUATE O/P DISPLACEMENT REID CONSTANTS, 
MATRIX [82) • INV. [el) 
PUT [el) IN (81) 

C INVERTBI 
C 
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CAll.1NVM(BI,DETI,6,6,12) 
C EQUA11l F1Rsr 6X6 OF BI TO B2 

003321-1,6 
00 332J-l,6 

332 B2(l,J) - BI(I,J) 
C 
C EVALUA1llZSO" MATRIXOFO/PINTEGRALS 

CAll. VZIl.RO(ZSO(I,I),36) 
C 

II
" CONST"~BTBRMI'O.2S"TRlGI+BB'V'O.s-nuG2) 

2,4 - CONST" B'V'O.5-B'J1lRMI'O.2S)'(I-C2A) 
- CONST" B'V'SA 

4,2 - zso(2,4) 
4,4 - CONliT"(BTBRMI'O.2S"TRlG2+ BBOV'O.s-nuGl) 
4 - CONST"i'BOV'(I-CA) 6,2-= 6,4 - 4 

- CON 2.O'ALPHA'V 
C 
C EVALUA11l OIP mFFNESS MATRIX [ZSO) -[BII1ZSO) [BI) 

CAll. MHI'CH(B2(I,l).zso(I,I),6,6,6) 
C 
C EVALUA11l mE Ouf OF PlANE OVAUSAll0N STIFFNESS 
C AND COUPUNG INTEGRALS [ZSCUP) IN SUBROtrrINE OVALO 

CAlL VZIl.R~ZSCUP(l'l ),24) 
CAlL VZIl.R CUPMAT(I,I),24) 
CAlL VZIl.R ZSOV(l,I),4) 

C 
CAll. OVALO (PRAD,BRAD,TIlICK,ALPHA,EX,NUXY ,zsoV,CUPMAT) 

C EVALUA11l COUPUNG mFFNESS MATRIX 
C CAll. MATXB (B2(I,I),cuPMAT(I,I),zsctJP ,6,6/>,6,2,6) 

C ASSEMBlE9X9 OIP MATRIX ZSFUlL 
00 33S 1-1,6 
00 33SJ-I,6 

33S ZSFUU.(l,J) - ZSO(l,J) 
00 3361-},6 
00 336J-l,2 
JP6 - 1+6 

336 7SFUU.(IJP6) - ZSCUP(I,J) 
00 3371-},2 . 
IP6 -1+6 
00 337J-I,6 

337 ZSFUU(IP6,J) - ZSCUP(J,I) 
003381-1,2 
IP6 -1+6 
00 338J-l,2 
JP6 - 1+6 

338 ZSFUU.(IP6,JP6) - ZSOV(I,J) 
C 
C 

C 

REDUCE OIP mFFNESS TO (a6 MATRIX ZSO 

gfr~~) 
C SAVE REDUCED ZSFUlL 1liRMS REQUIRED fOR D.OF. RECOVERY 
C INSRlOO 

003401-1,2 
IP6 -1+6 
00 34OJ-l,8 

340 SMO(l,J) - ZSFUIL(1P6,J) 
C 
C ASSEMBlE FUlL IIp.olP l2xl2 mFFNESS MATRIX 
C 1/p1liRMS IN l-J ODD LOCAll0NS,O/P1l!RMS IN EVEN 
C 
C ZIlROZS 

CAlL VZIl.RO (ZS(I,l),I44) 
003601-1,6 
lID - 2'1-1 
I:B - 2'1 
DO 360 J-I,6 
lD - 2'J-I 
lE - 2'J 

~
O,LO) = ZSI(I) 

ZS c ZSO(I,J) 
360 
C 
C ---STIFFNESS MATRIX TRANSfORMATION ---
C ElEMENT MATRlCES ARE TRANSFORMED TO mE GLOBAL CQ.()RD. 
C SYSTEM BY mE ANSYS SUBROUTINE MlITCH. 

CAlL MIITCH (TR(I,I),zs(I,I), ICIlK.ICl1K. 1CIlK) 
C 
C SET KEY TIfAT MATRIX WAS COMPtrrED. 

KELOUf(I) c 1 
C 
400 CONTINUE 
C 
C ---OlJll>Uf ElEMENT DATA TO FlLE 12 ---
C ElEMENT DATA IS OlJll>Uf TO F1LE 12 BY TIlE SUBROUTINE PlITELD. 
C 
990 CAlL PlITELD (IELNUM,EPAR(I).ERPAR(I),CON,svR(I» 

C 

C 

C 

CAlL mACK( IS,'SflOO ') 
REl'URN 
END 

SUBROUTINE REDUCE 
SUBROUTINE REDUCE (SE,RED) 

C STATIC CONDENSATION OF STIFFNESS MATRICES 
C REDUCES liP AND O/P 7x7 MATRlCEST06x6. 
C BASED ON GAUSSIAN EUMINATION: REF. 
C COOK RD. CONCEPTS AND APPUCATIONS OF FlNITE ELEMENT ANALYSIS 
C JOHN WILEY &: SONS 
C 
C NO REDUcnON OF FORCE VECTOR REQUIRED AS NODELESS 
C DOF HAVE ZERO CORRESPONDING GENERAUSED FORCES. 
C 
C FUlL, SYMMETRIC;: STIFFNESS MATRIX SE. 
C CONDENSATION OPERATIONS ON lDWER TRIANGLE OF SE. 
C SIZE OF FUll MATRIX c NSIZE 
C NUMBER OF OOFTO BE REDUCED - NUM. OOF TO BE REDUCED 
C STORED IN LAST NUM OOF. 
C 

C 

IMPUCIT OOUBLE PRECISION (A·H,O-Z) 
OOUBLE PRECISION SE(8,lI),REl>(6,6) 

NSIZI! - 8 
NUM - 2 

C CONDENSATION OF WWER TRlANGLE OF SE. 
0030K-I,NUM 
lL - NSIZE - K 
KK-lL+I 
D020L-I,lL 
IF (SE(KK,L) .EO. 0.0) GO TO 20 
DU'M - SE(KK,L)/SE(KK.KK) 
OOIOM-I,L 

10 SE(L.M) - SE(L,M) - SE(KK,M)'DUM 
20 CONnNUE 
30 CONTINUE 

C F1IL IN mE UPPER TRlANGLE BY SYMMETRY. 
004OK-l,lL 
004OL-I,K 

40 SE(L,K) - SE(K,L) 
C 
C EQUATE FIRST 6 ROWS AND COLUMNS OF SE TO RED 
C RED IS mE REDUCED IN-PlANE MATRIX 

00501-1,6 
0050J-I,6 

50 RED(I,J) - SE(I,J) 
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tx 

C 

C 

REIlJRN 
END 

SUBROUTINE TRSUB 
SUBROllnNE TRSUB (TR,TRPROP) 

C ROunNE TO EVALUAlE 1M2 TRANSFORMATION MA1RIX OF A CURVED BEAM. 

C 

C 

C 

C 

C 

IMPUcrr DOUBlE PRBCJSION (A-H.o.Z) 

ElCI'I!RNAL VZBRO,MAXB,MATXB 

DOUBlE PRECISION T(3.3).TI(3.3).TJ(3.3).TR(12,12). 
11HETA(3.3).TRPROP(7),ox,oV,oz,Pin,ALPHA,CON,AU!N2, 
2 SALPI,5AU'2.SIU..P3,cAlJ'I,<:ALP2.CALP3 

DX-TRPROP~~ DY-TRPROP 2 
DZ-TRPROP 3 
PHI-TRPROP(4) 
AlJ'HA -TRPR6p(S) 
CON -TRPROP(6) 
ALENZ-TRPROP(7) 

CAll. VZERO 1.1),9) 
CAll. VZERO 11.1 ,9) 

CAll. VZERO 1.1 ,9 
CAll. VZERO lh.l~ 
ALENG - SQRr(AlEN2) 
ALENNI - SQKl'(CON) 

C 
IF (ALENNI .Gr • .oooloALENG) GO TO 200 
SAUl - 0.0 
CALPI - 1.0 
GO TO 250 

200 SAI.J'1 - D~ALENNI 
CALPI - DX ALENNI 

250 SAI.J'2 - D / ALENG 
CALP2 - ALENNI/ALENG 

SAlJ'3-~ 
CALP3 -

C I~r;mmru-~10CAJ.P2 STRAIGIIT BEAM 3X3 TR MA1RIX 2,1 - -CALPIOSAl.P2"SALJ'3.SALPloCALP3 
.1 - SALPI 0SAIJ'3.CAU'1 0SALP20CA1.J'3 

1,2 - SALPloCALP2 
2.2 - CALPl°CA!J'3.SALPloSALPZ°St\LP3 
,2 - -CALPl°SAlJ'3-SALPIOSAl.P2"CA1.J'3 

1.3 - SAI.J'2 
2,3 - CAJ.P2OSAlJ'3 
.3 - CAJ.P2OCA1.J'3 

C THE[~.1 aJR

i
-~.f:Jl, BEAM NODE RarATION MA1RIX 1HETA 

THE[ .1 - S1N(ALPHA/2) 
THE[ 2.2 - 1.D 
THE[ 1.3 - -mmrA(3.1» 
1HET - 'J'HHrA 1.1 

C MUL T MAr::.&. ~Y nmTA AND THErA TRANSPOSB RBSP TO GEr 3X3 
C NODAL m MA'ffilCES TI AND TJ. 
C SUBROunNESA11MIIANDA1lMB USEDFORMULT. 
C 
C MAXB AND MATXB ARB ANSYS IN-HOUSE MA1RIX ROlll1NES. 

CAll. MAXB(THEfA(I.1 ).T(I.I ).TI(1.1 ).3.3.3.3.3.3) 
CAll. MATXB('J1IErA(I.I).T(I.1).TJ(I.I).3.3.3.3.3.3) 

C 
C FlU. OUT 12Xl2 TR MA1RIX FROM TI AND TJ 

DO 21!0 1-1,3 
D-1+3 
DO 21!0 J -1.3 

J3-J+3 
:!!S!~ - TI(I)) 

260 dr~ifu- 11(1.1) 

DOZJO 1-1.3 
16 - 1+6 
J9 - 1+9 

DO ZJO J -1.3 
J6-J+6 
J9-J+9 

TR~6.1 - TJ(I.J) 
TR J9)9 - TJ(I,l) 

ZJO CO 
END 

SUBROUTINE INVM 
SUBROUTINE JNVM(A,D,N,NX.MX) 

C 
C nus PROGRAM COMPUTE TIlE INVERSE OF A MAllUX 
C USING THE GAUSS BIlMINATION MEIlIOD. REF: 
C BREBBIA CA &: FERRANTE AJ COMPUTATIONAL MEIlIODS FOR 
C TIIB SOLUTION OF ENGINEERING PROBlEMS PENTECH PRESS. 
C 
C A : RECTANGUU\R ARRAY OF SIZE N X 2N 
CD: DBTBRMINANT 
C N:ORDEROFA 
C NX:ROW 
C MX:COLUMN 
C 

C 

IMPUcrr DOUBLE PRECISION (A·H.o.Z) 
DIMENSION A(NX.MX) 
NMlcN-l 
NPlcN+1 
NX2-N·2 

C PUT A UNIT MA1RIX IN TIlBARGUMEN11ill PART OF A 
C 

C 

DOZI-I,N 
JPN-I+N 
DOIJ-I,N 
JPN-J+N 

I A(I.JPN) -0.0 
Z A(I.IPN)-I 

C APPLY TIIB BIlMINATION PROCESS 
C 

DO 10 K-I,NMI 
KPI-K+1 
C-A~~ 
IF (ADS( ·1.0&10) 3.3.8 

3 DO 6J- I,N 
IF (ABS(A(J,K»-l.o&lO) 6,6,4 

4 D6 SL-K.NX2 
C-A(K,L) 

~
(K,L -A(J,L) 

S A(J,L-C 
C-A 

8 
6 CONTINUE 
7 WRITIl(6,8J9Il) K 

D-O.o 
GaroIS 

8 DO 9 J-KPl,NX2 
9 A(K,l) -A(K.J)/C 

DO 10 i-KPl,N 
C-A(I,K) 
DO IOJ -KPl,NX2 

10 A(I,l)-A(lJ~A(K.Jl 
IF (ABS(A(N,N))-1.oE-IO) 1.7.11 

11 00 12i-NPI)1X2 



~ ..... 
~ 

12 A(N,J)-A(N,J)/A(N,N) 
C 
C APPLY 1HE BACKSUBS'ITIUI10N PROCESS 
C 

C 

00 13 L-I,NMI 
K-N-L 
KPI-K+l 
00 131-NPI,NX2 
00 13J-KPI,N 

13 A(K,l)-A(K,l)-A(K.J)'A(J,I) 

C pur 'mE INVERSE IN 1HE F1RST N X N POSmONS 
C 

00 141-1,N 
00 14J-I,N 
JPN-HN 

~~A(l,IPN) 
<i999 FORMAT(24H •••• SINGUL\RfIY IN ROW,I2) 

END 
C 
C 

SUBROUTINE OVAL 
SUBROl1I'lNE OVAL (pR,BR,nlICK,ALPHA,EX,NUXY ,sTIFF,CUPMAT) 

C 
C ROunNE TO EVALUAm IN-PLANE OVAUSATION STIFFNESS MA1RIX 
e AND COUPLING INTEGRAL MATRIX. 
e 

C 

e 
e 

e 

lMPucrr OOUBLE PRECISION (A-H,O-Z) 
OOUBLE PRECISION NUXY ,AClRC(S),WClRC(S), 

2A'IHK(3), 3).A(2,6),D(2,2),DBI(2,2),DB2(2,2), 
3 D83(2,2),D84(2,2 , 
3 Bl(2.~,B2(=2,2),B4(2,2)'WALP(3),AALP~(', 
S ClJpI 6,2), ,ClJP3(6,2),cuP4(6,2),cuP 6.2), 
6 ClJP 1'(6,2),ID I 6,2),HM2(6,2),HM3(6,2). (6,2), 
7 BDBI(2,2),BDB2(2,2 ,BDB3(2,2),BDB4(2,2),BDB(2,2), 
8 S11FF(2,2) 

PR2 - PR"2 
CONST - EX'PR·BR/(l.O-NUXY'·2) 
CONClJP - CONST /DR 
DD - (PR/BR)"2/i. 

CALL HMAT (HMI,HM2.,HM3,HM4,PR) 

~
I,l~ -I. 1,2 - NUXY 
2,1 - NUXY 
2,2 - I. 

00 2.11-1,6 
00 2.1 J-I,2 

2.1 ClJPMAT(1,J) - o. 
C 
e WElGtmi WI -0 SSSSSSS5S5SSSS6 

W2 -0 Wl-WI 
e ABSCISSA 

C 

C 

AB3 - 0.~1483 
AB2 - 0.0 
ADI --AB3 

WTl - O.23692688S056UII 
Wf2. - OA7862ll67049936 WI'3 -0.s~~ __ 5 
WT4 -Wf2. 
WI'5 -wn 

BAl c -1).906119845938664 
BA2 - -1).s384@31010S683 
BA3 - O.ODO 
BA4 =-BA2 
BAS = -HAl 

e ACI1JAL INTEGRATION UMITS: 
C mRO'TI{lCKNESS H a -mICK/2 TO mICK/2. 
C AROUND ClRC A = - PI/4 TO PI/4 
C ALONG AXIS, 0 TO ALPHA 

C 

C 

C 

Ta-~CK/~ - ~WI 
2 = T'W2 
3 - wnIK(l) 

A~l'T'ABI Am 2 - T'AB2 
A = T'AB3 

WALPP~ = ALPHA/2.'W! 
WALP~2~ c ALPHA/2. 'W2 

::tJ~13l : :fJ:t:It.'~f.!ABll 
AALP 2 = ALPHA/2.· 1.+AD2 
AALP 3 c ALPHA/2.· 1.+AB3 

P4 = 3.141S927DO/4.0DO 

WClRCi~ = P4'iNT! WClRC 2 c P4'WT2 
welRC 3 = P4'Wf3 
WClRC 4 • WCIRC(2) 
WClRe c WClRC(I) 

AClRCI~ = P4'HAI AClRC 2 - P4'BA2 
AClRe 3 - P4'BA3 
AClRC 4 • P4'BA4 
AClRe - P4'BAS 

C INI11AIJSE ARRAYS 
00241=1,2 
0024J=I,2 

24 S11FF(I,I) = o. 
00251-1,6 
00 25J-l,2 
CUPl(J,I) - o. 

25 CONtINUE 
00711=1,6 
OO71J-I,2 

71 CUP2(l,J) - o. 
00281-1,6 
0028J-I,2 

28 CUP3(J,J) - o. 
00191-1,6 
00 19J-I,2 

19 ClJP4(I) - o. 
0030 1-1,6 
0030J-I,2 

30 CUP(I,J) - 0. 
C 
e START NUMERJCAL INmGRATION LOOP 
C 

C 

C 

00 100 nHK=I.3 
H • A11JX(l'lHK) 
00100ICJRc-I,5 
AL - AClRC(IClRC) 
00 100 IALP-I.3 
AALPP - AALP(lALP) 

AU - AL"2 
ALl - AL'AU 
AlA - AL'ALl 
AU - AL'AlA 

A(I,I) • O. 



~I~ -H'P~ cuml~! • BMI'Dm~! 1,3 - 2. H'~R2 CU 3,1 E BM2'O 2,1 
1,4 - H' 3.' +6. IP~ CU 3~ - BM2'DB3 ~ 
I - H'{4.'ALHU.,AI..)~P~ CU 5,1 - BM3'O 2,1 
1 - H' 5.'AlA+60.'ALl/P~ CU 5~ - BM3'O ~ C C 

TIl - AI..+P4 UI • AI..+7.'P4 
ST-~ Sf-~ I' 'rLJ. 

cr- ) 

A~' 'rI.~ 2,2 - 'Sf + Cf1/BR II. ~ E - 'Sf + Cfl{BR 
2,3 - AL2'ST + 2. AI..' BR A 2,3 -. ALl'Sf + 2. AI..' BR 
2,4 - ~AI.3'ST + 3.'ALl~/BR A 2,4 - ~M3'Sf + 3.'Al..2~/BR - AlA'ST + 4.'AI.3' IBR II. - AlA'Sf + 4.'M3' {BR 

- ALS'Sf + 5.'AlA' IBR A - - ALS'Sf + 5.' AlA' {BR C C 
BMI - -P%BR'er BMI- .PRbBR'cr 
8M2 - 2.' O+PR{BR'~S~AALPP) BM2- 2.'( O+PR/BR'~SIN(!I.Al..PP) 

C 8M3 - -2.'(OO+PR/BR' , AALPP) BM3- -2.'(OO+PR/BR' 'COS(!I.Al..PP) 
C 

CAlL MUL~I.A.HMI) CAlL MULT r,!l.,HM4) 
CAlL B'lDB OBI.Bl,Dj CAlL BTD~ DB4,B4,D1 

~IT':~f"r 
CAlL MUL B (DB4,D ) ""' ........ 01'. CUPI 12 - BMI'OBI 2,2 CUP4 I~ - BMI'OB4~' 

CUPI 3,1 - BM2'OBI 2,1 CUP4 3,1 - BM2'DB4 2,1' 
CUPI ;1. - BM2'OBI 2,2 CUP4 3~ = BM2'OB4 ~' 
CUPI S,I - BM3'DBI 2,1 CUP4 5,1 - BM3'OB4 2,1' 
CUPI 5;1. - BW'OBI 2,2 C CU 5;1.· BW'OB4 2,2: C 
TIl· AI..+3.'P4 00401-1,2 
ST'~ 004OJ-I,2 I'ia 40 BDB(IJ) - BDBI(IJ) + BDB2(IJ) + BDB3(IJ) + BDB4(IJ) 

0044 1-1,6 
2,2 - 'Sf + Cf1IBR 0044J-l,2 
2,3 - AL2'ST + 2. AI..' BR 44 ~~i"JCUPI(IJ)+ CUP2(I,I) + CUP3{lJ)+ CUP4(IJ»{BR 

~ 
2,4 - ~AI.3'Sf + 3.'ALl~/BR 

- AlA'Sf + 4.'M3' {BR C 
C - ALS'ST + 5.' AlA IBR • OOSO.l-I,2 ...... 00 SO J-I,2 N BMI - -p~BR'er SO SI1FF(I-!l- STlFF~ -l BM2- 2.' O+P:UBR'~S~AALPP) I BOB(IJ) CONST' miK)'WCIRC(ICIRC)'W/I.LP(I/I.LP) 
C 8M3- -2.'(00+ /BR ' AALPP) C 

00601-1,6 
CAlL MULE) 0060J=I~ 
CAlL B'IDB II2,B2,D CUPMAT~gs -cu~ CAlL MUL B (DB2,D~2) I CUP~ NST' 'WCIRC(ICIRC)'W/I.LP(I/I.LP) 

grr-'II 60 CO UE 
1;1. - BMl'O 2,2 100 CONTINUE 

,1 - BM2'D 2,1 REnJRN 
3;1. - BM2'O 2,2 END 
5,1 - BW'O 2,1 
5;1. - BW'D 2,2 SUBROUTINE OV AW C 

TIl -AI..+S.'P4 

ST-~ sUBROunNE OVALO (PR.BR,UlICK,/I.LPHA,EX,NUXY ,SfIFF,CUPMAT) 
er- C 

~'~ 
C ROUllNE TO EVALUATE O{P OVAUSATION SflFFNESS MATRIX 

2,2 - 'Sf + Cf1/BR C ANO COUPUNG INTEGRAL MATRIX. 
2,3 - AL2'ST + 2. AI..' BR C 
2,4 - ~AI.3'Sf + 3.'ALl~/BR IMPUCIT OOUBLE PRECISIO~.H,O-Z) 

- AlA'Sf + 4.'AI.3' {BR OOUBLE PRECISION NUXY,!I. C(~WCIRC(S), 
- ALS'Sf + S.'AlA' IBR 2 AUlK(3),=3),!I.(2,6),D(2,2),DBI( ),oB2(2,2), 

C 3 OB3(2,2~B4(2,2 , 
BMI- -PRJ:>R'er 

3 Wr~ 2lk~)~JiW/l.LPi3),A/I.LP= BM2- 2.' +P~BR'~S~AALPP) 5 I ~' ~,CU),cup (6;1.),CU 6;1.Ji 8M3- -2.'(OO+P /BR' , AALPP) 
6 CUP (~Ml 6;1.6-=~,HM3{~ ), C ~ :PJ~~r 2,2.B B3( ) DB4(~) DB(~), 

CAlL MUL~,A,HM3) 
CAlL B'IDB DB3,83,D C 
CAlL MUL (OB3,D~) Pal - PR"2 
CUP3(1,1) - BMl'DB3(2,l) CONST - EX'PR'BR/(I.D-NUXY"2) 



~ ...... 
~ 

CONCUP - CONSf IBR 
00 - CPR/BR)"2/2. 
B - (2"(I+NUXY)/(2+Nuxy) 

C 
q.u. HMAT (HMI,HM2,HM3,HM4,PR) 

C 

C 

C 

C 

~
I'li - I. 1,2 • NUXY 
2,1 - NUXY 
2,2 - I. 

wn - O.236l2688SOS6II11 
Wf2 - OA786286Jll49936 
wn -0568lW888'88M? 
Wf4 -Wf2 
wrs own 
BAI - '().90617984.:1938664 
BA2 - .().s384(931010S6ll3 
SAl - 0.000 
BA4 --BA2 
BAS --SAl 

C AClUAL INTEGRATION UMITS: 
C 1HRO'1HICKNESSH. -THICK/2TOTHICK/2. 
C AROUND CIRC A - - PI14 TO Pi/4 
C ALO\IIG AXIS, 0 TO ALPhA 

C 

C 

C 

T • 1HICK/2.D 

§l -'rWl 
2 -'rW2 

Wl1f - WfHK(1) 

A:=~-'rABI A: 2 - 'rAB2 
A: - 'rAB3 

WALP~~ - ALPHA/2. 'Wl 
WALP 2~ - ALPHA/2. 'W2 

~WALP~ : :fZlt:{'f.!ABll 
AALP - ALPHA/2.' 1.+A:Bl 
AALP - ALPHA/2.' 1.+AB3 

P4 • 3.14C19%7D0/4.o00 

li-
P4'wn 

2 - P40Wf2 
WCIRC - P4'wn 
WCIRC 4 - WClRC(2l 

il
WCl I: :~(I 
ACIR 2 - P4'SAl 
AClRC - P4'SAl 

4 • P4'BA4 
AI - P4'BAS 

00l4[-1,2 
OOl4J-l,2 

l4 STlFF(I,J) - O. 
00 25 (-I,/i 
00251-1,2 
CUP1(I,J) - 0. 

2S CONTINUE 
0027[-1,6 
00271-1,2 

27 CUP2(1,I) - o. 
00281-1,6 
00 28J-I,2 

28 CUP3(l,l) - o. 
00 291-1,6 
00 29 J-I,2 

29 CUP4(I,I) - o. 
00301-1,6 
00301-1,2 

30 CUP(I,I)' o. 
C Sf ART NuMERICAL INTEGRATION LOOP 

00 100 rrHK=l,3 

C 

C 

C 

C 
C 

C 

C 

C 

C 
C 

H = ATHK(lTHK) 
00 100 ICIRC-I,5 
AL = AClRC(IClRC) 
00 100 IALP-I,3 
AALPP - AAU'(IALP) 

AU - AL"2 
AD = AL'AU 
AlA =AL'AD 
Al5 =AL'AlA 

A 1,2 = H/PRl 
A 1,3 = 2. 'H'AL/PRl ~

I;I =0. 

A 1,4 = W 3.'AU+6.)/PRl 
I = W 4.'AD+24.'AL) PRl 

A 1,6 - H'{5"AlAHjO"AU~/PRl 
TH = AL+P4+P4 
Sf'S~N 

~
CT;i . _ rrlJR 
A 2,2 - - At'ST + CTl/BR 
A 2,3 - - AU'ST + ~i'AL' BR 
A 2,4 • -1Al3'ST + 3"AU~/BR 
A - - AlA'Sf + 4.'AD' IBR 

2, • - Al5'ST + 5. 'AlA' /BR 

CALL MULT~ I,A,HMI) 
CALL BTDB OBI,BI,D) 
CALL MUL: B (DBI,D,8I) 

BMI - -(2-B)'SIN(AALPP)'Sf 
BMl • (2-B)'COS(AALPP)'ST 

CUPI~2,ll· BMI'OBI~2,ll CUPI 2,2 • BMI'OBI 2,2 
CUPI 4,1 - BMl'OBI 2,1 
CUPI 4,2 • BMl'OBI 2,2 

TH • AL+3.'P4+P4 

ST-S~ 

~
CT;~ --rr/JR 

2,2 • At'ST + CTl/BR 
2,3 - - AU'ST + -i'AL' BR 

A 2,4 ·lAD'ST + 3"AU~/BR 
A = - AlA'ST + 4.'Al3' /BR 
A • - Al5'ST + 5.'AlA' /BR 

CALL MULT (B2,A,HM2) 
CALL BTDB (1J0B2,B2,D) 
CALL MULTDB (0B2,D,821 
BMI • -(2-B)'SIN(AALPP)'ST 
8M2 - (2-B)'COS(AALPP)'ST 



~ ...... 
N 
\0 

C 

~~I~ - BMloo~~11 CU 2,2 - BMloO 2,2 
CU 4,1 - BwoOB ~I 

4,2 - BM2°0 2,2 
C 

1H - AL+s. °p4+ P4 

~-~ 
2,2 - .~ + c.[1/BR 
2,3 - AUosr + 2. AL· BR m- ~'" 

A 2,4 - ~Al30~ + 3 .• AL2~/BR 
- AIA~ + 4.·Al3· IBR 

C - ALS~ + S.·AlA IBR 

C 
CAlL MUL~,A,HM3) 
CAlL B11>B 83,83.01 
CAlL MUL ~83,D ~ 
BMI - g-B)~AALPP~ ~ 

C BW - (B)· AALPP .~ 

C 

C 

c 

C 

m~li - BMIOOm~ll CU 2,2 - BMIOO 2,2 
4,1 - BW·O ~I 

CUP3 4,2 - BW·O 2,2 

1H & AL+7.oPHP4 
~-S~N 

~
cr;~ _ n: II R 

2,2 -. AI:..~ + en IBR 
2,3 - AL2"~ + -2.'AL· BR 
2,4 - ~Al30~ + 3 .• Al2~/BR 

- AlA~ + 4.·Al3· IBR 
- ALS~ + S.·AlAo IBR 

CAlL MOCi!.A.HM4) CAlL B11>B OB4,84,D) 
CAlL MUl: DB (DB4,D,B41 
BMI - .{2-B)OSIN(AALPP)'~ 
BM2 - (i-B)·COS(AALPP)·~ 

m~l~ - BMI.~~~ CUP 2,2 - BMI·O 2,2 
CUP 4,1 - BW·O ~ 

4,2 - BM2"D 2,2 

D040I-l,2 
DO 40 J-l,2 

40 BD8(l,J) - BDBl(J,J) + BDB2(J,J) + BDB3(I,J) + BOB4(I,J) 
DO+4I-1,6 
D044J-l,2 
CUP(J,J) - (CUPl(J,J) + CUP2(l,J) + CUP3(1,J) + CUP4(1,J» 
1 ·(PR/aR ··2) 

44 coN'rINUB 
c 

DO SO 1-1,2 
DO SO J-l,2 

so mFF(JJ\ - mFF(I,J) + 
I BDB(li5"CON~WIHK(I1HK)·WClRC(ICJRC)oWALP(1ALP) 

C 
DO 60 1-1,6 
D06OJ-l,2 
CUPMATII,J) - CUPMAT(I,J) + 
1 CUP(J.n~CONS'l'"W'lllK(l1·WClRC(IClRC)·WALP(1ALP) 

60 coKhNUe 
100 CON11NUB 

REruRN 
llND 

SUBROUTINE HMAT 
SUBROlJl1NE HMAT (HMI.HM~M3.HM4,PR) 

c 
C ROlJl1NETO EVALUATEOVAIlSATION SHAPE FUNCI10N MATRlCIiS (HI 

IMPUCIT DOUBLE PRECISION (A·H,o.Z) 
DOUBLE PREClSIO=F 6,6),Gl(6),G~6)'G3(6),G4(6), 

C 
C 

c 

1 GMl(6,4l,GM2(6,4l,G 6,4l,GM4(6,4 , 
2 HMI(6,2 .HM2(6,2 6,2 ,HM4(6,2 ,PR 

C GVECTORS 
DO 101-1,6 

G3 - ,SoF(I,4) 
- O's°F(J,1)+F(I,s) [

I - FCI,2)-'s°F(I,4) 
G - -5°F(J.I) 

10 NUB 
C 
C GMATRICES 

C 

c 

~r~~-~I!G~ GMI ,2 - G4 
GMI ,3 • G 
GMI ,4 -G 

G~'II-i G ,2-Gl 
G ,3 - I 
G ,4 - I 

GM3~'IJ - GffiJ G ,2 -G I 
G -Gl 



~ ..... 
~ o 

GM3(I,4) - 04(1) 
C 

GM ,2 -G3 
GM ,3 - G Gliill

l 
-i~ 

2O GM4 ,4-GlI 

C 

SUBROUTINE MULT 
SUBROlJI1NE MULT (C,A,B) 

C 
C ROlJI1NETOEVALUA1llrq - [AlIB) 

IMPUcrr DOUBLE PREClSloN (A-Il',o-Z) 
DOUBLE PRECISION A(2,6),B(6,2),C(2,2) 

C 
DO 101-1,2 
DO 10J-l,2 
CCU) - o. 
Db 10 K-l,6 

10 ~ C(J.J) + A(I,1C)'B(K,J) 

END 

SUBROUTINE BTOB 
SUBROlJI1NE BTDB(BDB,B,D) 

C 
C ROl1I1NE TO EVALUATB BTDB MATRICES 
C 
C DOUBLE PRECISION BDB(2,2),B(2,2),D(2,2),BB(2,2) 

DO 10 1-1,2 
DO 10J-l,2 
BB(I,J) - o. 
DO 10 K-l,2 

10 BB(I,J) - BB(I,J)+D(I,IC)'B(K,J) 
C 

DO 20 1-1,2 
D020J-l,2 
8OB(I) - O. 
DO 20 K-l,2 

20 ~ - 8OB(I,J)+B(K,I)'BB(K,J) 

END 

SUBROUTINE MULTDB 
SUBROlJ1lNE MULIDB (C,A,B) 

C 

C 

IMPUCIT DOUBLE PRECISION CA-H,o-Z) 
DOUBLE PRECISION A(2,2),B(2,2),C(2,2) 

DO 10 1-1,2 
DO 10J-l,2 
C(J.J) - O. 

DOIOK-I,2 
10 ~RN C(1,l) + A(I,K)'B(K,J) 

C 

C 

END 

SUBROUTINE CMULT 
SUBROlJI1NE CMULT (C,A,B) 

IMPUCIT DOUBLE PRECISION (A-H,o-Z) 
DOUBLE PRECISION A(6,2),B(2,2),C(6,2) 

DO 10 1~I,6 
DO 10J=I,2 
C(I,l) - O. 
DO 10 K=I,2 

10 ~RN C(1,l) + A(I,K)'B(K,J) 

END 
C 

A4,4.4 SUBROUTINE SRlOO 
SUBROUTINE SRlOO (IELNUM,ITYP ,KELOUT ,ELVOL,ImK,ZS,zASS,ZSCj 

C 
C········· STRESS PASS FOR ELEMENT PB3 •••••••• 
C 

c 

IMPUCIT DOUBLE PRECISION (A-H,o-Z) 
EXTERNAL TRACK,GE1llLD,PUTELD,sRPLT,MAXV,VZERO 
lN11lGER IPLTAY(6»)EP 

C····· START STCOM STORAGE ....... . 

C 

C 

C 

C 

C 

INTEGER IELNUM,ITYP ,KELIN(6),KELOUT(6l,NR,JCI1K, 
1 KE'lERR,IOUT ,NS1llPS,KFSTU>,l1TER,mME,NCUMIT ,KiC>TRT )SPARE, 
2 Kl3,NPRPVI..,MA TST ,KS,Kl6,lPROP ,KCPDS, 
3 K20,KA Y,MODE,ISYM,KAHDJDEBUG,IXXX. 

.o4 ITYP~T ,l1lLEM,NROW ,JTYPElPLOr ,lPRINT ,ICfEMTP,KCONCV ,KBICNV, 
S KEYPLSJcEYCRP ,KEYSWL,KYSUB(9).K2I,NODES(20), EPAR(SO) 
REAL ERRV AR(S) 

DOUBLE PRECISION 
I DPZERO,DPHAl1',DPONE,DFIWO,DPTEN,DTORAD,RADTOD, 
21REF,TUNlF,TOFSET. DELTIM,TIME,TIMOLD,TIME2,TIME3,DELT2, 
3 ACEL,OMEGA.CGOMEG,CGLOC,DXXX, 
• ELMASS,xCENTR. YCENTR,ZCENTR.TFCP ,sUBEl(, ERPAR(20). 
S XYZBO(20,3),x(20),Y(20),z(20), ELVOL 

COMMON ISTCOMI DPZERO,DPHAl1',DPONE,DFIWO,DPTEN,DTORAD,RADTOD, 
1 1REF,ruNIF,TOFSET, DELTIM,TIME,TIMOLD,TIME2, TIME3,DEL 12, 
2 ACEL(3),OMEGA(6),CGOMEG(6),CGLOC(3), DXXX(I6), 
3 JCEYEQRlOUT,NSTEPs,KFSn.D;l1TBR,rI1ME,NCUMIT,KRSrRT,ISPARE, 
4 KI3,NPRPVI..,MATST ,KS,Kl6,lPROP(20),KCPDS, 
S K20,KAY(IO),MODE,ISYM,KAHDJDEBUG(IO), !XXX(41) 

EQUIVALENCE ~ITYPE.EPAR(I»' lMAT,EPAR(2», (11lLEM,EPAR(5), 
I NROW,EP ,(JTYPE,EPAR(I), IPLOr,EPAR(I2). 
2 iRlNT,EP~~, (ICmMrP .EP~~~ ,(KCONCV~AR(16», 
4 ICNV ,EP'M\(i I' (KEYPLS,EPAR(I'~ I). (KEYCRP ,EPAR(19», 
S KEYSWL,EPAR(2 ), (KYSUB(I),EP il», (K21,EPAR(30», 
6 ODES(I),EPAR(31» 

1 (YCENTR,ERP », (ZCEN1R,EIU'AR(04)), (TFCP .ERPAR(5). 
EQUIVALENESS.ERPAR(1», (XCENTR,ERPAR(2». 

2 (SUBEX,ERP 
EQUIVALENCE 1),xvzEO(I,I».(Y(I),xvzEQ(I,2»,(Z(I),xvzoo(I,3» 

DOUBLE PRECISION 
I ZS(1CI1K,ICI1K),zASSCKUK,KnKJ.ZSC(KUK), 
2 BRAD,ALPHA.PRAD,'I1UCK,PHI,EX,Al.PX,NUXY ,DENS,DPPI,PROP(4), 
3 RVR(S),svR(2S3)'pRESS(1 ),BI(6.6).B2( 6.6), 



~ ..... 
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4 TR(!2,12),U(24),POSTD(20),CON.AI(6).BI(2,8),oMA~~' 
S sMI(2,8),ooF1(8).EP1(2),sIGl(2),ULOC(12).A(2.6).BBI 2,2 , 
6 DOFO(8)aM 2,8),oMATO(3,3),A2(3,6),BO(3,8),BO 3 , 
7 EPO(3),s1 ,siG(3).BN(2.6),lIOVl(2.3),BOVO(2.3), 
8 HMI(6,2) 6.2).HM3(6.2),HM4(6,4),sPACf 

C 

C 
C 

C 
C 

C 

C 

C 

EQUIVALENCE (RVR(I).8RAD), (RVR(2),AlJ'HA), (RVR(3),PRAD), 
1 (RVR(4),nDCK), (RVR(S).PHI) 

EQUIVALENCE SAVED VARlABUlS SVR(): 
EQUIVALENCE (: 1 .81 1,1»,(SVR(37),B2(I,I», 
1 (SVR(73),PROP(I», C ,TR(I,I», 
2 (SVR(22I:),sMl(I,I», ( ,sMO(i.l» 

EQUIVALENCE MA'l1!RIAL PROPERTIES PROPQ: 
IlQUIVALENCE (PROP(I),EX), (PROP(2),ALPX), (pROP(3),Nuxy), 
I (PROP(4),DENS) 

DATA DPPI I 3.14lS926S3S1!11793DO I 
CAlL TRACK (S,'SRl00 ') 
CAlL GEI'BLD (IElJooIUM,ITYP .EPAR(I),ERPAR(I).coN,CON, 
1 PRESS(I ),ooN,RVR(1 ),5VR(I).xYZBQ(I,I),U(1)) 

C CONVERl' ALPHA TO RADIANS 
ALPHA - ALPHA'DPPI/IMl.o 

~ --~~~STRESSPASS ~-~~~-
C 
C EVALUA1t! lIP CONSITIUI1VJl MATRIX [DMAn) 

CAlL VZERO (D~I,I~,4) 

c 
c 

c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 

C 

51-Hr~(~~ 
DMAn 2,2~ - OCON 

EVALUA1t! 0eNSITIUI1VJl MATRIX 

5f111~~~) . 
DMA 2,2 - DCON 
DMA ,3 - DCON'(I-NUXY)/2 

~~~~~~~VECI'OR Ul.OC(IN LOCALCSYS) 

<:AU. MAXV ('IR(1,l),U(I),Ul.OC,12,l2) 

••••••• RECOVER NODBLESS OOF .•••••••• 
- IN-PlANE OOF-
SMI CONTAJNS lAST 2 ROWS OF lIP ZSFUIL AFl1lR CONDENSAnON 

OOFJ- I/POOFINLOCALCSYS. 
11IB KNOWN (IIEAM) OOP STORED IN FIRST 6 ROWS. 

I
~DFJBSS~~m=~ANDSTOREDlNlAST2. 
00FI2 - 3 
OOFI -
00FI4 -
OOFI - 9 

- I) 

C RBCOVERY ALGORI11fM: REF COOK 
0030J-I,2 
U - 6+1 
DUM -0.0 
It-U-I 
002llL-I,K 

20 DUM - DUM + SMI(J,L}'OOFJ(L) 
30 OOFI(JJ) - (0.0 - DUM}/SMI(J,IJ) 

C 
C OlIT OF PlANE DEGREES OF FREEDOM 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 

C 

SMO CONTAINS u.sr 6 ROWS OF O/P ZSFUU AFTER CONDENSATION 
OOFO - O/P DOF IN LOCAL CSYS. 
1HE KNOWN (BEAM) DOF STORED IN F1RSf 6 ROWS. 
NODELESS DOF RECOVERED AND STORED IN LAST 2. 

DOm~_ug2~ DO 2 -U 4 
DOFO 3 - UlOC 6 
DO 4 ~ Ul.OC 8 
DO c U 10) 
DO - UlOC 12) 

C RECOVERY ALGORI1liM 
DOS()J~I,2 

JJ - 6+1 
DUM - 0.0 
K - JJ-I 
D040L-I,K 

40 DUM - DUM + SMO(J.L)ODOFO(L) 
SO DOFO(JJ) = (0.0 - DUM)/SMO(J)J) 
C 
C AlL NODAL AND NODELESS DOF NOW EVALUATED. 
C 
C 
C 

< < < < < < < SET UP LOOP FOR STRESS AND STRAIN EVALUAnON > > > > > > > 

C FOR DEVELOPMENT ONLY S1RESSES AT NODE I WERE EVALUATED: PHI ~ 0 
C 

C 

RAno = (PRAD/BRAD)'02 
PR2 - PRAJ)O'2 
D - RAnO/2.0 
B = (2'(I+Nuxy)/(2+Nuxy) 
OPCON = PRAD/(BRAD'02) 
P4 - 3.l41S9Z7/4. 

C AN lNTERACfIVE SURFACE AND S1RESS NORMALJSAnON FAC'TOR 
C INPlITWAS INCLUDED. 
C 
C 
C 

C 

CHOOSE'H -INNER/MlDjOurnRSURFACE 
- -1lf1CK/2,O,nlICK/2 

PRJNT ',' , 
PRJNT ° ;INPlIT SURFACE FOR STRESS CALCS' 
PRJNT ° ,'-1 - INNER' 
PRJNT ','0 - MJDDU;:' 
PRINT ','1 - OurnR' 
READ (5,') SURF 
PRINT ~,'lNPlIT STRESS NORMALlSAnON FACTOR' 
READ (5,') SFACf 

WRITE (40,8) IELNUM 
C REMOVE BELOW C IF lIP OUTPlIT REQD. IN FIUl PB2RESDAT 
C WRITE (40,') , ALPHA SIGFfH SIGPHI POSN' 

POSrIN --S. 
POSN - 40. 

C STRESSES EVALUArnD AT NODE liN SfEPS OF ~ DEGREES 
00 1000 IQRT = 1,4 

C 

C 

AL - -so. 
DO 100 IALP - 1,18 

AL -AL+5. 
AL - AL'DPPI/IMl. 
POSITN • POSInoI + 5 

C········· IN PlANE STRESS AND STRAIN ••••••••••• 
C EVALUATE lIP (B) MATRIX 

AU. AL··2 
AU - AL'AL2 
AU - AL'AU 
AI.5 - ALOAU 

C 
H - -1lfJCKj2°SURF 



~ ....... 
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c 

c 

c 

c 

C 

~
I'~_O' 1,2 - H/PR2 
1,3 - 2, 'H' AL/PR2 
1,4 - H' .·A1.2+6.)/PR2 
I-H' ... ·AL3+24.·AL PR2 

A 1 - H'~"AlA+llO .• lli~/PR2 
IF IORT.EO.I~m-AL+p4 
IF IORT.EO.2 m-AL+3.·P4 
IF ORT.E03 m-AL+S.·P4 
IF .EOA m-AL+7.·P" 

ST-S~N 
CT - I) 

~~
- ~/IIRAD 

2,2 - At.osr + Cf)/BRAD 
2,3 - AL2"ST + -2:'AL BRAD 
2.4 - ~AL3'ST + 3"AL2I/BRAD - AlA'ST + .... AL3. /BRAD 
2, - ALS'ST + S. 'AlA' /BRAD 

IF ~ORT .EO.li 00 TO 52 IF ORT.EO.2 00 TO Sol 
IF ORT.E03 00 TO 56 
IF QRT.EQA OOTOSB 

51 CALLMULT(BBI,A.HMI) 
OOTO!1J 

Sol CALL MULT (BBI,A.HM2) 
OOTO!1J 

56 CALl.. MULT (BBI,A.HM3) 
OOTO!1J 

SB CALl.. MULT (BB1,A,HM4) 
OOTO!1J 

C 
!1J COtn'INUE 

OOllO 1-1,2 
OOllOJ-I,8 

~ Bl(l.J) - 0.0 

C LOCAnON AT PHI - 0, SIN PHI - 0, COS PHI - I 
C BBAM BENDING S1BAIN DISP IN FIRST 6 COLUMNS. 

~~~ 
AI(~- .coNST/BRAD 

CAl) - 2,'(D+CONS'I)OSJN(PHI)/BRAD - 0 FOR PHI-O 
AI( - -2,'(D+~BRAb 

C FOR~Nmo 
CALl.. VZBRO (Bl(I,l),l 
0070 1-1,6 

70 ~1)'Bl(I,I)+AI(3)'BI(3,1)+AI(S)'BI(S,l) 

C 

C 
C 

C 

B~~' - BBI~I'll Bl 1,8 - BBI 1,2 
Bl 2, - BBI 2,1 
Bl - 8812,2 

EVAWATE S1BAINS (EPI) - [BI] {DOl'l} - (EPI(PHl) EPI(THEI'A)} 
CALl.. MAX\' (Bl(l,l).DOl'l(l),EPI,2,8) 

C EVAWATE S'I1U!SSES {SIGI} - [D\{EPI} - (SIGI(pHl) SIGl(THEl'A)} 
CALl.. MAX\' (DMAn(1,l ),EPf(1 ),sIGI,2,2) 

C EVALlJATE!mU!ssFACl'OR - SlGI/CMR/I) 
SJOJ(I) - SJGI(I)OSFACT 
SIGI(2) - SJGI(2)OSFACT 

C 
AL - AL·Ull.O/DPPI 

C 
C REMOVE BELOW C IF I/P S1RESS OlITPlJf 10 PB3RESDAT REQD 
C WRITE (40:(4F16.3)') AL,SIGI(I),sIGI(2),POSmi 
100 COI'ffiNUE 

C 
C c······· our OF PlANE SIRESS AND SI'RAlN •••••••• 
C 
C 

C 

C 

C 

c 

C 

C 

C 

C 

WRITE (40.')' POSH SIGTH SIGPHI TAU' 
AL - ·SO. 
DO 200 lALP = 1,18 

AL =AL+5. 
AL - AL·DPPI/IBO. 
POSH - POSN + 5 

AL2 =AL··2 
AL3 =AL'AL2 
AlA· AL'AL3 
AL5 • AL'AlA 

CAll VZERO IAO,I),12) 

~ ~~,_~Icf.K/2'SllRF 
A 1,2 - H/PRl 
A 1,3 = 2.·H·AL/PRl 
A 1,4 - H' 3.·AI.2+6.)/PRl 
A I • H' 4.·AL3+2oi.·AL) PR2 
A 1,6 • H'!S"AlA+60"AI.2)/PRl 

IF !IQRT.EQ.I~ TH=AL+P4+P4 
IF IQRT.EQ.2 TH-AL+3.'P4+P4 
IF IQRT.EQ.3 TH=AL+S.'P4+P4 
IF IQRT.EQA TH=AL+7.'P4+P4 

ST-~, • 

~
CT~i '-;-,~t:lRAD 

2,2 - - At·ST + CTI/BRAD 
2,3 -. AI.2·ST + -i'AL' BRAD 

A 2,4 - -m·ST + 3.'AL2~/BRAD 
A = . 'ST + 4.'AL3· /BRAD 

= AU'ST + 5.' AlA' /BRAD 

CAll VZEROlS~I'1 ,12~ CAll VZERO H 1,1 ,12 
CAll VZERO M3 1,1 ,12 
CAll VZERO M4 1,1 ,12 
CAll HMAT (I ,HM4,PR) 

CAll VZERO (BBIO,I),4) 

IF ~QRT .EQ.l~ GO to 152 IF IQRT.EQ.2 GO 10 154 
IF QRT.EO.3 GO 10 156 
IF IQRT.EOA GO TO lS8 

152 CAll MULT (BBI,A,HMI) 
GO 10 l!1) 

154 CALl.. MULT (BBI,A.HM2) 
GO 10 l!1) 

156 CALl.. MULT (BBI,A,HM3) 
GO 10 1!1J 

lS8 CAll MULT (BBI,A.HM4) 
0010 l!1) 

C 
l!1) CONnNUE 

C 
C Pur OV TERMS IN LAST 2 COLS OF DO 
C 
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c 

~il.~~?~f?ll,l),24) 
1,8 - BBI 1,2 
2, - BBI 2,1 

DO 2,8 - BBI 2,2 

C EVAI..UA1EO/PBMA'IRlXDO 
C O/P A MATRIX A2. MULT BY PRAD/(BRAD··2) USUAlLY oursloe BRACKErS 

CALL VZIlRO (A2(1.1).18) 
C 
C AT NODE 1: 

C 

C 

CP-l.o 
SP-O.o 

Ii 
--(2.0-B)·Sp·ST"OPCON 

1,4 - (2..0-B)·CP·ST"OPCON 
,2 - S·CP'OPCON 

3,4 - B·Sp·OPCON 
3 - OPCON 

CALL VZIlRO (B08(I.I).18) 
CALL MAXB (A2(I.I),B2(I.i),BOB,3,6,3,3,6,6) 

C PUT BOB IN F1RSt 6 COLUMNS OF BO 
C Nom 1HAT FIRST 1WO ROWS ARE SWAPPED ROUND FOR CONSlSfANCY WITH 
C OVAIlSATION SI'RAIN-DISP MA'IRIX 

00 16OJ-l,6 

~~::g~ffi 160 cJi?nNUE 
C 
C 

C 

EVALUA1ESl'RAJNS (SPOI - [BI] {OOFO} ~ (IlPO(PHI) IlPO(THETA) TAU} 
CAlL MAX\' (8O(1.1),DOFO(I),EPO,3,8) 

C EVAI..UA1E STRESSES (SlooI- [01 {EI'I} - (SIGO(PHl) SIGO(THEfA) GAMMA} 
CAlL MAX\' (DMATOCl.l),E.PO(I),sIOO,3,3) 

C EVALUA1E!rnmss FACToR - SIGI/(MR/I) 

C 
C 

S~ll-Slal'SFACT 
SI 2 - SI 2 'SFACT 
S 3 - SI OSFACT 

AI.. - AI..·I80.o/DPPI 
~ ~4F163)') POSN,sIGO(I),sIGO(2),sIGO(3) 

1000 CONTINUE 
C 
C DUMMY WRr11l TO F1W12- ALL STRESSES AcnJALL Y WRITI1!N TO 
C PB3RESDAT 
C 

IF (IPlDl' .NE- 1) GO TO 900 
C ••••• NUMBER OF FORCIlS (UlVEL 1) ••••• 

IPLTAY(2) - 12 
C .~ ••• NUMBER OF snwssES (lEVEL 2) ••••• 

IPLTAY(3) - 4 
C ... t. NUMBEROFTOJ'ALSAVED(LBVELSI.2,AND3) 

IPLTAY(4) - 20 
C .~ ••• SAVE GEOMETRY FOR CONTOURS (O,NO I.YES) 

c 
C 
C 

IPLTAY(6) - 0 

•••••• pur POSTDATA INFORMATION INTO POSTD •••••• 

C····· PUT PLTARY INFORMATION ONTO FILE 12 ••••••• 
CAlL SRPl:§,ITYP ,NROW,MAT.l00,2,U(I),NOOES(I),xvzoo(I,I), 
IIPLTAY(1).POS' 1 ) 

900 CAlL ptJfi!u> UM,EPARCll,ERPARCl),ooN,svR(I» 
C PUI1lLD RESTO DATA BACl(TO FILIl3 

CALL mAC1C( is, 'SRlOO ') 
RImJRN 
END 


